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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, S.7.1, on MONDAY 


the 24th JANUARY, 1938 at 6.30 p.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, xM.P. ,

Prime Minister. (in the Chair). 


'he Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P., 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


'he Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


he Right Hon. 

Anthony Eden, M.C., M. P., 

Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs. 


he Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C.8.I. , G.C.I.E. , Secretary 

of State for India. 


he Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Ins-cip, C. B. E. , K. C. ,

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


he Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


he Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

President of the Board of 

Trade. 


he Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K.G.3 D.S.O. 

M.C , President of the Board 

of Education. 


The Right Hon. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, 

G. C. S. I.., G. C. I. S. ,

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G. C S . I. 

G.B.E., C.M.G., M. P. , Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M.P. , 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hon. 

A- Duff Cooper, D.S.0., M.P., 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, B. E. 


Secretary of State for 

Air. 


The Right Eon. 

W.S. Morrison, M. C., K.C., M. P. 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., 

Minister of Health. 


E. L. Burgin, M.P. ,

Minister of Transport. 


plonel Sir M. P. A. Hanlcey, G.C.B. , G.C.M.G. , G.C.V.O., Secretary. 




FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS. 


The United 

States of 

America. 


Italy. 


Germany. , ,, 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 46 (37) 

Conclusion 10.) 


t) 


1. The Cabinet met as a matter of urgency to n 


consider the results of discussions at the Cabinet 


Committee on Foreign Policy during the preceding week 


concerning our policy towards the countries mentioned 


in the margin. 


The Prime Minister apologised for the short 


notice at which the Cabinet had been assembled. He 


said that the Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy had 


held several Meetings during the preceding week, 


which had resulted in the despatch of important 


telegrams to Washington. In the ordinary way a 


verbal report would have been made to the Cabinet by 


the Foreign Secretary at the regular weekly Meeting 


on Wednesday next. On Tuesday, however, the 


Foreign Secretary had to leave London for a Meeting 


of the Council of the League of Nations at Geneva. 


It had therefore been necessary to summon the present 


Meeting. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said that the story was so complicated that he had 


prepared a precis, which he read to the Cabinet. 


(A copy of this is on record in the 

Secretary's standard file of Cabinet 

proceedings.) 


The Prime Minister then made a statement to 


the Cabinet supplementing the Foreign Secretary's 


remarks. 


(A copy of this is also on the record in 

the Secretary's standard file.) 


After some discussion the Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the course adopted by the 

Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy: j 


(b)	 That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should take advantage of the 

presence of the French Minister of 

Foreign Affairs at Geneva to inform him 

that we had not yet made any progress 

in the conversations with the Italian 

Government but that His Majesty's 

Government had been considering the kind 




of settlement they might hope to obtain 1 

in return for recognition of the 

Italian position in Abyssinia, and should! 

ascertain the views of the French 

Government on the subject. He should 

have in mind the desirability of 

inducing M. Delbos to make an 

announcement of the French Governments i? 

approval of Anglo-Italian conversations 

whenever they are opened: 


That no useful purpose was likely to be ^ 

served by a discussion of recognition "ofj

the Italian position in Abyssinia at the 

forthcoming Meeting of the Council of 

the League of Nations, and if any such 

discussion was contemplated the Secretary! 

of State for Foreign Affairs should 

endeavour to discourage it: I 


That the Secretary of State for Dominion E 
Affairs, in consultation with the 
Foreign Office, should prepare the draft I 
of a telegram for despatch to the 
Dominions after the Prime Minister's 

approval had been obtained: 


That as soon as President Roosevelt's 

reaction to the telegrams sent to 

Washington on January 21st was known, 

the question should be taken up of 

further progress in the Italian 

conversations: 


That it was desirable, if practicable, 

to discontinue the use of the term 

"de jure" recognition of the Italian 

occupation of Abyssinia, and to 

substitute some phrase which would 

simply imply a recognition of an 

international change, e.g. "recognition 

for international purposes of the conquest! 

of Abyssinia", or "recognition of the 

Italian position in Ethiopia"; and that 

both the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs and the Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs should have this in 

mind: for example, in drafting the 

despatch to the Dominions: 


To take note that the Cabinet Committee 

on Foreign Policy had met the same 

afternoon to consider the proposed 

conversations with the German 

Government and had made some progress. 




JAPAN. 


Relations with. 


revious 

Reference: 

Cabinet 48 (37) 

Conclusion 5.) 


2. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 1 


gave the Cabinet indications of some alleviation in 


the tension in the Far East, instancing Mr. Hirota*s 


recent speech and the criticisms of the Japanese 


Government in the House of Peers, which tended to 


confirm confidential information received by the 


Foreign Office. 


In this connection also he referred to 


exchanges of views with the American Government which 


had led, inter alia, to the despatch of American 


Cruisers to the ceremony of the opening of the new 


Dock at Singapore. -A 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


24th January, 1938. 




TO BE KEPT UNDER LOCK AND KEY. 


SECRET ADDENDUM TO CABINET 1(58). 

a 


The Secretary oj State for Foreign Affairs gave the 

following Summary of events leading up to the recent proceedings 

of the Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy as well as the 

discussions at the Committe"eT 


On the evening of January 11th Mr. Sumner Welles, 


Under Secretary of State, called on Sir R. Lindsay by direction 


of the President of the U.S.A. to convey a direct and very 


secret message from Mr. Roosevelt to the Prime Minister. The 


President, "being deeply impressed by the progressive deterioration 


of the international situation,1 proposed to take an initiative 


along the only lines which, in the state of public opinion in the 


U.3.A., are open to him. His initiative was designed to work 


"as an action by the U.S. Government parallel to the efforts 


which H.M. G. in the United Kingdom are making with the Central 


Powers. " The President explained that he was communicating his 


scheme to H.M.G. alone and stipulated that no other Government 


should be informed of its nature or even of its existence. He 


added that he would only proceed with this scheme if, not later 


than January 17th (i.e. six days after the scheme was communicated 


to Sir R. Lindsay), he received an assurance from the Prime 


Minister that it would meet with "the cordial approval and whole
hearted support of H.M.G," In that event the President planned 


on January 20th to warn confidentially the Governments of France, 


Germany and Italy, as well as ourselves, of the general lines of 


his scheme and on January 22nd he intended to announce his plans 


to the Diplomatic Corps at "Washington, whom he would sumnon to the 


White House for the purpose. 


This is the plan. The President begins with a preamble 


of four paragraphs explaining that he has been led to take this 


initiative because he feels that the standard of conduct between 


nations has been deteriorating and that rearmament cannot be 


expected to prevent the conflagration towards which the world 


seems to be drifting. For these reasons the President suggests 


"that :,all Governments at an early date strive to reach a 


unanimous agreement upon the following matters:



(l)	 Essential and fundamental principles which should 

be observed in international relations. 


(2)	 Most effective methods for achieving limitation and 

reduction of armaments. 


(3)	 Methods through which all peoples may obtain the 

right to have access upon equal and effective terms 

to raw materials and other elements necessary for their 

economic life. 


(4)	 In the unhappy event of war, rights and obligations of 

Governments both on land and at sea except in so far as 

in the case of certain nations they may be determined by 

existing international agreement; the laws and customs 

of warfare whose observance neutrals may be entitled to 

require." 


The President's message finishes with a reference to 


two matters, viz. inequities of post-war settlement and the 


American attitude to international affairs, to which special 


attention should perhaps be drawn. As regards the inequities, 


the President says "it is possible that before the foundations of 


a lasting peace can be secured, international adjustments of 


various kinds must be found for the pacification of the universe 


in order to remove such inequities as may exist by reason of the 


nature of certain settlements reached during termination of the 


Great War." As regards the U.S. attitude, he says "the tradition
al policy of freedom from political involvement which the U.S. 


Government has maintained and will maintain is well-known. " 

It is added, however, that, if the President's plan is found 


acceptable, he "gladly pledges the co-operation of the U.3. 


Government in seeking the attainment of the objectives sought." 


The President's idea, Mr. Welles said, is that, if he 


receives a certain measure of support for his plan, he will then, 


not summon a world conference, but invite certain governments 


to send representatives to Washington to negotiate on the points 


mentioned in his draft. These Governments are to be Sweden, 


the Netherlands', Belgium, Switzerland, Hungary, Jugoslavia, 


Turkey and three Latin-American governments. His hope, Mr. 


Welles explained, was that, while these negotiations are proceed
ing in Washington, their initiation will give an impulse to the 


negotiations of H.M.G. and Prance with Germany and Italy and the 


President will desire Ho M. G. to exchange full information on the 




course of their separate negotiations. 


In forwarding the scheme Sir R. Lindsay expressed the 


view that the Presidents plan was a genuine effort to relax 


the tension of the world and that if H. M, G. were held to blame 


by the U. 3. Government for killing the scheme before it was 


propounded by withholding their support, this would annul all 


the progress made in Anglo-American co-operation during the 


last two years. He, therefore, very earnestly urged acceptance. 


The telegr^s on this subject from Sir R. Lindsay 


were received in the Foreign Office on Wednesday, the 12th 


January. The following day, Thursday, the 13th January, the 


Prime Minister came up to London and on his instructions, a 


reply was sent to Washington. In his reply., the Prime Minister 


began by expressing the highest appreciation of the mark of 


confidence which the President had shown in consulting him in 


regard to his plan. He went on then to explain the position 


of our own efforts to reach a general appeasement by improving 


relations with the Italian and German Governments. The Prime 


Minister explained that in each case we were adopting the same 


basis - namely, that all parties can and should make their 


contribution. In the case of Italy, the Prime Minister said 


that "His Majesty's Government would be prepared, for their part 


"if possible with the authority of the League of Nations to 


"recognise de jure the Italian conquest of Abyssinia if they 


"found that the Italian Government on- their side were ready to 


"give evidence of their desire to contribute to the restoration 


"of confidence and friendly relations." The Prime Minister 


mentioned these facts so that the President might consider 


whether there was not a risk of his proposal cutting across our 


efforts and whether it would not be wiser to hold his hand for 


a short time and see what progress we could make in beginning 


to tackle some of the problems piscemal. "This would not of 


course prejudice the larger effort that the President might be 


willing to make later on." It was pointed out that these were 


only the Prime Minister's preliminary reflections and that he 
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held himself in readiness to consider immediately any observations 


which the President might wish to make. At the same time it 


was pointed out to Sir R. Lindsay that there were certain phrases 


in the Presidents draft plan which caused grave misgivings - for 


example, the two phrases to which attention has been drawn above 


(i) about the traditional American policy of "freedom from 


political involvements," and (ii) about the removal of "such 


inequities as may exist by reason of the nature of certain settie
ments reached at the termination of the Great War." 


On Saturday, the 15th January, we heard from Sir R. 


Lindsay that he had passed the Prime Minister's message on to the 


President and that the President would send the Prime Minister a 


written reply on Monday, January 17th. The Under-Secretary had 


told the Ambassador that the President would, in his reply, 


indicate his willingness to postpone his scheme for a while, but 


that Mr. Roosevelt felt a little disappointed. By the time of the 


receipt of this telegram on Saturday evening I had returned to 


London and seen this correspondence. I accordingly sent a telegram 


at once to Sir R. Lindsay, saying that if the President was 


registering disappointment at finding a negative attitude on our 


part, I was convinced that that was not the impression which the 


Prime Minister intended to convey. I added that I was going (to 

Chequers) on Sunday, the 16th January, to consult the Prime Minister 


and the President would surely understand our difficulties owing 


to the very short time given us for considering his far reaching 


proposals. On Monday, the 17th January, the Presidents reply 


was handed to Sir R. Lindsay and it was received in London on the 


following morning. In the Presidents reply he began by saying 


that he greatly appreciated the very frank and friendly spirit in 


which the Prime Minister had replied to his message. In view of 


the considerations the Prime Minister had advanced, he said '*I am 

willing to agree to defer making the proposal I had intended to 


make for a short while, as he (the Prime Minister) suggests, 


in order that His Majesty's Government may see what progress they 




can make in beginning the direct negotiations they are -aontem
plating." He continued that he was concerned by the statement 


that His Majesty's Government, under certain contingencies, might 


recognise de -Sure the Italian conquest of Abyssinia, in particular 


for two reasons: 


1.	 because of the "harmful effect" that it might have 


"upon the course of Japan in the Par East and upon 


"the nature of the peace terms which Japan might demand 


from China," and 


2.	 because "a surrender by H.M.G. of principle of non
recognition at this time would have a serious effect 


"upon public opinion in the U.S.A." 


He added that U.S. public opinion "will only support 


the Government in measures of specific co-operation with other 


peace loving nations of the world, provided these measures of 


co-operation are destined to re-establish and maintain the 


principles of international "law and morality." Finally, the 


President asked to be kept informed of developments of our 


direct negotiations with Germany and Italy. In sending this 


message from the President, Sir R. Lindsay pointed out that the 


President did not regard the door as being closed, but that he 


(the Ambassador) had been impressed at receiving this warning in 


regard to de lure recognition from the President and Mr. Hull, 


particularly as the Under Secretary's commentary on it delivered on 


the Presidents instructions was even more emphatic than the 


actual message. Sir R. Lindsay reported that "the President 


felt that opinion in the United States was crystallising even 


then favourably in the direction he de^irefi. He was confident 


that de ,iure recognition of the Ethiopian situation given in 


wrong conditions would turn it right back It would 


rouse a feeling of disgust; would revive and multiply all fear 


of pulling the chestnuts out of the fire; and it would be 


represented as a corrupt bargain completed in Europe at the 


expense of interests in the Par East in which the United States 


were intimately concerned He saick that in order to 
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avoid unfortunate repercussions here solution would have to be 


found on some collective basis by which it would be possible to 


draw actual recognition into harmony with normal and moral inter
national procedure." 


The Presidents message was received on the morning of 


Tuesday, the 18th January, and was discussed between myself and 


the Prime Minister on that afternoon. As a result, the Prime 


Minister decided to call a meeting of the Foreign Policy Committee 


for the next day. Meetings of the Committee were held on 


Wednesday, the 19th January, afternoon; Thursday, the 20th January, 


afternoon; and Friday, the 91st January, morning and afternoon. 


As a result of these discussions two messages were sent 


on Friday evening, January 21st, to Washington from the Prime 


Minister. The first, after expressing appreciation for the few 


day's delay which had been most useful for further considering 


the President's proposals, stated that the Prime Miniister did 


not feel "justified in asking the President to delay the announce
ment of his scheme any longer. " The Prime Minister added that he 


warmly welcomed the President's initiative and would do his best 

-

to contribute to the success of his scheme, whenever the President 


decided to launch it. For the Ambassador's guidance we explained 


to him that our position was as follows:
(i)	 In all circumstances we wanted the President to take 


his initiative. 


(ii) We therefore desired to give the President sufficient 

friendly encouragement to ensure his taking his 

initiative. 


(iii) We felt, however, that many criticisms can be levelled 

against the substance of his proposals. In case they 

received a bad reception after they hadbeen launched, we 

were anxious neither, on the one hand, to share the 

responsibility with the President for them, nor, on the 

other, for the President to be able to say that we had 

given him no warning but unqualified encouragement. 


(iv) We wished, therefore, that the President should be 

aware that we thought that there were points to be 

criticised, e. g. the procedure to be adopted, the 

irritation it might cause to the dictators and Japan, 

and the great difficulties that may arise about the 

two main points of his scheme, limitation of armaments 

and equal access to raw materials. 




In addition, as it seemed that the President might not 


have fully grasped our position as regards de nure recognition, 


the Prime Minister sent a second message, giving a full exposition 


of the situation as we saw it. In particular it was pointed out 


that we did not contemplate granting recognition except as part of 


a scheme of Mediterranean apoeasement and that, therefore, we 


would not in any case contemplate doing it until we had worked out 


the substance of an agreement which both sides would be willing to 


conclude. This would naturally take time. 


So far we have had no reply from the President. As 


a result, however, of Sir R. Lindsay's conversation with the 
Under Secretary on Saturday, January SSnd, when he communicated 


the Prime Minister's message for Mr. Roosevelt, the following 


points emerged:
(a)	 Mr. Welles thought that the President would be pleased 


with the Prime Minister's response and that Mr. Roosevelt 

would probably wish to propound some questions to H.M. G. 

which would be conveyed as soon as possible. * 


(b)	 He thought that the President would be relieved to find 

that E.M.'G. only contemplated the grant of de ,jure 

recognition as part of a general settlement with Italy 

and, therefore, not in the very immediate future. 

Mr. Welles said that "the President regarded recognition 

as an unpleasant pill which we should both have to swallow 

and he wished that we should both swallow it together". 


(c)	 Our doubts about the wisdom of the phrase in the Presidents 

draft about the inequities of the post-war settlement 

struck Mr. Welles as reasonable, and the Ambassador had 

the impression that the President might be willing to 

modify it. Mr. Welles did not, however, seem to think 

that it would be possible to make any change in the 

phrase about the traditional American policy of freedom 

from political involvement, as the Under Secretary 

considered it would be necessary for sake of U.S. 

public opinion. 




The Prime Minister supplemented the statement 

cf the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs with the 

remarks which may be summarised as follows; 


The Cabinet would see that the Foreign Policy 


Committee had. been placed in a dilemma. On the one 


hand, they very much wanted to secure American co
operation and to draw into closer relations with the 


United States. On the other hand, they had received 


these rather preposterous proposals to whioh the 


Government were asked to give whole-hoarted co-operation. 


The Cabinet would probably agree that President 


Roosevelt1s scheme, containing nothing new and merely 


setting out four old principles, would most likely be 


unpalatable to the Dictator States * They would realise 


also that the representatives of certain small States, 


who were to be summoned to Washington to discuss details, 


were not likely to bring abofct world appeasements 


The Committee^ aim had been to get rid of the 


phrase referring to "involvement", but %o do so without 


upsetting the president and, in addition, to get him te 


understand the real importance of de jure recognition 


of Italy in Abyssinia^ Some members of the Committee had 


felt that the President did not realise that recognition 


was only contemplated as a possible result at the end of a 


negotiation, and that the object was to get rid of the 


perils of the immediate situation. Some also had felt 


anxious lest Germany and Italy might be frozen eff taking 


part in ihe discussion of concrete proposals for re
establishing peace when the President's vague propositions 


were published. To meet this dilemma, the Committee had 


decided to agree to publication and, at the same time, to 


put forward a carefully argued ease as to the proposed 




Italian conversations and de jure recognition,, 


Up to now the Presidents view had not been 


received but only the re-action of the Under-Secretary of 


State in Washington, whose opinion did not always reflect 


that of the President 


He felt that the Cabinet ought to receive full 


particulars at the earliest possible moment 


In reply to a question, he said that there was no 


question of asking the Council of the League of Nations as 


yet to deal with the question of recognition of Italy* 


The time for that had not yet come. What was required was 


to open up conversations with Italy. 


In reply to another question, he said that the 


Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy had made some progress 


the same afternoon on the subject of the German conversations, 


and he hoped that it might be possible to make a move with 


Germany before long* 
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Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No.10 Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 26th JANUARY, 1938, 


at 11. 0 a. m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS - (if required) 


2. THE FAR EAST: SUPPLY OF ARMS. 


(Reference Cabinet 42 (37) Conclusion 3) 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade. 

C P . 8 (38) - already circulated. 


3. CONFERENCE WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF EIRE. 


(Reference Cabinet 48 (37) Conclusion 8) 


Statement by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


4. PUBLIC CAPITAL EXPENDITURE. 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

covering Reports of an Inter-Departmental Committee. 


C P . 6 (38) - already circulated. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Health. 

C P . 7 (38) - already circulated. 


5. ZINC IMPORTS. 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering extract from Minutes of 306th Meeting of 

the Committee of Imperial Defence, together with 

Report by the Sub-Committee on Zinc Imports. 


C P . 5 (38) - already circulated. 


6 * DOCKING AND NICKING OF HORSES (PROHIBITION) BILL. 

(PRIVATE MEMBERS - HOUSE OF LORDS. ) 


Question to be raised by the Minister of Agriculture 

and Fisheries. 




7.	 PREVENTION OP DAMAGE BY DEER. 


(Reference Cabinet 58 (36) Conclusion 9) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Scotland. 

C P . 9 (38) - already circulated. 


8. RABBITS BILL. 


Joint Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries and the Secretary of State for Scotland. 


C.P. 2 (38) - already circulated. 


TO TAKE NOTE OF:

9.	 INDIA; SITUATION IN THE UNITED PROVINCES. 


(Reference Cabinet 39 (37) Conclusion 8) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for India. 

C P . 317 (37) - already circulated. 


10.	 THE STIFFENING OF MERCHANT SHIPS FOR DEFENSIVE ARMAMENT. 


(Reference Cabinet 36 (37) Conclusion 12) 


Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 

C P . 3 (38) - already circulated. 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY. 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I., 


25th January, 1938. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 

10, Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, the 


26th JANUARY, 1938 at 11 a.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M. P., 

- Prime Minister. (in the Chair). 


he Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, C C S  . I., 

G.CV. 0. , 0..B.E. , K . C , M. P. ,

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


he Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


he Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P., 

Secretary ef State for 

Dominion Affairs. 


he Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M. P., 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


tie Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P. , 

-First Lord of the Admiralty. 


tie Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E. , 

M.C. , Secretary of State for Air. 


lie Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M. P. ,

President of the Board of Trade. 


ne Right Hon. - n o n 

:The Earl Stanhope, ICG. , D-b-u,, 

M.C., President of the Board 

of Education. 


ie Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M. C , M, P. ,

Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K. G. ,

G. C 3.1. , G. C.I.E. , Lord 

President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S I., 

G. B.E., CM. G., M. P., Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Stoat Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G. C.S.I., G.C.I.E.Secretary 

of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C3.E. , T. C , 

M. P. , Minister for Co-

Ordination of Defence. 


The Right Hon. 

L- Hore-Belisha, M. P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M*C , M.P. , 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M . C , ICC ,M.P. ,

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P. , 

Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M. P., 

Minister of Transport. 


THE FOLLOWING WERE ALSO PRESENT: 

lior the Right Hon. Viscount Crariborne, M.P. , 


G. C Tryon, M.P., Postmaster-	 Parliamentary Under-Secretary 

General.	 (For Conclusion 5.) of State for Foreign Affairs. 


(For Conclusions 2 and 3). 


Lionel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G. C.B. , G.CM.G. , G.C.V.O. ... Secretary. 




e r i m e
MAYOR * "i- T h  R  Minister said that before Christmas 
THE LORD 


Proposed Annual the Lord Mayor called on him to suggest that he should 

Dinner. 
 revive an earlier custom to invite the members o? the 


y
' I  Cabinet and their ladies to dine at the Mansion House. 


The Prime Minister had. promisee' to consult his 


colleagues. Since then the Lord Mayor had put his 


proposal in writing. 


Tn the course of a short discussion reference 


was made to the difficulties involved in instituting 


another annual engagement and in finding a suitable 


d at. e. 

After some discussion the Cabinet authorised the 


Prime Minister to accept the Lord Mayor's hospitable 


invitation and to try and arrange an appropriate date, 


preferably on a. Wednesday, 


-a



FOREIGN AFFAIRS" 2* Vis count Cranborne, who was present to 


represent the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 

(Previous 

$ Reference:
Cabinet 1 

 said that he had nothing to add to the information 

(38), Con
elus ion 1.) 

 given to the Cabinet at the Meeting referred to in the 

\ margin on the general situation. He had spoken that 
morning on the telephone to the Secretary of State, 
who ha.d informed him that his conversations with the 
French Government had gone well and. that he was 


sending s. telegram which he thought was likely to 


give satisfaction to his colleagues. 


The Prime Minister reported the receipt of a 


message from Washington that President Roosevelt was 


deeply gratified with his two messages referred to in 


the Meeting mentioned in the margin. 




3 . The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 
President of the Board of Trade ICoP.-8 (38)) pointing 
out that at the time of the decision referred to in the 
margin — to the effect that a policy o^ "masterly 
inactivity" should be maintained as long as possible 
in respect of licences for export of war material to 
China and Japan — three applications v;ere outstanding 
for licences to export ^ar material to Japan. One had 
already been rejected, end the two following remained.:

(l) Prom Messrs Alvis-Straussler, Limited, 

in respect of one light tank and one 

armoured car, valued at £19,225; 


(2) Prom the Soley Armament Company, in 

respect of 130 Lewis guns (air type) 

with spare parts
e 


Tn both eases no military or commercial grounds existed 


on which the applications could be rejected, and in 


view of the circumstances described in his Memorandum 


the President proposed to issue the two licences in 


question. 


Viscount Cranborne mentioned that Messrs Alvis
Stra.ussler, Limited, had. stated that they had received 


their order in October, 1936, If they had been a.ble 


to anticipate the present situation they would not have 


a.ceepted the order. 


-̂ he Prime Minister mentioned that on the previous 


day he had received a deputation from the National 


Council of Labour, which had suggested that His Majesty' 


Government should prohibit the exportation to Japan not 


only of weapons "hut of anything that coul^ be used, in 


war, including oil. He had made a statement to them 


as to the undesirability of this proposal which he 


thought had brought conviction to all his hearers. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To approve the proposal of the President 

of the Board or r^rs.6e to issue the two 

licences r:^rrec to in his Memorandum 

C.P*-8 (38), both of which, it was noticed, 

were of quite secondary importance: 




(b) That the general policy on the exporta
tion of war material to Japan should 

continue to be one of "going slow": 


( e) That in the absence of the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs Viscount Cranborne 

should be responsible for seeing that His 


- Majesty's Ambassador in Tokio was	 informed 

of these licences and of the policy of 

the Government Q 


(Viscount Cranborne then withdrew.) 


- 4 
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fa hi 


EIRE 

r-ish Free 

State) . 


^Conference 

-with. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 48 

(37). Con
elusion 8.) 


4. The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


handed round a draft outline for a Defence Agreement 


as amended in discussion between Mr de Valera and 


himself on -Wednesday, 19th January. 


(The copies o^ this document were 

collected by the Secretary after 

the Meeting, and a copy is avail
able on the standard file of Cabinet 

Minutes o) 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs asked, 


leave to report on the recent proceedings between 


members of the Cabinet and Mr de Valera and his 


colleagues. He did not ask for any decisions 


that, day, but he proposed that Ministers should watch 


the development of the situation,, and a fortnight henoe 


he might wish to "^ring forward suggestions . The start 


to the Conference had been a. boisterous welcome to the 


Irish Ministers at Euston. ^he discussions had lasted, 


three days and had been most, friendly in spirit on 


both sides throughout - As a resul* the differences 


hitherto existing on some outstanding questions had 


been narrowed . He then took the various points raised, 


at the Conference in turn. 


PARTIT TON, 

Mr de Valera claimed that partition was a. f and amenta! 


question and. that while it lasted there could be no 


complete friendship and co-operation between the people 


of Eire and the people o^ this country. He had urged 


the "nited kingdom Government to do something definite 


towards bringing it to an end. Apparently he had in 


mind soire+hins in the nature of a Joint Council to 


eonsider certa.in matters of common interest. Tinder 


this plan, apparently. Northern Ireland was to keep its 


Parliament with all its existing powers. Mr de Valera 


had thought that His Majesty's Government could influ- . 

ence Northern Ireland: they had troops there, paid 


money, and Northern Ireland depended on the United 




4- 0 


"Kingdom. He suggested, therefore, that from the 


point of view of a wider Imperial outlook it was their 


"business to/do- thoir beot . The Prime Minister had OU^CLCL 


replied, that, the Government could not coerce Ulster. 


The matter was primarily one between the Government 


of Eire and the Government of Northern Irela.nd . If 


the Government, and people of Northern Ireland changed 


their present views in favour of a modification of 


the exis+ing position, or moved in the direction of 


a unified Ireland, we should put. no obstacle in the 


way. At present, however, our information was that 


the people of Northern Ireland felt very strongly. 


Mr de Valera must therefore get out of his head, any 

idea that, anything could be done at present * The best, 


way in which Mr de Valera. and his Government could 


promote their aims was to/ohcngc'thoir pblioff-e-g
drifting away from the Empire and,^by entering on an 


agreement with ourselves, to show their desire for 


better relations. That would be better tactics from 


their own point, o^ view. In the end Mr de Valera 


appeared to appreciate the position, but made it clear 


that he coul^ not reach an optimum agreement on such 


matters as Defence, Finance and Trade without some 


advance in the question of Partition. 


DEFENCE. 

The Secretary of State recalled that at the last 


talks between Officials we had been ready to leave 


the Irish ports on certain conditions., one-^cf which 


was that we should have an assurance that we could use 


the ports in time of war. His own subsequent talks 


with Mr de Valera had shown that it. was difficult for 


various reasons for him to give that, assurance. The 


Cabinet had then asked the Chiefs of Staffs to report 




on the matter and had left it. to the/e^Wine4^Gommitte-e-
to take a decision after receipt of that Report, 
Ministers had felt that the C o O . S . Report justified 
them in indicating that we should be prepared to 
consider a Defence Agreement which, if it was satis
factory in other respects, did. not contain the proposed 


assurance. The discussions with Mr de Valera and his 

colleagues had brought out the following points:

( i )	 Mr de Valera. regarded Eire as being now 
free', but the maintenance of this freedom 
— which he admitted was no longer threatened 


by us — depended on our maintaining our 


freedom. Any threat to us by Germany or 


anyone else was therefore a. threat to them. 


Tn fact he kept, talking of a "common peril", 


( i i )	 He was therefore anxious for a Defence 
Agreement and for co-operation with us. 
Tf he got agreement he was prepared to 
send for our experts and consult, them 
about the defence of Eire: to give priority 
to what, was necessary ^or the ports: and to" 
buy from us such war material as he could 
not. manufacture himself. He recognised 
the desirability of interchangeability of 
equipment0 

( iii) He had repeated, that politically it was 

impossible for him in present circumstances 


to promise the use of Trish ports in time 


of"war, but had hinted that if partition 


came to an end he mieht be able to consider 


it. He wanted us therefore to base our 


plans on alternative hypotheses according 


as the ports were or were not available for 


our use, Tn the ca.se where the ports were 


http://ca.se
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to he available his experts should, consult 


with ours in drawing up the plan so that 


co-operation could take place without delay 


if the event should arise. 


At the end of the discussion a draft Agreement on 


Defence, of a tentative nature, had been drawn up in 


co-operation with the Mintster for Co-ordination of 


Defence, which Mr de Valera had taken back for dis
cussion with his Cabinet, and. which had also been 


referred, to the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee. 


FINANCE. 


The capital equivalent of what we were owed, 


amounted roughly to £100,000,000. The Irish Situation 


Committee had proposed a settlement on the basis of 


something like £^O,000,000. This sum had been calcu
lated on the following assumptions:

(a) That there woul^ be no claim for Land 

Annuities; 


(b) That Eire would assume all other 

liabilities t 


(c) That we should substitute for Land 

Annuities the payment of ex-Service 

men's pensions in Eire, 


mhese suggestions had not been presented in that way, 


^he Chancellor of the Exchequer had stated that we 


were receiving^/£4,000,000 a year from Special Duties 


and that the problem was to find a compromise settle
ment which would compensate us in some reasonable 


degree for giving that. up. Mr de Valera had " 


been very stiff on this, as on other questions. He 


could not agree to anything which could be represented 


as meaning Eire paying any penny of Land Annuities or 


anything in substitution for Land Annuities. When 


asked for his proposal he had suggested first £2,000,000, 




it b 


which had advanced rapidly to £8,000,000, and had 


eventually reached £10.000,000- At the 3ame time he 


expected that he would have to incur considerable expense 


on Defence." The United Kingdom Ministers had said that 


if everything else \va.s satisfactory they were prepared 


to contemplate an Agreement without Land Annuities, z£^* 

^^^arfll to gignotltulc foi Uicii/a sum cff £25,000,000. 


That- calculation, however, had been made on 1936 


figures and jsigM require some modification. That 


was where the question stood today, so that there was 


a fairly wide gulf between the two sides. 


TRADE. 


The discussions between Ministers on Trade had 


been only very general. The Irish Ministers had said 


that they could not interfere, with their Protective 


Duties. United kingdom Ministers had replied that 


they could not guarantee free and unrestricted entry 


and that there must/be quota, regulation. An under
standing had been reached, however, that if we removed 


the Special Duties they would remove the retaliatory 


Duties and Bounties in so far as the latter were 


imposed in response to our Special Duties. The 


United Kingdom Ministers had also tried to secure 


some concessions for Northern Ireland. The experts 


were now engaged on details, and the President of the 


Board of Trade was in touch with the Thiited Kingdom 


industries concerned. 

GENERAL. 


After the adjournment of the Conference the Eire 


Ministers had taken the draft Defence Agreement to 


Dublin. On the question of Finance there was some 


skirmishing going on between Officials, and on Trade 


detailed discussions were in progress between Officials. 


file:///va.s


It was intended that Mr de Valera and his colleagues 


should return in mid-February, ^he discussions, 


besides reducing the differences on each of the three 


subjects, had established, -s-ome personal relations which 


might be useful later. Mr de Valera's suspicions of 


our bona-fides had also been reduced. We were still a 


long way from agreement.  m he principal danger was that 


on their return to London the Eire Ministers might, make 

the other agreements conditional on some practical move 


on Partition. In that event the negotiations would 


break down, but otherwise some agreement might be 


reached. 


The Prime Minister added, that the Eire Ministers 


would have liked, to reach a Financial Agreement — on 


their own terms. He and his colleagues, however, had 


felt that a. Financial Agreement provided a useful lever 


on Trade. They ha.d therefore said that Finance must 


stand, over until they could see the picture as a whole . 

He had been disturbed to learn that Mr de Valera was 


meeting with a good, deal of difficulty in "ju^IinoTf 


they insisted that an Agreement must depend upon our 


putting pressure on Northern Ireland, in favour of a 


Joint Council, an" so forth, it would be impossible to 


bring the negotiations to success. He felt, however, 


that Mr de Valera would not willingly allow the negotia
-

tions to drop. He was a persuasive person and might 


succeed in carrying his own Gabinet. ^he Prime Minister 


expressed the hope that, the Cabinet would approve what 


had been done. 


The Home Secretary said, that it. had been clear that 


the'Eire Ministers were very desirous of an Agreement, 


and. none more than Mr de Valera himself. In reply to a 


question as to what would be the attitude of Northern 


Ireland, on the Defence Agreement, he thought that this 


-lO 




would, depend very largely on whether it was possible 


to obtain some commercial concession for Northern 


Ireland, and that was why it was important to press 


for the latter. His information was that a few years 


ago there had been a movement in Northern Ireland in 


the direction of getting rid of Partition, but, mainly 


owing to the higher taxation in Eire, it now had no 


support. He himself was keeping in the closest 


relations with Lord Craigavon, 


The Prime Minister added that he was convinced 


that Mr de Valera was really anxious to obtain a 


Defence Agreement. It was rather significant that 


the German Charge' d'Affaires in London had already 


evinced an interest in the conversations and had asked 


the High Commissioner for Eire for information. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


To approve the attitude adopted, by the 

Prime Minister and his colleagues at 

the recent Irish Conference, both 

generally and on the particular subjects 

of Defence, Finance and Trade0 




(The Postmaster-General entered at this Point.) 


5. The Cabinet-had before them the following 

PJBLTO 
CAP IT SxPEMDI- documents on the subject of Public Capital Expendi-
EXPEN 

iffTTRE * ture:-


A Memorandum by the Chancellor of the 

rie £fc%)'& Exchequer (C.P.-6 (38)) circulating 

*" for consideration two Reports (P.C.E. 


(37) 10 and, 15) of an Interdepartmental 

Committee appointed by him in June last 

to enquire into the question, with 

special reference to the Report of the 

Economic Advisory Committee dated 19th 

Pebrua.ry last on Economic Policy and 

the Maintenance of Trade Activity, 

which raised, the question how fax it 

was desirable under present conditions 

to regulate capital expenditure so as 

to even out the fluctuations of trade 

activity between good, years and bad. 

The Chancellor asked, for a decision 

on the hroad. issues o^ policy on lines 

set out in his Memorandum: 


A Memorandum by the Minister of Health 

(C.P.-7 (38)), attaching a tentative 

re-draft of the draft Circular to Local 

Authorities appended to P.CE.(37) 10, 

in order to bring it more into line 

with present conditions * 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer made a statement 


in the course of which he drew attention to the 


principal points arising out of the above Reports. 


He asked his colleagues to give general approval to 


the Reports and to appoint a small Ministerial Commit
tee for the purpose of considering and approving the 


many important details that were involved, including, 


for example, the draft Circular submitted by the 


Minister of Health in 0.P.-7 (38), as well as for the 


purpose of co-ordinating Parliamentary declarations 


and replies to important Questions on the subject. 


The Prime Minister agreed, with the Chancellor of 


the Exchequer that it would be foolish for the Govern
ment to take the line that nothing coul^ be done in 


this matter, as no-one would, believe them. Consequently 
si 

it was right for them to try and ascertain what was 


pra.ctica.ble. The Reports brought out, however, that 


the possibilities were limited: that, the amount of 


http://pra.ctica.ble


employment that would result from the capital expendi
ture envisaged in the Reports was not large: and tha.t 


the particular classes of unemployed that would be 


affected, by such expenditure would not be the same as 


those thrown out. of work. In fact, the benefits to 


unemployment from such expenditure were in no sense 


comparable with the results of even a. slight rise in 


general prosperity. 


The Minister of Health, while willing that the 


draft Circular referred to in C.P.-7 (38) should be 


considered in detail by the Ministerial Committee 


proposed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, asked that 


it might be approved in principle by the Cabinet, He 


laid emphasis on the importance of the five-year 


programmes o^ "Local Authorities which the Circular was 


designed to promote, from the point of view not only of 


their incidental effect in slowing down some projects 


that could better be postponed, but more particularly 


in conducing towards rapidity of action when the time 


came for speeding up the projects of Local Authorities ' 

in the interests of unemployment. He advised the 


Cabinet on certain changes in the housing situation 


since the completion of the Reports. 


The Minister of Labour pointed out that the adoption 


of the proposals of the Chancellor of the Exchequer 


would inevitably involve the G-overnment in having their 


own prog-ramm.es corresponding to those of the Local 


Authorities, since the latter would, know the position 


of G-overnment. works (Labour Exchanges, Telephone 


Exchanges, etc.) in their respective localities and 


would enquire what the Government proposed, to do in 


these matters. 


http://prog-ramm.es


The President of the Board of Education hoped 


that a good deal of elasticity would Toe allowed for in 


educational programmes, which often had to be adjusted at 


short notice to meet the needs of a changing situation. 


At the moment he would rather like to slow down some of the 


developments in secondary education. 


The Minister of Transport while supporting the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer's proposals, made a strong plea 


that the execution of the programme of highway works 


(apart from major projects like the Severn Bridge) should 


not be impeded. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he would 


regard the highway works programme as day-to-day work not 


falling within the scope of the new scheme. 


The Postmaster-General said that he had already 


taken certain steps which would have the effect of postponing 


capital works, and gave examples of these and of other 


similar steps which he proposed to take. He agreed to the 


suggestion that further reductions in telephone charges 


should be postponed but he pressed very strongly that it 


would be most dangerous to curtail the present programme of 


engineering development, as this would stand in the way of 


the existing pressing demand for telephone service. Such 


delay would have a serious financial effect, as the telephone 


concessions already made would only pay with increased 


numbers of subscribers. Further, unless the post Office 


continued to provide cables and exchanges (which take two 


years to complete) it would not be possible, when the time 


came, to embark at short notice on a policy of rapid expansion 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies, as a former 


First Commissioner of Works, concurred that the bottle-neck 


of expansion in telephone services would be the Exchanges. 


He laid great stress on the importance of early acquisition of 


sites as a factor in works of all kinds, in which he was 


supported strongly by the Postmaster-General and the Minister 


of Health. 
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The Secretary of State ^or War, while accepting 


the Chancellor of the Exchequer's proposals in 


principle, demurred strongly to the suggestions in 


paragraph 17 of P.0.E.(3 7) 10 that the building pro
grammes of the Defence Departments might be reviewed, 


The building programmes were part of general Defence 


expenditure which arose not from economic but from 


other- considerations. Tf the building programmes were 


interfered with it would involve great disappointment 


to the rank and file and interfere with the develop
ment of the programmes themselves. He produced evidence 


of the deplorable state of some of the Army barracks. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To approve generally the proposals 

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

in CP.-6 (38) and the two Reports 

of the Tnter-Departmental Committee 

on Public Capital Expenditure (P.C.E. 

(37) 10 and 1*) : 


(b) That a Standing Ministerial Committee 

should be constituted as follows — 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

(In the Chair), 


The Secretary of State for Scotland, 

The President of the Board of Trade, 

The President of the Board of Education, 

The Minister of Health, 

The Minister of "Labour, 

The Minister of Transport, 

The First Corrmissioner of Works, 

The Postmaster-General — 


(i) To consider more in detail the 

recommendations of the Inter-

Departmental Committee and what 

each Department can do to carry 

them out: 


( ii) and thereafter to remain in being 

for the purpose of dealing with any 

questions that may arise on the 

interpretation of the Reports, and 

for the co-ordination as necessary 

of the action of Government Depart
ments, and. of answers to Parlia
mentary Questions: 


( c) That, the Ministers at the head of any 

other Departments concerned, e.g., the 

Service Departments, should, be invited 

to attend when their business was under 

discussion: 




(d) That the Tnter-Departmfmtal Committee 

on Public Capital Expenditure should 

be re-constituted as a Standing Com
nnittee, as recommended in para. 93 

of P.C.E, (37) 10, "with the duty 

of advising on the co-ordination of 

programmes with the object of avoid
ing excessive demands upon the 

productive capacity of the industries 

concerned, and the utilisation of any 

excess capacity in these industries 

so far as it could contribute to the 

execution of programmes a,lready 

decided upon": 


m
( e) o approve in principle the draft 

Circular to Local Authorities attached, 

to the Memorandum by the Minister of 

Health ( C P .-7 (38)), subject to its 

examination in detail by the Ministerial 

Committee proposed in (b) above. 
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ZINC IMPORTS.  Cabinet had before them a" Note-by the 


Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (CP.-5 (38)) 


covering the Report of a Sub-Committee of the Committee 


of Imperial Defence appointed to enquire into the 


question of Zinc Imports into this country from the 


point of view of defence, and. to advise, inter alia.,, 


as to the situation in regard to import duties on zinc: 


together with an Extra.ct from the Minutes of the 306th 


Meeting of the Committee of Imperia.1 Defence at which 


the following conclusions were rea.ched:
(i) That the Report of the Sub-Committee on 


Zinc Imports ' C.I.D. Paper No.l381-B) 

should be remitted to the Cabinet: 


(ii) That the Sub-Committee on the Accumulation 

of Reserve Stocks of Essential Raw Materials 

should be instructed, to consider the desir
ahility of the acquisition of a reserve of 

high-grade zinc in the United, "kingdom and 

to submit proposals. 


Tn his Memorandum the Minister pointed, out that 


the conclusions and recommendations of the Sub-Committee 


tfealt with general trade questions outside the sphere 


of defence: that-the President of the Board of Trade 


approved, the finding of the Sub-Committee that an agree
ment among Empire producers-along the lines suggested 


was the proper solution of the problem; and that he 


proposed to settle with the President the terms of the 


necessary communioptions to the Imperial Smelting Cor
poration and the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company 


of Canada. 


In the course of the discussion, the Secretary 


of State for Dominion Affairs drew attention to the 


proceedings of a Committee of the Imperial Conference 1937 


on Munitions and Pood Supplies, and referred to the 


following recommendation:



"That it is recognised it would he of great 

value to His Majesty's Government in the 

United Kingdom to he able to rely on supplies 

of raw materials from the Dominions and India 

in the event of an emergency, but at the same 

time, any commitment or undertaking cannot 

be entered into during peace-time either to 

purchase or to supply raw materials during 

a period of war0" (Eo (37) 3'f Most Secret, 

paragraph 22, conclusion (f)3) 


In view of the susceptibilities of certain Governments,, 


particularly that of Canada, he pointed out that any 


approach to those Governments v/ould have to be made 


very tactfully-, In such rases, it would be inadvisable 


to press for an official agreement to allot the whole 


of the supply of zinc to the United Kingdom in time of 


war,	 though, if the matter were handled properly, it 


would probably be an.right when the emergency arose 


The Cabinet agreed5 


(a)	 To approve the proposal of the 

Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence that an agreement among 

Empire producers along the lines 

suggested in the Report of the 

Sub-Committee (C,10Dd381-B) was 

the proper solution of the 

problem; 


(b)	 That the Minister for Co-Ordination 

of Defence, in consultation with 

the President of the Board of Trade, 

should draw up the terms of the 

necessary communication to the 

Imperial Smelting Corporation and 

to Mr, JoJo Warren of the 

Consolidated Mining and Smelting 

Company of Canada? 


(c)	 That the above decisions must not be 

taken as commit ting the Cabinet in 

any sense to either (i) a subsidy, 

or (ii) the exclusion of foreign 

metal by a high tariff in the event 

of failure to reaoh a satisfactory 

agreement with foreign producers, 

and that this should be made clear 

to the Imperial Smelting Corporation 

before the negotiationss 


(d)	 To take note that,on the recommendation 

of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 

the question of the acquisition of 

a reserve of high grade zinc in the 

United Kingdom has already been 

referred by the Minister for Co-

Ordination of Defence to the Sub-

Committee on the Accumulation of 

Reserve Stocks of Essential Raw 

Materialso 




That, having regard to the 

discussions at the Imperial 

Conference on the supply of raw 

materials in time of war and to 

the susceptibilities of Governments 

of certain Dominions, any approaches 

to them with a view to ensuring 

the supplies of the United Kingdom 

in time of war should he made 

through the Dominions Office in 

such formal or informal manner as 

the Secretary of State might deem 

best suited to the circumstances 

of each case
e 
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7 0 The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 


reported that a Bill for the prohibition of docking 


and nicking of horses was to he introduced in the 


House of Lords by a Private Member (Lord Merthyr), 


and was due to come up for Seoond Reading on 


February 1st, The Bill sought to prohibit the 


docking and nicking of horses and the importation of 


docked and nicked horses, "Docking" was defined 


as meaning the removal of any bone or bones or any 


portion thereof from the tail of a horse; and 


"nicking" as cutting and severing any tendon or 


muscle of the tail of a horse0 The purpose of 


docking and nicking was the sameo The practice of 


docking horses' tails was one which had been carried 


on in the case of certain breeds for many years., 


The Ministry was not aware of any large volume of 


opinion amongst breeders and owners of horses in 


this country against the practice In fact, it was 


fairly certain that breeders of those classes of 


horses which it had been the custom to dock would 


he opposed to any proposal to end the practice0 


The only representations received in recent years 


by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries against 


the docking of horses' tails were from the Royal 


Society for' the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (in 


1935), the National Equine Defence League and a few 


private individuals0 It was urged against the 


practice that the.operation involved the infliction 


of pain and that it deprived the animal of its 


natural means of protection against fliesQ Cruelty 


in the performance of the operation of docking, 


however, had been removed by the Animals (Anaesthetics) 


Act, 1919 which required that the animal during the 


whole of the operation should be under the influence 




of a general or local anaesthetic of such power to 


prevent it feeling pain. In favour of docking, it was 


claimed that it was hygienic and essential for safety if 


the horse was to he driven,as an undocked horse may 


involve the driver in serious risks, A similar Bill 


was introduced in 1921 and was vigorously opposed "by the 


Horse Breeding Societies and by representative 


agricultural bodies, including the National Farmers' 


Unions of England and Scotland, the Central Chamber of 


Agriculture and others. The Bill, which had passed 


the Committee stage, was subsequently withdrawn. He 


understood that opposition of the present Bill was "being 


organised by the National Farmers' Union, the Central 


Landowners' Association and several of the Horse Breeding 


Societies and that notice of a motion of rejection had 


"been given by Lord Radnor,, He suggested that the 


Government, should- take no part in- the Debate but that 


if the question arose, a statement should be made to the 


effect that the Government would be unable to afford 


special facilities for the passage of the Bill, It 


seemed unlikely that the Bill would secure a Second 


Reading in the Lords0 


After some discussion, the Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 That the Government should take 

no part in the Debates 


(b)	 That, if the question of affording 

facilities for the passage of the 

Bill should arise, no undertaking 

should be given and that the point 

should be reserved for decision 

when the prospects of the Bill 

were discernible: 


(c)	 That members of the Government 

should he free to vote aa they 

wished. 




e T i i e
PREVENTION  ^  Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 

Cp DAMAGE . , n. . 

BY DEER. Secretary of State for Scotland (CoP.-9 (38)) seeking 


the authority of his colleagues for the preparation of 

(Previous 

Reference: a Bill., for submission to the Committee of Home Affairs, 

Cabinet S8 

(36), Con- with a view to the prevention of damage by deer in 

elusion 9,) 


Scotland, on lines set out in the Memorandum. 


The Prime Minister asked if the Secretary pf 


State for Scotland had mentioned the Bill to the 


Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury
c 


The Secretary of State for Scotland replied 


that he had not done so as yet, but he realised that it 


would be necessary for him to discuss not only this 


Bill hut other Scottish Bills with the Parliamentary 


Secretary  He undertook to give the Secretary of 
e


State for India certain further explanations which he 


desiredc 


The Lord Chancellor suggested that, with a 


view to ascertaining the probable attitude of 


Parliament towards a Government Bill on this matter, it. 


might be a good plan to promote the introduction of a 


Bill in the House of Lords by a Private Member, 


The Secretary of State for Scotland was 


prepared to discuss this proposal with the Lord 


Chancelloro 


Subject to the above, the Cabinet agreed: 

To authorise the Secretary of State 

for Scotland to prepare a Bill for 

submission to the Committee of Home 

Affairs with a view to the prevention 

of damage by deer in Scotland on the 

lines set out in CoP  9 (38)* 
c




RABBITS BILL. 9. The Cabinet had before them a Joint Memorandum 


by the Minister for Agriculture and. Fisheries and. the 

(Previous ,

Reference: Secretary of State for Scotland. (CP.-2 (38)) asking 


* Cabinet 66 

(30), Con- the approval of their colleagues to the preparation 

elusion 16.) 


of a Ra.bbits Bill for introduction into Parliament 

F.R-Cf/$4)n. 

' as soon as an opportunity could be found. It was 


proposed that the Eill should, follow the general lines 


recommended in the Report of a. Select Committee of the 


House of Lords appointed, in November, 1936, to consider 


the question of damage to agriculture by rabbits. 


The Bill, it was suggested, might conveniently be 


introduced, in the House of Lords at a reasonably early 


date, notwithstanding the doubt whether, should it 


pass the Lords, the necessary time could, be found for 


it in the Commons this Session. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 


said that the Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury 


had expressed doubts as to whether there would be time 


for this Bill and, consequently, had questioned whether 


it was worth while taking up the time of Parliamentary 


Counsel, who were very much over-worked, in drafting 


the Bill, He himself had promised to bring this 


matter before the Cabinet. He suggested that the 


Cabinet should allow him to investigate with 


Parliamentary Counsel the position on the drafting of 


this and other agricultural Bills, and to ascertain 


whether there was any. chance of gotting the Bill 


passed. Otherwise, he did not propose to over-burden 


the Parliamentary Draftsmen, 


The Lord Chancellor repeated tho proposal he 


had made in discussing the Bill for the Prevention of 


^ Damage by Deer, namely, that tho RaTobits Bill might 


be tried out as a Private Member's Bill introduced in 


the House of Lords. 




The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 That the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries should investigate the 

prospect of the passage of the Rabbits 

Bill, and should take up with 

Parliamentary Counsel the drafting 

position of agricultural Bills as a 

whole with a view to establishing 

whether there was sufficient prospect 

of passing the Bill to justify 

inviting Parliamentary Draftsmen to 

prepare it: 


(b)	 That the decision should be reserved 

until the Report of the Minister of 

Agriculture and Fisheries was available. 




10, The Cabinet took note of a Memorandum by the 
NDIA. 


Situation in Secretary of State for India (CP. 317 (37)) giving the 

the United 

rovinces. facts of a situation in the United Provinces which had 


contained possibilities of a serious break in the 

revious 

Reference: working of the new Constitution,, 

Cabinet 39 (37) 

Conclusion 8o) The Secretary of State for India summarised 


8
fR.5"^^)l'. "th- principal features in the memorandum and brought 
it up to date. The result of the Delhi trial had been 
that Parmanand and the other accused had been sentenced 
to six weeks' imprisonments This enabled the Governor 
and the Ministers in the United Provinces to compose 
their differences and agree on the following terms: 
the Ministers to issue a definite warning to the public 
against seditious speeches; whereupon the Governor would 
withdraw the further proseo'.:.i-ion standing against 
Parmanand for an earlier speech in the province, The 
Ministers discharged their part of the bargain by 
issuing a public warning containing among other things 
the following paragraphs:

"if Pandid Parmanand repeats a speech of 

this nature there will be no hesitation 

in ordering his prosecution. The 

Government have also administered a 

warning on the same lines to some of the 

other speakers, 


They wish to make it clear that the action 

taken in this matter must be understood as 

constituting a general warning that 

speeches of this kind will not be permitted, 

and having thus stated their position the 

Government hold themselves free to institute 

proceedings without any further warning 

against any individual who offends in this 

manner" 


For the time being that was a good outcome to this 


episode and the position in the United Provinces was to 


that extent betterc The main danger there was the 


differences that were growing up between the Governments 


(ft 
 and their extreme supporters, who were angry at the 


action they had taken. For the moment, however, the 


situation was easier, 




STIFFEN TOG OF 

MERCHANT SHTPS 

FOR DEFENSIVE 


^ARMAMENT . 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 36 

(37), Con
elusion 12,) 


11. The Cabinet took note of a Memorandum by the 


First Lord of the Admiralty (C.P.-3 (38)) relating to 


the acceptance by shipowners of the Governments 


proposals for the stiffening of merchant ships for 


6efensive armament. 


The Prime Minister expressed the satisfaction 


of the Cabinet at the result of the Admiralty's 


efforts * 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


26th January, 19388 




/ 


DRAFT OUTLINE FO... DBFJ3T0E AGRBEMgNT AS AMENDED 

IK DISCUSS IOI-I BS^VgSN Mic. D5 VALERA AND 


UR. I.-IACDONALD. 

WEpNgbpAY gVEHIHO, 19TH JANUARY. 


N . B . Words in square brackets / ,J7 to be left out. 
Words Jn round brackets (, ) to be left in. 
New wording underlined. 

The Government of the United Kingdom and the 


Government of Eire agree as follows:
1. The harbour defences (including buildings, magazines, 


emplacements, fixed armaments with the ammunition therefor 


at present on the spot, and instruments) of Berehaven, 


Cobh (Queenstown) and Lough bwilly now occupied by 


United Kingdom care and maintenance parties will be 


handea over to the Government of Eire. 


2. The Government of Eire having taken over these 


harbour defences will defend the whole of their territory 


against external aggression, whether the purpose of the 


aggression be a direct attack on the people of Eire, or 


an attack on their trade, or as a means of securing a base 


from which to attack the United Kingdom. 


3. The Government of Sire will bring the defences of 


the ports and of the whole coast of Sire up to an adequate 


standard of equipment and efficiency, and will maintain 


the defences at that level, providing the personnel and 


material sufficient fox1 the purpose., including ^""small/7 


naval vessels and aircraft. The Government of Sire 


shall be the final judge of what is adequate but /"before 


coming to a conclusion^7 will invite the Government of 


the United Kingdom to consult with them as to the extent 


of the defences necessary, and in the preparation of 


defence plans, and to co-operate with them in any / wayy7 




matters connected with defence in which co-operation 


way he desired by the Government of Sire. 


4. Until such time as the Government of Sire can 


arrange for the ,/"allocation7 provision of the 


forces /"adequate^7 necessary for the defence of 


the ports, the Government of Sire will invite the 


Government of the United Kingdom to co-operate in 


their defence by the supply of such forces, and the 


Government of the United Kingdom will so co-operate 


on such terms as may be agreed between the two 


Governments. 


5. /"The Government of the United Kingdom will, 


when so invited by the Government of Sire, afford 


technical advice and assistance in the development 


of defence plans and any other matters connected 


with defence^ 


6. The Government of Sire will, where the 


necessary munitions or equipment cannot be wade locally, 


purchase so far as possible their requirements in 


the United Kingdom. 
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Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10, Downing 

Street, 3.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 2nd FEBRUARY, 19 38, 


at 11.0 a. m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


2. M. VAN ZEELAND'S REPORT. 


(Reference Cabinet 19 (37) Conclusion 1). 

Memorandum by the Prime Minister covering Note of a 

conversation between the Prime Minister and M. Van 

Zeeland on the 7th January, 1938, and the Translation 

of M. Van Zeeland's Report. 


C P . 10 (38) - already circulated. 


3. THE RENT RESTRICTIONS ACTS AND RATING REVALUATION. 


(Reference Cabinet 47 (37) Conclusion 13). 

Report of Cabinet Committee. 


C P . 14 (33) - -circulated herewith. 


4. RESERVE OF WHALE OIL. 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 

C P . 15 (38) - circulated herewith. 


5. THE HOUSING (RURAL WORKERS) ACTS, 1926 TO 19 35. 

Joint Memorandum by the Minister of Health and the 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


C P . 16 (33) - circulated herewith. 


o 
^,,itional Item. CHURCH ASSEMBLY: PRAEMUNIRE (APPOINTMENT OF BISHOPS) 


ABOLITION MEASURE. 

Statement by the Prime Minister. 




6. STABILISATION OF RATES OF CHARGE IN THB ROAD HAULAGE 

INDUSTRY. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Transport. 

C P . 17 (33) - circulated herewith. 


7. PRIVATE MEMBERgJ BILLS. 


For Friday, 11th February, 1958. 


1.	 Leasehold Property (Repairs) Bill. Second 

Reading. (Mr. Higgs (C) ). 


2. Election (Motor Cars) Bill. Second Reading. 

(Major Milner (La.)). 


3. Agricultural Marketing Act, 1933 (Amendment) 

Bill. Second Reading. (Mr. H.G. Williams (C)). 


TO TAKE NOTE OP:

8. PROPOSED APPOINTMENT OF EIRE MINISTER IN ROME. 


(Reference Cabinet 45 (37) Conclusion 5). 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


C P . 12 (38) - already circulated. 


(Signed) M.P.A. KANKEY, 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1., 


28th January, 1938, 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 
at 10 Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 

the 2nd FEBRUARY, 1938, at 11.0 a.m. 

PRESENT: 
The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M. P., 

Prime Minister. (in the Chair). 
The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G. O.S.I. , The Viscount Halifax, K. G. ,

G.C.V.O. , O.B.E., K.C. , M.P., G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E. , Lord 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. president of the Council. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S.I., 

Lord Chancellor. G.B.E., C.M.G. , M.P. , Secretary 


of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Anthony Eden, M.C., M.P., Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Foreign Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs, Affairs. 


The Most Hon. The Right Hon. 
The Marquess of Zetland, W. Ormsby Gore, M. P . , 
G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., Secretary of State for the 
Secretary of State for India. Colonies. 

The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C., A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O. , M.P., 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination First Lord of the Admiralty, 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M. P. , The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E., M. C. ,
Secretary of State for War. Secretary of State for Air. 

The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M.C., M.P., Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

W. S. Morrison, M.C., K.C., M.P., Sir Kihgsley Wood, M.P.* 

Minister of Agriculture and Minister of Health. 

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M. C. , M. P. , E. L. Burgin, Mo P., 

Minister of Labour. Minister of Transport. 


Colonel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B. , G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O. Secretary. 




THE LORD MAYOR. 1. The Prime Minister informed his colleagues 


Proposed Annual that the Lord Mayor's Dinner to the Cabinet which 

Dinner. ' 


he had mentioned at the Meeting referred to in the 


(Previous margin, had now been fixed for Thursday June 23rd 

J
Reference:


Cabinet 2 

(38), Con
clusion 1.) 




FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 2. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


(Previous 

^ Reference: 

*	 Cabinet 2 


(38), Con
clus ion 2 *) 


Germany. 


Propose^ 

Conversa
tions with. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 1 

(38). Con
clusion 1.) 


Tbe Far East 


Japan and 

China. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 48 

(37), Con

^ elusion 


ga.ve the Cabinet an account of the international 


situation as revealed by va.rious conversa.tions that 


he had held with statesmen of different countries at 


the recent meeting of the Council of the League of 


Nations at Geneva. The general impression had been 


one of bewilderment rather than anxiety. He had had. 


conversations with eight Foreign Ministers. He had 


found that there wa,s much less immediate anxiety about 


possible action by Germany. For example, the Polish 


Foreisn Minister had seen Herr Hitler and had obtained 


the impression that the internal difficulties in 


Germany were considerable and that the Army was not 


yet ready for a foreign adventure, ^his was rather 


confirmed ^y the conversation he had had. with the High 


Commissioner of Danzig, an account of which had been 


circulated. His conversations with French Ministers 


in Paris and at Geneva had. also been placed on record, 


and circulated. He had found a considerable and. very 

real desire for better relations with Germany. With 


Italy the desire was less, partly owing to the French 


view of Signor Mussolini's instability and partly 


because they thoueht it less important. He felt, 


however, th*t if we wished to proceed with these con
versations we should meet with little obstruction from 


the French j 'd ^U^d^L. Pfc^ 


The Foreign Secretary then described the attitude 


of M. Litvinof^, who on the present occasion had 


arrived without any technical advisers, had. been very 


quiet and had made no difficulties in the discussions 


on the Far East . His own impression was that, the 

Soviet felt that they were in the position of tertium 


gaud ens in that region. It was evident, however, that 




they were doing what they could to give China some 


help. He added that some difficulty had been 


encountered in drafting an appropriate resolution 


relating to the situation in the Par East. He himself 


was not particularly satisfied with the draft that had 


heen telegraphed from Geneva, which reaffirmed the 


duty of the Powers to help China. The matter, however, 


was one of great difficulty, on which he might have 


to approach his colleagues before longo 


The Secretary of State had not formed, a good 


impression of the new Foreign MinLster of Roumania., 


w-ho had suggested that after the elections Roumania 


might denounce the Minorities Treaties. These 


Treaties were pa.rt of the arrangement by which somewhat 


exa.ggera.ted boundaries had been granted to Roumania by 


the Peace Conference, an^ in the circumstances he had 


felt constrained to speak rather strongly to M. Micescu 


m he situation was rendered â kwa-rd. owing to the 


forthcoming State visit to London of ^ing Carol. 


He proposed to send a telegram on the subject to 


Bucharest, ^he French also had sent a surprisingly 


- 0
sti^  telegram hinting that they would, not be able to 


maintain the alliance unless the Roumanian Government 


modified their attitude. Before long he himself would 


be ^ringing to the Cabinet the question of King Carol's 


vis it. 


The proceedings of the Council over the question 


of Alexa.ndretta were not very satisfactory. The 


Turks, as usual, had proved, hard, bargainers, and had 


pressed the French very heavily. Dr. Aras, the 


Turkish Foreign Minister, had. spoken of his loyalty 


to ourselves, ^he eventual decision had been that 


a Committee composed of representatives of the United 


Kingdom, Sweden, Pelgium and the two parties to the 


http://exa.ggera.ted


Italy. 


Proposed 

Converse.
ions with. 


Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 45 

(37), Con
elusion 5 .) 


Spain -


Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 48 

(3 7), Con
clusion 4 .) 


dispute, should be formed to make such modifications 


as may prove necessary in the electoral regulations 


for the Sanjak drawn up by the League Electoral 


Commission. In present circumstances he had. felt it 


important to avoid antagonising the Turkish repre
sentatives in any way, and this result was the best 


that could be managed. 


The Secretary of State said that he had not been 


pressed, on the subject of the recognition of the 


conquest of Abyssinia and had. not encountered any 


particular difficulty. M. Spaak, the Belgian Foreign 


Minister, however, had mentioned it. He gathered, 


that, the King of the Belgians was rather embarrassed 


owin? to his relations with the Italian Royal Family, 


and the Belgian Government were hoping to arrange for 


the appointment of an Ambassador to Rome without 


committing themselves to de jure recognition, somewhat 


f
on the lines o  Mr de Valera's action. He himself 


had. told most of the Foreign Ministers something of 


what was in the minds of our own Government, without 


committing himself to details. He thought it fair to 


say that if we could arrive at an arrangement/with 


Italy, more especially if it included. Spain, we should 


encounter no difficulty at Geneva. 


Everyone at Geneva, had expressed concern about. 


Spain. There was considerable apprehension as to the 


likely effect, of General Franco's recent failures 


on Signor Mussolini, who would be faced with a fresh 


decision and would have to choose between going deeper 


into the mire or cutting his losses. He himself had. 


carefully examined all the information available in 


the Foreign Office on the subject of recent Italian 


activities in Spain. He had come to the conclusion 




that Sienor Mussolini had sent a certain number of 


airmen to Majorca, as veil as more than 4,000 men to 


Spain. This figure appeared to include a number of 


officers, per?na.ps to restore the moral of the Italian 


soldiers, with whom service in Spain was reported to 


be unpopular. In any event. Signor Mussolini was faced, 


with a grave decision. 


He thought it possible that the political crisis 


in Germany was in some way connected with Signor 


Mussolini's decision. He did. not exclude the possi
"Hility that Signor Wussolini had told Herr Hitler that 


he meant to finish off the Spanish War and had a^ked 


f or his support. Such a request would produce violent 


differences in Germany, where opinion was much divided, 


on the sub jeet. 




THE LEAGUE 

OP NATIONS . 

Reform of. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 4S 

I % 7), Con
clusion 6.) 


5 'i 


7i * In reply to the Prime Minister, the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affair? said that the general 
sentiment at Geneva had been that on the subject of 
the future of the League or Nations the less said 
the better at the recent session. He thought his 
colleagues rather took the same view. Some of the j 
smaller countries, Sweden in particular, found them-' 
selves in a difficulty owing to the existence of an 
uncertain engagement. Even the Swedes, however, twrk 

the viev that sanctions should be "facultative". 
All the Powers at Geneva, including even Poland, who 
notoriously was not a partisan of the League of 
Nations, were opposed to an alteration in the Covenant 
8t present. ^he matter had been postpone^ until 
September. 

The Prime Minister recalled that the Cabinet had 


rather inclined to favour a facultative solution of 


the sanctions question (See Conclusion referred to in 


* he margin.) 


The Foreign Secretary said that it woul^ have been 


impossible to get agreement on that course at the re cert 

meeting, of the Council owing to the opposition of 


several Powers, including France. Soviet Russia and 


the Little Entente, ""hese Powers probably hoped 


that sanctions might operate more favourably if a. 


case affect ine them, were to arise. 


""he Prime Minister pointed, out that the result 


was that if another difficult situation should arise 


before September the position of the League would 


be as unsatisfactory as ever. The present weakness 


became greater after each"failure'. 




by a submarine 

4. Referring to the recent sinking/of the British 


S.S. ENDYMION, the Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs said that, this deplorable episode might be 


either an act of folly by an in^ivi^ual Commander or 


the beginning of a new campaign to intensify the 


blockade. He hoped that the Cabinet would agree to 


some firm action, as otherwise he was apprehensive of 


the effect it would have not only in the countries of 


the Mediterranean but all over the world, including 


the Far East . After consultation with the Prime 


Minister he had already arranged for the Ambassadors 


of Prance and Italy, the two Powers associated with 


us in the Anti-submarine Patrol, to meet him the same 


afternoon and. discuss the question. The reaction to 


his invitation of both Ambassadors had been good, and 


Count Grandi had sai^1 that he felt entitled, to accept 


without consulting his Government. The line that, 


subject to the Cabinet's approval, the Secretary of 


St^te proposed to take was to sa.y that the sinking of 


this ship by a. torpedo was not only serious but wholly 


tin jus * if iable, since, even if belligerent rights had 


been accorded, the sinking of a merchant ship at sight 


was a breach of the laws and. customs of war. In future, 


therefore, we would feel ourselves free to sink any 

submerged 


submarine that we found^in the area of the British. 


Pa.trol. That had been the original idea discussed, at 


the Nyon Conference, but the plan had afterwards been 


altered so as only to enahie sinking to take place 


after a torpedo had been fired by a submarine. 


Something drastic of this kind was, in his opinion, 


necessary at the present time. In reply to the Prime 


Minister he said that he did not propose to invite the 


French and Italian Governments to a^opt the same 


decision, ^he position op the Italians was rather 




different, as their sector of patrol was well away 


-from Spanish waters. He thought it quitp possible 


th"t the French, whose section o^ the patrol, like 


our own, adjoined Spanish waters, would follow oar 


example. 


The First Lord o^ the Admiralty pointed out that 


if this proposal were adopted we should in the first 


instance restrict the new orders to our own area off 


the Spanish coast and not extend it to the other area, 


where we were responsible for the patrol in the 


Aegean Sea. 


It was suggested th^t the decision of the Italian 


Government as to whether to follow our example or not 


would ^e eased by the fact that the circumstances in 


which their pa.t"̂ ol operated resembled our Aegean 

Western 


rather than otnyMei*iter^anean patrol. .fhat really 


justified, the Foreign Secretary's proposal was that 


r
the sinking o  theS^.2. ENBYMTON took place off the 


Spanish coast . 

The First Lord of the Admiralty pointed out that 


the proposal was a very serious one, since in effect 


it meant denying to General Franco the use of his 


submarines. The object of the Nyon Agreement ha"1 been 


to stop submarine piracy, which had disappeared until 


the present incident. Ever since the Nyon Conference 


we ha^ managed t  maintain good relations with the 
G


Spanish authorities . //hen the Pritish Senior Naval 


Officer ha.̂  seen the Spanish Commander-in-Chief at 


Palma on the previous day the latter ha.d shown himself 


perturbed at what had happened; had frankly admitted 


that a Nationalist submarine was operating in that 


area (which was known to the Admiralty from, other 

sources)", had stated that the submarine in question 


was aue at Palma the same afternoon; and had. underr
taYen to go into the ma+ter in detail and to give a 


-8



further -report . In the circumstances the First Lord 


raiser1 the question as to whether it might not be 


tetter to wait until further information was avail
able- He suggested that a. Note might he sent to 


General Franco's Government demanding an apology, 


an explanat ion, and punishment of the offender. 


The Cabinet were re^lnde^, however, that General 


Franco's submarines were wholly unjust ified in sinking 


f
at sieht. People who did that kind o  thing under
v
stoo^ nothing ut force. Our prestige latterly had 


suffered severely all over the world because it wa.s 

thought that we would never assert ourselves. On 


the present occasion we had received gross provoca
tion and had every justification to use force. 


It was pointed out that the offending submarine 


might not have been a. Spanish one. 


The question was raised, as to what should be 


sa.id in Parliament . 

The First Lord sai'1 that he contemplated saying 


that all the information in the possession of the 


/dmiralty led the-" to believe that on this occasion 


it was n Nationalist submarine manned by Spanish 


officers an^ crew, but of course they ha.̂  no conclu
sive proof that that part icular submarine had fired, 


the torpedo, 


m he Prime Minister thought that this was rather 


too committal. and suggested that if the question 


was raised the First Lord should, stall it off and. 


say that he hoped to obtain the fullest possible 


information from survivors and other sources. 


The Foreign Secretary said that, the Foreign 


Office were collecting all possible information on 


the subject and hoped to obtain information from 


survivors. If the information which they and the 


Admiralty we^e a^le to obtain from, different sources 


-o.. 




justified *he assumption that it was a Wa.tiona.list 


submarine, he proposed to approach Genera.! Franco's 

Government and to ask for compensation for the crew. 


In reply to the Lord Chancellor he said, it was 


the intention of the Foreign Office to notify the new 


decision to both parties to the Spanish struggle. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To approve the action taken by the 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

in invitinp- the French and Italian 

Ambassadors to discuss the questions 

arising out of the sinking of the 

S.S. ENDYMION the same afternoon: 


(b) Th^t the Foreign Secretary should be 

authorised to inform the two Ambassa
dors of the intention of His Majesty'? 

Government to instruct H.M. Ships 

engaged on the Anti-submarine Patrol 

that they were free to attack any 

submerged submarine found in that area. 

This would apply at once to the British 

are* of the Western Mediterranean Patrol, 

but not to the British Patrol area in 

the Eastern Mediterranean: he should 

also notify the decision to the contend
ing Governments in Spain: 


( c) That the Secretary o^ State should not. 

press the French and Italian Governments 

to adopt the same measures, but should 

leave it to their discretion, recognising 

that the circumstances of the Italian 

petrol resembled our Eastern rather than 

our Vestern Mediterranean patrol: 


(d) "̂ hat the Admiralty should issue the 

necessary instructions for enforcing 

the above decision: 


(e) ^hai if the question of the nationality 

of the offending submarine was raised 

in the House of Commons, the First Lord 

of the Ad.mira.lty should state that every 

effort was beinp- made to obtain informta
tion on the subject from every possible 

source, including the survivors, and 

that pending these enquiries he was not 

prepared to make a statement . 


http://Wa.tiona.list


BOMBING OP 

CIVILIANS . 


(previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 49 

(37), Con
clusion 1.) 


5 . ^he Sec^ete^y State ^or Foreign Affairs 
invited the attention o^ ^he Cabinet to the following 


Motion to ^e moved in the "-Touse of Colons on the 


subject of the bovine civilians :
"Mr Morgan Jones, - To call attention 

to the ^om^ing of Civilians in war 

time' an^ to rove. That, in the 

opinion this "^ouse, the growing 

horror of aerial bombardment of 

defenceless civilians should he 

expresse" in an international a.gree
^ent to co-operate in its prohibition, 

and urges "Tis Majesty's Government to 

exert its influence to this end.'' 


^he Cabinet agreed — 


(a.)mhat the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs should deal with 

the Motion on beholf of the r-ovem
ment t 


(b) ^hat he should support the Wotion. 




6-The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Prime Minister ^C.P.-10 (38)) covering a Note of a 


Conversation he had had with M. Van Zeeland. on 7th 

s 


January, 1938, and a Translation of the latter's 


Report on the Inquiry which he was asked by the French 


and British Governments to undertake into the possibil
ity of obtaining a general reduction of quotas and of 


other obstacles to international trade, In Part III 


of his Report M, Van Zeeland had proposed, that a meet
ing should be arranged between representatives of the 


five Principal Powers, viz., United States of America., 


Hnited. kingdom, France. Germany and. Italy, with a view 


to seeing if agreement could be reached on certain 


general principles which could be embodied in a Pact 


of Economic Collaboration. He had also suggested, that 


in order to put this programme into effect we should 


consult with the French an"1 United States Governments 


and arrange that a joint invitation should be sent by 


the United States, France and. ourselves (as the three 


parties to the tripartite Declaration) to Germany and 


Italy. The Prime Minister, however, had. suggested, as 


an alternative, that, the French and British Governments 


should keep the initiative in their hands, and that, 


subject to consultation with the United States Govern
ment, they might invite M, Van Zeeland, in the first 


instance, to visit Berlin, Rome and. Washington, and 


ascertain the reactions of these countries to the 


proposals in his Report, and if he found, them willing 


to send representatives to a meeting, to work out 


tentative drafts for consideration at such a meeting, 


M'. Van Zeeland had expressed willingness to undertake 


this further task if requested, ^he Prime Minister 


therefore proposed, subject to the agreement of his 


colleagues, that the Foreign Office should get in touch 


with the French and United States Governments and 


enquire if they agreed with this procedure. 

-12



The Prime Minister explained the reasons for his 


proposals. He said that the reaction to the Report 


in the United States of America had not. been very 


good, but in Germany it had. been rather better. 


In reply to a question he said that he had 


ascertained from M, Van Zeeland that the references 


to colonies on page 1^ were not meant to prevent the 


grant of Imperia.1 Preference to Colonial Possessions. 


He said. tha.t we should have to follow up the Report 


after the pre! iminnvy steps he had. proposed to the 


Cabinet. One of the main difficulties was that 


nations were not at present in a receptive spirit. 


Tf we could obtain a more conciliatory atmosphere 


the prospects of some arrangement, would be more 


sat if? fa ctory . 

The President of the Board of Trade said, that 


there might be a. demand that while the Report, was under 


consideration no new Import Duties Orders should, be 

made. Tf, however, any such Orders were recommended, 


by the Import Duties Advisory Committee he proposed 


to deal with them in the ordinary way. 


The Prime Minister agreed . Any action we might 


have to taKe in that direction would be to meet 


our own requirements, an^ we could not be bound, 


unilaterally not to this. He proposed, as a 


preliminary step prior to examination by Ministers, 


to set up an Inter-Departmental Committee to examine 


the Report, but add_ed that before tolling that—step he 


proponed to aw-a-it the Report of another Inter-


Departmental Committee that had been appointed to 


consider a kindred, question. 




The Cs^inet agreed — 


(a) To authorise the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs t* get in touch 

with the French and United States 

Governments and to enquire if they 

agreed with the following procedure: 


(h)	 That. su1") ject to consult at ion v.*ith 

the United States Government, the 

French an^ Pritish Governments should 

keep the ini+iative in their own hands 

an^ invite M. Van Zeeland, in the first 

instance, to visit Berlin, Rome and 

Vashineton. and ascertain the reactions 

of these countries to the proposals in 

his Report, and, if he found them willing 

to send re present at i-̂ es to a. meeting, 

to work out tentative drafts for such 

a. meeting: 


( c) That the Prime Minister should ^e 
authorised, at such moment as he might 
deem, appropriate, to appoint an Tnter
Depart^ental Committee.,to examine W^, Van 
Zee-land̂ ,'s Report, 



The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To authorise the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs t^ get in touch 

with the French and United States 

Governments and to enquire if they 

agreed with the following procedure: 


(h) That, subject to consultation with 

the United States Government, the 

French &.nA Pritish Governments should, 

keep the initiative in their own hands 

an^ invite M. Van Zeeland, in the first 

instance, to visit Berlin, Rome and 

Washington, and as certain the reactions 

of these countries to the proposals in 

his Report, and, if he found them willing 

to send rep-esentati^"es to a. meeting, 

to work out tentative drafts for such 

a meeting: 


( c) mhat the Prime Minister should be 

authorised, at such moment a.s he might 

deem, appropriate, to appoint an Tnter
T)e part mental Commit tee, ,to examine Van 

Zeeland's Report , 




THE RENT

D-RS'T,RTCT'rONS 

ACTS AND

RATING RE-
VALUATION,


Report of

Committee . 


(previous

Reference: 

Cabinet 47

(57), Con
elusion 13.)


F?f? S(h4)'7.


to IT

T h  e
T* -  Cabinet had before them the Report (C.P.-14 


 (38)) of the Committee appointed at the Meeting 


 mentioned in the margin to consider the Reports of 


 the Inter-Departmental Committee on the Rent Res trie

tions Acts and. the matter of the general revaluation 


 for rating purposes which will come into effect on the 


 1st April, 1939. The following Appendices were 


 attached to the Report:
 I. Reports of the	 Inter-Departmental 


Committee (Cmd. 5621 of 1937): 


XT . Draft White Paper on Government 

Policy on Rent Restriction, erabody
ing the conclusions reached by the 

Cabinet Committee: 


III. Minor amendments recommended in the 

Majority Report of the Ridley Committee 

(Memorandum by the Minister of Health): 


IV, Rating and Valuation in England and Wales 

(Memorandum by the Minister of Health) . 


The Committee suggested that if the Cabinet approved 


their conclusions and recommendations, the Minister 


of Health should be authorised to arrange for the 


drafting of the necessary legislation and for its 


submission in due course to the Committee of Home 


Affairs. 


The Secretary of State for India, as 


Chairman of the Cabinet Committee, gave his colleagues 


a summary of the voluminous papers that had been 


circulated on the subject. 


The Minister of Health thanked the Secretary 


ef State for India for the trouble he had taken in 


this matter and, while not concealing the Parliamentary 


and public difficulties that would be encountered in 


the adoption of this, or, for that matter, any other 


policy on the subject, strongly supported the Report. 


The Cabinet then turned to the question 


Q..f revaluation. 




The Secretary of State for India explained the 


reason which had led the Cabinet Committee to recommend the 


inclusion in the Rent Restriction Bill of a provision 


to give effect to course IV in paragraph 17 of Appendix IV, 


i.e. in effect to restore Section 12 (9) of the Rent 


Restriction Act of 1920, but so extended as to cover houses 


in general (conclusion(8)of CoPo 14 (38)). 


The Minister of Health then informed the Cabinet that 


he had been in touch with the Central Valuation Committee 


in order to ascertain their views. After hearing his 


explanation of what was proposed., the Central Valuation 


Committee had made clear that they were themselves 


concerned about the situation; that they were not surprised 


that the Government was contemplating some action; but 


that they themselves thought that a postponement of the 


revaluation for two years would be a much better course, 


as this would give them an opportunity to confer with the 


local authorities^ That course would be very convenient 


from the point of view of the Government, particularly if 


the suggestion came from the Central Valuation Committee 


themselveso He had reason to believe that if they were 


given the opportunity, they would make a recommendation to 


that effect. He suggested, therefore, that the question 


should be referred back to the Cabinet Committee who 


should be asked to meet on the following day to consider 


the proposal he had nade. He suggested also that the 


decision should be left to the Committee. If it was found 


that the two-year postponement was adviseable, he would 


approach the Central Valuation Committee with a view to 


their making a recommendation. This would involve a 


short Bill. 




The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the conclusions and 

recommendations of the Cabinet 

Committee as set forth in 

conclusions 1 to 6 of paragraph 17 

of the Report of the Cabinet Committee 

( C P . 14 (38)): 


(b)	 To approve the draft statement of 

Government policy on rent restriction 

embodying the conclusions of the 

Cabinet Committee (CP. 14 (38) 

Appendix II) and to authorise its 

publication  a s a White Paper: 


Revaluation for rating purposes. 


(c)	 That the question should be referred 

back to the Cabinet Committee for 

re-examination in the light of the new 

situation outlined by the Minister of 

Health and summarised above with power 

to take a decision on behalf of the 

Cabinet, subject to the Prime Ministers 

approval: 


(d)	 To take note that if the course 

proposed by the Minister of Health was 

approved, it would involve a short 

Bill: 


Legislation, 


(e)	 That the Minister of Health should be 

authorised to arrange for the drafting 

cf the legislation involved in the 

above decisions, and for its submission, 

in due course, to the Committee of Home 

Affairs. 


Note: It was arranged that the Cabinet Committee 

on Rent Restrictions Acts and Rating 

Revaluation would meet on the following 

day, Thursday, February 3rd, at 11.30 a.m. 

in the room of the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer to consider the question of 

revaluation. 




RESERVES OP POOD 

AND POOD STORAGE 


Whele Oil. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 31 

(37), Con
clusion 8.) 


V 0 


So The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence I.CoP.,-15 


(37)) asking authority, in advance of a decision on 


the general question of food, storage, to arrange with 


Unilever Ltdc for an increase in the stock of whale 


oil normally held in this country, in order to 


supplement the stocks of fats which ordinarily do not 


exceed six weeks' supply, Unilevers were prepared 


to maintain at Eromborough (near Liverpool) from 


1st March, 1938, until 28th February, 1939, a minimum 


reserve of 60.;000 tons of whale oil, which would, 


represent in time of war about four weeks' supply of 


edible fats, if the Government would agree to recoup 


them in respect of the additional expenditure they 


would, incur in handling and freightage, not exceeding 


in all £34,800. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defonce 


made a statement to the Cabinet in amplification of 


his memorandum, in the course of which he quoted an 


answer from Messrs, Unilever to an enquiry as to 


whether there was any risk that the increase of 


whale oil would involve a decrease in the storage 


of other forms of fats dealt with by the Company 


as follows 


"It is clear from the answers above that 

the intention is to hold in this country 

an additional reserve of whale oil 

beyond the normal amount, There would be 

no decline in normal stocks of whale oil 

at Port Sunlight since the essence of the 

scheme is to maintain total stocks at 

Port Sunlight at a figure of 60,000 tons. 

With regard to possible effects, if any, 

on other stocks of whale oil and vegetable 

oils,, the answer would be that these stocks 

are governed by commercial considerations 

and are normally no more than are needed for 

current requirements. It is difficult to 

see how any firm assurance could be given 

that other stocks will not decline since 

normal stocks constantly fluctuate owing 

to the state of the market, and it would 




be exceedingly difficult to frame any 

undertaking or to be certain that any such 

undertaking was being observed. There 

appears to be no doubt, however, that 

Unilevers themselves do not anticipate that 

other stocks of whale oil or substitutable 

oils would be reduced as a result of the 

schemec" 


He himself felt satisfied at this answer. The position 


was that if l,x" was taken as representing the normal 


lasted, that the stock amounted to x * 60,000 tons. 


In existing circumstances, the stock was apt to run 


down at certain seasons to x 4- 10,000 tonso If the 


arrangement was approved by the Cabinet, he did not 


propose to mention it at present in Parliament, but it 


would be a strong moral support for him in dealing with 


the questions that were asked every week about food 


storage. He thought it right, however, to warn his 


colleagues that if his proposal was adopted, it might 


be rather difficult to turn down the larger proposals 


for storage of food stuffs. He made a strong appeal 


to the Cabinet, however, to support the proposal0 


The Prime Minister thought it rather difficult 


to say what was the principle to which the Government 


would be committed by adopting this proposal. There 


was always a large amount of food storage in the 


country. The only question to decide with regard to 


each item of food was whether any further food storage 


was necessaryo 


The President of the Board of Trade reported 


that if the proposal was adopted, legislation would be 


necessary to enable his Department to pay the freights 


involved. It would be difficult to pass such 


legislation for so small an item as whale oil, unless 


the Government were legislating for food storage on a 


much larger scale, as he himself would like to see done. 




The Minister for Co-Ordination of Defence 


doubted the need for legislation. He had regarded it 


as merely a question of making a contract. He thought 


it ought to be possible to find some means of 


effecting payment without legislation. He recalled 


that the larger question of food storage was to be dealt 


with in his Second Report on the Defence Programmes0 


On the question of bona fides, he proposed to obtain 


from the Chairman of Unilever a statement of his 


intention to add 60,000 tons to the stocks of fats held 


by the Company for human comsumption. 


The Prime Minister suggested that the Cabinet 


should adopt the proposal on the assumption that no 


legislation was necessary and leave it to the Minister 


for Co-Ordination of Defence to clear the question up. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 On the assumption that no legislation 

was necessary, to approve the proposal 

of the Minister for Co-Ordination of 

Defence as set forth in C P . 15 (38) 

and summarised above: 


(b)	 That the Minister for Co-Ordination 

of Defence should explore the 

question as to whether his proposal 

could be carried out without 

legislation,, 


(c)	 That the Minister for Co-Ordination 

of Defence should satisfy himself 

that there was no risk that 

Messrs. Unilever would make use of 

the increased amounts of whale oil 

to reduce their stocks of other forms 

of fats for human food. 




THE HOUSING 

(RURAL WORKERS) 

ACTS 1926 to 

193^ . 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 39 

(37), Con
elusion 10.) 


9. The Cabinet had before them a Joint Memorandum 


by the Minister of Health and the Secretary of State 


for Scotland (CoPo-16 (38)) seeking authority for the 


introduction of a Bill to extend the Housing (Rural 


Workers) Acts, 1925-1935, which are due to expire on 


the 24th June next, until 30th September, 1942, and 


F.p..lU-[-b4)lU.
to make certain minor amendments therein as proposed, 


in the Memorandum 


In the course of a short discussion, the 


President of the Board of Trade mentioned that it had 


come to his notice that full use was not made of the 


present Acts owing to the limitation of the amount of 


expenditure to which the benefits of the Act would 


apply to a minimum of £500 It sometimes happened 


that an owner of house property was anxious to bring
up to date a number of houses at a considerable 


aggregate of cost, but was unable to obtain the benefit 


of the Act because, for each individual house, the 


expenditure was less than £500 


The Minister of Health said that this figure 


had been fixed for good reasons, but he undertook to 


look into it once more0 


The Cabinet agreed; 


To approve the proposals of the 

Minister of Health and the Secretary 

of State for Scotland as set forth 

in GoPo 16 (38) and summarised above0 




10- The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that 
iCH ASSEMBLY: 

MUNIRE 


APPOINTMENT OP a question had been brought to his notice regarding the 

USHOPS) . 


Praemunire (Appointment cf Bishops) Abolition Measure 


which had been introduced at the Autumn Session of the 


Church Assembly on the 15th November, 1937. The Measure 


sought to repeal Section 5 of the Act 25 Henry VIII 


cap. 20, which provided that Leans and Chapters who 


refused to elect and Archbishops or Bishops who refused 


to consecrate the person nominated by the King as 


Bishop shall suffer the penalties of Praemunire, which 


were of a drastic character. The Act of Henry VIII was, 


of course, obsolete. It was on this ground that the 


Committee, on whose report the present Measure was based, 


had made their recommendation for repeal, but there r\ 


was little doubt that the Measure had been Regarded by 


the Members as an effort to get rid of some part of the 


authority exercised over the Church by the State. Under 


the procedure laid down by the Church of England Assembly 


(Powers) Act, 1919, the Measure would have to be confirmed 


by an affirmative resolution of both Houses of Parliament, 


after which it would be presented to His Majesty for the 


Royal Assent. There was no statutory provision for 


ascertaining the views of the Government before the 


resolution came before Parliament- If the Government 


took the view that they might have to oppose the 


resolution, he thought the wise course would be to warn 


the Church Assembly, The subject was a novel one for 


him, but he had examined it to the best of his ability, 


and had reached the view that it would be a mistake to 


abolish the penalties of Praemunire without putting 




something in their place, since the 6ovor-nmcn-fc would then 


be left with certain duties to perform, but no sanctions 


behind them. No one was able to devise any other 


sanctions. There was, however, no reason to suppose that 


the present obsolete legislation did any harm, or that 


difficulties were likely to arise under it. The worst 


that could happen would be a refusal by some Ecclesiastical 


Authority to elect or consecrate the person nominated 


by the King as Bishop. In that event, sanctions, 


of course, could not be enforced; a deadlock would arise, 


and a solution would have to be found. If the present 


proposals were allowed to come up in Parliament, it was 


probable that someone would oppose the resolutions, 


and in those circumstances the Government could hardly 


refrain from offering guidance. If so far-reaching a 


question as the relations between Church and State was 


to be raised, it ought to be discussed and decided on 


its merits and not on a minor measure of this kind. 


Since, then, the Government might have to oppose the 


Measure, he thought that the Archbishop of Canterbury 


ought to be warned. He had not felt entitled to do 


this without Cabinet decision. 


The Lord Chancellor said that it would also be 


necessary, before the matter was raised in Parliament, 


to obtain the assent of the T*!ing to place his prerogative 


at the disposal of Parliament. This would involve the 


tacit approval of the Government when the King gave his 


assent. 


The Prime Minister said he had sounded the 


Archbishop on the subject, and had ascertained that he 


attached no great importance to this proposal. He had 




warned His Grace that after consulting his colleagues he 


might have to communicate with him further. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the Prime Minister should be authorised 

to warn the Archbishop of Canterbury that 

if the matter were pressed to a Division in 

the House of Commons, the Government would 

have to give advice to the House, and to 

bade that advice by the presence of the 

Whips on the Division, and that their 

advice could only be to oppose the 

Measure, leaving the constitutional 

position undisturbed. 




11. The Cabinet had before their a Memorandum by 


the Minister of Transport (C.P.-17 (38)) on the 


subject of the Stabilisation of Rates of Charge in 


the Road Haulage Industry, to which he attached a 


copy of a Report on Service and. Rates by the Transport 


Advisory Council. After explaining the recommenda
tions contained in the Report as to the steps neces
sary to secure stability in the industry, which 


included the regulation of wages and of rates of 


charge, the Minister set forth his reasons for seeking 


the approval of his colleagues to an early announce
ment that the Government accepted, the Report of the 


Transport Advisory Council in principle and. proposed 

in due course to introduce legislation accordingly. 


He would then be in a position to consult the Organisa
tions interested and to determine a number of points 


of detail which were not covered by the Council's 


Report but which must, be settled before a Bill could 


be prepared. 


The Minister of Transport explained his 


proposals to the Cabinet. In reply to the prime 


Minister, he said that legislation was not contemplated 


in the present Session. 


The Secretary of State for Air said he felt 


he ought to report a recent episode affecting his 


Department lest it should bear on the present 


proposals. The Home Affairs Committee had agreed to a 


resolution on the subject of the licensing of air 


transport. A proposal had been made at the Committee 


that a tribunal should lay down the maximum fares. 


He had accepted this, but rejected a proposal for 


minimum fares. 




The Minister of Transport said that that 


would not affect his proposals. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the proposals of the 

Minister of Transport as set forth 

in C P . 17 (38) that he should he 

authorised to make an early 

announcement that the Government 

accepted, in principle, the Report 

of the Transport Advisory Council 

and proposed, in due course, to 

introduce legislation accordingly: 


(b)	 That the Minister should then 

consult the organisations interested 

and determine a number of points of 

detail which were not covered by 

the Transport Advisory Council's 

Report, but which must be settled 

before his Bill could be prepared. 




i J 


12. The Cabinet had under consideration the 


Leasehold Property ^Repairs) Bill, introduced in 


the House of Commons by a Private Member and down 


for Second Reading on Friday, 11th February, 1938. 


The^gh^oceXLor of the Exohoquo:p informed 


the Cabinet that this Bill was a good one which should 


be supported. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 That the Leasehold Property 

(Repairs) Bill should be 

supported: 


(b)	 That the Attorney-General should 

be in charge of the Debate on 

behalf of the Government. 




^HE ELECTION 13. The Cabinet had under consideration the 

(MOTOR CARS) 


i BILL. Election (Motor Cars) Bill, introduced, in the House 


of Cormons by a Private Member and down for Second 


Reading on Friday, 11th February, 1938. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That this Bill should be opposed. 




THE AGRICULTURAL 14. The Cabinet had under consideration the 

MARKETING ACT, 

1933 (AMENDMENT) Agricultural Marketing Act, 1933 (Amendment) Bill, 

I BILL. 


introduced in the -Touse of Commons hy a Private 

(Previous Member and down for Second Reading on Friday, 11th 

Reference: 

Cabinet 40 February, 1938. 

(37), Con
elusion 11.) No decision was taken on this Bill as it 


was anticipated that the Leasehold Property (Repairs) 


Bill and the Election (Motor Cars) Bill would take 


up the whole of the available time. 




EIRE. 


Propos ed 

Appointment 

of Minister 

in Rome. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 2. 

(3?). Con
elusion $.) 


4

15. The Cabinet took note of a Memorandum by the 


Secretary of St*te for Dominion Affairs 'C.P.-12 (38)) 


circulating for the infer-at ion of his colleagues a 


Note of a Conversation which the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs and himself had had with Mr de 


Valera on the 18th January on the subject of the 


proposed appoin4 m*nt of an Irish Minister in Rome. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


said that the situation was considerably altered. 


Mr. de Valera now found it possible to postpone the 


question for three weeks. He thought it might be 


necessary for him to bring the matter before the 


Cabinet at their next regular weekly meeting. 




INDIA. 


fye- King'a visit 

to. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 38 (37) 

Conclusion 8.) 


16. The Secretary of State for India said it 


was important to reach a decision and make an 


announcement on the subject of the proposed Royal 


Visit to India. After exchanging communications with 


the Viceroy, he had, on the previous day, advised 


the King that next winter would be inopportune for 


the Visit0 The main reason for this was the 


financial situation in India. He had received the 


budget and it was clear that there would be no 


money to spare from the current revenue. To borrow 


money for the purpose of a Royal Visit, however, was 


inadviseable. His Majesty appreciated the reasons 


and had asked him to draw up the terms of an 


announcement for issue in the near future. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the Secretary of State for India 

should draw up the terms of an 

announcement to the effect that no 

Royal Visit would he made to India 

during the coming winter,for issue 

after obtaining the King's approval. 


S, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1. 


2nd February, 1938. 
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C A B I N E T 4 (38) 


Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No.10, Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 9th -FEBRUARY,1938, 


at 11.0 a.in. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS - (if required) 


2. BELGIUM: WAR REQUIREMENTS. 


(Reference Cabinet 1 (37) Conclusion 7) 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence, 


C P . 18 (38) - circulated herewith. 


3. PRODUCTION OF OIL FROM COAL. 


(Reference Cabinet 70 (33) Conclusion 16) 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering Report of Sub-Committee of the Committee 

of Imperial Defence, together with abridged 

version of the Report prepared with a view to 

publication. 


C P , 19 (38) - circulated herewith. 


4. SCOTTISH MARRIAGE LAW. 


(Reference Cabinet 49 (37) Conclusion 4) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Scotland. 

C P . 20 (38) - circulated herewith. 




5.	 CONCLUSIONS OF HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. 


1st Conclusions (38) of Committee of Home 

Affairs - to "be circulated^ 


(i) Criminal Justice Bill. 


(Reference Cabinet 49 (37) Conclusion 6) 


Joint Memorandum by the Home Secretary 

and the Secretary of State for Scotland, 

covering draft Billo 


H.A. 2 (38) - circulated herewith. 


(ii) Welsh Church (Amendment) Bill. 


(Reference Cabinet 44 (37) Conclusion 2) 


Memorandum by the President of the Board 

of Education, covering draft Billo 


H . A o 1 (38) - already circulated. 


6.	 PRIVATE MEMBERS' BILLS. 


For Friday, 18th February, 1958. 


1.	 Bakehouses Bill, Second Reading. 

(Dr. Haden Guest (La.)) 


2.	 Access to Mountains Billo Second 

Readingo (Mr  Price (La.)) 
c


3 0 Street Trading (Regulation) Bill. 

Second Reading,, (Mr. De La Bere (C)) 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY, 


Secretary to the Cabins t. 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


4th February, 1938. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, S.W. 1., on WEDNESDAY, 

the 9th FEBRUARY, 1938, at 11 a.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P. ,

Prime Minister. (In the Chair). 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. -

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., The Viscount Halifax, K. G. ,

G.C.V.0. , O.B.E., K.C., M.P. , G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. ,

Lord Chancellor. G.C.S.I., G.B.E., C.M.G., M. P. ,


Secretary of State for Home Affaire 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Anthony Eden, M.C., M. P. , Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for Foreign Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. Affairs. 


The Most Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, W. Ormsby Gore, Mo P., 

G.C.Sol., G.G.I.E., Secretary of State for the 

Secretary of State for India. Colonies. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C, M.P., A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P., 

Minister for Co-ordination First Lord of the Admiralty. 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

L* Hore-Belisha, M.P., The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E.,MoC, 

Secretary of State for War. Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M. C. , M.P. , Oliver Stanley, M.C., M. P. 

Secretary of State for Scotland. President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

W. S. Morrison, M.C , K. C. , M. P. , The Earl of Stanhope, K.G.,D.S.O., 

Minister of Agriculture and M . C , President of the Board of 

Fisheries. Education. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M. P., Ernest Brown, M. C., M. P. ,

Minister of Health. Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M.P.. 

Minister of Transport. 


Colonel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B. , G.C.M.G. , G.C.V.0 Secretary. 




R^UCTIDN AND 

LDArWTQW QF 

ARMAMENTS . 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 3 

(38), Con
elusion 5.) 


o o 


1. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said that certain comments he had. made, after consulta
tion with the Secretary of State for Air, in the 


Debate in Parliament on Wednesday, 2nd February, had 


attracted, more publicity than he ha^ anticipated. 


f
From both this and other points o  view he thought it 


desirable to go as fast a.s possible in working out 


proposals . 

The Secretary of State for Air reported that good 


progress had been made in the preparation of a Memo
randum. which would, cover not only the question of 


possible limitation in the character of air warfare 


but also of qualitative and quantitative disarmament. 


No reservation would be made in respect of bombing for 


police purposes. He gave further details, but wrerned 


his colleagues that the question would affect both sea 


and land as well as air warfare. 


Tn the course of a short discussion the importance 


o^ the formulation of policy on this ques+ion was 


stressed from th^ point of vie1" of forthcoming conversa
tions with the German Government .  m he clearer the 


Government's views on the subject could be made, the 


better. 


The Prime Minister asked the Secretary of State for 


Air to let him. know as soon as his proposals were 


ready, as it wa.s his intention to summon a. meeting of 


the Foreign Policy Committee to examine them. 




GERMANY.


Proposed

Converse
iions.


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 3 

(38), Con-^
elusion 2.) 


FR..(0[ht)l. 


 2. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


f
 recalled that the appreciation o  His Majesty's 


 Ambassador in Berlin on recent events in Germany was 


r
very similar to that o  the Foreign Office. Both 


 documents had been circulated. An encouraging point 


 was that General Beck, a moderate and an opponent of 


the Nazi Party, was still Chief of Staff. He had not 


yet been approached as to who would be the next German 


Ambassador. He called attention to a declaration made 


by the German Ambas^a^or in Pa.ris that there would be 


no change in Germany's foreign policy, and a. similar 

declaration made to our Ambassador in Berlin by 


Baron von Neurath. He thought it would be rash, 


however, t Q assume th*t this would be the case. 


The question arose as to the effect of these changes 


on our conversations with Germany. Baron von 


Neurath had suggested that there should be a. postponed 

ment o"p the conversations until after Herr Hitler's 


speech on February 20th, and Sir Nevile Henderson 


agreed. His own first reaction, however, was that it 


would ^e inadvisable to wait, as, if no further 


approach were ma.de, Herr Hitler might express 


disappointment that nothing had been done to follow 


up the Lord President's visit. He had, however, not 


had time to consult his advisers . 


The Prime Minister pointed out that the 


Ambassador's present idea was to approach Herr Hitler 


direct. He asked if that would not offend the new 


Foreign Minister? The point seemed to require 


further consideration. 


m he Secretary of State for Var said that, the 


General Staff had drawn his attention to the similarity 


between the course adopted by Herr Hitler and. M. Stalin 


respectively in sweeping away the Higher Command. 


http://ma.de


/Goering was unpopular in the Army, hut General 


von Braus chitsch, the new Commander-in-Chief, was 


rather a ruthless man who technically was likely to 


favour increased mechanisation of the Army. The 


General Staff thought that the moral of the Arm;.' would 

be somewhat shaken, and that it was probable that there 


would he a. quiet period for a few months, after which 


no-one could foresee what would happen. 


m he Secretary of State for Po?ninion Affairs said 


that he had seen the South African Minister in Perlin, 


who had expressed the hope that before Herr Hitler mad-e 


his speech on February 20th we should let the German 


Government, know that we were prepared to make some 


suggestions to follow up the Lord President's visit. 


The Lord President suggested that His Majesty's 


Ambassador in Berlin should be asked to consult 


Herr RiV-vent^-op, the new Foreign Minister, as to 


whether.it would be advisable for him to ask for an 


interview with Herr ""itler before February 30th, in 


order to inform him of our proposals to follow up 


his (the Lord President's) own visit. If Herr Ribben
trop replied in the negative, then the Ambassador might 


ask him to tell Herr Hitler that vs-is Majesty'3 Govern
ment were ready to take the next step as soon as the 

Chancellor was ready to receive him. 


This proposal met with considerable support. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that the Lord President's proposal made an appeal to 


him at first sight, but he would, like to consider it 


further. He thought the minimum that the Ambassador 


ought to say was that he was available for a further 


conversation. 


It was suggested that the Ambassador should also 


inform Baron von Neurath, who, it was stated, had 


lately been rendering personal assistance to Herr 


Hitler in the preparation of his speeches. 


http://whether.it


The Prime Minister asked the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs to consider the instructions to 


Hie Majesty*s Ambassador in Eerlin in the light of the 

discussion summarised above. 
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SPAIN. 


The Nyon 

patrol. 


*Instrue
tions to 

?*.M.Ships , 


(Previous 

Reference? 

Cabinet S 

(36), Con
clusion 4.) 


3. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said he hoped that the question of attacks by sub
marines and aircraft had. been disposed of for the 


moment, but the main danger arose from the irresporsi
bility of individuals. If the steps that had been 


taken *id not prove effective it would be necessary 


to consider methods of retaliation, e.g., the seizure 


of a Nationalist ship for each ship that was sunk. 


The Prime Minister raised the question of the 


instructions issued by the Admiralty. He asked what 


would happen if our- warships in the patrolled area 


encountered a Nationalist submarine coming to the 


surface? 


The First Lord of the Admiralty said that if this 


occurred after an attack had just taken place the 


submarine would be captured. If the submarine were 


merely encountered on the -surface it would be warned 


not to submerge. 


The Chancellor of ""he Exchequer, who had. presided 


at the Foreign Policy Committee when these matters 


had been discussed, said that there had been two main 


subjects of discussion:
(l) "he public announcement; 


(2) The instructions to H.M. Ships, 


^n the former point all had been agreed, and the word, 


"attack" had been used in preference to "destroy". 


The instructions to H.K. Ship-s had not ^een discussed 


in detail. He thought, however, that a. mistake had 


been made on page 16 of the record of the Meeting 


(F,P.(35) 33rd Meeting), and that instead of the words 


attributed to Lord Chat field "on the recognised. Nyon 


routes" (line 2) the decision of the Committee was 


intended to apply to submarines "found submerged in 


the patrol area". 




The First Lord of the Admiralty agreed and. said, 


that the instructions had been drafted, to that effect. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer thought that, 


having decided that a. submerged submarine was an 


intolerable nuisance that must be dealt with 


drastically, it was hardly enough merely to take its 


name or number when it came to the surface, and. that 


H.M. Ships would be entitled, to take the crew off 


and sink the submarine c 

The President of the Board of Trade thought the 


intention of the Foreign Policy Committee had. been 

that the submarine should be captured and taken to 


port. 


After some further discussion the Cabinet e.greed—-


That the First Lord of the Admiralty 

should "he asked. 
(a) to	 circulate to the Cabinet Committee 


on Foreign Policy the instructions 

already issued by the Admiralty to 

the British section of the Nyon 

Patrol, and. 


(b) to examine the quest-ion further and. 

report to the Foreign Policy Com
mittee as to what action should, be 

taken in the event of a. subma.rine 

being seen to come to the surface 

within the patrolled area, and. in 

particular whether it ought to be 

sunk and. the crew taken off, or 

whether it should he captured, and 

brought to a British port. 
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SPAIN. 


Won-Inter
vent ion. 


(Previous 

Reference t 

Cabinet 46 

(37), Con
olusion 3 ,) 


4. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


pointed out that the situation would be greatly 


improved if the Non-intervention Committee could 


secure agreement on plans for the withdrawal of 


"volunteers" and the grant of some measure of belli
gerent rights to General Franco. He gave the Cabinet 


aome account of projects that were now under consider
atIon. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer expressed the hope 


that it would not be assumed th8.t the proposals worked, 


out by the Secretary to the Non-intervention Committee 


carried any Government authority. 
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5. Arising out of the discussion on Spain referred 


to in the preceding Conclusion, the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs said he proposed to continue his 


discussions with the Italian Ambassador not only on 


the subject of Spain but also on the question of 


propaganda. If that had the effect of damping down 


the broa.dca.sts from Ba.ri this would enable the 


conversations to be advanced, step by step in other 


subjects. His proposal, therefore, wa.s to allow the 


conversations to develop between Count Grand! and 


himself in preference to inaugurating formal conver
sations between His Ma.jesty's Ambassador and Count 


Ciano in Rome, with all the publicity irprolved. 


The Prime Minister agreed, with the above proposals, 


but suggested that at a certain point Count Ciano 


might be asked to come to London to finish off the 


conversations. He gave several reasons in favour of 


this course. Tn reply to questions as to the meaning 


of certain Press comments he said thai it was not the 


in+ention of the Foreign Secretary to lay down condi
tions precedent to the conversations. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affa.irs said 


that if the conversations were to enter a new phase 


he felt thai, the question of Spain must be brought 


into them' otherwise some episode might occur, as 


had. happened in the pa.st, such as the despatch of 


fresh Italian reinforcements to Spain, which would 


upset further progress. 


The Prime Minister felt sure that Count Grand! 


would, not be allowed to discuss the question of Spain 


unless he felt that the possibility of recognition of 


the Italian position in Abyssinia lay in the background. 


He gathered, however, that Count Grandi was not troubled 


with this aspect. He hoped, however, that the Italian 


Ambassador's reference to the possibilities of media
tion in Spain would be followed up. 


- 8 
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6. In reply fo the Prime Minister, the Secretary 


of State for Foreign Affairs said that His Majesty's 


Government had been asked to arbitrate on matters 


relating to the exchange of prisoners, a.nd had agreed. 


He was at present awaiting information from the 


Nationalist Government. 




THE PAR "B/ST, 7, The Prime Minister drew the attention of the 


jap**n and Cabinet to the Foreign Secret ary's despatch of 4th 

Ghina. 

*	 February to His Majesty'? Ambassador in Tokyo, in 


(Previous which he reported the result of an important conversa-

Reference: 

Cabinet 3 tion with the Japanese Ambassador, ^he latter, he 

(38), Con
clusion 2.) pointed, out, had. begged the Foreign Secretary 


S" ̂ 3S)&. "to consider whether we oould not 


informally approach both sides" 


with a. view to an end. to the conflict. He asked 


if it was the intention of the Foreign Secretary to 


follow up this suggestion? 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs replied 


in the affirmative. The task, however, was one of 


great difficulty and. delicacy, as the Germans had 


found, and. he felt that it could, only be carried out. 


hand in hand with the United. States of America... On 


that basis he was- prepared to/asftfee the attempt. j 




8* The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 'C.P.-18 (38)) 


giving an account of the discussions that had taken 


place in pursuance of the Conclusion mentioned in the 


margin with representatives of the Belgian Government 


on the question of Belgian '7ar Requirements, and. 


details of a general survey by the Chairman o^ the 


Supply Board of the position as ascertained up to 


December la.st, in which the Belgian demand was dealt 


with und er various headings. At the end of his Memo
r and urn the Minister submitted conclusions for the 


approval of his colleagues. 


The Minister for Co-Ordination of Defence at 


the end of a statement explaining his proposals 


summarised them as follows:
(1)	 That he should have authority to talk to 


the Belgians and to tell them exactly 

what items of their requirements we could 

and could not supply in time of war: 


(2)	 That where we could not supply them and 

there was a risk of our competing in the 

same market, the Belgian Government should 

be encouraged to come to an agreement with 

us regarding such purchases: 


(3)	 That we could not incur expenditure for the 

purpose of providing a means of supplying 

Belgium over and above what was necessary 

to meet our own requiz^ements. 


The Secretary of State for War suggested that 


the alteration in the r6le of the Army might release 


capacity of production for the supply of countries 


like Belgium, and that hypothetical arrangements might 


be made for them such as were made for the Territorial 


Army, If it is impossible to estimate these at present, 


the Belgian representatives might be notified that we 


might have something to add later. 




Some doubts were expressed as to the precise 


meaning of conclusion (ii) at the end ef the memorandum 


as follows 


"That to this end the Belgians should now be 

frankly informed of the extent to which it 

is considered possible for us to meet their 

demands." 


The Prime Minister thought it v/as possible that 


the effect of the conclusion would be that on items of war 


equipment on which it was pos sible to meet their demand, 


the Belgians would not make arrangements to purchase 


elsewhere; in other words, that they would make their war 


arrangements on the assumption that they would be able to 


get what they required here. 


The Minister for Co-Ordination of Defence said 


the discussions up to this point had been on a purely 


hypothetical basis. There had been no question of our 


undertaking the supply of any particular articles. The 


object of the conversations had been merely to explore 


their needs and to find out to what extent it would be 


possible for supplies to be made from this country. In 


future conversations, he would, however, make clear that no 


commitments were being undertaken. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer asked that it 


might be placed on record that what was now being proposed 


did not involve us in the provision of shadow factories 


or other expenditure for the purpose of supplying Belgium, 


and,, in addition, that we did not give any undertaking in 


respect of those items which we might be able to supply 


in war. He was anxious that the misunderstandings that had 


arisen before the war, as to the extent of the commitments 


involved in military conversations, should not be repeated. 




The Secretary of State for Forjign Affairs 


pointed out that the circumstances wer? somewhat different 


because we already had a political commitment in respect 


of Belgium. He thought that what tho Belgians wanted to 


know was what we hoped to be able to supply and, what was 


equally important, what we knew we could not supply. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed, but 


pointed to the difficulty of forecasting in advancs 


what would be the circumstances of a particular war. 


The Prime Minister agreed, but thought it 


probable -that at a later stage, the Belgian Government 


might ask for something more definite. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the following proposals 

by the Minister for Co-Ordination of 

Defence on the understanding that 

the Minister would make sure that no 

sommitments by His Majesty's 

Government were involved in respect 

of any supplies which it appeared 

probable that we could undertake 

for Belgium in time of wars

(i)	 That it is desirable, both 

from the point of view of the 

Belgian Government and of our 

own supply position, to put the 

question of the supply of the 

Belgian requirements on a more 

definite basis: 


(ii)	 That to this end, the Belgians 

should now be frankly informed 

of the extent to which it is 

considered possible for us to 

meet their demand: 


(iii)	 That, in cases where it is found 

to be impossible to do this, and 

where there is also risk of 

their competing in the same 

market as ourselves for supplies 

(e.g. Foodstuffs) to the 

detriment of us both, the Belgian 

Government should be encouraged 

to come to some agreement with us 

regarding such purchases: 




(iv)	 That as regards our own Supply-

Organisation, in view of the 

complexity and size of the Belgian 

demands, the responsibility for 

dealing with these requirements 

should be decentralised as far as 

practicable and passed on by the 

Supply Board to the appropriate 

departments, the Supply Board 

continuing to act as necessary for 

purposes of co-ordination: 


(v)	 That these departments should 

establish and maintain liaison 

direct and as close as possible 

with the appropriate Belgian 

representatives as regards the 

items for which each is 

responsible. 


That no expenditure in the provision 

of shadow factories or other forms 

of war potential should be undertaken 

by His Majesty's Government on 

behalf of Belgium over and above 

what was necessary for our own war 

needs. 




GIL PROM COAL. 9. The Cabinet had. before them a Note by the 


Production of-Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (CP.-19 (38)) 


covering the Report of the Sub-Committee of the 

(Previous 

Reference: Committee of Imperial Defence on the Production of 

Cabinet 70 

(33), Con- Oil from Coal (CI.D. Paper No. 272-A), together with 

elusion 16,) 


an abridged version of the Report ( C C D . Paper No. 

ER. %^-lis)io. 


O.C.C-39) prepared with a view to publication. 


In accordance with the Conclusions reached by the 


Committee of Imperial Defence at their 304th Meeting 


the abridged Report had been examined in detail by 


the Sub-Committee, and. the Minister for Co-ordination 


of Defence and. the Secretary for Mines recommended 


that it should, be published as a Parliamentary Paper. 


There had been no opportunity of laying it before the 


Committee of Imperial Defence, however, and in view 


of the desirability of early publication the Minister 


had thought it right, to circulate it direct to the 


Cabinet. 


After a short discussion, the Cabinet 


agreed: 


(a)	 To approve for publication the 

abridged version (CIoD0 Pap-^r 

O.C.C. 39) of the Report of the 

Sub-Committee of Imperial Defence 

on the Production of Oil from 

Coal (C.I.D. Paper 272-A): 


(b)	 That the question of the action to 

be taken on the unabridged Report 

should be considered by the 

Committee of Imperial Defence. 




SCOTLAND. 10. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


Marriage the Secretary of State for Scotland 'c.P.-20 (38)) 

Law in. 


asking the authority of his colleagues for the prepara
(Previous tion and submission to the Committee of Home Affairs 

Reference: 

Cabinet 49 of a Pill to eive effect to the proposals outlined in 

(37), Con
clusion 4.) his Memora.n*um for amending the Scottish Marriage Lav:, 


with particular reference to the abolition of certain 


form? of "irregular" marriages and their replacement 


by civil marriages beeore a Fee-istrar. 


After a short discussion the Cabinet 


agreed: 


To authorise the Secretary of State for 

Scotland to prepare a Bill to give 

effect to the proposals outlined in 

his memorandum (CP. 20 (38)) for 

submission to the Committee of Home 

Affairs. 




llo The Cabinet had under consideration a Joint 


Memorandum by the Home Secretary and the Secretary of 


State for Scotland (H.A. 2 (38)) covering a revised 


text of the draft Criminal Justice Bill; together 


with the following recommendation by the Committee of 


Home Affairs thereon (H.A.C. 1st Conclusions (38), 


Minute 1 ) : 
"To authorise the introduction in the 

House of Commons, if and when 

Parliamentary time permits, of the 

Criminal Justice Bill in the form of 

the draft annexed to H.A. 2 (38), subject 

to any modifications required in the 

light of the discussion, and subject also 

to any drafting or other minor alterations 

that may be found necessary or desirable," 


The Lord Chancellor oaid there was an 


error on page 2 of the Minutes of the Committee of 


Home Affairs (H.A.C 1st Conclusions (38)), line 20. 


What the Home Secretary had said was not "it might not 


be possible to introduce the Bill before the Summer 


Recess" but that "it might not be possible to pass the 


Bill before the Summer Recess". 


The Prime Minister pointed out that it was 


very possible that the introduction of the Bill might 


have to be postponed till after the Recess and the? 


Home Secretary agreed that that possibility was not 


oxcluded. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he 


would not raise a minor point affecting the Treasury, 


since (as the Home Secretary agreed) he thought it 


could be settled without difficulty by direct 


consultation. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the recommendation of 

the Committee of Home Affairs as 

set forth above. 




THE VBLSH CHURCH 

(AMENDMENT) BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 4 4 

'37), Con
clusion 2.) 


12. The Cabinet ha/1 under consideration a Memoran
dum by the President of the Board of Education 


(H.A.-1 (38)) covering the draft 7elsh Church (Amend
ment) Bill, designed, to extend Section 19 (l)(b) of 


the Velsh Church Act, 1914, under which certain funds 


were, distributed equally between the three Colleges 


of the TTniversity of Vales, so as to secure that the 


fourth College — the University College of Swansea.. 


established in 1920 — should share equally with 


the other thre": together with the following 


recommendation by the Committee of Home Affairs 


thereon ' H .A. C. 1st Conclusions (38), Minute 2 ) : 
"To approve the -7elsh Church ^Amendment) 

Bill in the for-" of the draft annexed 

to H.A.-1 ^38). subject to any drafting 

or other minor alterations that may be 

found necessary or desirable, and to 

authorise the introduction of the Eill 

in th'3 TJouse of Lords on a. date to be 

settled between the Home Secretary and 

the President of the Board of Education 

in consultation." 


The Cabinet agreed; 


To approve the recommendation of 

the Committee of Home Affairs 

as set forth above. 




BAKEHOUSES 13. The Cabinet he.& under consideration the 

m 


Bakehouses Bill, introduced in the House of Commons 


by a Private Member and down for Second Reading on 


Friday, 18th February, 1938. 


The Home Secretary said that the Government 


would have a good case on this Bill as the Minister of 


Labour had done a great deal to remove difficultiesc 

He thought it probable that the Bill would take the 


whole of the time available on the 18th February. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the Home Secretary should be 

responsible for the Government1s 

attitude towards the Bill. 




THE ACCESS 14 0 The Cabinet had -under consideration the 

TO MOUNTAINS 


BILL. Access to Mountains Bill, introduced in the House of 


ykfe^)!1- Commons by a Private Member and down for Second 


Reading on Friday, 18th February, 1938. 


This Bill was not discussed as it was not 


printed. It was anticipated that the Bakehouses Bill 


would occupy the whole of the Parliamentary time on 


the 18th February. 
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15. Cabinet had under consideration the Street 


Trading (Regulation) Bill, introduce^ in the House of 


Commons by a Private Member and down for Second Reading 


on Friday, 18th February, 1938. 


This Bill was not discussed as it was 


anticipated that the Bakehouses Bill would occupy 


the whole of the Parliamentary time on the 


18th February. 




1 P A 

i if (T 


EIRE. 


Resumption of 

Negotiations 

wi IN. 


[(previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 2 (38) 

Conclusion 4.) 


16. The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


informed the Cabinet that it had been hoped to resume 


the discussions with Mr. de Valera and his colleagues 


next week. He had, however, just received a request 


from Mr. de Valera to postpone the conversations until 


the week after. He understood from the High 


Commissioner that what was in Mr. de Valera's mind 


v/as that if a settlement on the three questions at 


issue should be found possible, he wished to clear 


them up on the occasion of his next visit v/ithout deferring 


anything for a future meeting. This would mean 


that he would have to ask his colleagues to reserve 


three days (either Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, or 


Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday) in the week beginning 


the 20th February instead of in the week beginning the 


13th February. 


The President of the Board of Trade said that 


the postponement v/as very inconvenient to him, owing to 


various Parliamentary and other engagements. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


undertook to discuss the question with the President of 


the Board of Trade before replying to Mr. de Valera. 




INDIA. 


The King's visit 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 3 (38) 

Conclusion 16.) 


17. The Secretary of State for India reported 


that some difficulty had been encountered in drawing 


up the terms of the announcement as to the 


postponement of the King's visit to India, which had 


consequently been delayed. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W01. 


9th February, 1938, 
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Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10, Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 16th FEBRUARY, 1938, 


at 11.0 a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS - (if requir^-i) 


2. SOUTH AFRICA: THE HIGH COMMISSION TERRITORIES. 


(Reference Cabinet 32 (37) Conclusion 8) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


C P . 28 (38) - ro circulated. 


3. DEFENCE EXPENDITURE IN FUTURE YEARS. 


(Reference Cabinet 49 (37) Conclusion 1) 


Further Report by the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


C P . 24 (38) - already circulated. 


4.	 NEW NAVAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME, 1938. 


(Reference Cabinet 8 (37) Conclusion 4) 

Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 


C P . 29 (38) - circulated herewith. 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

C P . 30 (38) - to be circulated. 


5. ROLE OF THE ARMY. 


(Reference Cabinet 20 (37) Conclusion 4) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for War, 

C P . 26 (38) - circulated herewith. 


Note by the Secretary covering CI.D. Papers 

No6. 1394-B, 1395-B and 1936-B. 




(Reference Cabinet 11 (37) Conclusion 7) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for War, 

CcPc 22 (38) - circulated herewith. 


Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 

C P . 25 (38) - circulated herewith. 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Air. 

C o P . 27 (38) - circulated herewith. 


7.	 CIVIL AVIATION: REPORT OF THE CADMAN COMMITTEE. 


Question to be raised by the Prime Minister. 


8.	 EVIDENCE BILL, 


Memorandum by the Lord Chancellor^ 

C P . 21 (58) - already circulated. 


9.	 PURCHASE OF LAND BY COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER PROCEDURE. 
Memorandum by the Minister of Health, 


C P , 23 (38) - already circulated. 


10. CONCLUSIONS OF HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, 


2nd Conclusions (38) of Committee of Home 

Affairs - to be circulated. 


Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest 

"(Restrictions) Bill. 


(Reference Cabinet 3 (38) Conclusion 7) 


Memorandum by the Minister of Health, covering 

draft Bill. 


HoAo 3 (38) - circulated herewith. 


11.	 PRIVATE MEMBERS' BILLS, 


For Friday, 25th February, 1938* 


1.	 Local Elections (Proportional Representation) 

Bill. Second Reading, (Sir William Wayland (c)) 


2.	 Protection of Animals Bill. Second Reading. 
(Colonel Nathan ( Lao ) ) 

3.	 Marriage Bill. Second Reading. 

(Sir Edmund Brocklebank (C)) 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY, 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 
 Secretary to the Cabins t. 


11th February  1938. 
r
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, the 16th FEBRUARY, 1938, at 

11 a.m. , and resumed in the Prime Minister's Room, House 


of Commons, at 5.0 u.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P., 

Prime Minister. (in the Chair). 


phe Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, C C S  . I. , The Viscount Halifax, 
G.C.V.0. , CB.E. , ICC. , M.P. , K. G. , G.C.S.I., G.CI..E. , 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Lord President of the Council 


tie: Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. ,

Lord Chancellorc C C S . I . , G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., 


Secretary of State for Home Affairs 


[he Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Anthony Eden, M. C , M.P., Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Foreign Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. Affairs. 


[ife Most Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, W. Ormsby Gore, M. P., 

G.C.S.I. , G.C.I.E. , Secretary of State for the 

Secretary of State for India. Colonies. 


e Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, CB.E., K . C, A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O. , M. P. ,
M.P., Minister for Co-ordination First Lord of the Admiralty. 
of Defence. 


I Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M. P. , The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E., M.C. , 

Secretary of State for War. Secretary of State for Air. 


I Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M.C. , M.P., Oliver Stanley, M . C , M.P. , 

Secretary of State for Scotland. President of the Board of Trade. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

I W.S. Morrison, M. C , K. C , M. P. , The Earl Stanhope, K, G. , D.S.O. 

I Minister of Agriculture and M.C , President of the Board of 

Fisheries. Education. 


I Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Xingsley Wood, M.P., Ernest Brown, M*C , M.P. , 

Minister of Health. Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

E. L. Burgin, M.P., 

Minister of Transport. 


pel sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G. , G.C.V.0. . Secretary. 




1. The Prime Minister read to the Cabinet 


the following message which he had received from 


Mr. Lyons, the prime Minister of the Commonwealth 


of Australia,through Mr. Bruce, the High 


Commissioner:
"The High Commissioner has advised me 

personally of his conversation with you 

in regard to rearmament. I desire to 

confirm his statement that Australia 

v/ill be prepared to co-operate with the 

United Kingdom to maximum extent of her 

power and financial resources in any 

further defence preparation your 

Government may decide is necessary for 

defence of Empire in face of serious 

International situation." 


The Prime Minister added that the High 


Commissioner was going to discuss the question with 


the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 


Much satisfaction was expressed at the 


above communication. 




AUSTRIA. 


Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 45 (37) 

Conclusion 5.) 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


summarised the developments in the Austrian situation 


of the last few days
c 


On February 7th the German Minister in 


Vienna first proposed a meeting between Herr Hitler 


and the Austrian Chancellor^ The date suggested was 


February 9th, but the Chancellor refused to go at 


short notice, and the meeting eventually took place 


on February 12th. At that meeting Herr Hitler b:: ought 

great pressure to bear on Dr. Schuschnigg, with the 


object of accelerating the absorption of Austria by 


Germany, and also informed him that Lord Halifax 


completely approved of Germany's action towards 


Austria and Czechoslovakia, The Chancellor appears 


to have put up a good fight, but had had to make two 


concessions of great importance. The first was that 


Dr. von Seyss-Inquart he-", been nominated Minister of 


the Interior and Security; and the second that 


Dr. Schmidt, at present State Secretary for Foreign 


Affairs, had been appointed Minister for Foreign 


Affairs. The importance of the first point was that 


Dr. von Seyss-Inquart in his new appointment controlled 


the Police, although the present Director of Security 


(as administrative head of the Police) remained in his 


position but was subordinate to and controlled by the 


new Minister of the Interior^ The appointment of 


Dr. Schmidt as Minister for Foreign Affairs might be 


of more importance that it appeared; since his 


complete loyalty to Dr. Schuschnigg had in certain 


quarters been called in question, and we knew that 


the Chancellor was recently considering the 


possibility of replacing him. We also knew that the 


Germans were anxious to obtain the appointment of 




Dr. Schmidt as Minister for Foreign Affairs, and this 


in itself was highly suspicious. The concessions 


which Dr. Schuschnigg had obtained in return (as 


reported in this morning's Press) did not appear to be 


of great importance and were probably more of a 


face-saving character. 


It was significant to note that Italy, 


although she was informed of this meeting, at any rate 


on the Austrian side, one day before it took place, 


i.e. February 11th - the same day that we ourselves 


were informed, did not appear to have taken any action 


either in restraint of Herr Hitler or in support of 


the Austrian Chancellor. The only conclusion that 


could be drawn was that another round in the fight for 


Austrian independence had just been fought and that that 


round had gone to Germany. We knew that during the 


recent episodes in Germany, Herr Hitler had resisted 


the Nazi party who represented a forward policy in 


Austria. Eventually a compromise had been reached. 


It might now be that the price Herr Hitler had had to 


pay for damping down those who demand quick and forcible 


action in Austria had been to accelerate the pace of 


non-forcible action. 


Referring to such action as we had had time to 


take in the short time available, the Foreign Secretary 


recalled that the British Minister at Vienna, when he 


first heard of the proposed meeting between the Austrian 


Chancellor and Herr Hitler, had expressed doubts of its 


wisdom. By the time we had heard of it, however, it was 


too late to take any action. We had made the suggestion 


that the Police should be separated from the Home Office 


in Austria, but the suggestion had come too late. The 




Secretary of State himself had asked His Majesty's 


Ambassador in Berlin to make enquiries as to what was 


happening and the Ambassador had been assured by the 


Minister for Foreign Affairs in Berlin that he had every 


hope that the upshot of the negotiations would be one 


of appeasement. In order to bring the Cabinet up to 


date, he read Vienna telegram Wo. 22 containing an 


account of a talk that the British Minister had had with 


the Austrian Chancellor. 


The Lord President of the Council recalled that 


his general impression as the result of his interview 


with Herr Hitler had been that the Fuhrer would continue 


his activities in regard to Austria, but in a manner 


which did not enable any other country to interfere. 


This appeared to be what was happening. 


The Prime Minister thought that Herr Hitler 


wanted peace but at his own price. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said he did not want any decision from the Cabinet at 


the moment. He would have to watch the situation very 


carefully and he woula keep in close contact with the 


Prime Minister1. He did not want to put himself in a 


position of suggesting a resistance which we could not, 


in fact, furnish. The most interesting reaction to 


watch for was that of Italy. 




^Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 4 (38) 

Conclusion 4,) 
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3. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said that he had received a message from the Italian 


Ambassador, who was expecting a further communication 


from the Italian Government and had asked for an 


early interview in order to deliver it. The Ambassador 


had indicated that he thought this communication was 


likely to be of a favourable character,. If this 


proved to be the case, he proposed to press forward 


with the Spanish affair as rapidly as possible. He 


added that His Majesty's Government had been asked by 


both sides to appoint an arbitrator on the question 


of the exchange of prisoners and, subject to what the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer might have to say, this 


was a matter in which His Majesty's Government ought 


to bear the cost. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed that 


this was the kind of expenditure that we ought to be 


willing to incur. The request for our good offices 


in this matter was a high compliment to our 


impartiality and he thought it was very justifiable 


to incur the relatively small expenditure involved 


in the appointment of a High Commissioner with a small 


staff. 


The Prime Minister agreed with the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the Foreign Secretary 


offered his warmest thanks3 


Some discussion took place as to who should 


be appointed. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the proposal of the 

Foreign Secretary that the expenses 

of an arbitrator in Spain and his 

staff, in connection with the 

exchange of prisoners between the 

two parties in Spain, should be 

borne by His Majesty's Government: 




That the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs should consider 

the appointment of a suitable 

person as arbitrator^ 
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ITALY. 


Relations with, 


' (Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 4 (38] 

Conclusion 5, 


4. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 


in reply to the Home Secretary,, stated that he 


proposed in the near future to circulate to the 


Cabinet Committee on Foreign Affairs a Memorandum as 


to our desiderata in the proposed conversations with 


Italy, together with suggestions as to the time
table. He promised to bear in mind a suggestion by 


the Prime Minister that instead of transferring the 


conversations to Rome, as Count Grandi had suggested, 


it would be desirable to work for the continuance of 


the conversations with the Italian Ambassador in 


London and for the Italian Minister for Foreign 


Affairs to come to London to conclude them. 
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KAVAL 5* The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs "7 
LIMITATION 
IDF ARMAMENTS, reported that he had discussed the question of Naval- 
jfrapanese Limitation with the Japanese Ambassador and he thought 

I' fiitude. 


that another effort ought to be made. Apparently, speaking 


devious foe himself, the Ambassador had admitted this, but had 

Reference: 

Cabinet 49 (37) pointed out that the Jupanese Government had taken 

Conclusion 1.) 


up a certain attitude and that it was difficult for 


' ' them to go back. The Ambassador did not know what 


his Government's intentions were about Naval 


construction, but seemed to think it might be possible 


to find some other way than the official channel for 


communicating their intentions. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty said he had 


seen the Amex^ican Captain Ingersoll, who had 


described an interview which he and the American 


Admiral Leahy had had with President Roosevelt. 


The latter htid approved the result of the discussions 


held in London. The President had also suggested that 


the United Kingdom and the United States ought to 


reach agreement as to what was to be done in view 


of the Japanese attitude before approaching the 


French Government on the subject. 


The Prime Minister suggested that it was 


well worth while to explore the situation. It looked 


to him as though the Japanese Government were anxious 


not to embark in a race for Naval armaments, but 


wanted to save their face. The present position was 


rather a paradox as Japan refused to give information 


relating to qualitative disarmament because the other 


powers had not been willing to discuss quantitative 


disarmament. 




THE FAR EAST. 6. Continuing his account of his 


Japan and China, conversation with the Japanese Ambassador, the 


2$ Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs e-aid the 

(Previous 

Reference: Ambassador had made clear that his Government did not 

Cabinet if- (38) 


Conclusion^'.) desire mediation at the present time. He (the 


F R . ^ ( s ^ ) 5 . Foreign Secretary) felt that if anything was to be 
done in the direction of mediation, we should need 
the co-operation of the United States of America. 
In the meanwhile, at places like Shanghai where the 
Japanese were in occupation, the difficulties of 
trade were increasing. s 
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7. The Secretary of State for the Colonies 


reported that the General Officer Commanding in 


Palestine had forwarded a request, through the High 


Commissioner, that the permission already given for 


the employment of aircraft for dealing with the 


disturbances in Palestine should he extended to 


Transjordan . His suggestion was that when the 


rebels crossed the Jordan, aircraft should be 


permitted to follow up their operations on the other 


side of that river instead of having to relinquish 


them as at present. He had consulted the Foreign 


Office, the War Office and the Air Ministry on the 


subject, and he gathered that the Foreign Secretary 


felt some doubts in view of a speech he had recently 


made on the subject of limitation on the use of bombing 


aircraft. He himself was actuated mainly by the 


desire to support the efforts of the Military 


authorities to clear up the serious situation in 


Palestine unless wider considerations rendered 


particular action undesirable. 


The Secretary of State for Air recalled 


that in 1936 during the rebellion careful instructions 


had been given as to the use of aircraft against armed 


bands. Special care had been taken to avoid the 


destruction of villages with the possible exception 


of the bombing of refractory villages after due 


warning - a point on which he was not fully informed 


as the question had not been on the Agenda Paper. 


The present position was that the General Officer Com
manding had authority to use his Air Forces in the same way 


as in the rebellion of 1936, The question of whether 


he should be authorised to carry out the same 


instructions in Transjordan appeared to him to 


y 




depend on whether the result would be to keep TransJordan 


quiet or otherwise, a point on which he himself was not 


the constitutional authority. Subject to that, he thought 


it desirable that the General Officer Commanding should 


receive the authority he desired. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


he did not wish to veto the proposal, but he had felt it 


necessary to mention that the action we took mi^ht be used 


in Germany and elsewhere against us. 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies, in 


reply to a question, said that no announcement of the ex
tension would be made. In reply to the Lord President 


of the Council, as to the Emir Abdullah's view, he said 


that the High Commissioner, who was well acquainted with the 


EmirVs point of view, supported the request. 


The Prime Minister thought that the answer 


depended on how the authority would be used. vVas it the 


intention to pursue rebels mounted on camels or on horse
back or to destroy villages? 


The Secretary of State for Air said this would 


depend upon the precise nature of the existing instructions. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the Secretary of State for the 

Colonies should be authorised to approve 

the authority asked for by the General 

Officer Commanding in Palestine to employ 

Air Forces against Palestine rebels 

retiring into Trans Jordan in the same 

manner as is allowed in Palestine. The 

Secretary of State was asked, however, 

first to satisfy himself as to the 

character of those instructions and 

their suitability for TransJordan. 




8. The Cabinet had before them a. Memorandum by 


the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs ( C .P.-28 

(?8)) on the Question of the Transfer to the Union 


of the Government of the High Commission Territories 


in South Africa, to which he attached for the informa
tion of his colleagues copies of correspondence with 


General Hertzoe and the draft of a Joint Statement. 


The Secretary of State sought approva.1 to the terms 


of the proposed Statement and to its publication soon 


after it had been agreed with the Union Cabinet.. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


gave the Cabinet a summary of his proposals. At the 


conclusion of his statement he mentioned three 


proposals by General Hertzog which had been rejected: 


first, propaganda in the United Kingdom; second, that 


we should consult with the Government of the Union of 


South Africa as to future appointments within the 


High Commission Territories; and third, that our 


officials should be used to exercise persuasion on 


the natives to favour the transfer. The only 


decision he asked for from the Cabinet was approval 


to the Joint Statement and for its early publication. 


In the course of the discussion, a number 


of questions were asked relating to the Memoranda to 


be prepared by the Union Government for the 


information of the native and European inhabitants of 


the Territories to give them a picture of the results 


which would follow a transfer of the Government of the 


Territories to the Union, For example, what was to be 


their aharacter? Would they not contain a good deal of 


propaganda? To what extent were we able to check their 


use for this purpose? If so, what action should we 


take if those who were opposed to the transfer wished 


to distribute counter-propaganda? Would it not be 
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better to get an agreed text for the Union Government's 


Memoranda before issuing the Joint Statement, even if 


this involved some considerable period of postponement? 


The Secretary of State for Dominion -affairs 


answered all these points in turn. He said that the 


Schedule to the South Africa Act gave the broad lines 


of the conditions of transfer. Our own object was 


that the Memoranda should provide as much information as 


possible as to what would happen if transfer took place, 


as there was much misunderstanding on this point. He 


agreed that it would probably not be practicable to 


eliminate every element of propaganda in the Memoranda. 


The first draft had been decidedly of a propagandist 


character. This, however, had been withdrawn and he 


was using every effort to eliminate "Undesirable features 


in the drafts now under discussion. If the Memoranda 


threatened to assume too controversial an aspect, we 


could reserve our right to issue counter-statements. This 


would be very unpalatable to the Government of the Union of 


South Africa and this gave us a lever for influencing their 


attitude. His idea was that His Majesty's Government 


should be rooponoiblo for the distribution of the 


Memorand^/. These would be distributed/by the Resident 


Commissioners, to tho. na-tâ re-a- who would explain that they 


had been produced by the South African Government in order 


to show what would happen in the event of transfer. They 


would probably then allow the Chiefs to take them away for 


study. An opportunity would -$£war be given to the Chiefs 


to put questions and these might be answered by a 


representative of the South African Government with the 


Resident High Commissioner of the Territory affected In 


the Chair. 
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As to the possibility of counter-propaganda, 


this could not be excluded, but we were pledged by the 


1935 Agreement to give our co-operation to the Union 


Government so that our position towards them was different 


from what it was towards Missionary Societies or other 


bodies that wished to oppose transfer. We were also 
bound by our undertakings in 1935 to discourage agitation 


against transfer to the Union. The Secretary of State 


was averse to postponing the statement until the'Memoranda 


had been agreed. He had received information to the 


effect that some members of the Union Government were 


reluctant to issue the Memoranda before the Elections, as 


the advantages to the natives of the Territories in 


question when realised by farmers might have an adverse 


effect on the Government's prospects. That v/ould involve 


postponement until June. From other points of view, 


however, it was desirable to publish the statement as soon 


as possible in order to show that the disagreement between 


the two Governments had been allayed and that/co-operation 

c 


was being scfatomptod-. That was desirable from a 


Parliamentary point of view in both countries. He was also 


anxious to avoid giving the impression that we had any 


responsibility for the Memoranda. That was not the case. 


Thef were the responsibility of the South African 


Government. Our own interest in them was mainly to avoid 


any false statements, e.g. reflecting on our own 


administration and it was in such matters that it might be 


necessary for us to make a counter-statement in the last 


resort. To publish the statement without any reference to 


the proposed Memoranda would arouse much suspicion. He 


offered, however, to consider his proposals again in the 


light of the Cabinet discussion. 


The Prime Minister agreed to this. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the question should be carried over until 

their next regular weekly meeting. 




DEFENCE EXPEND- 9. The Cabinet had before there a Most Secret 

TTTJRE TN FUTURE 

YEARS. further Report by the Minister for Co-ordination of 


Further Report Defence ^C.P.-24 (38)) on the question of Defence 

X$f the Minister. 


Expenditure in Future Years, in which he dealt with 


(Previous the revised forecasts of costs of programmes submitted 

Reference: 

Cabinet. 49 hy the Defence Departments in accordance with the 

(37), Con
elusion 1.) Conclusion mentioned in the marein and prepared on 


n e
*  basis indicated in his Interim Report (CP.-316 
r6 (37)). Tn his conclusions the Minister proposed that 


the figure of £1,650 millions should be taken as the 


maximum sum which could be regarded as available for 


all defence purposes over the five years 1937-41, of 


which £1,570 millions should be prescribed as the 


limit up to which the Defence Departments might work 


for thai period, the question of allocation to be the 


subject of discussion between the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer, the Defence Ministers and himself, and of 


a further Report to the Cabinet. He also suggested 


that an Inquiry should be undertaken in 1939 in order 


to consider whether, in the light of the international 


situation as it then existed, it was necessary and 


possible to authorise Defence Programmes of a wider 


scope and involving greater expenditure than the 


Programmes which could he compassed, within the proposed. 


limit of £1,570 millions, but without precluding review 


of the authorised programmes at any time if changes in 


the international situation rendered reductions possi
ble. At the end of his conclusions the Minister stated 


that the plain fact was that it was beyond the resouroes 


of this country to make proper provision in peace for 


the defence of the Empire against three major Powers 


in three different theatres of war. He therefore 


desired to repeat with fresh emphasis his opinion as 


to the importance of reducing the scale of our commit
ments and the number of our potential enemies. 


-1^
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The Prime Minister paid a tribute to the efforts 


of the Minister for Go-ordination of Defence to 


resolve a very di^icult and complicated problem 


that had been referred to him, and invite^ him to open 


the discussion. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence said that 


his task had proved even more difficult than he had 


anticipated, and he had not been able to refrain from 


expressinr some d is appointment at the result, of the 


f
fresh forecasts o  expenditure. He drew attention to 


paragraph 28 of his Memorandum, in which were ta.bula.ted. 


the revised forecasts. 


The Admiralty forecasts were made under two 


alternative hypotheses, namely, the D.R.C. Fleet and 


the New Standard Fleet. He drew the attention of the 


m
Cabinet to the figures in this abie. Paragraphs 5 


to 8 of fhe Report explained the increase in the 


Admiralty figures. He gathered that paragraph 8 (ii) 


was criticised by the Admiralty. He explained, however, 


that his o^n statement was an inference from the 


Ad-ni ity figures on page 17. In any e^ent he thought 
ra


it was accurate to say that the Admiralty were now 


contemplating a much larger expenditure on new 


construction in the remaining years of the quinquennium 


than was anticipated at the time when the October 


forecast was compiled. He recalled that at the 


Meeting of the Cabinet on the 22nd "December last 


(Cabinet 49 (37) Conclusion 1) the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer had pointed, out that 
."The effect of the Minister for Co
ordination of Defence's scheme appeared 

to be that the Admiralty would continue 

for next yea.r on their present, basis 

and that in twelve months' time a 

decision would be taken as to whether 

their programme was to be increased'-. 


http://ta.bula.ted


This remark was? base^ upon paragraph 57' of his own 


Interim Report (C.P.-316 (37)) 
"For the time heing, however, it is possible 

for the Admiralty to proceed broadly on the 

basis of the D.R.C. Fleet without prejudice 

to the adoption at a. later date of the 

proposed new standard, should a decision 

suhsequently ^e given to this effect. 

This enables us to ^efer for the time 

heing a decision on a matter which would 

have such far-reaching consequences. I 

propose, therefore, that for the present 

the Admiralty should not incur expenditure 

which commits them to a Fleet beyond, the 

D.R.C. standard". 


^he decision of the Cabinet on the subject had. been 

set. forth in Conclusion (c)^i) as follows:

"That, as stated in paragraph 59, the 

Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 

will deal, in his next Report, with any 

modified proposals involving a departure 

from the TV.R.G. standard which the 

Admiralty may wish to suggest, but that 

the final decision as to an increased 

standard of Naval strength need not 

necessarily ^e taken until next year." 


As a matter of fa ct he had not received the Memorandum 


on this subject by the /dmiralty until a^ter his Report 


had been in draft, hut this was not of great importance. 


for the reason that an immediate decision was not 


ne c es s a ry . 

So far as the Army was concerned, he recalled that 


the Scto^er forecast, presented hy the Secretary of 


St^te for .Var had included a. somewhat vague figure of 


£100 millions which the Secretary of State had suggested 


might be required for certain items that had not heen 


included, ^hat item was distributed, under the appro
priate heads in the latest forecast. Consequently, 


although the nê ' decisions as to the role of the British 


Army had resulted in the saving of £14 millions upon the 


Field Force, the distribution of this total of £100 


millions ha-4 resulted in a considerable increase in 


the total forecast. The Secretary of State for War, 


riehtly, in his opinion, had taken the responsibility 


of interpreting the new r6le o^ the Army as involving 


the possibility of an ^aste^n campaign. That matter 

-17
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was dealt with in paragraph 15 of" his Report. 


murning to the question of the Air Force, he 


recalled that the Chancellor of the Exchequer, at the 


Meeting on December 22nd, had presented, the position 


as follows:
"The Air Force wa.s to be increased by the 

adoption of part of Scheme J He 

pointed out that the authorised programme 

for the Air Fo^ce at present was Scheme F 

and not Scheme j. Consequently what the 

Minister for Co-ordination of Defence was 

suggesting was an advance substantially 

from Scheme F in the direction of meeting 

the enemy over our own towns." 


In paragraph 84 of hi? earlier Report (CP.-316 (37)) 


he himself had advised as follows:
"In regard to our Fighters, given that our 

main object is the defence of this country, 

one of the very last items on which we 

should seek to effect a reduction would 

be the Fighter Squadrons which form part 

of our defensive system. The increases 

in Fighter Squadrons proposed by the 

Secretary of State for Air as part of 

Scheme J must therefore be accorded the 

first priority". 


f
The Conclusion o  the Cabinet had been stated in 


Cabinet 49 f?7) Conclusion 1 (c)(iii) as follows:
"""hat as regards the policy for the expansion 


the Air Force no final decision was 

reached on Para. 98 (iii) of the Report, 

but that the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence should, in his future investi
gat ions'., proceed on the basis of that 

paragraph and in consultation with the 

Secretary of State for Air. In particular, 

further examination should be made o^ the 

linked questions of the provision of war 

reserves and war potential." 


In accordance with that decision the Secretary of 


State for Air had prepared a. scheme which did not go 


as far as Scheme J, but was an advance on Scheme F. 


He had to admit that the programmes submitted, to 


him produced, a. very disappointing result, as set forth 


in paragraph 35 of his latest. Report (CP.-24 (38)), 


where it was stated that 



"The intention underlying the Cabinet 

decision o^ the 22nd December last, namely, 

that the Defence departments shoul^ be 

invited to submit revised forecasts with 

a view to ^rinninc the total defence 

expenditure over the five years 193 7-41 

within a total of £1,^00 millions, has 

thus not been achieved". 


Moreover, the question of maintenance, dealt with in 


paragraphs 39 and 5* of his Report, was very important. 


"Hiere \v*s another matter which was becoming of 


greot import"nee and to which the Chiefs of Staff 


Sub-Commit1ee had drawn his attention, namely, the 


shortage of skilled labour. This was dealt with in 


paragraph 44 of his Report a?3 follows:
"In ^he first place, the rate of progress 

of the defence programmes is subject to 

limitations imposed by the industrial 

conditions of the country, and in particular 

by the amount of skilled labour which can 

be made available without disrupting our 

peace-time industrial system " 


There were, therefore, two limiting factors, namely, 


first, the amount o** money that could v, spared, which 
e


was dealt with in paragraph ^ of his Report as follows 


"Accordingly, I propose that the figure of 

£1,550 millions should be taken as the 

maximum sum which can be regarded as avail
able for all defence purposes over the five 

years 1937-41. Out of this sum it is 

necessary to provide  for expenditure on 

certain items given in the table in para
graph 31, i.e.. Air Raid Precaution measures, 

say £40 millions, other civil defence measures 

say £20 millions, and interest on sums 

borrowed under the Defence Loans Act, 193 7, 

£24 millions. Deducting a total provision 

of £84 millions for these items, the total 

available for the three Defence Departments 

is therefore, say, £1,570 millions. 


^6^ Ky first proposal is therefore that this 

total of £1,570 millions should be prescribed 

as the limit up *o which the Defence Depart
ments may work for the period 193 7-41." 


Admittedly that recommendation would lead up to a 


difficult position. His plan for dealing with it was 


set forth in paragraph 62 as follows:



"A further enquiry should he undertaken 

in th-3 year 1939 in order to consider 

whether, in the light of the international 

situation as it then exists, it is on 

balance regarded as necessary and possible 

to authorise defence programmes of a wider 

scope a.nd involving greater expenditure 

than the defence programmes which can be 

compassed within the proposed limits of 

£1,570 millions. This does not, of course, 

preclude review oT" the authorised pro
grammes at any time if the international 

situation should undergo such changes as to 

render possible reductions in those pro
grammes . 

63. Tn making thes^ proposals I am anxious 

to a.void givine the impression that they 

will be easy to carry out,...,." 


He had been driven to that conclusion, as any other 


would drive us into an expenditure which it would be 


impossible to provide. 


Finally he drew attention to the remarks in his 


last paragraph "as to the importance of reducing the 


f
scale of our commitments and the number o  our potential 


The First Lord of the Admiralty said he did not 


accept the statement in paragraph 8 of the Minister's 


Report that the Admiralty were exceeding the D.R.G. 


standard, but he thought that the matter could better 


be dealt with on the next item. o? the Agenda Paper. 


The proposals for scrapping were of no immediate import
ance to the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence's 


statement as this did not arise until 1941. The 


proposals would have some effect on personnel, but the 


necessary adjustments could be made next year. 


Referring to the quinquennium, he pointed, out that 


the expendi+ure on the third Capital Ship would, reach 

its maximum in 1941. Tf the Services were now to be 


rationed down to what was contemplated in this Report 


it. would be impossible to complete the D.R.O. programme. 


That would react very gravely not only on Defence Policy 


but on our general Imperial Policy, since it would not 


be possible to maintain a covering force in the Far East 




as well as in "Europe. All the Naval Powers were 


inore-^sIn? their programmes, fie ourselves only 


possessed three Capital Ships that, had not been 


f
completed, before the Pattle o  Jutland, whereas 


Germany's Capital Ships were all of post-19?2 


construction. 


The Secret"ry of State for Va.r a creed, that the 


Further Report by the Minister for Co-ordination 


Defence was a powerful document. If, however, the 


proposals in his^ latest ^emorandum/which was on the 


Aeen*a beforf the Cabinet were adopted, there would 


be a. large reduction in Ar^y expenditure, a.nd the 


increase mentioned by ^he Minister would be converted 


into a reduction and a great economy would be shown. 


He gave details. He pointed out that, the Minister's 


figures were based on the assumption that the 


estimates were ^eing carried out. He gave examples 


to show that this was far from the case: e.g., in 


regard to anti-aircraft guns, shell bodies, tanks, etc. 

The figures mentioned were far greater than could, 


possibly be spent. From this point of view he 


commende^ ^he reference to the question of skilled 


labour in paragraph 44 of" the Report. ;Vhen the 


enouiry foreshadowed for 1939 came to be made it would 


be equally important to investigate how far future 


progra-mes could be carried into effect, including 


the question of lahour. 


f
The Secretary o  State for Air gave an explanation 


of how the figures stated in paragraph 28 of the 


Minister's Report had been arrived at. Scheme J, 


which ha^ heen the basis for the Minister's Interim 


Report'so far as the Air Force was concerned, had 


provided for a larger programme than was now cent em
plated, though it was the minimum which the Air Staff 




thought sufficient as an adequate insurance. The 
estimates had been made as carefully as possible, and 
it. yftg int creating to recall that in/193 7 and 193 8 , 

as he was advised, the expenditure would tally almost 
exactly with the estimate. The reception of Scheme J. 
however, had. shown that the expenditure involved was 
greater than the Cabinet felt it wss possible to meet. 
That had. led him to draw up Scheme K, which included the 
full number of Fighters in Scheme J, the minimum 
number of Bombers which the Air Staff thought con
sistent with safety, e.s well as the full provision for 
trade defence and r eeonna.issa.nce. Even that relatively 
limited scheme, however, had resulted in a figure in 
excess of the £^60 millions at which he had to aim. 
He had then thought i4" right to try and produce a 
scheme falling short or the provision for our Metro
politan Forces which was deemed necessary by the Air 
Staff and t,o make an attempt to produce some scheme 
within the financial limits available. The new scheme, 
costing £ ^ 6 7 . ^ millions, was not what the Air Staff 
thought ought to be done, but what they thought would 
be the best value that could be got for this sum. 
He hoped the Cabinet would be under no illusion in 
this matter. He noted that the Minister's Report 
a.ssumed an aggregate expenditure and suggested that 
this should "he divided between the Departments so as 
to make clear what the expenditure of eQ ch would, be 
in the years 1938 and 1939. He did. not think that he 
differed from the Minister in the matter on which 
he was about to spe^k, as he ha.d already discussed, 
it with him. He felt bound to say, however, that a 
decision of this kind would be of no value to the 
Air Ministry. Tt was essential to them, if they were 
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to obtain the production they required, to have a 


programme looking forward, four or five years ahead. 


Up to 1939 the Air Ministry were already committed, by 


contracts which had been entered, into: in fact some 


contracts went beyon^ that. year, ^hey were, however, 


already faced with a. situation in which, unless they 


coul^ give orders extending beyond 1939, there would 


be a gap in production. This was due to the fact that 


some eighteen months had. to be allowed for the produc
tion of jigs and tools for new types. Moreover, unless 


they could give orders on a. large scale they would not 


be able to obtain the necessary speed of production. 


Tn reply to the Prime Minister he agreed, that the point 


in regard, to the provision of jigs and tools only 


concerned new types/  m he second, point, however. 

A. 


relating to speed of production, applied, in the case of 


existing types also, since firms which saw that their 


orders woul^ be running our in 1939 inevitably sought 


to spread the time for the completion of the order in 


order to be sure of keeping their men together longer. 


Oth^rwi\s^ they might lose them before they coul^ carry 


out/orders for later type-s. He illustrated this by the 


case of the "Hurricane" aeroplane. He pointed out, 


however, that very little risk was run by giving orders 


for a longer period in the case of aircraft. It was 


not like the case o^ the Capital Ship, where once the 


order was given It had to be carried through. In the 


case of aircraft^ provision was made for a 


break clause so tha.t the order could be cancelled with 

A 


a comparatively small amount of nugatory expenditure. 


He suggested, therefore, that the Air Ministry should 


be allowed, to proceed on the basis of carrying right 


through the orders for the programmes suggested in the 




 I 

Report, subject to the inclusion of a break clause. 


Without that, production would be reduced in future 


and u-e should not be p'ue to carry out the present 


prograr^es .


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that this was 


as serious a matter as any Cabinet had ever had to 


face in ti^e of peace. He had tripd to look at it not 


from a narrow ^epnrt^ent^1 point of view but as a 


member of the Cabinet with a v-ider responsibility. 


He realised that the Treasury must make its contribution 


to the national p-ffort . He thought it ivould not be 


wasting the ti^e o^ the Cabinet to st^te certain figures. 


He recalled that the Pri^e Minister, when he was 


5
Chancellor o^ the Exchequer, ha.- announced, an effort 


of re-ar-a-ent involving the enormous figure of 


£1,^00 millions spread over five years, 0*" which 

£400 millions were *o be borrowed. This really was a 


stupendous -^igu^e which it was difficult to realise. 


It was impossible to get out of the difficulty by 


merely saying "Let up borrow some more" . It was hard 


enough to borrow £400 millions, and this would involve 


much help from, the City of London. A first instalment 


of this money had been borrowed, and t the time it 
a
 

had produced a tremendous effect.  mhe Treasury then 


began to look at the question of how this borrowing 


would wo^k out , ""hey had. had prepared estimates on 


two hypotheses, hypothesis A was on the basis of what 


had already been approved by the Cabinet, and was found 


to involve an expenditure not of £1,500 millions but of 


£1,690 millions. Hypothesis B, which was based on the 


assumption of the new standard of Naval construction 


for the Admiralty, and Scheme J for the Plv Force, had 


totalled £1,900 millions. Those figures had been very 


alarming.  mhe Cabinet had then approved that the 




Minister for Co-ordination of Defence should examine 


the problem, and the Minister had produced a very 


remarkable piece of work. His effort had been to see 


if he oould bring the figures down to £1,500 millions. 


The result, however, had been a figure of £2,000 


millions. He was aware that this was not for went of 


trying, as everyone had m8de the strongest efforts . 

The Minister's suggestion was -for an expenditure of 


£1,6^0 millions. This would involve a very heavy 


strain on the national finances. "he financial 


prospects for the immediate future were good, enough, 

but he was fearful for the future. Of course there 


was no question of announcing a "recession" in the 


national finances. He would be a sanguine man, 


however, who thought that we could get to the end of 


the quinquennium with the present standard, of financial 


prosperity. That was a very serious thought for the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer. Whenever we tried to 


revise expenditure it went up. Tt would be a most 


serious matter if, when the examination was made in 


1939, the expenditure went up again, as by that time 


taxation prospects would be worse. He felt every 


sympathy for the Defence Departments, and had come to 


the conclusion that he ought to ask for the Report to 


be accepted and for action to be taken to give effect 


to it. That was to say, he abandoned the figure of 


£1,500 millions and accepted £1,550 millions; namely, 


£1,^70 millions for the Services, the remainder being 


for Air Raid Precautions and. other civil requirements. He 


felt he must also agree to the proposal for an enquiry 


two years hence, though he did so with a heavy heart. 


He thought it would be wrong for a. Government, without 


f
consideration o  the international situation, to say 




rigidly that they could not spare more than £X milliors 


for defence. He wished to place on recor^, however, 


that the expenditure of £1,650 millions on defence 


not only placed a terrible strain on the national 


finances, but could not be increased without financial 


disorganisation to an extent that would weaken the 


resistance of the country. His conclusion, then, was 


that the Cabinet, ought to accept the proposals of the 


Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, and that they 


should then ^e worked out in detail. This would 


involve the expenditure mentioned in paragraph 5^ of 


the Report. The next question would be to divide the 


£1,570 millions between the Services, and the 


responsibility for that should, be placed on the Minister 


for Co-ordination, who would know what assistance he 


needed for the task. Tt meant an assessment of the 


relative needs of the various Departments. The 


question of delay in production, mentioned by the 


Secretary of State for 7ar, would also have to be taken 


into account, as well as the Admiralty's. difficulties 


in the production of armour-pla.te.. Tt would, be the 


height of folly to announce a programme larger than 


could be carried through. Cther nations would be 


encouraged if this were done: e.g.., Japan. Prom 


this point of view perhaps the conclusion proposed by 


the Minister was not so gloomy as might appear at 


first sight. We should be adopting programmes which 


would not be held up by want of labour or material, as 


would happen in the case of larger programmes. He 


drew attention once more to paragraphs 6 to 14 of the 


First Report by the Minister for Co-ordination (C*P.
316 (37)) which contained a classic statement of the 


elements th*t made up our strength for national 


defence. This showed that the Treasury really ought 




to he included ?s one of the Fighting Departments, as 


their contribution was as great as that of any. 


The Secretary of state for Foreign Affairs 


realise^ that he also ha'' a share of responsibility 


in these matters. 


The two points in the remarks of his colleagues 


which had impressed the-selves upon him were, first, 


the Secretary of State for 7ar's point about present 


r
deliveries, which he gathered were, in the case o  the 


Admiralty ond 7ar Office together, about £10 millions 


below the expen^i+ure approved, in the Estimates: and, 


second, the Secretary o^ St*ste for Air's point as to 


the need for giving orders for aircraft for sov*e years 


ahead, This was very important, as next year the 


international situation was not likely to 


better. The Paper showed that next year we should be 


a good de^l below the German st-^nderd, and this made 


any prospect of any further slackening very serious. 


He suggested that we ought to ascertain more about 


f
foreign orders. If more o  these could be secured 


it might be possible to alleviate the situation. 


murning to the wider aspects of the question, he 


found it difficult to express views on the programme 


because he dir' not know what was its strategical basis . 

A hint of this was given in the last paragraph of the 


Report where it was suggested that we ought to reduce 


the number of our potential enemies. Tf the Report
were based on the assumption that we might have to 


meet three Powers at once, namely, Germany, Italy and 


Japan, without any assistance from allies, he recalled 


that the Americal Admiral Leahy had stated that this 


was the American position, mentioning the same three 


Powers. He was unable to gather, however, whether 


-̂ hat was the assumption. 




The First Lord of the Admiralty said that we h*d 


never yet based our arrangements on the assumption 


o^ the hostility o^ three Powers simultaneously. 


The Foreign Secretary, continuing, suggested that 


it would he wrong to assume that the three Powers 


would all he hostnie without France being in alliance 


with us as a minimum. France had the second Navy in 


Europe, and her position was much better th**n it had 


been in 1914. Cur relations with the *Tnited States 


were also much better than in that year. He rather 


ha'1' the impression that this Memorandum was based on 


the very worst assumption and. not on a more reasonable 


one in which we could count on the assistance of 


allies . 

f
The Secretary o  State for Air pointe-1 out that, 


so far as the Air Force was concerned, no such 


assumption had heen made . Even Scheme J had provided 


a minimum, for the Middle East, but that had ^een 


quite inadequate to the case of a. hostile I+^ly. 


Scheme TT, on the other hand, made no provision for 


any increases in our air forces abroad, and, to speak 


quite frankly, was inadequate vis-a-vis Germany. 


The Foreign Secretary then took up the point as 


to whether it was possible to reduce the number of our 


potential enemies. He pointed out that the three 


Powers mentioned each had. ambitions for the fulfilment 


of which we stood in the way. Serr Hitler, for 
example, stood for what he ha^ written in "Mein 


Fampf", to which he had since added the colonies. 


Signor Mussolini had ambitions to restore the Roman 


EmpireJ and Japan was aiming at aggrandisement in 


the Far East. He did not say that it was impossible 


to manoeuvre within these limits, but his difficulties 
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in reducing the number of our potential enemies were 


based on fundamentals. He thought that we ought to 


court our friends and, within limits, to find out what 


they could do to assist us. 


(The Cabinet then adjourned until 5 P.m.) 
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At 5 p,ff. the Cabinet resumed their 


discussion of the question of Defence 


Expenditure in Future Years . 


The Lord President of the Council said that those 


who took a general, as distinct from a specialist, 


view of these questions were under a debt to the 


Minister for Co-ordination for his illuminating 


Report . Even so, it was difficult to obtain a clear 


impression of these complicated programmes. He found 


himself driven to the melancholy conclusion that there 


was no finality in armaments. ""he Cabinet could never 


say that, they had reached the position which the 


Defence Departments regarded as ideal. On the other 


hand, somewhere in the field of finance there must be 


a limit to expenditure. Consequently it. wa.s never 


practicable to cover all our needs. He was also 


impressed by the Foreign Secretary's remarks that the 


programmes did not take sufficient account of the 


assistance we might reasonably count on in certain 


circumstances from abroad, He ha^ refreshed his 


memory on a recent Report by the Chiefs of Staff 


Sub-Committee containing a comparison of the strength 


of Great Britain with that, of certain Powers as at 


1st January, 1938 (C.P.-296 (37)), which presented a 


less gloomy picture. His first reactions, therefore, 


to the inevitable gap between available expenditure 


and requirements were, first, that he suspected in 


fact that we should not be able to spend much more 


than the £1,500 millions previously contemplated by 


the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the reasons given 


by the Chancellor himself: second, that even if we 


were unable to spend the £1,650 millions now contem
plated the armaments that we could, provide would 




nevertheless furnish a considerable factor in support 


of the peace side of the ledger; and, third, that 


the maintenance costs at the end of the quinquennium 


must be a cause of apprehension not only to the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer but to the whole Cabinet. 


He felt VLso that it w.?s very difficult for any member 


of the Cabinet to ignore the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer's grave warning — as grave, perhaps, as 


any Chancellor had ever uttered — as to the danger 


of exceeding these figures. Tn sum, he doubted whether 


the Cabinet had any alternative but to accept the 


judgment of the Minister ^or Co-ordination, confirmed 


by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. T i i a t was their 


unavoidable responsibility, and he felt it was the duty 


of every member to give all possible assistance not 


only to the acceptance but also to the execution of 


the plan. 


""he Home Secretary said that he did not differ 


broadly from the conclusions of those of his colleagues 


who had spoken. The Cabinet ought not, however, to 


ignore the fact that the financial situation counted 


for a great d^al with us but not with the nations 


whose attitude concerned us. None of the three nations 


mentioned counted at all the cost of their vast arma
ments . He v-ishe^, however, to raise certain definite 


points. 


He referred first, to paragraph YL' of the Air Staff 


Memorandum attached to the Report of the Minister for 


Co-ordination (C.P.-24 (3S),page 25). The meaning of 


this paragraph was that, owing to the cutting down 

of 


from 16 to 9 weeks/the available war reserves, our 


Air Force would have two alternatives, namely, either 


to go all-out at the beginning of the war even though 


it involved exhausting their resources in a. month or 




two, or else to go slow and reserve their resources 

mobilised 


until / war potential provided, their necessities: 


v ; 
in other words, e would, have to deprive ourselves 


o^ our main weapon of war, namely, ability to 


maintain a sustained offensive. As the Minister 


responsible for A.ir Raid Precautions he had to re cog-* 

nis 3 that this would deprive us of our first means of 


defence, increase the danger of panic, and result in a 


great demand for air raid precautions. He asked the 


Minister for On-ordination to treat this as a question 


of vival importance in his further enquiries. It was, 

indeed, a. vital matter in itself, but even more so if 


the whole picture of air defence was reviewed. He had 


recently seen a figure of aircraft production in differ
ent countries, from which it appeared that the monthly 


capacity was as follows:-


United Kingdom 200 a. month. 

Germany	 500 " " 


Uo 

France % M - " 

Italy AA " 


- in relation to other countries 


So ^ar from increasing our output we were goxn*r back. 


The same considerations applied to anti-aircraft arms.
ments . The key point in A .A . artillery, for example, 


was the 7-inch gun. T Tp to now there was not a single 


gun with units.	 He sai-1 this not in criticism, but 

s 


merely ̂ stating a. fact. In the next few months we should 


have a few. The production of the larger gun (4,^-inch) 


still remained in the dim and distant future. In 


addition to that, the general defensive position was 


deteriorating every rronth. The Japanese had brought a 


new complication into our programmes. He himself had 


been responsible for drawing up programmes for the new 


standard, of Naval defence. His main point, however, was 




that if we reduced our war reserves for the Royal Air 


Force we were playing into the hands of Germany by 


fs. cil ita t ing t he kno ck-out blow . 

The Prime Minister pointed out that at the moment 


the Cabinet were only concerned with the total figure 


of expenditure and not with its distribution. 


^he Home Secretary thought it possible that when the 


distribution came to be considered in detail it might 


be necessary to raise the total ^igure. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence pointed 


out that the total could not be pushed, higher. 

^he Home Secretary 


However, for the moment he was content, provided that 


the question o^ war reserves  for the Air Force remained 


open. 


His next point was that the Cabinet ought to have 


figures of how much we vere actually spending as 


compared with the estimates, as thai might affect the 


ultimate programme. He suggested that a report by the 


Treasury on expenditure might be included in the 


monthly review of progress by the Committee of Imperial 


Defence ' former D.P.R.). 


Next, the Home Secretary suggested that no useful 


results would be obtained by telling the. heads of the 


Services thai, they must reduce their estimates within 


certain limits. mhis had been tried before and had 


never produced good results, ^he Admiralty, for 


example, must have specific directions as to the part 


which the Fleet had to play. He was all in favour of 


taking into account the action of possible allies, but 


the Cabinet would get better results if the Navy knew 


the policy. The same principle applied in the case of 
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the Air Force. Tt mieht, he agreed, never be possible 


to c*tch up the German air strength. Tf parity was 


impossible, however, we ouerht to have some alternative 


pol i cy . 'Vithout s u ch we never bring expenditure 


down to the £1,6^0 millions. 


The Lord Chancellor sai^ he spoke as a former 


Secretary of State m r Var. Vhen he had held that 


office a proposal had been made for rationing the 


Government Departments and he had opposed it, partly 


because he had thought it impossible for the .7ar Office 


to settle their expenditure without relation to that of 


the Admiralty and Air Ministry, and, in addition, because 


rationing- provoked competition between the Services for 


the available funds. He was convinced, however, that 


the Minister for Co-ordination had made out his case.The 


Chancellor of "the Exchequer said that the amount
proposed was the u+most that could be afforded, and we 


should have to cut the Services down to his estimate. 


mhis could only be done by rationing. He did not. quite 

agree with the Home Secretary when he asked the Cabinet 


to fix a Naval or Air standard, -""hat was what had been 


done, an- the Departments had done their best to state 


what was necessary. The figure they estimated, however, 


was found by the Chancellor of the Exchequer to be 


unobtainable. 


Re^errine to the Home Secretary's remarks as to 


the proposed cut in reserves of material for the Air 


Force, he pointed out that if this was raised from 9 


to 16 "weeks reserve, the other Services would go 


short. In consequence the Navy would be unable to 


fulfil its responsibility for protecting our fuel and. 


food supplies. He felt, therefore, that it was 


incumbent upon the Cabinet to accept the advice of tte 




Minister for Co-ordination of Defence and to lea.ve 


to him and to whoever he might call to his counsel 


to do the best, he could, in the further stages . 

The First Lor-1 of the Admiralty thought it 


essential that the Cabinet should give the Services a 


policy: otherwise they would have an impossible ta.sk. 


If a global sum v/as fixed we were driven back on 


rationing. Tf we were actually at war we would never 


accept that position? orders would be given regardless 


of expense. Yhether it was advisable in preparation 


for war to a*opt a. different system raised a large 


question. 


The Minister of Transport pointed out that the 


Cabinet had so far been discussing two factors: first, 


what was the ideal form of defence, and, second, how 


much money was available. He thought that the time 


factor was as important a? either. The next two or 


three years were really the important period. It was 


not much use discussing what, would happen in 1942. 


The Minister of Labour agrer-d in the importance of 


the time factor, and pointed out that when that factor 


was raised the question of skilled labour at once arose 


He himself had warned the Cabinet some eighteen months 


ago about this. He had pointed out, for example, that 


shipbuilders could d D a great ^eal *o implement the 


programme except in respect of labour. The longer the. 


period the better from the labour point of view. 


The Minister of Health supported, the Report of the 


Minister for Co-ordination, but agreed, with the 


Minister of Transport as to the ' importance of the time 


factor. This discussion made it more important than 


ever that we should press on with our efforts to have 


peace with Germany and Italy, 
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The President of the Board of Trade considered 


that there was no alternative but to accept the 


proposals o"" the Minister for Co-ordination for the 


establishment of a global figure and a aystem. of allo
cation. "Ie agreed with the Minister o^ Transport as 


to the importance of the time factor. Tf we had five 


years o^ pease ahead of us. this country, he believed, 


could d  better than any other. Tn that time the 
c


resources of some othe^ countries would be to a. great 

extent exhausted. This fact made the year 1942 rather 


hypothetical. Ke advocate^, therefore, that we should 


concentrate on what could he done in the next two or 


thre,c* years . 

The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs said 


that he was driven *"o the &*rr.e conclusion. Later he 


must raise the question of what was to be done about 


communication with the dominions. 


The Minister of-Agri culture and. Fisheries shared 


the general assent to the Minister's proposals, "rle 


was, however, impressed by what the Secretary of State 


for Air had said about the importance of placing orders 


beyond 1939. From personal enquiry he gathered that 


some arrangement had been reached. 


The Minister for Co-or Jination and the Secretary 


of State for /jr said they thought it. could be reached. 


The Prime Minister, summing up the dis cushion, 

said that the dilemma before the Cabinet was presented, 


in paragraph 42, namely, that if we accepted the advice 


of the Defence Departments ^n unbearable strain would 


be placed on our financial resources, whereas if we 


cut them do1 n we ran into the possibility of danger of 


war. The Minister's proposals appeared to meet with 


general acceptance, ""hey were, however, in reality 




to some extent an evasion and a postponement of the 


decision. Tn two years' time the Government might he 


faced with a worse financial situation than today, 


and the prospect of heavier taxation might he very 


difficult and unpleasant to face. He had felt some 


doubt, therefore, as to whether he was justified, in 


accepting, a postponement. He had only brought himself 


to it by his hope for some improvement on the inter
national side. tfe had been working hard for this for 


some time, and he thought there was a possible chance 


of an alleviation in the situation. For example, 


apprehensions of war would be greatly reduced if some 


agreement could be reached for the restriction of 


bombing. He thought that the prospects were suffici
ently fair to justify postponing the final decision, 


though he did not conceal that in the end this post
ponement might involve later on a decisionof the very 


gravest character: nothing less, indeed, than a 


disastrous deterioration in the financial and credit
situation . 


murnir.f to the question of the tempo of provision 


of armaments, he realised that the situation was one 


of urgency. Hot long aco he had been asked when the 


most dangerous situation facing the country was 


likely to arise. He had replied that, now was the most 


dangerous time. But. no action that could be taken now 


would alleviate ^tlvatsituation, Tt had. been suggested 


that the sum proposed by the Minister for Co-ordination 


could not be spent, and this was supported by the 


fact that we were seriously behindhand, already. 


An improvement might be obtained, however, by action 


to secure skilled labour, which might be effected by 


putting pressure on manufacturers to release it for 




armament work. mhat was a possibility that ought to 


be kept in mind. That would mean that we should meet 


our short-range difficulties and chance the long-range 


ones, for the course proposed would involve throwing 


away a great deal of good will. He thought it only 


right to say, however, that that was a possibility 


which could he resorted to i,p necessary. 


Another conside-ro + ion that had to be borne in 


mind was that if war were to break out within the 


next few months it ^ight go on for a long time. 


Consequently we must always keep steadily in mind, the 


importa.nce of war potential 


He thought the Cabinet were ready to accept the 


proposals o^ the Minister ^or Co-ordination of Defence 


as set ^orth more particularly in paragraphs 26, 58, 

60 and 62. Referring to paragraph 60, he did not 


quite agree with what the First Lord had said on the 


importaneeof laying down a policy for the Departments. 


That had been done, and the Departments had told the 


Cabinet what they considered necessary for safety. 


m he Cabinet's inescapable reply was that our financial 


resources did not permit, us to provide the whole. 


At that stage the only thing to be done was to ask the 


Services to do their best with the provision that 


could be made. The proposals of the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence provided the best method of 


doing this. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence said 


he thought that the Secretary of State for Air's point 


about placing further orders could he settled. He 


understood that his colleague would be satisfied with 


some percentage (80$ had been suggested, but he did 


not pin himself to that figure) accompanied by a 




[Communi en.! ion 

*o the Domin
iions 

break clause. He hoped, therefore, that the Cabinet 


would docile that the Secretary of State for Air should 


have authority to place contracts while the allocation 


was going on, to the extent of an agreed percentage. 


The Secretary State for Air explained hov- the 


decision would operate. 


The proposal or the Minister tor 

Co-ordination of Defence was agreed 

to. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence bald that 


in three or four weeks he hoped to he able to report 


on the al1ocat ion. 

The Secretary of Sra+e for Dominion Affairs said 


he only regretted that there was not. to be an Inperial 


Conference this Spring, as the Report of the Minister 


V Co-ordination contained, a. great deal which could 


conveniently be ma.de known to the dominions Prime 


Ministers at an Imperial Conference. If that could be 


done it ^xrht influence the'" in supplement ing our 


efforts . He asked, if they could be furnished with some 


material on the subject. Mr Lyons' offer of help 


( Conclusion 1 aboiTe) ga-̂ e some idea of what might 


result. Further information might lead to a. greater 

effort. He suggested *hat he and the Minister for 


Co-ordination might prepare a version of the Report 


for the information of the Dominions Prime Ministers 


which could be sent under a covering letter from the 


Prime Minister.  mwo points woul* have to be borne in 


mind: first, to ensure that secrets should not leak 


out, and he thought there was little chance of this; 


and, second, that we must avoid alarming some of the 


Dominions unduly. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence said that 


the production of such a document might not be ea^y, 


but he was prepared to help. 
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The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs suggested 


that it might b^ better to wait until the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence had completed the next stage of 


his task. 


The Prime Minister agreed with the Secretary of 


State for Dominion Affairs that the Minister for Co
ordination of Defence and the Secretary of State for 


Do.minion Affairs should be asked to work out something 


for the consideration of the Dominions Prime Ministers 


and to send it to him in the first instance. 


m he Cabinet agreed 


(a) To approve generally the Further Report 

of the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence on Defence Expenditure in Future 

Years (C.P.-24 ^8)) as providing for 

the due distribution and use of our 

aArailabie resources in accordance with 

the principles already approved by the 

Cabinet and set forth in paragraphs 6 to 

14 of the earlier Report (CP.-316 (37) )
the main conclusions of7which may be 

summed up as follows:

(i) That the figure o^ £1,650 millions 

should be taken as the maximum sum 

which can be regarded an available 

for all defence purposes over the 

five years 1937-41. Out of this sum 

it is necessary to provide the 

expenditure of £40 millions for Air 

Raid Precautions, other civil defence 

measures £20 millions, and interest on 

sums borrowed, under the Defence Loans 

Act, 1937. £24 millions. After deduct
ing a total provision of .£84 millions 

for these items, the total limit up to 

which the Defence Depa.rtm.ents may work 

for the pe-iod 1937-41 is £1,670 millions 

'C.P.-24 '38), Paras. 6^ and 56): 


( ii) T̂ at. the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence, after consultation with the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer and the 

Ministers at the head of the Service 

Departments, should as soon as possible 

prepare a plan for the definite alloca
tion of the £1,^70 millions between the 

three Defence Services as submitted to 

the Cabinet ( Para .58): 


(iii) Tt will be the duty of each Service 

Department to draw up programmes which 

can be carried, to effeactive completion, 

within the sum allotted, by March, 1942. 

^hese programmes must be complete in 

themselves, and no undertaking can be 
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given that additions thereto will 

be sanctioned. The allotment of 

annual expenditure made to each 

Department for the years 1938-41 

should govern (i) the expenditure 

which may be incurred by each 

Department in 1938-39, and (ii) the 

commitments to be entered into by 

the Defence Departments during 

1938-39 in respect of the remaining 

years of the quinquennium (Para.60)' 


(iv) A further enquiry should be under
taken in the year 1939 in order to 

consider whether, in the light of 

the international situation as it 

then exists, it is on balance regarded 


1
as necessary an -  possible to authorise 

defence programmes of a wider scope 

and involving greater expenditure 

than those which can be compassed 

within the proposed limit of £1,570 

millions. This does not. of course, 

preclude review of the authorised 

programmes at any time if the inter
national situation should undergo 

such changes as to render possible 

reductions in these programmes 

f Para. .62) : 


To take note of the view of the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer that a £1,650 millions 

programme for 193 7-41 represents a very 

heavy strain indeed on national finances, 

which could not in any event ^e exceeded 

on the review two years hence save under 

the most compelling circumstances and at 

the cost of financial disorganisation 

such as would weaken the power of resist
ance of ^he country: 


To invite the attention of the Minister 

for Co-ordination of Defence, in preparing 

his Report on allocation referred to in 

fa) (ii) above, to give careful considera
tion to the question of war reserves  for 

the Royal Air Force, which, however, will 

have to be considered in the light of the 

relative importance to be attached, to 

the requirements of all three Services: 


That, without, waiting for the completion 

of the Minister for Co-ordination of refenc3's 

Report on the allocation of expenditure 

between the three Services, the Secretary 

of State for Air should have authority to 

place contracts extending beyond the year 

1939 to the extent of a percentage to be 

agreed between him an-1 the Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence, ^his decision 

is subject to the inclusion of a. break 

clause in all such contracts: 




That the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs, in consultation with the Minister 

for Co-oro"ination of Defence, should draw 

up and submit to the Prime Minister a 

communication based on the Further Report 


F
by the Minister for Co-ordination o  Defence 

(CP.-24 (*&)) and the discussion of the 

Cabinet thereon for the information of the 

Prime Ministers of the Dominions, under 

cover of a letter from the Prime Minister: 


To invite the attention of the Minister 

for Co-ordination of Defence to the 

importance attached by several members of 

the Cabinet to the development, of the 

programmes in the early years of the 

quinquennium. 
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HEW NAVAL 10. The Cabinet had before them the following 

CONSTRUCTION 

PROGRAMME, do cument s:
1938. 


A Memorandum by the First Lord of 

the Admiralty if C  P .-29 (38)) stating 


(Previous that the proposed, new Naval eon-
Reference: struction programme for 1938 was as 
Cabinet 8 follows:
(37), Con
clusion 4 . ) 3 Capital Ships 

2 Aircraft Ca.rriers 

F:k.cj (3i)v. 7 Cruisers (4 of FIJI, 3 of DIDO Class) 


8 Destroyers 

7 Submarines 

4 Small Minelayers 

2 Escort Vessels 

4 Minesweepers 

2 Patrol Vessels 

2 River Gunboats 


and a number of miscellaneous vessels, viz-'
1 Destroyer Depot Ship 

1 Submarine Depot Ship 

1 Hospital Ship 

1 Fleet Air Arm Supply and Repair Ship 

5 Boom Defence Vessels (improved DUNNET) 

2 Tugs 

13 Motor Boats 

and miscellaneous small craft and. 

motor boats. 


The total cost amounted to £70,028,8501 


A Memorandum by the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer (CP.-30 (38)) setting out 

briefly the main reasons why, in his 

view, the Programme should be substan
tially reduced, 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 


in reply to the Prime Minister, said that any decision 


on this question appeared either to carry out a part 


of the task of allocation assigned to him in the 


conclusions on the previous item, or else to become 


liable to revision after his conclusions were reached. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty suggested that 


it was not right that the Admiralty proposals for the 


current year should be reserved until the completion 


of the Report of the Minister for Co-Ordination *n 


allocation, which was part of a longer-range 


H) programme. It was essential to present Parliament 



with some programme with the Estimates. Ultimately, 


when the Admiralty were rationed they might have to 


re-examine the matter. The Naval Estimates were to be 


published on March 2nd. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said he had 


circulated a Paper to show that he could not regard the 


new Programmes as being within the authorised limlt6. 


They appeared to involve a new departure and to prejudice 


the decisions that had just been taken. The 


Admiralty estimates v/ere produced in the form of a large 


book. It was decided, in the first instance, not to 


include new construction in this book, and his idea had 


been to publish a separate White Paper setting forth quit 


"briefly whatever decision was taken on the subject. 


Possibly, it might be said that the International situati 


necessitated postponement of the decision. The question 


had either to be settled within a week or else some 


such course must be adopted. 


The Cabinet v/ere reminded that on previous 


occasions, when that course had been resorted to, the 


real reason had been due to differences of opinion 


between the First Lord of the Admiralty and the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer and this might be remembered^ 


One suggestion was that the difficulty over the 


Japanese intentions as to the size of ships might be used 


as an excuse for a postponement. It was pointed out, 


however, that this would raise difficulties later on. 


The Prime Minister suggested that it was 


hardly possible to reach a decision that day and that an 


effort ought to be made to prepare the ground before the 


Cabinet took a decision. 




The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


offered to meet the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the 


First Lord on Friday, February 18th, in order to prepare 


the question for decision at the next meeting of the 


Cabinet. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty accepted this 


suggestion. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To postpone the decision on the 

New Naval Construction Programme 

until their next regular weekly 

meeting: 


(b)	 That, in the interval^: the Minister 

for Co-ordination of Defence should 

confer with the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer and the First Lord of the 

Admiralty with a view to reaching 

a conclusion. 




THE ROLE OF

THE ARMY . 


—

£organisation 

for.


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 20 

(37), Conelusion 4.) 


I" 1 

 11. The Cabinet had before them, a Most Secret 


 Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Var (C.P.-25 


 (38)) in which he had. drawn up for the information 


of his colleagues a statement of the dispositions 


 and contemplated, organisation of the land, forces, in 


 order to show what resources were available and to 


what use it was intended to adapt them in the light 


of the new role allotted, to the Army. The Secretary 


of State concluded, his Memorandum with a summary of 


his main proposals. 


The Secretary of State for War made a 


statement to the Cabinet,in the course of which he 


emphasised the following points 


(1)	 The proposal that defence against low
flying attack should be undertaken by 

employees of factories and public 

utility companies. (paragraph 4 of 

C P . 26 (38).) 


(2)	 The suggestion that wherever sea 

communications are liable to interruption 

by sea, land or air, the garrisons of 

defended ports should be maintained in 

peace time at a strength adequate for 

defence at the outbreak of war, or, 

alternatively,that the necessary reserves 

should be held in the neighbourhood 

available to reinforce at short notice. 

(Paragraph 9.) 


(3)	 It was his strong hope that the Prime 

Minister would initiate conversations 

between the India Office and the War 

Office with a view to an agreement 

between the two Departments on the all
important questions affecting the British 

Army arising in connection with the 

defence of India. 


On the latter point, the Secretary of 


State for India said that a very large problem was 


raised, but he agreed that it was essential that it 

should be considered. If the Secretary of State for 


War would tell him what were their requirements, he 


would send his comments and the matter could then be 


discussed. The question of the ratio of white troops 




in particular raised large issues. 


The Prime Minister said he would he happy to 


initiate the conversations. 


The Secretary of State for War invited the 


attention of the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs to 


the suggestion that some of the Dominions might render 


assistance in peace in the defence of Imperial communications 


(paragraph 13). 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer entered a caveat 


as to the assumptions in this report (which he had seen 


reflected in other reports) that the new role of the Army 


involved that the Field Force "should he equipped for an 


eastern theatre" (paragraph 11 of C P . 26 (38).) He would 


prefer to use some such phrase as "for general purposes". 


The Secretary of State for War said that some 


supposition was necessary to enable the amount of reserves 


to be calculated. It was by making the assumptions in 


paragraph 17 that he had been able to reduce the estimated 


cost of the Field Force by £14,000,000. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


suggested that the words "equipped for an eastern theatre" 


were politically undesirable. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence pointed 


out that the Secretary of State for War had to equip the 


Army for the largest demand that v/as likely to be made 


upon it in the new assumptions. If this involved a 


campaign in an eastern theatre, it would be necessary to 


provide special tyres for transport, thin clothing and so 


forth. 


The President of the Board of Education pointed 


out that, according to paragraph 17, the bulk of the 


Territorial Divisions would not be sufficiently equipped 


to proceed abroad until 10 months after mobilization. He 


asked if, in these circumstances, it was worth while 




maintaining so many Territorials. 


The Secretary of State for ";ar said he did not differ 


in theory from this view, hut unfortunately public 


sentiment would be very much opposed at the present time to 


the disbandment of any part of our small forces and he 


felt sure that nothing could be done in the matter just 


now. 


In reply to a suggestion that more Territorial 


Divisions might be converted into anti-aircraft units, the 


Secretary of State pointed out that by avoiding converting 


a third Territorial Division, he had been able to effect 


a very large economy. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


supported the idea of a further approach to the Dominions. 


It would not be of very much use to approach Canada and 


there were political objections to an approach to the 


Union of South Africa, as the only points where they could 


help us with garrisons in time of peace were in the 


colonies and mandated territories in Central and East 


Africa. It would be possible, however, to approach the 


Australian and New Zealand Governments once more about the 


garrison of Singapore. He would place himself in 


communication with the Secretary of State for War on the 


subject. 


The Prime Minister said he understood that this 


Paper was for the moment only for the information of the 


Cabinet, As it raised a number of important questions, 


he thought it should be referred to the Committee of 


Imperial Defence in the first instance. 


The Cabinet agreed. 


j (a) That the memorandum by the Secretary 

of State for War on the organisation 

of the Army for its role in War 

(CP. 26 (38) should ha referred, in, 

the fi st instance to the Ctomau/Otee of 

Imperial Defence: 




(b)	 To take note that the Prime Minister 

authorised the initiation of 


. conversations between the India Office 

F£.30^*^) fc. Q the War Office on the questions 
a r i 
  raised in paragraphs 14 and 15 of 


C P . 26 (38): 


(c)	 That the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs should place himself in 

communication v/ith the Secretary of 

State for War on the subject of the 

proposed further approach to some of 

the Dominions with a view to obtaining 

assistance in time of peace in the 

defence of Imperial communications 

(e.g. in the garrison of Singapore): 


(d)	 That the phrase used in paragraph 17, 

line 7, of the Report "equip for an 

eastern theatre" was politically 

undesirable and that the Secretary of 

State for War in future communications 

on the subject should be asked to 

substitute the phrase "for general 

purposes". 


(See also the following conclusion,) 




C 

FRANCS AND

BELGIUM. 


—

Staff Con
versations


f with. 


 12. In connection with the discussion recorded 


 in the preceding Conclusion the Cabinet had before 


 them the following documents, circulated on the 


Prime Minister's instructions, which had been 


prepared for the Committee of Imperial Defence on 


the subject of Staff Conversations with France and 


Belgium, viz.:-


Memorandum by the Chiefs of Staff 

Sub-Commit tee, covering letters 

from the Foreign Office to the 

Secretary to the Committee of 

Imperial Defence dated. 16th December, 

193 7, Annex I, and. 1st January, 1938, 

Annex II (C.I.D. Paper No.l394-B): 


Cable communications between the 

United Kingdom and. France and their 

bearing on Staff Conversations: 

Report ""by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-

Committee (C.I.D. Paper No.l395-B): 


Exchange of information with the 

Belgian and French Governments on 

the supply of food, oil and coal: 

Letter from the Foreign Office to 

the Secretary to the Committee of 

Imperial Defence 'CI.D. Paper No.l396-B). 


In his memorandum (CP. 26 (38)) which forms 


the subject of the previous conclusion, the Secretary 


of State for War had included the following passage 


in paragraph 22:
"I suggest that it is of great importance 

that our potential allies should be left 

in no doubt as to the possibilities of 

direct assistance on our part and that 

the various alternative operations, 

whether in defence or in local offence, 

which our available reserves may have to 

undertake should be covered by any 

discussions or interchange of information 

which take place." 


The Prime Minister said that this raised the 


question of Staff Conversations with France and 


Belgium, which had formed the subject of a recent 


memorandum by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee 


annexed to which was a copy of a letter from the 


Foreign Office to the Secretary to the Committee of 


Imperial Defence. He had thought it right to 




circulate this memorandum to the Cabinet (CP. 35 (33)), 


He had discussed the matter with some of his colleagues 


(the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs and the Minister for Co-ordination 


of Defence) and with'the Chiefs of Staff. The Cabinet 


would recall that on March 19, 1936, representatives of 


Belgium, France, the United Kingdom and Italy, met in 


London to examine the situation created by the repudiation 


of the Locarno Treaty and the reoccupation of the 


Rhineland by Germany. The results were published in a 


document headed "Text of Proposals", issued as a White 


paper (Cmd. 3134), which contained the following 


Declaration:
"That nothing that has happened before or since 

the said breach of the Treaty of Locarno can be 

considered as having freed the signatories of 

that Treaty from any of their obligations or 

guarantees and that the latter subsist in their 

entirety." 


The political commitments, thus reaffirmed 


entailed military obligations, and at the present time, 


as appeared from the documents which had been circulated,, 


the French Authorities were very anxious for Staff 


Conversations, no doubt with the object of defining or 


at any rate ascertaining the military contribution 


v/hich we intended to make. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


interpolated at this point that the same morning he had 


received very similar requests from the Belgian 


Government. 


The- Prima Minister continuing said that it had 


been suggested that this ,was not an opportune time at which 


tq^let it be known that Staff Conversations were taking 


place. It seemed to hie colleagues and himself that there 


were"special reasons in the case of each of the three 


Defence Departments which made it necessary to have a 


different course in each case. 




In the case of the Army, they were agreed that 


it was desirable, and indeed an obligation of honour, to 


inform the French Government of the effect of the recent 


Cabinet decision on the role of the British Army on our 


capacity to send a military force to France, even if the 


Government of the day should wish to adopt that method of 


co-operation. They recommended therefore 
that the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

should have authority, through such channel as 

he might deem appropriate, to inform the French 

Government confidentially of the recent 

decision by the Cabinet as to the role of the 

British Army and to warn them that, if the 

obligation involved in the Treaty of Locarno 

should arise and the Government of the day, 

after considering our other military commitments 

at home and abroad, should decide to despatch 

a military force to France, the maximum force 

which our present organisation would enable 

them to send would be two Regular Divisions 

and a Mobile Division within three weeks, 

followed by two further Regular Divisions in 

Z plus 40 days. These Divisions would be 

equipped for general purposes and not with 

special reference to a continental campaign. 

In making this communication the Secretary of 

State might remind the French Government of 

the importance of the Navy and the Air Force/ 

as a means of possible co-operation. 


So far as the Air Force was concerned, he and his 


colleagues had agreed 
that the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
should be authorised to state that His Majesty1c 
Government, on the understanding that no 
commitment as to the future was,involved on 
their part, were prepared to authorise confidenr. 
communications on a purely technical footing 
between the British and French Air Staffs as to 
the aerodr-omes and other facilties which would 
be required by the British Air Force in the 
event of a decision by the British Government of 
the day to co-operate in that manner with the 
Government of France. He should add that as 
the re-equipment of the Royal Air Force with 
longer range machines was completed,, tb&iv 
dependence on French aerodromes and facilities 
would progressively diminish. 
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These conversations would he begun through, the 


Air Attaches, but might be pursued in connection with 


exchanges of visits by Air Force officers, which take 


place from time to time, and it might be necessary later 


for Air Force officers to visit French aerodromes. 


He emphasised that the objects of the proposed 


steps was not publicity, but merely to keep faith with 


the French Government and to make certain enquiries 


which were indispensable to effective co-operation but 


without taking a commitment,, 


He and his colleagues had also agreed that in 


the event of a decision to despatch our Fleet to the Far 


East we should need the co-operation of the French 


Fleet to assist in the protection of sea communications 


in the Mediterranean, Atlantic and Home Areas, but that 


immediate Staff Conversations were not necessary to 


secure this co-operation. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


raised the point as to what he should say to the French 


Government about the role of the Army. Was he to say 


that the two Regular Divisions and the Mobile Division 


would be "equipped for general purposes"? 


The Secretary of State for War suggested that 


when the time came for the communication to be made to 


the French, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


should approach him on the subject of the technical 


aspects of the communication to be made. He was glad 


that the Prime Minister proposed to modify the suggestions 


of the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee. He thought it 


was more than ever important in view of the Italian 


concentration in Libya that plans should be worked out 


for French assistance from Tunis, though this specific 


point did not appear to be provided for at present. 




The Lord President of the Council suggested 


that however guarded the Air Staff talks might be, if 


they became public an unfortunate effect might be 


produced. What would be the effect here , for 


example, if it became known that the Germans and 


Italians were discussing the mutual use of each others 


aerodromes? 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer pointed out 


that tlie fact that we hud a definite commitment arising
originally from the Locarno Treaty seemed to make the 


difference. 


The Minister of Health asked if it was 


necessary to make this communication at once. 


The Home Secretary suggested that it depended 


on whether it v/as necessary to make an announcement on 


the role of the Army. If that was necessary, he did 


not see how the Air Staff Conversations could be 


avoided. 


The Prime Minister suggested that the 


announcement to the French Government should not be made 


until a decision had been reached on the Secretary of 


State for War' s memorandum on the role of the Army 


(CP. 26 (38). 

The Foreign Secretary said that he had been 


pressed very hard on this matter for some time by the 


French Government. He himself did not take the view 


that the effects of a leakage would be very serious. 


In view of the fact that we had a political commitment, 


past experience indicated that if it became known that 


we were prepared to implement the commitment, the 


situation mi&ht be eased rather than otherwise. 


One suggestion was that the Germans should be 


told frankly what we were doing. Another suggestion was 


that if the Secretary of State for War proposed to make 




some statement in Parliament as to the new role of the 


Army, it would be important to tell the French first. 


The Minister of Health thought that at the 


moment an announcement would have a most detrimental effect. 


The Secretary of State for War read an extract 


from a despatch he had received from Belgium, the 


effect of which was to show that practical results might 


ensue from further conversations, for example, arrangements 


for warning of air raid attacks. 


The Prime Minister suggested that an announcement 


to the French Government of the new role of the Army could 


hardly come as a shock, as they had already informed us 


that two Divisions was all that they had expected. So 


far as the effect on Germany was concerned, he was 


inclined to agree with the Foreign Secretary, They knew 


we had certain obligations and could not possibly be 


shocked if steps were taken to put ourselves in a position 


to give effect to them. If the Germans really desired 


conversations, he did not think that an announcement of 


this kind would influence them. He did not suggest that 


we should go out of our way to inform the German Government. 


The Secretary of State for Air said that the time 


factor was important from the point of view of the Air Fo::-ce. 


At the present moment, owing to the short radius of action 


of most of our bomber aircraft, many of them could only 


operate against Germany if they could use French aerodromes. 


On the other hand, by the end of the year nearly all the 


Squadrons would be armed with long-range machines and, in 


that event, the utmost assistance they would require would 


be refueling facilities. Consequently, from his point of 


view, if the conversations were to take place, the earlier 


the better. 




The Chancellor of the Exchequer suggested 


that the Cabinet should agree, in principle, to the 


Prime Minister1 s proposals, "but leave the date 


to he settled. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve, in principle, the 

proposals in the prime Minister's 

statement summarised above and, 

more particularly, the passages 

marked A, B, C, D and E: 


(b)	 Thai, the question of the date 

of the communication should be 

left for later settlement after 

consultation between the Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs and 

the Prime Minister. 


(c)	 That before the communication was 

made to the French and Belgian 

Governments, the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs should consult 

the Secretary of State for War on 

the technical aspect of his 

statement on the rble of the Army. 




RECRUITING 

FOR THE 

DEFENCE 


QERVICES . 


f Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 11 

(37), Con
clusion 7,) 


13. The Cabinet had before them the following 


documents on the subject of Recruiting:-


A Memorandum by the Secretary of 

State for Var (C.P.-2S (38)) 

reporting on the present, position 

in the Army and making proposals 

with a view to further improve
ments, together with an estimate 

of their cost: 


A Memorandum by the First Lord of 

the Admiralty 'C.P.-25 (38)) putting 

forward certain proposals regarding 

the emoluments of Naval Ratings-' 


A. Memorandum by the Secretary of 

State for Air 'C.P.-27 (38)) 

reviewing the recruiting problem 

in the Air Force and setting forth 

the conclusions he had. reached . 


The Secretary of State for '7ar explained his 


proposals to the Cabinet in some detail. He said that, 


at the request of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 


he had withdrawn his proposals as to terms of service, 


but he asked that the Cabinet would allow him to recruit 


as many men as possible for long service as an exueri
ment. 


The Secretary of State for India said he did 


not wish to discuss the proposals on merits that day* 


but he must place on record that the proposals of the 


Secretary of State for War would place a burden on 


India and Burma which they could not sustain. He was 


advised that the figures affecting India in the 


summary on page 4 of C P . 22 (38) were not complete. 


His experts informed him that a very large capital 


and recurring expenditure would be involved. In 


view, however of the conversations which the Prime 


Minister had agreed to (Conclusion 11(b) above), he 


would not say more at the moment. 




I f r* 
The Secretary of State for Air thanked the Secretary 


of State for War for the efforts he had made to avoid 


repercussions on other Services. The marriage allowance 


proposals would be a great benefit to all the Services. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer took the view that 


the changes affecting married men were justified on merits. 


In present conditions it was impossible to defend the 


existing position. He also approved the proposals for the 


intake of boys - though he understood from the Minister 


of Labour that there might be difficulties as to the 


number - and as to pay. His only difficulty was in regard 


to the terms of service. He doubted whether it would be 


possible to obtain a sufficient proportion of short-service 


men, and this might upset the scheme. He felt he must 


place on record that he was not at present undertaking any 


contribution to India. 


The President of the Board of Education suggested that it 


would be better to take boys at/the age of 17, instead of 15. He 


regretted that the Secretary of State for War's proposal to 


reduce the normal terms of service from 7 with the colours 


to 5 with the colours could not be carried out. In regard 


to the marriage allowance, he recalled that the naval man 


did not receive any assistance for transporting his wife 


and family. If the soldier was to receive such transport, 


as well as the provision everywhere of accommodation, it 


would add greatly to the cost. 


The Secretary of State for War said that in the Army 


the wife had to follow her husband all over the worldo 


Building would go on gradually everywhere. 




Some further discussion of a technical character took: 


place as to the -position of married men and the allowances 


for v/omen and children. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a) To approve the proposals of the Secretary 

of State for War in his Memorandum on 

Recruiting for the Army (C.P. 22 (38))in 

respect of -


A. Intake of boys. 


B. Pay. 


D. Marriage. 


but that C, terms of service, should not 

be approved. 


(b) To take note that the Secretary of State 

for India entirely reserved his attitude 

towards the proposals until after the 

conversations between the Secretary of 

State for War and himself provided for 

in Conclusion 11 (b) above. 


(c) That, as an experiment, the Secretary of 

State for War should be authorised to 

recruit as many long-service men as he 

could. 


(d) To approve the Memorandum by the Secretary 

of State for Air (CP. 27 (38)) reviewing 

the recruiting prcoblem in the Air Force. 


(e) To approve the Memorandum by the First 

Lord of the Admiralty (CP. 25 (33)) 

regarding the emoluments of Naval Ratings. 




[CIVIL AVIATION. 14. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that he 


LJrort of had received the Report of the Cadman Committee on Civil 

[the Cadman 

"Committee. Aviation. The Report contained a number of criticisms, 


and the Secretary of State for Air was preparing a paper 

FTR.il (2,%) 11 . 

on the subject. He was being pressed in the House of 


Commons for publication of the Report, but had replied 


that he would publish when the Government had reached its 


own decisions on the subject. Pie proposed the appointment 


of a Cabinet Committee on the subject. While recognising 


that the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence was rather 


heavily burdened just now, he ashed him to take the chair. 


The Cabinet agreed: 

That the Report of the Cadman Committee 

together with the comments thereon of the 

Secretary of State for Air should be 

considered by a Cabinet Committee 

composed as follows:-


The Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence. (in the Chair). 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

The Home Secretary. 

The Secretary of State for Air. 

The Secretary of State for Scotland. 

The Minister of Health. 

The Minister of Transport. 


The Prime Minister will also attend when 

possib le. 
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THE EVIDENCE 

P ILL . 


/^Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 15 

(32) , Con
elusion 13 .) 


15. In pursuance of the Conclusion referred to in the 


margin, the Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Lord Chancellor (C.P.-21 (38)) seeking authority 


to give a favourable reception in the House of Lords 


to a re-draft of the Evidence Bill, introduced by 


Lord Maugham, to amend the law of evidence in the 


direction of increasing the use of documents, chiefly 


for the sake of their evidential value but partly also 


to save the expense of calling witnesses. The Lord 


Chancellor attached a copy of the Bill, together with 


an explanatory Memorandum by Lord Maugham. 


The Home Secretary said that there were one or 


two points in the Bill v/hich affected the Home Office, 


but he had arranged that they should be taken up with 


the Lord Chancellor's Department. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To authorise the Lord Chancellor to 

give a favourable reception in the 

House of Lords to the Evidence Bill 

introduced by Lord Maugham. 




PURCHASE OP LAUD 

BY "OOMPULSORf 

PURCHA.SE CRDER" 


fPROCEDURE. 


(Previous 

References: 

Cabinet 39 

(37), Con
elusion 27 

and Cabinet 2 

'38), Con
elus ion 5 ,) 


15. Tn connection with the Conclusions mentioned 


in the margin, the Cabinet had. before them a Memo
randum by the Minister of Health (CP.-23 (38)) 


seeking their concurrence to the introduction of a 


short Bill dealing with the procedure for the 


compulsory acquisition of land by local authorities, 


the general effect, of which would be, in most cases, 


to supersede the Provisional Order procedure by the 


Compulsory Purcha.se Order procedure, with a view to 


simplification and expedition. The Secretary of State 


for Scotland considered it desirable that the Bill 


should be made applicable to Scotland, subject to any 


neoessary adjustments of the details and drafting. 


The LOrd President of the Council suggested 


that if the Minister of Health would be satisfied 


with the alternative procedure discussed in paragraph 


11 of his Memorandum (CP. 23 (33)), a certain amount 


of difficulty might be avoided. 


The Minister of Health agreed. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a) To approve the proposals of the 

Minister of Health in favour of the 

introduction of a short Bill dealing 

with the procedure for the compulsory 

acquisition of land by local 

authorities on the understanding that 

the Bill would be based on the pro
posals contained in paragraph 11 of 

C P . 23 (38)). 


(b) To take note that the Bill should be 

made applicable to Scotland also, 

subject to any necessary adjustments 

of the details and drafting. 
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INOREASE OP 17. The Cabinet had under consideration a 

RENT AiVD 

MORTGAGE Memorandum by the Minister of Health (H.A. .-3 (38)) 

INTEREST 

(RESTRICTIONS) covering the draft Increase of Rent and Mortgage 
BILL. 


Interest (Restrictions) Bill, the object of which 


(Previous  iQ give effect to all the recommendations 
Reference: w a  s


n e 
? ^  ^ ^ contained in the Majority Report of the Ridley 
(38), Con
elusion 7.) Committee except for that Committee's detailed scheme 


for future decontrol by areas: together with the 


following recommendation by the Committee of Home 


Affair? thereon (H.A..C. 2nd Conclusions (38)):
"To authorise the immediate introduction 

in the House of Commons of the Increase 

of Rent and Mortgage Interest (Restric
tions) Bill in the "form of the draft
annexed to H.A.-3 (38), subject to the 

amendments agreed at the Meeting and to 

an3/ other drafting or minor alterations 

that may be found necessary or desirable." 


The Cabinet approved the recommendations of 


the Committee of Home Affairs as set forth above. 




-tnn 


18. The Cabinet had under consideration the Lo ca 

Elections (Proportional Representation) Bill, 


v
introduce^ in the House of Commons y a. Private 

Member and dovn for Second Reading on Friday, 


2^th February, 1938. 


The Home Secretary renorted that the Bill 


had not bee i printed, but he^propoood- to offer 


opposition to any Bill on this subject. 




THE PROTECTION 19. The Cabinet had under consideration the 

GP ANIMALS 

BILL. Protection of Animals Bill, introduced in the House 


f
o  Commons by a Private Member and do*n for Second 

(Previous 

Reference: Reading on Friday, February 25th, 1938. 

Cabinet 13 

(34),Con- ^ As the Bill had not been printed, the subiect 
elusion 12 ,) 


was not discussed. 




THE MARRIAGE 

BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 31 

(37), Con
clusion 9,) 


20. The Cabinet had under consideration the 


Marriage Bill, introduced in the House of Commons 


by a Private Member and do'"n for Second. Reading on 


Friday, 25th February, 19^8. 

As the Bill had not been printed, the subject 


was not discussed. 




INDIA. 21. The Secretary of State for Iiidia drey/ the 

(Previous attention of the Cabinet to a Memorandum which he had 

Reference: 

Cabinet 2 just circulated on the subject of the Release of 

(33), Con
clusion 10.) Political Prisoners in India (CP. 34 (33)). He had 


not intended to raise the matter at the present 


Meeting, but circumstances had rendered this urgent. 


His "emorandum had explained a demand made by the 


Ministers in the United Provinces and Bihar at the 


end of the previous week for the immediate release 


of the political prisoners in those provinces. Since 


then, matters had moved with great raoidity, and 


yesterday the two Governments had resigned. They 


did so because, on the instructions of the Viceroy, 


the two Governors had declined to act on their advice. 


The considerations which the Viceroy had to take into 


account included the effect which an indiscriminate 


release would have, not in the two Provinces only, 


but in other parts of India, e. g. Bengal and the Punjabi 


where there were 337 and 44 political prisoners 


respectively. He recalled the example of Parmanand, 


which he had already reported to the Cabinet. 


Moreover, had the Viceroy declined to use his special 


powers in this case, particularly under a threat of 


resignation by the Ministers, these powers would have 


become a dead letter, e.g. on such a question as the 


pay of the Services. He did not yet know if all the 


other Congress Ministries would resign. The annual 


Conference of the National Gonforonoo was now meeting 


and the precipitate resignation of the two Ministries 


had brought about *fee situation in which it was very 


difficult for either side to give way. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I., 


16th February, 1938. 




Prime Minister. 


Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.3.I., 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., ICC., M.P. ,

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


jie Right Hon. 

Anthony Eden, M. C., M. P. ,

Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


M Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C.3.I. , G.C.I.E., 

Secretary ef State for India. 


H Right Hon. 
I Sir Thomas Inskip, C.3.E. , X.C.,M.P., 
I Minister for Co-ordination of 
I Defence. 

Ic Right Hon. 
I L. Hore-Belisha, M. P., 

I Secretary of State for War. 


El Right Hon. 
Walter Elliot, M.C. , M.P. , 

I Secretary ef State for Scotland. 
If Right Hon. 
W.S. Morrison, M. C., K.C. , M.P. ,

Minister ef Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


1 Right Hon. 
Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., 
Minister of Health. . 

CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, S.'*V. 1. , on SATITRDAY, 


the 19th PE3RUARY, 1938, at 3.0 p.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P., 

(In the Chair). 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K. G., 

G.C.3.I., G.C.I.E., 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., 

G.C.S.I., G.B.S., C.M.G. , M.P., 

Secretary of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M.P., 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hen. 

A.. Duff Cooper, D.S.O. , M.P. , 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E.,M. C 

Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right He*n. 

Oliver Stanley, M. C., M.P. ,

President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, X. G., D.3.0. , 

M.C., President of the Board of 

Education. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M.C. , M. P. * 

Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M.P. ,

Minister of Transport. 


fonel s i r M.P.A.1 Harilcey, G.CB. , G.C.M.G. , G.C.V.0 Secretary. 
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The Cabinet met as a matter of urgency for the 


consideration of an issue that had arisen as the result 


of conversations that had taken place on the previous 


day between the Prime Minister, the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs and Count Grandi. At the end of 


those conversations it had been arranged that the Prime 


Minister and. the Foreign Secretary should meet the 


Italian Ambassador again on Monday, 21st February. 


The main question under consideration was as to whether 


the Italian Ambassador should be informed, that His 


Majesty'a Government were willing at once to take up 


conversations with the Italian Government in Rome with 


a view to an appeasement between the two countries, 


or, alternatively, whether a further postponement of 


the formal conversations in Rome (as distinct from the 


less formal talks in London) should be asked for. 


Tn this matter the main issue was not one of principle, 


as to the desirability of an agreement with Italy, but 


rather of method, timing and whether the present moment
was opportune or not. A subsidiary issue was as to 


whether any, and, if so, what conditions should be 


imposed before entering on the conversations. 


After the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs had explained the issues to the 


Cabinet, a. discussion took place in which every member 


of the Cabinet was asked his view. 


The decision was postponed until the following day, 


Sunday, 20th February, at 3.0 p 0m. 


NOTE: By instructions of the Prime Minister 

a full summary of the discussion has 

been prepared and is on record on the 

Secretary's standard file of Cabinet 

Conclusions . 


all Gardens, S.W.T, 

February, 1938. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, S.W.1., on SATURDAY, 


the 19th FEBRUARY, 1938, at 3.0 p.m. -


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P., 

(In the Chair). 
Prime Minister. 


Hie Right Ron. 
Sir John Simon, C C S . I . , 
C C V . C , O.B.E., K.C, M. P. ,

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


Ihe Right Hon. 
The Viscount Hailsham, 
Lord Chancellor. 

ihe Right Hon. 
Anthony Eden, M.C., M.P., 
Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs. 

ihe Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

CCS... I. , C C I * E, ,

Secretary of State for India. 


Ihe Right Hon. 
Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K. C , 
M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 
of Defence. 

Ihe Right Hon. 
L. Hore-Belisha, M.P. , 

Secretary of State for War. 


Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M.C , M. P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


Ihe Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M - C , K.C, M.P. , 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


pe Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., 

Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, I C C , 

CC.S.I. , G.C-I.E. ,

L^rd President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. ,

C C S . I . , G.B.E., C.M.C , M.P., 

Secretary of State for HomeAffairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby G-ore, M-P., 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P-, 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E.., M.C 

Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M* C , M. P. ,

President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, -K.G., D.S.O. ,

M . C , President of the Board of 

Educ at i on. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M . C , M.P. , 

Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M. P. ,

Minister of Transport. 


plonel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.CM.C, C.C.V.O. Secretary, 




1. The Prime Minister regretted the inconvenience 


to which he had put his colleagues by summoning a Meeting 


on Saturday afternoon, but an issue had arisen suddenly 


of great importance. He and the Foreign Secretary felt 


that there was no alternative but to put the position 


to their colleagues. The moment had now arrived when 


it was necessary to inform the Italian Government 


whether we were prepared to enter into conversations. 


He then gave a resume" of the history of the question. 


m he Cabinet was aware thafc when he took office as 


Prime Minister he had formed the opinion that it was 


desirable to make an earnest effort to improve relations 


with Germany and Italy. He had seen that we were drift
ing into a position that might soon become dangerous. 


Our relations with Germany, so far from improving, were 


getting more embittered, and our relations with Italy 


were very bad. as the result of the Abyssinian affair. 


At that time no-one realised that our difficulties would 


also be carried, as far as Tokyo, though there was some 


similarity between the ideas of Japan and the European 


Dictator States. He had begun by referring to the matter 


in a short speech that, he had made in the House of 


Commons oh the LEIPZIG incident. A little later he had 


referred to our willingness to receive a visit from a 


German Minister, for there had been a question of Baron 


von Neurath coming here. This had arous ed no comment in 


Germany, but no actual response was made, and- eventually 

we had. learned that Baron von Neurath could not come at 


that time. Any advance vis-a-vis Germany, therefore, 


was blocked. 


As regards Italy he recalled that in July he had 


had. a conversation with Count Grandi, whom, he had 


consulted as to the advisability of his (viz., the Prime 


Minister) sending a letter to Signor Mussolini. . The 




Italian Ambassador had jumped at the proposal and the 


letter had been sent. T h . e r  e had. been an instantaneous 


response in Italy, and the letter had ayaonce produced 


a better feeling towards this country. The situation 


further improved when he wrote to "Lord. Perth proposing 


conversations in September. His reasons for these 


actions had been, first, his realisation of the perils 


to which our military unpreparedness exposed us, and, 


second, because, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, he 


had been oppressed by his realisation 6f the growing 


burden of armaments. £1,B00 millions was a tremendous 


sum, but even then he had felt that we should not be 


able to hold to it without some alleviation in the 


situation, for he felt certain that we had not got. to 

the bottom of our defence requirements and. that these 


would increase. His apprehensions had been fulfilled, 


and only at the last Meeting of the Cabinet the figure 


had been raised, to £1,550 millions. Even after that 


there was the prospect of the Cabinet being faced, two 


years hence with a momentous decision which, if it 


resulted, in further expenditure, would, involve the 


country in the gravest financial dislocation. As the 


Home Secretary had said the other day, some other 


countries did. not take expenditure into account. 


We had not yet seen the final result of that, which 


must be serious. The restrictions which had already 


been caused had become an appreciable burden, and 


eventually must be a source of weakness, Our owrn credit 


position was an immense strength to the country and in 


itself was a strong deterrent to war unless an aggressor 


felt that he could knock us out in the early stages of 


a war. Consequently we could not get. away from that 


posi+ion unless we contemplated so^e arrangement which 


- 2 



would include a reduction or limitation of armaments 


within a. reasonable time. He had felt, therefore, 


grave apprehensions not only owing to the growing 


risks of war but also on the score of financial 


stringency, andh-'\tv irht :'t necessary to consider 


whether he could make a last effort to alleviate the 


situation, either by some concessions to Germany or 


some lightening of the position vis-a-vis Italy. 


His own feeling with regard, to Italy was that that 


country resembled a hysterical woman. Italy felt 


that we had. thwarted her in her assault on Abyssinia 


and deeply resented, it. JVhen the exchange of letters 


of July had not been followed up in September the 


Italian Government had behaved, in a hysterical manner 


in her desire to vindicate her position. There had 


also arisen in the mind of Signor Mussolini a suspicion 


that the postponement of the conversations was not 


really for the reasons given, but was part of a 


Machiavellian plan to gain time until our armaments 


were completed and. we should be in a position to exact 


concessions. He (the Prime Minister) might be 


mistaken, but that was his view of the Italian attitude, 


and it was supported by a. good deal of information. 


The real obstacle to the conversations, however, had 


been the action of Signor Mussolini himself. He 


(the Prime Minister) ha.d always assumed that recognition 


must be preceded by some action by the League of 


Nations. Signor Mussolini had. rendered, it impossible 


to obtain that action at Geneva by his bombastic 


statements to General Franco and an outbreak of submar
ine piracy. Signor Mussolini, however, suspected that 


the delay was due to dark and sinister designs on our 


part. Before Christmas the Foreign Secretary and 




himself had had a conversation on the subject. They 


realised that the question of conversations had 


reached a deadlock, and v/N-.t made matters so much the 


worse was that a good many nations were becoming restive 


at their inability to put their diplomatic relations 


with Italy on a proper footing owing to the difficulty 


of recognition. They had agreed, that they should 


explore the possibilities of escaping from the impasse 


At first all went well. The Foreign Secretary's 


soundings at Geneva a-n̂  with the French Government 


showed that there were no difficulties in those direc
tions, and the American Government, who at one time had 


seemed hostile, agreed that recognition would be 


justified, as part of a. general appeasement. Moreover, 


the Italians had become rather more amenable. When 


we found ourselves compelled to give drastic instruc
tions to our warships as to how they should deal with 


submarines, the Italians, somewhat to our surprise, 


volunteered to do the same in their area. Materially 


this did not mean much, but as a gesture it was highly 


significant. He himself felt no doubt that this was 


due to their belief that there was some prospect of 


conversations. Again, in telegram No. 69, dated 


February 16th, the Earl of Perth had reported that 


Count Ciano, at the end. of a conversation, 


"added, that although no grea.t progress 

had. yet been ma.de about the start of 

conversations he felt something was 

stirring, and this in itself was a 

favourable sign". 


That was the situation when Herr Hitler delivered his 


 qoup. Although the Austrian Chancellor was trying to 


m.a.ke out that.- the position was not so bad and Herr 


Hitler was claiming his action as an example of his 


peaceful efforts, we knew that Herr Hitler had treated 


the Austrian Chancellor in a most brutal manner, 


v
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-s-ummoning him to Berehtesgaden, confronting him with 


Generals and, as it v/as rumoured, movements of troops 


and threats of the consequences of a refusal. What 


was the attitude of Italy? Signor Mussolini had gone 


off on a ski-lng excursion and the Austrian Chancellor 


could not get an answer to his appeals. He was 


informed that in fact Signor MuSaolini had tried on 


the telephone to persuade Herr Hitler to adopt an 


attitude of moderation, hut without success. In the 


end, therefore, he had advised the Austrian Chancellor 


to make the best terms he could. This seemed to the 


Prime Minister, in the circumstances,to he a serious 


change in the situation. Once more an urgent decision 


had been obtained by force. Europe had received 


another lesson as to the methods by which Germany 


would pursue her aims. Tt was difficult to believe 


that this effort was the last, or that the eventual 


result would not be the absorption of Austria and 


probably some action in Czecho-Slovakia. That produced 


a dangerous situation. He did not know what would be 


the reaction in the 3alkans. Tt mieht lead, those 


States to give up all hope of resistance to the 


hegemony of Germany. Tt would, seem that this must be 


unpa.latable to Signor Mussolini and. that an opportunity 


offered to encourage him to make a. more determined 


s t and. 

With the agreement of the Foreign Secretary he had 


asked. Count Grandi to come and see him on the previous 


day. The Ambassador had come. 


At this point the Prime Minister handed 

round, a record, of the conversation made 

by the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs (Appendix). 


The Prime Minister, continuing, sa.i* that the 


Foreign Secretary had received some information to the 


effect that Sicnor Mussolini was believed, to have 




entered into an agreement with Germany. The Prime 


Minister had then told Count Grandi that he wanted, to 

be absolutely frank, that many people were saying that 


there wa.s some agreement between Germany and. Italy 

over Austria, and had asked him as to the position. 


B r nhe Ambassador assured, the Prime Minister 

that, there was none". 


He gathered that the Foreign Secretary was not 


prepared to accept this as the whole truth. It might 


be that Count Brandi was not fully informed. He 


himself felt, however, that if there was an agreement 


it was difficult to see why Signor Mussolini should, be 

so anxious for conversations with us. He had then 


gone on to ask Count Grand, i about a rather mysterious 


passage in a. recent telegram, from the Earl of Perth 


stating that Count Ciano 


"had just written a long letter to 

Signor Grandi instructing him to urge 

earnestly ori you that an e*rly start 

should be made with A.nglo-Italian 

conversations in view of the possibility 

of certain future happenings". 


He had also consulted, him about a message he himself 


had received, through Lady Chamberlain, where Count 


Ciano had. insisted on the importance of time. Lady 


Chamberlain's comment being that the Ita.lian Foreign 


Minister wes changed and worried. Count Grandi's 


interpretad-ion was that Signor Mussolini did. not know 


where he stood or whether he was to regard the United. 


Kingdom as a potential enemy: consequently'he could 


not take a firm line with'Herr Hitler. Until he was 


satisfied on the point he had. no alternative but to 


T
continue in agreement with -Titler, which would 


eventually make agreement with us impossible. 


"he Prime Minister continued that he and the 


Foreign Secretary had then gone on to discuss with the 


Ambassador what subjects ought to be covered in the 




conversations and where they could be held. Count 


Grandi insisted that the conversations "should include 


everything and we could both raise any subject that 


we desired", as Signor Mussolini wanted a complete 


agreement and a restoration of our former cordial 


relations . 

On the question of where the conversations should 


be held he himself had suggested that progress might be 


made in the first instance in London, and that at the 


final stage Count Ciano might be brought in to conclude 


them by a. visit  Count Grandi had explained that these 
c


were very deli.ca.te matters, "he original intention had 


been that the conversations should take place in Rome, 

and if we now insisted on a change in this respect his 


Government might think there was some catch. On the 


whole, therefore, the Prime Minister had felt that we 


could, not press for London as the venue and that we 


should, have to agree on Rome, bringing the Earl of Perth 


back to London first for instructions , 


Next they had. discussed the Spanish problem, and 


Count. Grandi had maintained that it would be a mistake 


to hold up progre.ss/in the Anglo-Italian conversations 


on a. question in which others were involved besidesthe 


two nations. He had added that he did not think that 


the Spanish problem, need prevent, agreement. 

At this point they had adjourned until 3 p.m. 


On reassembling, the Prime Minister had asked 


Count Grand! whether the Italian Government would, be in 


a position to accept our proposals in respect of the 


withdrawal, of volunteers if conversations were reopened 


at once, "he Ambassador ha.d. explained that the formula 


was a difficult one for the Italian Government to accept. 
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He had added that perhaps he had been over-optimistic 


in what he had. said on the subject. Eventually Count 


Grandi had undertaken to consult his Government further 


on the question. As Signer Mussolini was reported to 


have summoned his Cabinet, an answer might perhaps be 


forthcoming very soon. That concluded the history of 


the question. 


The Prime Minister than said that it remained for 


him to tell the Cabinet that in the matter of the action 


now to be taken he and the Foreign Secretary did not 


quite agree. He proposed first to give his colleagues 


his view, and then for the Foreign Secretary to state 


his attitude. 


The Prime Minister's. view was that the present 


occasion provided one of the opportunities that came at 


rare intervals and did not recur. It was an opportunity 


to show Signor Mussolini that he might have otfceer friends 


besides Herr Hitler. He himself deeply regretted that 


it had been impossible to do this earlier.  m he result 


of our inability to act had. been extremely unfortunate, 


for it had pushed Signor Mussolini and Herr Hitler 


together and had resulted in the Anti-Communist Pact. 


It had. led. also to the despatch of reinforcements from 


Italy to Worth Africa, which was embarrassing to us and 


was likely to continue unless some agreement was reached. 


The result of successful conversations would be to give 


courage to Italy, to Austria, and to the small States of 


Europe, and to reassure many people who apprehended, 


that Hitler's move in Austria would be followed up by. 


other.action to the detriment of the democratic countries. 


He himself believed that Count Grandi had been telling 


the truth. He knew that Italians were often unreliable 


and unstable, but he had watched, the Ambassador carefully 




and at very close quarters and had felt satisfied as 


to his veracity. He believe^ that it was not too late 


to avert a most, dangerous situation- In support of 


this he quoted a telegram from the Earl of Perth 


reporting a conversation with the Ministers of Soviet 


Russia and Czeeho-Slovakia to the effect that the 


situation in Central Europe would not recover until 


the United. Kingdom and. Italy came to terms. 


French Attache" had. expressed, similar views. He 


thought there was no difference of opinion between 


the Foreign Secretary and. himself on the desirability 


in principle of conversations with a view to an agree
ment with Italy, "he issue was as to the method, 


He a.sked his colleagues to consider the fact that 


Count Grandi had said, that Signor Mussolini wanted the 


conversations and that we had. long decided tha.t they 


would suit our need, also * Tf we rejected, the present 


approach it would, be taken as a final rebuff and as a 


confirmation of the suspicions the Italians had long 


harboured that we were postponing them until we were 


strong enough to impose our own conditions, In that 


event the relations betxveen the two countries would be 


seriously embittered. We shoul'5 find the Italians 


giving trouble in Spain", there woul' be more rein
forcements sent to North Africa', propaganda against us 


would be accentuated? and there would be a. repercussion 

on our conversations with Germany as the Italians would 


impress upon them that we were altogether unreliable 


and were "leading them up the garden path" with the 


intention of backing out at the end. He was convinced 


that, this was an opportunity that might never occur 


again, and not to embrace it would be not only unwise 


but criminal0 




In reply to a question, the Prime Minister said
that his idea was that the conversations should, cover 


the whole field, that on Monday, when Count Grandi was 


coming back to receive his final answer, we should say 


that we were prepared, to proceed with the sonver sat ions 

in Rome and. were instructing the Earl of Perth to 


inform the Italian Government. --Ve then proposed to 


recall the Earl of Perth to receive his precise 


instructions. His idea was at the same time to inform 


the French Government and to instruct His Majesty's 


Ambassador in Germany to inform the German Government 


that the conversations were not directed in any way 


against the Berlin-Rome "axis" but to bring about a 


general appeasement. If a decision could be taken 


that afternoon he would try and get the information to 


Herr Hitler before the latter made his speech on the 


morrow. He would also like to authorise Sir Nevile 


Henderson to carry out his instructions to open up 


the question of conversations with the German Govern
ment early next weekB 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, before 


beginning his statement, explained that the account 


he had prepared, of the conversation between the Prime 


Minister and himself and Count Grandi (Appendix), 


although put in the form of a draft Despatch to the 


^arl of Perth, was not intended to go without modifica
tion. Paragraph 10, for example, would, not be 


in eluded. 


(At this point the Cabinet adjourned 

for b few minutes to enable members 

to read, the document in the Appendix.) 




The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


expressed deep regret at his share of the responsibility 


for this raeeting. In the circumstances, however, he had 


felt it unavoidable0 The difference between the Prime 


Minister and himself had been in regard to methodSo He 


agreed that much depended on our appreciation of Signor 


Mussolini's motives- . It was quite possible to take the 


view that the Italians had been terrified by the German 


action in Austria and were anxious to come over into our 


oamp, at the same time closing the Abyssinian chapter 


and returning to their attitude prior to that episode. If 


we were sure of this it would be worth while to take the 


risks of conversations which, in his view, were very real 


risks. He, however, could not take the view of a change 


in Signor Mussolini's attitude without further proofs 


It was sometimes said that the Foreign Office had never 


given the Italians a fair chance. That was not true. 


It was they who had recommended the raising of sanctions 


which was a particularly difficult decision for himself. 


The main object rightly or wrongly had been to improve 


Anglo-Italian relations. The only result had been to 


make Italy more attractive to Germany and to cement the 


Rome-Berlin AxiSo He himself had supported the Gentlemen' 


Agreement with the same object of improving relations. 


The Italians began to send troops to Spain almost at the 


same moment* This had been a breach not of the letter but 


of the spirit of the Agreement0 The Submarine Agreenent 


of November, 1936, had shared the same fate. He saw no 


evidence of s change of heart at the present time., On the 


contrary, the incorrect and tendencious communique issued 


from the Italian "Embassy shortly after the conversations 




of the previous day (reported only in the Daily Telegraph, 


and there only in part) seemed to indicate the contrary. 


That communique had gone to America, where it might do 


harm. As to Italy's silence over Austria, he could 


suggest an equally probable explanation to that given 


by the Prime Minister. In fact, he himself was aliiiost 


convinced that the real explanation was that the Italian 


Government had done some deal with the German Government 


under which they had given Hitler a free hand in Austria 


and retained in return some quid pro quo of another kind 


in the Mediterranean. If that were the case, the Prime 


Minister has asked why Signor Mussolini had wished to 


open conversations with us. He believed the reason was 


that Mussolini wanted some prestige to counter the harm 


done to his prestige by Austrian events  To open 
c


conversations now in Rome would give him that prestige. 


The Italian Ambassador's explanation was only one more 


example of Italian methods of political blackmail. 


To open formal conversations at short notice would be a 


most unusual procedure. Count Grandi had wanted Lord 


Perth to inform Count Ciano that we were willing to open the 


conversations in Rome now. Ho doubt this would be announced 


by the Italian Government as the opening of the 


conversations, after which there would be no hurry. 


The usual procedure was to prepare the ground and settle 


details first. If this were not done, Signor Mussolini might 


ollow the matter to go on until the main question at issue, 


namely, that of Spain, was settled, and put on us the onus 


of breaking off. Prom every point of view, it was a bad 


moment for the conversations. Europe would treat it as 


though we were running after Rome. Berlin would regard it 




as proof of the value of Italian friendship, and it 


would he anticipating President Roosevelt's 


statement next week, so he did not agree to the 


conversations  If Signor Mussolini was so 
e


desperately anxious to change camps, it would be 


easy for him to give proofs of goodlaith and good 


will. He had shown none. He would not even have 


negotiations in London nor would he agree to the 


formula for the withdrawal of troops in Spain. 


Even if they did agree to this, there would be no 


reason why we should get on any faster with the 


Spanish question as a whole. It had been suggested 


that the announcement of official negotiations would 


produce an immediate detente in Europe. He 


believed the opposite was the case. It would he 


known that the conversations would have to include 


de jure recognition and it would be regarded as 


another surrender to the Dictators. The only 


result would be a panic among our friends and a rush 


to make a composition with Italy and Germany. There 


There would be an impression of scuttle in England 


and alienation of public opinion in the United States. 


What was the alternative? Two things had to be 


consideredo First, what our own attitude should be 


and, second, what we should say to the Italian 


Governmento On the first point, it was his 


conviction that it would be a mistake to announce 


the opening of conversations in Rome at the present 


time. First, we ought to obtain an indication of 


Italian good faith and good will. Such an 


indication uould be found in Spain if the Italian 


Government **ould modify their attitude there and agree 
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to the formula that we had proposed for the withdrawal 


of volunteers. If they would then co-operate to the 


point that the withdrawal had actually begun, the moment 


would then be appropriate to open conversations. It 


would be even more appropriate if in the interval 


Italian anti-British propaganda had died down. 


Coming to what he would do when Count Grandi 


returned on Monday, he would like to say that Friday's 


conversations had been fully considered; that in our 


view the time was not yet ripe for a formal opening of 


conversations in Romes on the other hand, that we did 


desire to improve Anglo-Italian relations, but that we 


could not expect to make much progress until some 


preparatory work had been done espe ially in connection 


with Spain. In the meanwhile, we would be very ready 


to continue informal conversations in London such as had 


recently been taking place, in order to prepare for the 


public opening in Rome. In fact, he would insist on the 


ordinary procedure to prepare for the formal opening. 


He recognised that the Cabinet might take a different view, 


but he himself did not feel justified in taking the grave 


risk which he believed to be involved. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said he had been 


very glad to hear the Foreign Secretary begin by defining 


o
the difference as cn  BP to methods. In other words, as
to timing,, This was very important. There was no 
dispute that the Government wanted conversations with 
Signor Mussolini. The question was one of when and how. 
That was the nature of the difference. He could not see 
how it could be argued that we did not want conversations. 
That had been the case ever since the Prime Minister's 
demarche last July and rje had made our attitude public. 
Only three weeks ago, the Foreign Secretary had made plain 



to the French Government that we were not contemplating 


recognition of Italy's position in Abyssinia in 


isolation. But we had given a whole list of questions 


which we hoped to get settledo In this connection he 


read the following extract from a telegram from the 


Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs describing a 


long and very satisfactory conversation with 


M. Chautemps and M. Delbos at the Quai d'Orsay (Geneva 


Telegram Ho, 2 of the 26th January):- On 


On one point we were quite clear. We 

considered that we could only grant de jjure 

recognition as part of a general 

appeasement which would include such 

questions as the Libya garrison, propaganda, 

Spain, the Red Sea and possibly some 

demilitarisation in the Mediterranean itself. 

Such an agreement, if concluded, could 

fairly be represented to the League of 

Nations as a contribution to peace and as 

justifying action on its part to free its 

Members to grant recognition. The French 

Ministers appeared entirely to share these 

views, 


Our general attitude, therefore, was quite 


clear but he agreed that the question of time was 


important. The Foreign Secretary had asked why 


Signor Mussolini wanted conversations now. He himself 


did not dispute that recent events might well have 


made Signor Mussolini more eager. He recalled, however, 


that the Duce had long wanted these conversations. 


It was impossible to argue, therefore, that Signor 


Mussolini wanted the conversations solely in order to 


obtain a sudden advantage that would enable him to 


recover credit after the loss of prestige due to 


events in Austria. The truth was that the Italian 


Government had shown itself anxious for the conversations 


for six months past. They had said so again and again, 


Signor Mussolini had wanted the conversations long 


before the Austrian trouble, though he might want them 


more now, 




The Chancellor continuing said that the Foreign 


Secretary, who had special sources of information not 


available to the Cabinet, asked himself whether the 


present proposal was not a trap. He himself did not see 


how we could go on saying that we were anxious to have 


conversations, but always refuse to get to grips. He 


would not feel that this was right even is he were more 


confident than he was of the prospects of success - and 


he was not particularly confident of this. He did not 


propose that we should recognise the Italian position in 


Abyssinia unless we got what we required in return, e.g. , 

in regard to Spain. Were we so sure that we could not get 


agreement that we were right in refusing conversations? 


The Government would be open to very serious rebuke if 


the history of the last six months was reviewed, and it 


was realised that when this invitation reached them, they 


had done nothingc He agreed that the announcement made 


on the previous evening by the Italian Embassy had been 


bad, but that was only characteristic of Italian methods.1 


that did not Justify us in declining conversations that, 


we had talked about for six months. He agreed that events 


in Austria might have added to Signor MussoliniTs desire 


for the conversations, but that rather added than other
wise to the importance of this approach. Was it an 


exaggeration to say now that Italy must make a choice? 


There was one other consideration that had not yet been 


mentioned. He was not referring to the financial factor? 


important as it was, but to the feeling that existed all 


over the country, that we could only watch the Austrian 


situation nnd were powerless to do anything. He felt 




that all the more strongly because at Stresa he had said 


that the integrity of Austria vas a British interest. It 


was true that he had never promised that we would 


intervene, but everywhere in Europe people were realising 


that we were impotent.. There would be a great advantage 


at the present time in any positive step. It would have 


a useful effect in the House of Commons if we could show 


that we were seizing the appropriate opportunity offered 


by Italy which might produce a result. If the 


Italian intentions should, in fact, be genuine, it would 


be a grave error to have refused it. There would then be 


no doubt as to which side Italy would 30 in Europe. It 


was not sound, therefore,to say that while we favoured 


conversations, we thought the present moment inopportune. 


To take a positive step at the present time would put 


us in the position of playing the part of a great Power, 


but to say "not yesterday, not to-day, not to-morrow, 


but perhaps some day" would have the opposite effect. 


He thought, therefore, that the issue was one of time, 


and that the appropriate time was now. 


The Lord President of the Council said he would 


have preferred to hear the opinions of more of his 


colleagues since as yet his views were rather inchoate. 


When the Foreign Secretary had been speaking, he had 


felt the force of the argument that it would not be at 


all unreasonable to tell Count Grandi that we were 


quite keen on pursuing the conversations, but that the 


present moment was not a very good one, and that if 


the Italians disliked this, we should insist on their 


showing some evidence of good faith. On that point, 




however, he felt that the Cabinet must form their 


judgment on the effect produced on the Prime Minister and 


Foreign Secretary of the results that that kind of line 


was likely to have with Count Grandi. After what had 


happened during the last few months, and the numerous 


postponements, he could imagine that such a course might 


produce an adverse effect on the Italian Government 


disproportionate to our intentions Having said that, he 

could not quite understand why the Foreign Secretary 


contemplated conversations at all, He could quite imagine 


his saying that the subjects were so difficult and 


unpalatable that we could not face discussions, but that 


was not the position. He could see that recent events 


might make some people disposed to oppose conversations 


with Germany - though he hvjped the Government would not 


adopt that view - but he himself was glad of an 


opportunity to redress the deplorable impression produced 


in Austria by "Gangster" methods- He was apprehensive 


lest we should postpone too long and lose our opportunity. 


In August he himself had been acting for t he Foreign 


Secretary who was away. At that time he had supposed that 


conversations with Italy were to begin in a month. Now 


six months had elapsed without any conversations. During 


these months things had happened and conditions did not 


get any easier. His own disposition was not to delay. 


He was doubtful also as to whether we should insist on 


evidence of.-Xtalian good-will. It might be that this did 


not exist, and he would be very watchful and even 


suspicious, but because agreement had not been reached 




over Spain or over propaganda, he did not thinlc that that 


was a reason for saying we would not talk about these 


things. He felt much the same in regard to conversations 


with Germany. He drew attention to recent telegrams 


from His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin, who made it 


quite clear that this might be our only chance of reaching 


agreement. We ought to act as though we hoped to achieve 


the best, but be prepared for the worst. Delay would 


not help us at all. If it v/as true that, as the Foreign 


Secretary had suggested, Signor Mussolini had in his 


pocket a post-dated cheque from Germany, delay would not 


help. He would keep the suggestion in mind, however, 


and try to produce a situation in v/hich the cheque would 


never be presented. 


The Lord Chancellor said he was 


prepared to aoproach the question from the point of view 


that it might be true that the Italians \yere not to be 


relied on. They had betrayed the Triple Alliance at the 


outbreak of war. That was ah argument not against 


immediate conversations, but against conversations at all. 


The Government had, however, already decided on 


conversationso The question, therefore, was solely one 


of time. If we rejected conversations now, negotiations 


might not be any easier thereafter. This was the accepted 


time for Italy, so we ought to concur. Even if 


Mussolini's motive was one of getting prestige, that 


should not really make any difference for us. If we were 


to turn his proposals down now, it would be an inducement 


to Italy to launch into some adventure and call on 


Germany to honour her undertaking, whatever it might be. 
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If we were to hold conversations now, the Italians 


might decide not to go forward, with their supposed 


adventure or to call on Germans for support. He could 


not see what we had to lose by going forward with the 


conversations. Whether they took olace to-morrow or a 


month hence, we were equally exposed to the risk of 


Italian bad faith. Finally, he added that he did not 


see how we could expect the Italians at this stage to 


give up the important card they held over the volunteers 


in Spain, 


The Home Secretary said that his views were so 


well known that he was almost reluctant to speak. There 


were two considerations that impressed him; first, that 


a study, not only of the last six months, but of the last 


twelve years, showed that we had always been too late; 


the second, that the alternative to conversations now 


was no conversations - we should get no second chance. 


The real alternative indeed was one even more grim than 


the prospect that had been held out by the Minister 


for Co-ordination of Defence at the last meeting of the 


Cabinet. In addition, Europe would be divided 


into two camps. That would involve us in approaching 


our defensive position in a totally different manner, 


which would affect the whole national life. We should 


have to prepare here and now for a war emergency. That 


was what every successive Chief of Staff reported 


practically at every meeting of the Committee of 




Imperial Defence. Consequently, we ought to decide in 


favour of immediate conversations, but we should keep our 


eyes open and make clear to the country that we are not 


yielding to the Dictators. The risk of any other course 


was so great, that there was really no alternative. 




The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence agreed 


with t hose who had spoken before. The suggestion had 


been made tĥ .t Signor liussolini had a bargain with Herr 


Hitler. It had also been said that he did not like 


what had happened in Austria. If so he should be in a 


better mood. After the Prime Minister's letter of last 


August, if no conversations took place, Signor Jussolini 


would say that this was a final determination on our 


part not to proceedo Mussolini was subjected to troubles 


in Abyssinia and to economic difficulties. If we refused 


to converse with him the effect might well be for him to 


start making his plunge with a view to rushing into action 


before his situation became desperate. In fact a refusal 


v/as almost calculated to provoke an attack. He himself was 


not much impressed lay the prestige argument. Only the 


strong and self-reliant could afford to ignore prestige. If 


we went ahead with the conversations that would be the 


natural sequence of events. If we did not people would 


say "The Cabinet has changed its mind". The only objection 


v/as that people might say that the decision was due to what 


had happened in Austria. That did not appeal to him as much 


of a reason for desisting. He thought we should pursue the 


conversations. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty asked what was the 
nature of the post-dated cheque which Mussolini was supposed 
to have received from Hitler. He himself believed that 
Italy had all the time been apprehensive of eventual attack 
by MS, and that if there were a post-dated cheque it probably 
consisted in a promise by Germany to support him against 
that eventuality. As it would never arise, there was 
not much risk. It ought to be remembered that after the 



Hyon Conference Italy had withdrawn her submarines from 


the Western Mediterranean, The only post-Hyon attack 


had been by a submarine with non-Italian personnel,. '.'.e 

appreciated the danger of a hostile Italy in the 


Mediterranean, but even if we spent double what we now 


proposed, we could not provide adequately to meet it. He 


was impressed by what the Foreign Secretary had said, 


and more particular by his instinct, based, of course, 


on immersion in foreign affairs, that the time for 


-conversations was inappropriate, but he gathered that 


his colleague agreed to conversations later. If the 


choice lay between now and a month hence, he might agree. 


He himself thought, however, that the moment was now* 


The Dominions Secretary was anxious, like his 


colleagues, that the conversations should be pursued and 


followed up, if only in order to make some progress in 


reducing the number of enemies with which the Chiefs of 


Staff were so gravely concerned. All agreed on that, 


but it was a matter of timing. He gathered that the 


Prime Minister proposed to make an announcement on Monday, 


The Prime Minister said that the proposed announce
ment would only be to Count Grandi, and not to the world. 


The Dominions Secretary said that if the announcement 


were made to the Ambassador, it would be difficult to 


avoid announcing it publicly. This was illustrated by 


the Italian Embassy's announcement on the previous day. 


He thought the Foreign Secretary would have to say somethir 


in the House of Commons, In normal circumstances careful 


XDroparation was necessary before a conference.. Today, 


perhaps, circumstances wero abnormal,, and there might be, a 




the Prime Minister had said, an opportunity that vo could 
not miss, hut even so we ought to make sure that there 
was a reasonable chance of making headway, or at least 
of our not being made to look foolish later, before we 
committed ourselves. He gathered that the Foreign 
Secretary appreciated that there existed some German-
Italian bargain. Signor Mussolini'-s attitude certainly 
was rather strange. It might, of course, be that he 
had weakened Italy by his Abyssinian and Spanish 
adventures, but the other explanation that there had 
been a bargain was an equally plausible one. So before 
announcing the conversations he would like to be clear 
that Signor hussolini would not thereafter send further 
reinforcements to Spain, or issue encouraging messages 
to General Franco, as he had done before. He thought 
our prestige would suffer from an immediate acceptance 
of conversations, and the Government would be asked if 
they had received any assurances. Consequently we ought 
to obtain that kind of assurance about Spain. He 
would, therefore, support the Foreign Secretary to the 
point of insisting on some such assurance, and he would 
also try for the acceptance of our formula over the 
withdrawal of volunteers in Spain. We should be 
in a stronger position if we could get that. He did 
not think that if Signor Mussolini really wanted con
versations he could object to that. Consequently his 
proposal was that we sho.i\ld not say to Count Grandi 
"We will enter into conversations". He would, say that 
we wanted the conversations^ but that we wanted certain 
assurances first, and We might quite possibly get them. 



So, although he wanted conversations, he would not he 


precipitate in acceptance. He agreed with the Hone 


Secretary that the Government would encounter political 


criticism at home. He was impressed with what the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer had said to the effect that 


after events in Austria public opinion might be inclined 


to receive the announcement with relief. It had to be 


remembered, however, that there were different currents 


of public opinion, and that a large number of people 


detested Italy, At one time lir. Churchill had been among 


thoseo Caution, therefore, was necessary. 


The "Minister of Labour pointed out that in spite of 


Hitler's action in Austria, nothing had been done by 


the Stresa Powers. If there were any chance of securing 


Signor fiussolini's return to his original position we 


ought not to lose the chance. The time for conversations 


was no We 

The Secretary of State for India realised that this 


was a difficult decision for the Cabinet. He appreciated 


the suggestions of the Dominions Secretary about Spain, 


The attitude of Count Grandi had been unsatisfactory 


in so much as he had receded from his previous optimism. 


It almost looked as though between the morning and after
noon meetings of the previous day, he must have consulted 


his Government. There was another consideration of 


gravity that had not been mentioned. What would be the 


effect of a sudden approach to Signor Mussolini, 


surrounded by a lot of publicity, on Hitler himself? 


What would be the effect on our relations with Germany? 


Neither Mussolini nor Hitler was a comfortable bedfellow, 


but he himself was conscious of the importance of the 




improvement of our relations with one or another. He 


thought the prospects with Germany were better than with 


Italy, so he hesitated to take any step that might retard 


an improvement in our relations with Germany. On the 


whole an improvement of relations with Geraany would be 


a better bargain than with Italy. He had not a great 


opinion of the Italians as people with whom to go tiger 


hunting. That was a consideration he could :iot get 


out of his mind. The Germans were rather a stupid 


people in political questions, but they could hardly 


overlook that Anglo-Italian conversations at this moment 


might weaken the Rome-Berlin Axis. -Thatever assurances 


we gave they would assume that our fundamental object was 


to detach Italy. He would like to know the Foreign 


Secretary's view on that point. His own view v/as that it 


would be better to postpone the conversations ofr a time. 


If Signor Mussolini reaLly wanted thern to covtinue, why 


should he object? 


The Minister of Health said he appreciated the point 


of view of the Foreign Secretary and Dominions Secretary, 


but he thought they had failed to realise the immediate 


dangers of the situation. In his view it would be asking 


too much to expect Signor Mussolini to give up one of his 


strong cards (over Spain) before the conversations began. 


If the results of the conversations were satisfactory in 


regard to Spain, everyone would be satisfied. 


(The Foreign Secretary indicated dissent). 


He thought therefore^ that we should seize the present 


opportunity. If on Monday Count Grandi was informed that 


we were not willing to continue, that would be an end 


of the prospect of conversations. If we accepted, many 


people would get relief by reducing the number of our 




enemies. After the recent report by the Minister for 


Go-ordination of Defence we certainly ought to try and 


reduce the number of our enemies, There were risks 


in every course, but he thought we should try to come 


to terms with Italy. 


The Secretary of St. to for War understood 
tho Foreign Secretary'a reluctance to embark on 
the conversations in view of previous experience, 
but if, as was not disputed,, v/c i/rust have con
vcrsations some time, why not now? The Prime 
Minister had said that this was O:\Q of the 
decisive moments in history. If that view was 
accepted, the only answer was "Now", Events in 
Austria had left the world breathless, e were 
losing the confidence of all the South European States. 
Events in Austria had shown them that they could not 
reljr on France and ourselves to act. lie had heard the 
suggestion that some deal had been made between Hitler 
and Mussolini, ."e could clarify that by means of 
conversations, because Italy could not reach agreement 
with us if she had done a deal. He asked himself 
a question as to who would be pleased if we refused the 
conversations. Not the South European States. German
alone would be pleased. The Secretary of State for 
India had said that he would not care to go tiger 
hunting with the Italians, but the Germans were tiger 
hunting now. If Germany were to gain the belief that 
she had an open field, and that we ceuld do nothing, the 
results would be. incalculable. It was time that Signor 
Mussolini might gain some kudos from immediate con
versations, but many people would dorivc encouragement. 



enemies. After the recent report by the Minister for 


Go-ordination of Defence we certainly ought to try and 


reduce the number of our enemies. There were risks 


in every course, but he thought we should try to come 


to terms with Italy. 


The Secretary of St..to for V/ar understood 
the Foreign Secretary^ reluctance to embark on 
the conversations in view of previous oxporiencef 

but iff as was not disputed,, v/c must have con
vcrsations some time, why not now? The Prime 
Minister had said that this was 0:10 of the 
decisive moments in history. If that view was 
accepted, the only answer was "How". Events in 
Austria had left the world breathless. e were 
losing the confidence of all the South European States. 
Events in Austria had shown them that they could not 
rely on France and ourselves to act. He had heard the 
suggestion that some deal had been made between Hitler 
and Mussolini. "."e could clarify that by means of 
conversations, because Italy could not reach agreement 
with us if she had done a deal. He asked himself 
a question as to who would be pleased if we refused the 
conversations. Not the South European States. Germao 
alone would be pleased. The Secretary of State for 
India had said that he would not care to go tiger 
hunting with the Italians, but the Germans were tiger 
hunting now. If Germany were to gain the belief that 
she had an open field, and that we could do nothing, the 
results would be.incalculable. It was true that Signor 
Mussolini might gain some kudos from immediate con
versations, but many people would derive encouragement. 



If we neglected the present opportunity, we might say 


goodbye to all negotiations. Count G-randi had been 


summoned to meet the Prime Hinister and the Foreign 


Secretary. He had informed Signor Mussolini. To 


answer that we had found some new reason for postponement 


would be almost to invite an aggression.. 


The President of the Board of Education said he 


had tried to put himself into the shoes of Italy
e 


Signor Mussolini had lost prestige. If he could not 


get the conversations now, he would put the blame on 


us. We might be able to get more from him today than 


we could by postponements As to Spain, he did not 


agree with the Dominions Secretary^ He recalled that 


the Germans had wanted to get out of Spain some time 


ago? but had been unable to extricate their troops. Sig
nor Mussolini probably had the same idea today, and if 


he were granted the conversations, he would use them 


for that purpose. Otherwise, he would not withdraw his 


troops. Up to now our attitude had been somewhat 


negative. If Signor Mussolini could not see a change, 


he would regard it as one of hostility. He did not 


think that many people would say that we were running 


after Italy in consequence of what had happened in 


Austria, although they might sa3' that our object was to 


avoid the colonial issue. i:e thought that the 


conversations should take place now and not later. 
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The President of the Board of Trade said it was 


impossible for an ordinary member of the Cabinet to decide 


what was the intention of Italy., The very fact that the 


Foreign Secretary and the Prime Minister disagreed made it 


the more difficult. If the Prime Minister was right in his 


estimate of the position, the effect of a refusal of 


conversations would be disastrous,. There was no middle 


position between conversations now and later. After all 


that had happened, ananti-climax of that kind would be 


tantamount to a refusal. If Signor Mussolini was sincere, 


that refusal would be a disaster. - If that was the case, 


what we stood to lose by conversations was nothing compared 


with what we were certain to lose by refusal. He agreed 


that immediate conversations would involve political 


difficulties here but that would be equally true at any other 


time. Moreover, events in Austria should tend to reduce 


that opposition. As to the prestige argument, if that were 


a right one, it was an argument against reaching an agreement 


at any time. If Signor Mussolini was going to cash a post
dated cheque in a few weeks, he would not want this 


temporary prestige0 As to the suggestion that we should 


demand proofs of Mussolini's goodwill, he thought that that 


was too much to ask. The Americans were in the habit of 


demanding agreement to all their desiderata before the 


negotiations took place. That, however, was peculiar to 


that nation. Signor Mussolini could not be expected to give 


up his position over the withdrawal of troops from Spain 


beforehand. Withdrawal would, in any event, be a blow 


to his prestige which he could only cover by an agreement 


with us. He would distinguish, however, between demanding 


a withdrawal of troops and that he should not send re
infoi*eementso When entering on a negotiation, we were 




entitled to say that each side was at liberty to alter the 


situation to meet their own requirements. 


The Minister of Transport supported the Prime 


Minister's view both as to the course to be taken and the 


method. Nothing would damage Signor Mussolini's prestige 


so much as the admission that Brescia and other north 


Italian towns must be friends with Austria. Memories there 


were too long. When the Rhineland occupation took place, 


the Germans had been surprised that nothing had happened,, 


This time they.would accept some move. He himself had 


long experience in negotiations with Italians0 It was 


important to concentrate on the essentials and leave them 


to make play with the non-essentials. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said 


that the difficulties of the issue before the Cabinet were 


proved by the fact that the Prime Minister and the Foreign 


Secretary differed,. There would certainly be criticism 


of a decision in favour of conversations and, in this respect, 


he shared the view of the Secretary of State for India
c 


He thought, however that the prestige argument did not go 


very far. Would Turkey and other countries, for example, 


think that we had gone into these conversations under the 


inspiration of fear? He thought not. There had been talk 


of a deal between Hitler and Mussolini, but Hitler had felt 


able to take action against Austria because Mussolini had 


been weakened by his adventures in Spain and Abyssinia. When 


he reviewed everything that had happened, he reluctantly 


came down in favour of going ahead with the conversations. 


He though^, however, that we ought to obtain some assurance 


on the lines suggested by the Dominions Secretary and the 


President of the Board of Trade, for example, that nothing 


should be done by one nation to the detriment of the other. 




He thought, however, that we should go further than this. 


During the negotiations, we might find ourselves in a 


position of being blackmailed to give up something essential 


lest we should have the responsibility of breaking off 


negotiations. The situation would then be worse than it 


was now. It was rather difficult to find suitable 


assurances, but he would try and obtain them in regard to 


Spain. If we could not get them, he would still be in 


favour of going on with the conversations. 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies said that 


his position approached that of the Secretary of State for 


India and he had rather hoped that we should have started 


conversations first with Germany. Two events had happened, 


however. First the episode at Berchtesg a den and then 


Count Grandi's visit to Downing Street. After this, it 


would be a mistake to postpone conversations or to bargain 


about the conditions of negotiations. If we did not go 


ahead our last chance would be lost. Of the two, he 

himself preferred Hitler to Mussolini, Germany to Italy, 


tout, in view of recent events, he thought it right that we 


should go forward and start conversations with the Italians 


as soon as possible. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland said that until 


he saw exactly what our objective was in the conversations, 


he saw the utmost danger in going ahead. If we did not 


intend to stand firm on a point like Spain, there would be 


great danger both in our own counsels and in Parliament. 


He would be apprehensive lest Signor Mussolini at some point 


might say "Close now or I break off negoai&tions". The 


reason we were contemplating these negotiations was at bottom 


due to fear. Small nations could see this as well as we 


could. It was as likely to be interpreted as action due to 




fear as to courage0 The bloc of powers in the Middle 


East, Ibn Saud, Iraq, e t c , would say that England too 


was yielding to the Dictatorso In effect, we should be 


entering on conversations which we had undertaken cto 


bring to a successful conclusion. (A good deal of 


dissent was expressed to the latter observation.) 


The Secretary of State for Air said everyone 


agreed we had contemplated conversations with Italy. Other
wise he doubted if the Cabinet would have been content with 


the figures for expenditure on armaments large as those 


figures were. The decision that had been taken, however, 


rendered it impossible for us to reinforce Egypt 


adequately except by exposing our home front to danger. 


He realised that the conversations would be difficult, 


but there was a change of a reasonable agreement. He 


shared the general mistrust of the Italians but that 


struck at the argument not of time but of having 


conversations at all. It was said that a Dictator could 


swing public opinion as he wished, but it would be much 


harder for Mussolini to swing Italian opinion against 


this country after an agreemimt, We could not ask Italy 


to give up her principal cards before the conversations. 


There were times when Governments ought to take a lead 


and this was such a time. If it were true that the 


country would be ir, jeopardy, if we could not bring 


off a success, then vie ought to make the attempt. 


Generally speaking, the feeling of the country was 


strongly in favour of peace and this argument would, he 


thought, beat down every other consideration. He did 


not believe that conversations with Italy would destroy 


the prospects with Germany. 


The Prime Minister said that everyone had now 


expressed their view and there was no doubt as to the 


general opinion. The circumstances were exceptional 




and it would not "be possible to have a long delay on a prior 


negotiation before the proper negotiations openedo That did 


not mean that v/e shovjd obtain no assuranceso He recalled 


that at the end of the conversations c.*i the previous * day? 

Count Grandi had promised to consult his Government on the 


question of the formula for the withdrawal of troops from 


Spain. If, on Monday, he could give a satisfactory answer 


so ranch the better, but if he could not, he felt that we 


should not refuse the conversations in Rome. There was, 


however, a second suggestion, namely, of stipulating that 


no reinforcements should be sent to Spain. The difficulty 


he saw there was that the Italians might say that their action 


must depend on the action of others. That dilemma was 


certain to arise. 


The Foreign Secretary expressed his thanks to his 


colleagues. He realised that his own point of view jtead 


not carried conviction and hoped that this was due to the 


merits of his case and not to his presentation,. Everyone 


recognised that there were risks in the course now proposed. 


He felt that a good deal might be lost by undertaking the 


conversations. As to how the world viewed them: - we 

could not ajinounoe that Austria would come into the field 


Of the powvejcsations and people would say that we were 


negotiating about Spain and Abyssinia, 


The Prime Minister added "and the various questions 


in the Mediterranean and propaganda". 


The Foreign Secretary continuing said that, 


following so clo-sely on events in Austria, it would bo r̂ oii 


that we were going top̂ anô wiaji That was the meaning of 


what Mussolini had *sej£ to the Earl of Perth and Lady 




Chamberlain,, Consequently our prestige would be lowered. 


It would not be the same if we were to make rapid progress 


with the Spanish problem,, He agreed that we could not expect 


a satisfactory assurance on Spain before the conversations but 


that shov/ed the difficulty of getting an answer at all. 


He felt it conceivable that if Signor Mussolini really wanted 


the conversationr. he might give an assurance after all. We 


were only asking Signor Mussolini to put us in a position to 


make progress on a point on which Italy alone was holding us 


up and where everyone else would give their assent. To give 


their assent was not a surrender on his parto It might be 


true that Mussolini wanted to get out of Spain but, on the 


other hand, he might have wanted to make a deal with Gei-manye 


Listening to Count Grandi had made him realise how difficult 


the Italians were to deal with. All he suggested, therefore, 


was that some progress should be made with Spain before a 


public answer was given. He said that he had received a 


note from the French Government on the Austrian situation 


which ought to be considered almost at once6 He thought it 


would be necessary to announce our policy in regard to Austria 


very shortly. 


Turning to the question of Italian conversations, 


he said he felt bound to say that he coulu not recommend to 


the House of Commons and argue in favour of a course in 


which he did not agree. If his colleagues decided against his 


view, he hoped they would find someone else to help them to 


carry through this decision. 


In reply to a request for an explanation, he said 


he could not recommend to the House of Commons a course in 


which he did not believe. 




The Prime Minister said that that was a distressing 


situation. The more so, because he himself held the 


opposite view so strongly that he could not accept any other 


decision. In the circumstances, he thought that the right 


course would be to adjourn until the following evening. 


In the course of a short discussion which followed 


emphasis was laid on the fact that the Cabinet were dealing 


not with a question of principle but with a question of 


method and timing. A resignation should only take place 


on a question of principle. Examples were given from 


personal experience cf a yielding to the views of the 


majority of the Cabinet on questions that did not involve 


principle, however important that might be. 


A suggestion was made that in order to meet the 


difficulties of the Foreign Secretary, Count Grandi should be 


asked to agree to include in the announcement a statement 


that a decision on Spain would be an important element in 


the success of the conversations. 


At the end of the meeting, the Prime Minister said 


that the Foreign Secretary was well aware of the extent of 


his own regard and his recognition of the great service he 


had renderedo He deeply deplored the present difference 


of opinion. The issue was a large one. He knew that the 


Foreign Secretary had h 'vd cm-anxious and worrying time. To take 


a (iejni-SJLan hastily in those circumstances would be wrong" 


He hoped, therefore, that the decision might be considered as 


postponed until the following day. 


The Cabinet agreed; 


To adjourn until the following day at 

3.0 pmtf 
a


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


19th February, 1938, 
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A F P E H I i I X 


DRAFrOF DggPATCH FROM THE SECRETLY OF STATS 

FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS TO H.M. AMBASSADOR AT ROMS. 


Foreign Office, 


18th February, 1938. 


My Lord, 


The Prime Minister asked Count Grandi to come and 


call at No. 10, Dov/ning Street to-day when a conversation took 


place on the European situation in general and Anglo-Italian 


conversations in particular. The Prime Minister began by
remarking upon the anxious international situation with which 


we were faced.- Austria was the most recent developrrent. Count 


Grandi indicated that he regretted what had happened in that 


country. The Prime Minister continued that he wished to be 


absolutely frank: that many people were saying that there was 


some agreement between Germany and Italy in the matter. The 


ambassador assured the Prime Minister that there was none. 


Italy had indeed, been expecting this to happen - it had not 


in that sense come as a surprise to them, but it was not the 


result of an agreement. Count Grandi thought it remarkable 


that during the past three years since Stresa Signor Mussolini 


had been able to-preserve the integrity of events in Austria, 


despite the divergence of views on other matters between this 


country and France on the one hand and his country on the other. 


Now, when the event had occurred, the?,re was nothing to. be done 


owing to the state of relations between the Stresa Powers. 


2.. On the Prime Minister suggesting that all was not yet 


lost in Austria, Count Grandi said that possibly we were only at 


the end ef the third act of four. In $he..view of Italy, however, 


Earl of Perth, 

ROME. 




Germany was now at the Brenner. It was impossible for 


Italy to be left alone in the world with two great potential 


enemies - Germany and Great Britain. 


3. Count Grandi gave a detailed account of Anglo-


Italian relations since Stresa and emphasised particularly 


that the post-sanctions period had been worse than the 


sanctions period itself; Disappointments had further 


poisoned the atmosphere. After the Gentlemen1s Agreement 


of a year ago the hopes then maintained were not fulfilled. 


After the July exchange of letters between Signor Mussolini 


and Mr. Chamberlain, there had been a happy fortnight which 


had again been marred by events in the Mediterranean. 


Now the Italian Government were asking themselves whether 


His Majesty's Government really meant to open conversations. 


4. The Prime Minister then drew Count Grandi's 


attention to a phrase used by Count Ciano and reported by 


Your Excellency in your telegram No. 73, to the effect that 


an early start should be made with Anglo-Italian conversation 


in view of the possibility of certain future happenings. 


The Prime Minister also mentioned that he had received a 


message from Lady Chamberlain repor ting a conversation in 


which Count Ciano had used very similar language to her. 


He had urged the earliest opening of conversations, adding 


"things are happening in Europe which will make it 


impossible tomorrow". The Prime Minister asked Count 


Grandi whether he could throw any light on these phrases. 


Count Grandi replied that he had explained that Italy 


could not in present conditions visualise the possibility 




of "both Germany and Great Britain being hostile to her, If 


it was impossible to improve relations with Great Britain, 


then it would be necessary for Italy to draw still closer 


to Germany,, The decision would then be final. It was 


not final yet, but there was very little time left. 


5. In reply to further questions, Count Grandi 


explained that in the view of the Italian Government the 


conversations should include everything and we could both 


raise any subject that we desired.^ He also explained that 


the Italian Government desired that the conversations should 


take place in Rome because it had originally been the 


intention that they should take place in that capital, last 


September. The Prime Minister explained that he did not 


think any final decision in that sense had been taken and 


explained that in his mind he thought it would be possible 


for progress to be made between Count Grandi and myself in 


London and that at the final stage Count Ciano might have 


been brought in by a visit to London. Count Grandi 


explained that these were very delicate matters, but that he 


thought that Count Ciano would wish to be in the 


conversations from the beginning, as had originally been 


intended. He therefore did not think it would be possible 


for conversations to be held with the best chance of success 


anywhere but in Rome. 


6. Count Grandi was then asked what effect the opening 


of conversations might have on the Italian attitude towards 


Austria. Count Grandi replied that it was difficult for him 


to answer that except to say that it would give his people more 


courage. On being asked whether the Italian Government could now 




exchange views with the other Stresa signatories on the subject 


of Austria, the Ambassador made it clear that his Government 


would not be able to do that - indeed, he said he had no 


instructions at all to mention Austria. 


7. The conversation then turned to the Soanish problem. 


Count Grandi was asked whether he was yet in a position to give 


the reply of his Government on the subject of the formula for 


the withdrawal of volunteers from Spain which had been proposed 


to him ten days ago. The Ambassador replied that he was afraid 


that he had perhaps been a little optimistic in his conversa
tion v/ith rae about the formula proposed. His Government had now 


instructed him to ask for certain clarifications. Perhaps he 


could explain these to me or Lord Plymouth in the near future. 


The Ambassador appeared to indicate, however, that if conversa
tions could be opened these difficulties would not be serious. 


8. As to the Spanish question generally, Count Grandi main
tained that it would be a mistake to hold up progress in Anglo-


Italian conversations on account of a question in which others 


were involved besides ourselves. It would be hardly possible 


to maintain that the development of Anglo-Italian relations 


must depend on other nations agreeing with us about the with
drawal of volunteers. 


9. At the conclusion of the conversation, the Prime Minister 


asked Count Grandi to return at 3 o'clock, explaining that 


he wished in the interval to have an opportunity to talk over 


the situation with me. 




10. The Prime Minister then explained, to me that in his 


view the right course to nursue was now to tell Count Grandi when 


he came at 3 p.m. that we were willing to ooen conversations in 


Rome and that Lord Perth would be seit for back to London in order 


that he might receive his instructions to enable him to represent 


His Majesty's Government in these conversations. Since I felt 


unable to agree to that course, the Prime Minister as good enough 


to agree to call a Cabinet for Saturday afternoon. 


11. When he called again at 3 p.m. Count Grandi was there
fore informed by the Prime Minister that he prooosed to consult 


his colleagues on the outcome of the conversations which had 


taken place between us and that he would see Count Grandi again 


on Monday to give him the considered view of His Majesty's 


Government. 


12. Meanwhile the Prime Minister and I had agreed that it 


would be desirable if we could at the second interview obtain 


some clarification of the Italian Government's attitude towards 


our proposed formula for the withdrawal of volunteers. At the 


second interview the prime Minister therefore told Count Grandi 


that he had understood from the conversation of the morning that 


the Italian Government would be in a position to accept our 


proposals in resnect of the withdrawal of volunteers if 


:
conversations were opened at once. Count "i-randi explained that 


he did not think that he had made himself quite clear. The 


formula I had orooosed to him was a very difficult one for the 


Italian Government to accept. Indeed in its present form it 




seemed to be a trap. He had, as be had told us in the morning, 


been over-optimistic oerhaos in his conversation with me. 


Nonetheless the Italian Government wished to make progress and 


he was wondering whether the best course would not be to leave 


the question of what constituted a sub-.tantial withdrawal to 


be settled by the commissions in Spain in conjunction with the 


two parties. It would not be possible for the Italian 


Government to accept a formula which would have the appearance 


of letting down General Franco. It was explained to Count 


Grandi that the whole purpose of the formula was to avoid 


that. Since it was maintained by the partisans of each side 


in Spain that the number of volunteer; was larger on their 


oononenfs side, it was difficult to see how such an impression 


could be created. Count Grandi eventually said that he would 


consult his Government further on this question. 
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?. C R E T. C A B I N E T 7(38). Copy No. 


CONCLUSIONS of a"Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, S. W. 1., on SUNDAY, 


20th FE3RUARY, 1938, at 3 p.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P. ,

(in the Chair). 
Prime Minister. 


pile Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, C C S  . I., 

G.C.V.0. , O.B.E., A.C., M. P. ,

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


the Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


tie Right H*n. 

Anthnny Eden, M.C., M.P. ,

Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


Che Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C.S.I. , CC.I.E. , 

Secretary of State for India-


Phe Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E. , K.C.., 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for Ytfar. 


Se Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M. C , M.P. ,

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


'he Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M. C , K. C , M.P. , 


I
Minister of Agriculture and 

 Fisheries. 
H 
f

i

 Right Hrri. 
Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., 

 Minister of Health. 

The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K. C , 

C C S . I . , G.C-I-E. ,

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, St., 

G.C.S.I., CB.E. , C M . C , M.P. ,

Secretary of State for Home Affairs 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P. ,

Secretary of State for Dominion-

Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M. P., 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hon. 

A.. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P., 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E., M.C. 

Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M. C , M-P. ,

President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K. G. , D.S.0. , 

M . C , President of the Board of 

Education. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest .Brown, M. C , M. P^, 

Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M. P. ,

Minister of Transport. 


Lonel sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G-.C.M.C, G.C.V.0 Secretary. 
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 The Cabinet met once more as a matter of urgency 


 to resume consideration of the question of relations 


with Italy, which had. been under discussion at the 


 whole of the Meeting referred to in the margin. 


 The Prime Minister reported that shortly before 


the Meeting of the Cabinet he had heard that the Italian 


Government were going to accept the British formula on 


 withdrawal of volunteers from Spain. 

At 4.4^ p.m. there was an adjournment, during which 


the following Ministers met informally with a view to 


finding a solution of the difficulties th?t had. arisen:-


The Prime Minister, 

m h e Lord President of the Council, 

The Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs, 

The Secretary of State for Dominion 


Affairs, 

The Minister for Co-ordination of 


Defence, 

The President of the Board Trade. 

The Minister of Agriculture a.nd 


Fisheries. 


At 6.10 p.m. the Cabinet, who had. not left the 


building, re-assembled. They were informed that 


during the informal meeting a suggestion had been made 


that when the Prime Minister and. Foreign Secretary saw 


the Italian Ambassador on the following day they should 


make a statement to the following e^eect:
"His Majesty'? Government are enthusiastically 

in favour of conversations. They attach so 

much importance to them that they would have 

preferred a longer time for preparation. 

If this, however, was liable to be misunder
stood, in Italy, they were willing to announce 

an early start. They felt, however, that 

t&ey must make plain that, an agreement on 

Spain must, form an integral part of the 

final arrangement and that no agreement 

eoulr1 be rea.ched without it. Moreover, the 

question of Abyssinia, involved the League of 

Nations, an^ it was hopeless to try and 

obtain the agreement of the League without 

^eing able to announce publicly that, the 

Italians were in fact co-operating over 

Spain". 


The Ministers eoncerne^ har" felt that the adoption of 


that course, in conjunction with Italian agreement to 


the British formula for withdrawal of volunteers from 
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Spain, should ease the situation for the Foreign 


Secretary. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had understood 


that the above proposal depended upon the Italian 


Ambassador confirming officially the information 


already received on the subject of the British formula. 


The Prime Minister agreed. 


The Foreipm Secretary asked for a little time to 


consider this proposal. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To adjourn in order to give the Foreign 

Secretary an opportunity to consider the 

formula proposed by the Lord President 

of the Council and reproduced, above: 


(b) That the following Ministers  namely. 
s


The Prime Minister, 

The Lord President of the Council, 

The Secretary of State for Dominion 


Affairs, 

The Minister fo^ Co-ordination of 


Defence, 

The President of the Board of Trade,, 

m he Minister of Agriculture and 


Fisheries, 


should, re-assemble at Downing Street at 

7.^0 p.m, to hear the decision of the 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 

and, on behalf of the Cabinet, to make 

any further observations to him that they 

might think desirable: 


( c) That the Secretary should be instructed 

to attend the meeting at 7,30 p.m. and 

to inform the Cabinet by written notice 

of the result,x 


-x MOTE. The latter decision was not 

carried, out because, as a 

result of the 730 meeting, 
o
the Prime Minister decided 

to re-assemble the Cabinet 

at 10 pciru 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.-V.1, 


20th February, 1938. 




Prime Minister. 


Right Hon. 

fBir John Simon, C C S . I . , 

jj.C.V.0., O.B.E., X. C. , M.P. , 

jphancellor of the Exchequer. 


Right Hon. 

the Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


Right Hen. 

K i thony Eden, M.C., M.P. , 

j l e c r e t a r y of State for Foreign 

"Affairs. 


post Hon. 

yhe Marquess of Zetland, 

B.C.S.I. , CC.I.E. f 

S e c r e t a r y of State for India. 


Right Hon. 
S i r Thomas Inskip, C.B.E. , K.C, 
is.P., Minister for Co-ordination 
mf Defence. 
Sight Hon. 

pi. Hore-Belisha, M. P. ,

lecretary ef State for War. 


light Hon. 

falter Elliot, M.C., M.P., 

l e c r e t a r y of State for Scotland. 


light Hon. 

f.S. Merrison, M. C. , K.C , M.P., 


Iinister of Agriculture and 

isheries. 

ight Hnn. 

ir Kingsley Wood, M. P. ,
Minister of Health. 
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It is rsquested that special care may be taken to 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, S.W.I., on SUNDAY, 


20th PE3RUARY, 1938, at 3 p.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M. P. ,

(in the Chair). 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, ICC, 

G.C.S.I. , CC.I-E. , 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., 

G.C.S.I., G.B.E., C M . G. , M. P. ,

Secretary of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M. P., 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hon. 

A- Duff Cooper, D.S,0., M. P., 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E., M. C 

Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M. C. , M. P.. ,

President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K.G. , D. S. 0. ,

M.C., President of the Board of 

Education. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M . C , M. P., 

Minister of Labour. 


The Right Horn 

E.L. Burgin, M. P. ,

Minister of Transport. 


[el Sir M.P.A. Hankey, C C B . , G.C.M.G., G.CV..0 Secretary. 




Relations with, to state his position after the time he had had for 


ITALY.


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 6 


(38).


 The Prime Minister asked the Foreign Secretary 


reflection. 


 The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


 that he was grateful for the opportunity afforded for 


reflection. He also thanked the Prime Minister for 


seeing him the same morning. His conclusion as to the 


merits of the position was that he had nothing to add. 


All the facts were before the Cabinet. He could not 


recommend to Parliament a policy with which he was not 


in agreement. He could not disguise,, also, that there 


was a difference of outlook on foreign affairs general
ly between himself and some of his colleagues, including 


the Prime Minister. As an example he mentioned the 


message sent to President Roosevelt at the beginning of 


the yesr. He felt a.lso that some of his colleagues 


thought that opportunities for improving relations with 


Italy and Germany had been missedo The Cabinet had 


before, them a number of very difficult decisions in the 


field of foreign affairs, especially in Central Europe. 


It might, be that he and they would not see eye to eye. 


He himself thought, for example, that our offers in 


the colonial sphere ought to be modified, by what had. 


happened, in Austria, ""here were other instances also 


which he coul^ quote if necessary- He thought, 


therefore, that the best thing for the Cabinet and. 


for the country was to have a. Foreign Secretary with 


wrhom the Prime Minister and his colleagues would, see 


eye to eye. He thanked his colleagues for the years 


of close co-operation, and expressed the hope that he 


would not be an embarrassment to them outside. 


The Prime Minister said that every member of the 


Cabinet, was touched and. grieved, at what, the Foreign 


Secretary ha.̂  said. He was sure that every member 
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would have done anything possible to reconcile such 


differences as existed. The Foreign Secretary had 


corne to discuss the matter with him that morning. 


mhey had found, with deep regret, that the course his 


colleague proposed was the risht one. His opinion 


arose out of a conclusion to which he had only 


recently come, namely, that the difficulties were not 


merely of time and method, hut of deeper outlook. A 


difference on methods and timing would not have 


merited a. severance: hut if the differences were deep 


it was no use trying to patch up on the particular 


issue of method and time that had been under consider
at ion. He had given careful consideration to the idea 


of an attempt to slur over the present, difficulty and 


to postpone resignation until a more favourable moment. 


But even if the Foreign Secretary was willing to 


consider this idea it was hardly fair to the Cabinet. 


Tt was no use asking him to pretend that there were no 


real difficulties. He could not say how much he hated 


losing a colleague to whom he was devoted and with whom 


he had never had a. cross word, but he feared, it was 


inevitable. 


The President of the Board of Trade said that the 


statements made had come as a complete shock to the 


Cabinet. On the previous day he had thought they were 


discussing a point on which he and. some of his 


colleagues had taken a. different view from the Foreign 


Secretary. They were told now that the difference 


between the Foreign Secretary and the Cabinet, was of 


a fundamental kind. If that was the case he felt 


bound, to say that although he had disagreed, with the 


Foreign Secretary on the previous day, he had in 


foreign affairs generally been a whole-hearted supporter 
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of his policy. Tf the new state of affairs meant 


that those who rema.ined in the Cabinet were tied to a 


different policy from that of the Foreign Secretary 


it create^ a difficult situation,: 


The Lord. President ô " the Council also shared, the 


view of the President, of the Board of Trade to some 


extent, In view of what the Prime Minister and the 


Foreign Secretary had said, so far as their position 


was affected there was nothing more to be said.., Put 


this involved wider considerations. *Vhat did these 


differences in fact amount to? The Foreign Secretary 


had spoken of Central Europe. The Cabinet had. not yet 


even discussed that matter. It placed the whole 


Cabinet in a great difficulty, if this formidable 


situation was to be created out of a difference over 


method and timing. On what ground could the Foreign 


Secretary explain the situation publicly? He could, 


not base his resignation on questions that had not 


been before the Cabinet, A few days ago everyone had 


been agreed on the desirability of conversations with 


Italy an'9 Germany. The details depended a goofl deal on 


what happened as the result of Count Gra.ndi's visit on 


^he morrow. Yet resignation would result in a rever
ber^tion throughout, the world. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland, said that this 


was an entirely new situation. On the previous day 


he had agreed that, in view of past difficulties, it 


was not easy not to go on with the conversations. 


Put now a fundamental difference of policy was alleged. 


The Prime Minister said that he was not surprised, 


that his colleagues should speak in that manner. 


He would try and. explain the situation and he hoped, 


the Foreign Secretary would correct him if he made any 
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mistake. What he meant by "a fundamental difference 


of outlook" was that the Foreign Secretary did not 


really agree in *he attempt to get on terms with 


Germany and Italy. He had said, on the previous day 


that one thing that weighed with him was that Italy, 


who desired conversations, had in no way shown good will. 


He had instanced the holding up of the formula on Spain 


as a case in point. Agreement on that would have been 


some indication of good will, .Vhen asked, however, 


he had said that he would not *gree to the conversa
tions even if the Italian Government gave an assurance 


on thai point, He himself had just he^rd that the 


Italians were prepared to accept the British formula. 


The Foreign Secretary would say that that would not 


remove his objections to the conversationsc He had 


got the impression that, the Foreign Secretary did. not 

want the conversations, or, to put it differently, that 


he was much less convinced than he himself of the desir
ability of seizing on the present opportunity of 


conversations and. that he was prepared to postpone them 


even at the risk of no further opportunity for them 


opening.  mhe Cabinet knew that in the ca.se of Germany 


Sir Mevile Henderson had been instructed to sound. Herr 

Hitler as to the way various points were to be treated. 


He was to go over the main questions in Europe and to 


mention the colonies. He was to make no offer, but 


merely to enquire whether th*t line of advance would be 


acceptable. He gathered, that the Foreign Secretary now 


thought that we ought not to go so far. The difference 


was that he himself was very anxious to go ahead with 


conversations with Germany and. Italy, and the Foreign 


Secretary was less anxious. 


http://ca.se
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The Foreign Secretary said that he could, not modify 


the line he had taken on the previous day. On the general 


position the Prime Minister had a very strong view. That 


was true of himself also, ^his was not the first 


1
occasion on which they ha.'' differed. They had frequently 
held, views that did. not coincide. For exa.mple, if it had 
been sent to him first he would not have endorsed every 
word of the letter the Prime Minister had sent to Signor 
Mussolini, Tn the matter of President Roosevelt also 
he had. not liked, the reply sent by the Prime Minister 
while he was away. In that matter the Cabinet Committee' 
on Foreign Policy had worked for five days for a compro
mise- Tt was more a matter o^ emphasis and. handling than 
of principle c He believed, that his own method would 
obtain a result if he v/ere allowed, to carry it out. His 
colleagues ^id not agree. It was necessary that the 
Foreign Secretary should have the conviction tha.t he had 
the assent of the Cabinet. He had. given three examples 
and there was no reason to rive others . It woul,* be 
better to have a Foreign Secretary who shared, the view 
of the Prime Minister. Tt was true that he and. the Prime 
Minister ha^ always been able to agree in the end on 
draft telegrams, despatches, an'5 so forth, but they did 
not always begin by agreeing, and in the recent question 
they had not agreed. 

The Prime Minis+er asked his colleagues to believe 


that there was no matter between him and the Foreign 


Secretary which was nev and undisclosed. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer sair" that he also 


felt rather disturbed, and surprised at the extent of the 


ground of differences of opinion as stated, by the Foreign 


Secretary. He had had. special opportunities to observe 


these matters, an^ he had never realised the width of 


the breach. On the previous day the Cabinet had been 




discussing a difference of method. He had gathered the 


impression that there was a slight difference, which 


he himself had described as a difference of timing. 


That might be too narrow a definition; but if it had 


been important yesterday not to proceed on the assump
tion of too narrow a difference, it was equally 


important today not to assume th^t it was too wide. 


It ought not to go out to the world, that there was a 


fundamental difference of opinion. He had long admired 


the manner in which the Foreign Secretary had handled, 


an overwhelming task of extraordinary difficulty, but. 


he ha^ never recognised a.ny fundamental disagreement . 

He himself had been a. loyal supporter of the Prime 


Minister also, b t he had. not recognised, any fundamental 
U
 

differences on foreign policy. It was true that on the 


question of conversations with Italy differences had 


arisen as to the handling. How these issues had blown 


up until they occupied the whole horizon. But it was 


not true that there were fundamental differences on 


foreign policy. He pointed out that foreign policy 


involved much wider considerations affecting all the 


nations of the world. All these questions had been 


handled by the Foreign Secretary with a most, extraordin
ary application, devotion to duty and ability. On the 


f
great mass o  fordism policy issues there had been no 


disagreement. It was true there had. been differences, 


as well there might be, over handling that extraordinar
ily difficult personality Signor Mussolini, "̂ he last 


word in this matter lay with the Foreign Secretary, 


but he asked him to remember that his decision might 


result not only in widespread regrets in the Government 


but in rejoicing by Dictators and by the Opposition. 
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And. above all, it was not true that there was a 


fundamental difference on policy. 


?he Secretary of State for India, speaking as 


a. member of the Cabinet who was not a member of 


the Foreign Policy Committee, asked what the Prime 


Minister had meant when he had. suggested that there 


was nothing which was not known to the Cabinet as to 


these differences, 


""he Prime Minister said that he had. been referring 


to the policy. There was no matter of policy that 


was hidden from the members of the Cabinet. Vhen he 


said that he was not referring to the differences. 


The policy had. not changed. It was only recently, 


however, that he himself had. realised the extent of 


the fundamental difference of outlook. 




The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs repeated 


that the difficulties did not refer only to Italy,, He 


had mentioned the communication to President Roosevelt, 


He had not thought that the original answer was correct- and 


his view was that a mistake had been made. He himself would 


have recommended a different coixrseo 


The Secretary of State for India said that the fact 


remained that what the Cabinet had just heard came as a great 


shocks Tn spite of what the Chancellor of the Exchequer had 


said, there did seem to be fundamental differences between 


the Foreign Secretary and the majority of his colleagues,, 


He himself had nearly always been of the same view as the 


Foreign Secretary and he had never appreciated that so great 


a divergence in outlook was growing up between him and the 


Prime Minister He was afraid that the resignation of the 


Foreign Secretary at thi.--. juncture would have disastrous 


effects at home and abroad, It would be said that the 


Cabinet was divided on the international situation and that it 

was incapable of taking a strong lineo At home the effect 


could only be most unfortunate,, It was deplorable, therefore, 


that this resignation was impending,, On the ether hand, 


he was in a better position than most people to realise the 


extraordinary difficulties that did arise if there was a 


difference between the Prime Minister and the Foreign 


Secretaryo This had been brought home to him as the author 


of the official biography of Lord Curzon, who had had acute 


differences with Mr. Lloyd George0 


The Foreign Secretary said he did not like the 


parallel. 


The Secretary of State for India continuing said 


that that episode illustrated the difficulties and dangers 


of a difference between the Prime Minister and the Foreign 
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Secretary. The Cabinet were, therefore, faced with a 


choice of evils. If it was true that the difference was 


so great that it could not bo bridged then resignation was 


the only way out of the impasse. but he hoped that it was 


not even now too late to bridge the gap. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 


referring to the difficulties of the past, said that he had 


been throughout a member of the Cabinet Committee on Foreign 


Affairs. There had, of course, often arisen differences 


as to the form and style of some particular document, 


but in no case, of which he was aware, had these differences 


gone beyond what must arise when a number of individuals 


had to reach agreement on a complicated question. In his 


time on the Committee every question of that kind had been 


hammered out and agreement had been reached. Sometimes 


it might have resulted in a compromise, but the British 


people were given to compromise. When a number of 


people met to consider such questions they often started 


from a different point of view but arrived in the end at 


the same point. That was not a difference of principle. 


He had not been conscious of deep differences of opinion 


on matters of principle. Even on the previous day, he 


had not thought that there was any difference of principle, 


but only of method and time. For his part, he would have 


to say that the Foreign Secretary was wrong if he claimed 


that there were fundamental differences of opinion. He 


had always found the Foreign Secretary extraordinarily 


open to suggestion. 


The Foreign Secretary said that it was not he 


alone who had admitted the differences. They were perhaps 


differences of outlook and approach and method of which he 


had given two or three illustrations. He and the 


Prime Minister could probably find others if they 


searched. He had, therefore, come to the conclusion 
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that the best service he could render to the State would 


be to end this position of difference. On the international 


side also he felt that if a change must be made, it had 


better come now rather than later. Other differences would 


almost certainly arise and the circumstances would be more 


dangerous for resignation. When he had met the Prime 


Minister, the latter had used the same words as he himself 


had used on the previous evening to a colleague. 


The President of the Board of Education reminded 


the Foreign Secretary of a conversation that they had had 


at Geneva two years ago. The Foreign Secretary had talked 


of resignation because public opinion was not with him. 


His reply had been that what he needed was a holiday. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs said 


that on the previous day he had taken a line rather similar 


to that of the Foreign Secretary. He had felt that there 


was a diffdrence mainly of me thod and timing and not of 


principle. He agreed with the Secretary of State for India 


on this. He, however, was a member of the Gommittee on 


Foreign Affairs and he had been present with the Foreign 
Secretary at certain Conferences. He himself was conscious 
of a difference of view between the Prime Minister and the 
Foreign Secretary on foreign policy and the handling of 
certain questions. He was not even satisfied that they 
were altogether agreed on principle. Everyone in the 
Cabinet wanted the conversations with Italy and with 
Germany. He was not really certain, however, as to 
whether the Foreign Secretary agreed in the case of Italy. 
Even if there was agreement on them, he felt there w o v e 

differences of handling and method greater than ought to 
exist between a Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary. 
Any head of a Department would feel in great difficulties if 



such differences existed, but they were ten thousand times 


greater if they existed between a Foreign Secretary and his 


Prime Minister, If there was not close agreement between 


them, the position was unfair to the Prime Minister? unfair 


to the Foreign Secretary, who was handling a huge and 


difficult mass of business, and unfair to the Government, 


He found it diffi.- ;.It to agree that the question could be 


patched up. He could see no other decision than that now 


being proposed - a decision which would be fair to the Prime 


Minister and the Foreign Secretary, who were getting into an 


intolerable situation. On fundamentalsf he agreed with the 


Prime Minister, but he ̂ thought this was truo of the Foreign 


Secretary also. On the handling of the situation and on 


many questions of detail, he had agreed perhaps more with 


the Foreign Secretary? for example, on the question of the 


cummunication to President Roosevelt, On the previous day, 


there had been great differencesP On the question of 


Central Europe, however, members of the Cabinet ought to 


have an opportunity for discussion before anything was 


done. As he agreed on fundamentals with the Prime Minister, 


he felt, so far as he himself was concerned, that he was 


justified in remaining in the Cabinet, In his two years 


as a Member of the Cabinet, he had been much impressed by 


the extent of the co-operation between the Prime Minister, 


when he had been Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the 


Foreign Secretary, He deplored that this had broken down, 


though he felt that it was true that this was the case. 
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The Secretary of State for the Colonies feared 


that a resignation would have far-reaching consequences 


on the world outside, on the House of Commons and on 


the political position in the country. He could not 


disguise from himself that it would be one of the most 


serious events in the history of the post-war world. 


Looking back, he realised that Lord Baldwin had not 


taken much part in foreign affairs, which he had left 


to his Foreign Secretary. The Prime Minister, however, 


on becoming head of the Government, had exercised his 


undoubted right to take a more initiating part in foreign 


affairs. The world had witnessed a decay in the powers 


of the League of Nations1 a: 1 in our ability to carry on success
 

fully on the lines of the country's post-war policy. 


The need had arisen at the cost of considerable risks 


to come to terms with one or other of the Dictator 


Powers and to jettison past policy. Possibly, like 


himself, Mr. Eden felt he could not go back on his past. 


He himself would have had to resign, but for the firm 


support of his colleagues. Nevertheless, he had felt that 


this would not prevent him from co-operating with the 


Government in some other officeo Foreign affairs were 


such a supremely vital matter that it was only possible 


for our constitution to work if there was absolute 


agreement between the Foreign Secretary and any 


Prime Minister who took a leading part in foreign affairs 


as was his right. There were only two possible methods, 


either, like the great Lord Salisbury, for the Prime 


Minister to be Foreign Minister, or else for someone 


to hold the office who was determined to put the Prime 


Minister's policy through. It might be indiscreet on his 
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part, but he ventured to asic whether the Foreign 


Secretary's resignation and his replacement either by 


the Prime Minister himself, or by a colleague who shared 


his view, must necessarily involve the loss of his 


presence at the Cabinet Council. Might it not be in the 


interests of the Government that he should remain? 


Resignation would have such far-reaching results that 


every effort ought to be made to avoid it. His own 


Parliamentary experience was necessarily coming to an end 


at the end of the present Session if not before. Looking 


to the future, in view of the regard in which the Foreign 


Secretary was held in the Cabinet, in Parliament and in 


the country, he ought to remain a Member. He himself had 


not always seen eye to eye with the Foreign Secretary, 


but he realised that he, like the Prime Minister, had 


an enormous fallowing in the country. The two of them 


occupied a unique position in Europe: it would be tragic 


if they were to separate and not to work any longer 


together. He could see that matters could not go on as 


at present, but in the interests of the Government and 


tf the Empire, he suggested that the Foreign Secretary 


ought to remain in the Government, and that somebody should 


be put in charge of the Foreign Office who was in 


sympathy with the Prime Minister's policy. On details 


compromise was possible, but in matters of principle, if 


there was no agreement, the Government had the worst 


Of both worlds. It was no good negotiating with the 


Dictator nations unless the Government were absolutely 


determined to get their own way and were united, otherwise 


grave difficulties would arise. 
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The Foreign Secretary said he himself had thought 


of that, but the Colonial Secretary need not take his 


resignation too tragically. He was not going into 


opposition. He agreed, however, that the two minds of 


the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary must think 


alike. He hoped that the Prime Minister had not changed 


his view in that. He himself had not changed his mind 


at all. Moreover a new policy would get a better fillip 


if he had left the Government. After what had happened, 


he would find the situation impossible if he tried to 


remain in a Government that had adopted a new foreign 


policy. 


The President of the Board of Trade said that 


he feared that the Government was going to get the worst 


of both worlds. He believed that this resignation 


would make impossible the concessions necessary to 


secure agreement with Germany -


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said 


he believed on the previous day tha.t the difference was 


one of timing and method, and that the Prime Minister, 


and Foreign Secretary merely wanted the Cabinet to decide 


between them. It was a great shock ^hen he discovered 


there was a. fundamental difference. Speaking as one of 


the members of the Cabinet outside the Foreign Policy 


Committee, he had not had the slightest idea of this. 


He and his colleagues had. admired, the Foreign Secretary 


and even paraphrased, his speeches. Now all had. to 

recognise that there was a different outlook. A differ
enee of principle and a difference of outlook hardly 


seemed, distinguishable in foreign-affairs . He did not 


agree that a decision coul^ be put off until a later 


stage, though he could hardly imagine a worse time than 




the present. He thought the Italian conversations 
ought to go on, Much depended upon what would be the 
interpretation of these events. The Cabinet could count 
on the attitude of the Foreign Secretary himself, but a 
controversy would rage outside. It could no longer be 
claimed that there was no difference of policy when it 
had involved the resignation of the Foreign Secretary. 
It would be said in this raging controversy "Are we to 
yield to the Dictators?" It would be said that we had 
sacrificed the Foreign Secretary for a deal with Signor 
Mussolini, Vas that sufficiently important for such a 
sacrifice? It was doubtful, however, whether we should 
get an agreement with Italy. The Government might be 
faced with such a wave of public opinion as to 
jeopardise the object in view. It was not for him to 
suggest the right course of conduct, but, looking to 
the need for national unity, even at the eleventh hour 
he thought it might be desirable to stave off resigna
tion in an atmosphere so peculiarly unfavourableo From 
the point of view of one outside the Foreign Policy 
Committee, the political effects of resignation appeared, 
calamitous . He therefore appealed for some eleventh 
hour accommodation. 

The Lord Chancellor wanted to put on record at 


once that, he had. not been aware of any difference on 


the Foreign Policy Committee of a. fundamental character. 


He recalled, however, a case where a. difference had 


arisen in the Cabinet in 1925 on a question of principle, 


namely, as to the despatch of troops to Shanghai,, 


Sir Austen Chamberlain had been opposed to their despatch. 


mhe Cabinet had taken a different view. The troops had 


been sent. Sir Austen Chamberlain had said he would 


not resign, owing to the gravity of the situation. He 




remained i  office, and the Secretary of State for War 
n


had been asked to announce the despatch of the troops. 


Sir Austen was a man of scrupulous honour and fine 


judgment , He (the Lord Chancellor), like some of his 


colleagues, was under no illusion that a resignation 


might jeopardise the Italian conversations and lead to 


a grave weakening of the National Government, who might 


lose much support from people who thought that the 


Government had dropped, the principles of the Foreign 


Secretary — support of the League of Nations,, and so 


^orth. It would he in the na.tnre of a major disaster. 


f
The Secretary o  Sta.te for Scotland supported this 


view. Foreign affairs nowadays had become a domestic 


issueo "he resignation would be interpreted as a move 


towards the Dictator States, It would affect the 


prospects in every constituency., The Government would, 


obtain an agreement with Italy of a different calibre 


to what might ha.ve been got if the Foreign Secretary 


remained, i The differences would not be solved, by the 


withdrawal of the Foreign Sec^eta-ry, because they were 


differences of opinion and not of personality, 


^he clash would arise again. If this resignation took 


place it would be repeating the troubles experienced, 


in France. It would be the beginning of a departure 


from that, homogeneity for which our political reputa
-*-ion was so high. 


The Lord. President of the Council said, that he 


had been in a position in which he-had. realised, some 

divergence of view between the Prime Minister and the 


Foreign Secretary, so he could understand, what wa.s in 


the latter's mind. But in these matters he had. some
times agreed with the Foreign Secretary more than with 


the Prime Minister, an^ sometimes more with the Prime 


Minister, "hat. showed that the Cabinet required both 




views . ^he broad fa ct was that- the Cabinet and the 


m
country needed both views. hat might be inconvenient 


-for both persons concerned, but it was necessary. He 


v/ould like the conclusion to be that the Cabinet did 


not accept the Foreign Secretary's resignation and 


that he and. the Prime Minister should go into a room 


together with a few colleagues and try to reach some 


modus vivendi. For the moment there should be no 


writing of letters. 


The Secretary of State for Pir realise'1 how much 
better it would be to maintain complete unity, if 
possible, but with the best will in the world he could 
not. see how that could be achieved after what had 
happened. The Cabinet understood the position, but 
how were they to make people outside, understand it ? 
There might come a. time when the differences could be 
shown to be real. Then a change must take place. 
But everyone was agreed on the need for an Italian 
agreement. Supposing it iwere brought off successfully, 
what a pity if there ha.d been a split. An agreement 
would be accepted quite differently here if the Foreign 
Secretary remained. Otherwise the atmosphere would be 
prejudiced, before the agreement was ma.de. 

The President of the Board, of Trade, as one who 


had to make a most difficult choice, made an appeal 


to the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary. The 


Cabinet should be under no illusion. If this resigna
tion went through, it meant a breakdown of all policies 


the Foreign Secretary's policy would go; the Prime 


Minister's policy would be born in circumstances in 


which it could not possible succeed. A resignation 


ought not to be allowed. It meant a break-up of the 


Government, a breakdown in Europe, and the triumph of 


the Dictators. This terrible calamity must be averted. 


http://ma.de


The Prime Minister said that this discussion had. 


^een most painful to the Foreign Secretary and. himself: 

inevitably so because it had arisen out of a personal 


difference, On his own behalf he could, say that 


there was not a fundamental difference of policy., 


A week ago, when the Foreign Secretary had. been speak
ing in Birmingham and there had been rumours about of 


disagreement, he felt that they were in complete 


agreement. If he spoke of disagreement it was because 


he felt that there was. a difference of outlook, with 


-""he result that each time when they were coming to 


grips on the question of conversations some objection 


was raised. Ke felt that they wouIH never again obtain 


^he present opportunity. The consequences of not 


seizing it were so fright fully serious for the country 


that he could not face it.-. He could not contest the 


prognostications of the disaster that would result 


from the resignation of the Foreign Secretary on a 


matter concerning his Department. He felt the utmost, 


concern, So far a.s he was concerned. provided the 
v


conversations went, on, he wa.s ready to consid.er any 


arrangement. If the Lord. President would suggest the 


names of a. few of his colleagues he would welcome *he 


opportunity to discuss the matter with them. 


The Home Secretary said, he was glad to hear this. 


On the previous day it had seemed, that what the 


Foreign Secreta.ry most drea.d.ed was ^eing .led. up the 


garden pa.th by Italy, only to find that Mussolini and 


Hitler had entered into some agreement, for no purpose. 


So far as the Spanish side went, that danger was a 


good deal reduced. He wondered whether, without 


holding up the conversations, it might not be possible 


to get some further agreement with Italy in regard to 


Austria: in other words, could, we not follow up hints 




that Count Grandi had given in that direction? A little 


advance there might be a great help to the Foreign 


Secretary. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs did 


not think that the differences between the Prime Minister 


and himself were fundamental, but there were differences 


of outlook and method. He was conscious of differences 


in actual working0 To be honest, he was quite sure 


that if he acceded to the requests that had been put 


to him it would be of no value. With that conviction 


in his mind he felt it was no use to aocede to the 


desires of his colleagues to try and get the best of 


both worlds. It was merely prolonging the agony. He 


felt with the Dominions Secretary and Colonial Secretary 


that the differences were too great0 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs felt 


it was no use trying to minimise the difficulties, which 


were considerable. He agreed in every word that had 


been said as to the bad effects of resignation, not only 


because Mr. Eden was Foreign Secretary but also because 


he was Anthony Eden. His resignation would have a very 


bad effect at home and in Europe. The differences were 


considerable, but he felt that the Foreign Secretary, 


like the Prime Minister, ought to consider the appeal 


of his colleagues. The differences had been in such 


matters as the Roosevelt letter and the Italian conversations 


and it had been said that further differences would arise 


over Central Europe. Could not the Foreign Secretary 


and the Prime Minister sit down and consider whether 


these anticipations as to Central Europe were 


justified? He thought the matter should be exploredo 




The Secretary of State for Scotland said that 


the Cabinet could, not take "No" as an answer. They 


ought to adjourn and see if the last sugges+ion could 


not he followed, up. If they only adopted the old 


English habit of an adjournment for tea they might 


effect something. Resignation would not. only be the 


f
end of the Government hut also o  the regime. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said 


that it was impossible to part without one more 


effort. 


The Foreign Secretary said, he felt rather like 


the Austrian Chancellor at Berchtesgaden, but he could 


not refuse. 


The Prime Minister suggested, that they should 


adjourn for tea, and a. few Ministers to be selected 

Lord. 


by the/President of the Council would remain in the 


Cabinet Room with the Foreign Secretary and himself0 


^his was agreed to5 and the 

Cabinet adjourned, at 4,45 p 
0 m
o 




The Cabinet reassembled at 6.10 p 
0 m
0 


The Lord President of the Council, who at the request 


of the Prime Minister had taken the chair at the small 


meeting of Ministers, said that the Prime Minister had 


allowed him to put a suggestion  The Foreign Secretary 
e


had thought that if the small group of Ministers first 


discussed his difficulties alone in connection with the 


conversations over the Spansih aspect of the difficulties, 


progress might be madeB He himself (the Lord President) 


had ventured to make the following proposal, namely that 


when the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary saw Count 


Grandi on the following day, they should make a statement 


(bn the following effect: 


"His Majesty's Government are entusiastically 

in favour of conversationso They attack 

so much importance to them that they would 

have preferred a longer time for preparation. 

If this, however^ was liable to be misunder
stood, in Italy, they were willing to announce 

an early start. They felt, however, that they 

must make plain that an agreement on Spain 

must form an integral part of the final arrange
ment and that no agreement could be reached 

without it. Moreover the question of 

Abyssinia involved the League of Hations, and 

it was hopeless to try and obtain the agree
ment of the League without being able to 


^ \ announce publicly that the Italians were in 

.^ (ybjMCe-X f -fc co-operating over Spaino" 
ac


They felt that that, in conduction with the statement the 


-
Prime Minister had alreadj' made on Friday would in fact 


protect the position of the Foreign Secretary by introducing 


the Spanish point. It would be made clear that recognition 


of the Italian de jure position in Abj^ssinia was essential 


to Italy, so a settlement on Spain was essential to us. 

That was not an unreasonable attitude to take in entering 


on an agreement. It would protect the Government against 


any suggestion that they were 'kow towing' to the Dictators. 




Stated in this way the problem was reduced to the 


proposition of whether the Foreign Secretary insisted on 


a satisfactory execution of the withdrawal "by Italy of 


troops from Spain before entering on conversations, or 


whether he would be satisfied with performance must be 


carried out before an agreement could be completed. 


At the conclusion of the meeting the Foreign Secretary 


who had listened with extreme patience had asked the 


arirne Minister for a little time to consider the 


proposal. 


The Prime Minister said that the proposal of the 


Foreign Secretary had been that some time should be given 


to him, but that as it was undesirable to summon a 


Cabinet again, he should write a letter.. His colleagues 


had felt, however, that this was not very satisfactory, 


and that by this course they would be deprived of an 


opportunity for making further observations if they 


felt they would be useful. Then the suggestion had been 


made that the Foreign Secretary should return to the same 


group of colleagues, and that the Cabinet should leave 


further progress to them. He hoped that the Cabinet 


would agree. 


The Foreign Secretary said he had understood that 


the proposal depended on Count Grandi's confirming 


officially the information already received that the 


Italian Government would accept the British formula. 


The Prime Minister agreed in this, 


The Foreign Secretary thanked his colleagues^ 




The Cabinet agreed: 


(a) To adjourn in order to give the Foreign 

Secretary an opportunity to consider 

the formula proposed by the Lord 

^resident of the Council, and reproduced 

aboveo 


(b) That the following Ministers, namely 


The Prime Minister 

Lord President of the Council 

Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 

Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 

President of the Board of Trade 

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries^ 


should reassemble at Downing Street at 

7 o 3 0 poiUo to hear the decision of the 

Secretary of Stats for Foreign Affairs 

and. on behalf of the Cabineo, to make 

any further observations to him that 

they might think desirable0 


(c) That the Secretary should be instructed 

to attend the meeting at 7.30 p ra, 
e
and to inform the Cabinet by written 

no ti ce of the re suit


3£ 
iTote0


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1. 


2 0 t h February, 1938. 


a 


 The lacier decision was not carried 

out, because as a result of the 

7*30 meeting the Prime hinister 

decided to ree-ssemble the Cabinet 

at 1 0 n m
0 u 
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Secretary's Note of a Meeting of 

Ministers held on Sunday.- the 

20th February, 1938, at 7o40 p 0 m 0 
at 10, Downing Street. 


PRESENT: 


Tne Right Hon- Neville Chamberlain, M.P., 

Prime Ministers 


The Right Hon. The Right Honft 


Anthony Eden, M.C., M.P., The Viscount Halifax, KoG., 

Secretary of State for C-.Cc3,I,, C:.C.::.,E,, Lord 
f
Foreign Affairs,. President of the Council. 


The Right Hon0 The Right Hon, 

Malcolm Ma:-Donald, M,P., Sir Thomas Inskip, C BoE,. K.C. i
s
Secretary of State for M,P,, Minister for Co-ordinatjoi 

Dominion Affairs, of Defence0 


The Right Hon0 The Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.Co, MoP,, WoS, Morrison, M.C-o K.C.,, M^P, 

President of the Board of Minister of Agriculture and 

Trade. Fisheries, 


Colonel Sir M.P tA 3 Hankey, G.CSB., G.C.MoG , G C*V.0. Secretary. 
s o


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said he 


had thought over the proposal made by the Lord President of 


the Council at the end of the last Meeting of the Cabinet 


with the utmost careo He was very sorry that he could not 


change his attitude of the previous day* He had thought 


over the Lord Presidents scheme, but had come to the 


conclusion that diplomatically it was a bad plan0 It was so 


cumbrous that it would wreck the conversations. In this 


respect, it was inferior to his own proposalo If his own 


plan was wrong, the only alternative was that prop'"3d by the 


Prime Minister, namely, to agre* to conversations and hope 




that all would go well. He felt sure, however, that that 


plan would not work and if he said anything else, the 


Cabinet would afterwards reproach him. That being so, he 


had no alternative but to maintain his decision and to 


write to the Prime Minister a letter of resignation. 


The President of the Board of Trade said that, 


as was known to his colleagues, he took a different view 


from the Foreign Secretary on this point. On the other 


hand, he felt that his resignation would be so disastrous 


that the responsibility on everyone concerned was very 


greato Anything was better than to allow his resignation, 


He himself would prefer to adopt a course notwithstanding 


that he felt it to be wrong and that the Secretary of State 


plan should be adopted. 


The Prime Minister asked if it was the intention 


of the Foreign Secretary to send him a letter of 


resignation. 


The Foreign Secretary replied in the affirmative 


and withdrew. 


After the withdrawal of the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs, the Ministers discussed the 


resignation of the Foreign Secretary in its political 


aspects. Eventually it was agreed that the Cabinet should 


he summoned to meet at 10,0 p 0m. 


After the above decision had been taken, 


Sir H,J. Wilson entered with a message from Sir Alexander 


Cadogan to say that Sir NsvJJLe Henderson had been 


instructed by the Foreign Secretary not to accept an 


appointment with Herr Hitler without fresh instructions^ 


from him. He expected to hear the time of the appointment 




that very evening. The Foreign Office wished to know 


what instructions he should be given. 


After some discussion, the Ministers agreed: 


That the Prime Minister should authorise 

Sir Nevile Henderson to say that, owing 

to the resignation of the Foreign 

Secretary, he was without instructions 

and must ask for a short delay. ... 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


SOth February, 1938. 
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CONCLUSIONS-of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, 3.W.I., on SUNDAY, 

the 20th FEBRUARY, 1938, at 10 p.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P., 

prime Minister. (In the Chair). 


Ibe Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.3.I., The Viscount Halifax, K. G. ,

G.C.V.O. , O.3.E. , K.C. , M.P., G.C.S.I. , G.C. I.E. ,

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Lord President of the Council. 


Ilie Rijht Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. ,

Lord Chaiseellor. G.C.S.I., G.B.S. , C.M.G. , M.P, ,


Secretary of State for Home Affairs. 


fhe Rijht Hon. The Most Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., The Marquess of Zetland, 

Secretary of State for Dominion G.C.S.I. , G.G.I.E. , 

Affairs. Secretary of State for India. 


£he Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

v/. Ormsby Gore, M. P. , Sir Thcmas Inslcip, C.B.E. , X - C T 

Secretary of State for the M.P., Minister for Co-ordination\ 

Colonies. of Defence. \ 


[The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

A. Duff Coooer, D.S.6., M.P., L. Hore-Belisha, M. P. ,

First Lord of the Admiralty. Secretary of State for War. 


H e Rijht Hon. The Right Hon. 
The Viscount Swinton, G. B.E., M. C , Walter Elliot, M. 0. , M.P., 
Secretary of State for Air. Secretary of State for Scotland. 

Ijie Right Hon. The Rijht Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P. , W.S. Morrison, M. C; , X. C. , M. P. ,

President of the Board of Trade. Minister of Agriculture and 


Fisheries. 


e
M  Sijht Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, ICG., D.S.O. , M.C, Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., 

President of the Board of Education. Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brc-wn, M.C. , M.P. , 

Minister of Labour. 


*el Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G. , G.CV.0 Secretary. 




Z d I 


ITALY.	 The Prime Minister regretted to have to 


Relations with. report that when the Foreign Secretary had met the 

(i, 


small group of colleagues mentioned in the conclusion 

(Previous 

Reference: of the previous meeting referred to in the margin, 

Cabinet 7 (38) 

conclusion (b).) he had reported that he had given very careful 


consideration to the proposal that had been made,but 


F.R. a (3y I. 
' that he regretted that he could not agree and must 


resigns Since then, he had sent a letter of 

resignation, which the Prime Minister read to his 

c olleague s (Appendix). 


In a	 short discussion which followed, 


deep regrets were expressed at the resignation of 


the Foreign Secretary; warm sympathy was offered 

to the Prime Minister as well as to the Foreign 

Secretary; and the meeting concluded with expressions 


of loyalty to the Prime Minister himself. 


The Prime Minister thanked his 

colleagues. 


The Cabinet agreed: 

(a)	 That the preparation of the 


statement of the Government's 

attitude should be left to the 

Prime Minister, who would be 

called upon to expound it in 

the House of Commons on the 

following day? 


(b)	 That the Prime Minister should be 

asked to take into account,both 

in his conversation with the 

Italian Ambassador and in his 

statement to Parliament, the 

formula quoted in the conclusions 

of the previous meeting of the 

Cabinet referred to in the 

margin. 


Note: By instructions of the prime Minister, a 

full summary of the discussion has been 

prepared and is on record on the Secretary's 

sta^c^r-?. file of Cabinet Conclusions. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


20th February, 1938. 




APPENDIX. 


Oopy of Letter from the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs to the Prime minister. 


Foreign Office, b.i'/. 1, 

20th February, 1938. 


My dear Prime Minister, 


The events of the last few days have made plain a 
difference between us on a decision of great importance in 
itself and far-reaching in its consequences. 1 cannot 
recommend to Parliament a policy with which I am not in 
agreement. 

Apart from this, I have become increasingly conscious, 


as I know you have also, of a difference of outlook between 


us in respect to the international problems of the day and 


also as to the methods by which we should seek to resolve 


them. It cannot be in the country's interest that those who 


are called upon to direct its affairs should work in an 


uneasy partnership, fully conscious of differences in 


outlook yet hoping that they will not recur. This applies 


with a special force to the relationship between the Prime 


Minister and the Foreign Secretary. It is for these 


reasons that with very deep regret I have decided that I 


must leave you and your colleagues with whom I have been 


associated during years of great difficulty and stress. 


May I end on a personal noteV I can never forget 


the help and counsel that you have always so readily given to 


me, both before- and since you became Prime Minister. Our 


differences, whatever they may be, cannot efface that memory 


nor influence our friendship. 


Yours ever, 


ANTHONY EDEN. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, 8.W.I. , on SUNDAY, 


the 20th FEBRUARY, 1938, at 10 p.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M. P, ,

prime Minister (in the Chair). 


tie Right Kon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.3.I., The Viscount Halifax, ICG., 

G.C.V.C i O.3.E., I C C , M.P., ?.TOC.S.I. i GoC.I.E. ,

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Lord President of the Council. 


ie Rijht Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. ,

Lord Chancellor. G.C.S.I., G.3.E. , C.M.G. , M. P. ,


Secretary of State for Home Affairs. 


jhe Riiht Hon. The Most Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P. , The Marquess of Zetland, 

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. Secretary of State for India. 


'he Right Kon. The Right Hon. 

'7. Ormsby Gore, M. P. , Sir Thomas Insi-cip, C.B.E., I C C , 

Secretary of State for the M.P. , Minister for Co-ordination 

Colonies. of Defence. 


!he Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

A. Duff Coooer, D.S.O., M.P. , L. Hore-Belisha, M. P., 

First Lord of the Admiralty. Secretary of State for War. 


fhe Ri^ht Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G. B. E., M. C , Walter Elliot, M. C , M.P., 

Secretary of State for Air. Secretary of State for Scotland. 


[The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M. C., M. P. , W. S. Morrison, M. C , K. C. , M. P. ,

President of the Board of Trade. Minister of Agriculture and 


Fisheries. 


PheRi^ht Hon. The Right hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, ICG., D.S.O. , M-C Sir Kingsley Wood, M. P. ,

President of the Board of Education. Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M.C., M. P- ,

Minister of Labour. 


Nlonel sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B. , G.C.M.G. , G.CV.0. ......... Secretary. 




Secretary' s -Summary of the Proceedings at the Meeting of 

the Cabinet on Sunday, 20th February, at 10 p.m3 "Cabinet 3(58) 


The Prime Minister regretted to state that when the 


Foreign Secretary had met his colleagues he had reported that 


he had given very careful consideration to the formula that 


had been proposed. He regretted, however, that he could not 


agree, and must resign. Since then he had sent a letter of 


resignation, which the Prime Minister read to his colleagues. 


(See Appendix to the formal conclusions of the Cabinet)* 


The Secretary of State for India said he had profound 


sympathy, both with the Prime Minister and the Foreign 


Secretary on the very distressing outcome of these discussions 


The result now appeared to be irrevocable. lie asked if the 


Prime Minister was disposed to say what he wished his 


colleagues to do. 


The Prime Minister suggested that all should stand 


together and face the situation. 


The President of the Board of Trade recalled that in 


the small meeting of Ministers he had expressed the view 


that the resignation of the Foreign Secretary would be 


disastrous. in these circumstances, though he had disagreed 


with the policy of the Foreign Secretary, he had suggested 


that the Cabinet ought to go to all lengths necessary to 


avoid his resignation. He still held that view as to the 


disastrous consequences of resignation to the Government and 


the country. He had, however, had an opportunity to think 


the matter over and he could see no benefit to the country 


from further differences. Consequently he was prepared to 


take his part with his colleagues in facing the difficulties 


to come. 


(There were warm expressions of satisfaction at the 


President of the Board of Trade's attitude). 




*0 ̂  J 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs recalled 


that in the discussions at the small group of Ministers he 


had said that although he did not agree with the President 


of the Board of Trade 's view, nevertheless if other members 


of the Cabinet resigned the number of resignations might 


become so great that his own position would be rendered 


difficult. lie felt, however, that he need not say much 


after what the President of the Board of Trade had saido 


In thinking the matter over lie had reached the conclusion 


that however many resignations there might be. he must 


stand by his leader, the Prime Minister, Me concluded 


with a warm tribute of personal loyalty to the Prime 


Minister., 


The Chancellor1 of the Exchequer' said that the Dominions 


Secretary had spoken for all. 


The Prime Minister thanked his colleagues very warmly0 


He said that within the last hour or two he had spoken to 


the Editor of the "Daily Telegraph", who had given him 


an account of what at the moment the press understood of 


the differences, which had little relation to the facts0 


The Secretary of State for Scotland recalled that at 


the previous meeting a formula for communication to the 


Italian Ambassador had been worked out, which seemed 


admirably suited to the situation. He asked whether the 


further conversations with Italy would be on that basis. 


The Secretary of State for Air suggested that the 


position was now what it had been at the outset of Saturday1s 


meeting when all members of the Cabinet; except the late 


Foreign Secretary, had agreed that every effort must be 


made to come to an arrangement with Italy, and had supported 


the proposals of the Prime Minister, He hoped that we 




should embark on conversations now. The acceptance by 


the Italian Government of the British formula on the 


withdrawal of volunteers made it essential to continue 


at once. 


The Home Secretary said it was impossible to reach 


complete agreement until the League of nations had accepted 


the idea of recognition of Abyssinia. By that time we shculd 


know what was happening over the question of Spain. lie 


did not think there was really any issue here. 


The Minister of Health thought that the formula 


proposed by the Lord President of the Council was very 


suitable to the present situation. 


The Home Secretary understood that the proposal TSQB to 

na?-:o the declaration to the Italian Ambassador but not to 


Parliament. He would like to try the formula on the 


Italian ^jnbassador, but not to insist on it as a condition. 


The Minister of Health thought the formula would be 


useful publicly. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs agreed. 


He did not think that the Cabinet could go back to the 


position of Saturday morning. The Lord President's 


formula was essential to the nev/ conditions. 

The Minister of Health agreed that the formula 


greatly improved the case of the Government, 


The Home Secretary agreed, adding that the Govern
raenfs case was greatly strengthened by the Italian 


acceptance of the British formula on withdrawal of 


volunteers from Spain. 


The Lord President asked the Prime Minister to make 


such use as he thought of the formula that he had 


presented at the previous meeting. He thought it could 




be used with the Italian Ambassador without any danger. 


It served also to bring out how narrow had been the 


differences between the late Foreign Secretary and the 


Cabinet. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries agreed. 


The issue v/as so narrow that the Cabinet ought to be able 


to weather the storm. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that all had 


had a trying day. He suggested that instead of trying 


any further to formulate proposals for the Prime Minister's 


statement, the best plan would be to ask the Prime Minister 


to accept an expression of loyalty in the certainty that 


he would make the case with his usual skill as well as it 


could be made. 


(This proposal net with general approval). 


The Prime Minister thanked his colleagues for their 
view. He saw no particular difficulty in presenting 
the case. lie himself liud felt no uneasiness about the 
Lord President's formula, because it only laid down before 
hand and gave warning of certain elements that were essen
tial to an agreement. While expressing gratitude to his 
colleagues he assured them that they might r-oly on him to 
use the formula in the best possible manner, both in his 
conversations with Count Grandi and, subject to the 
result of these, in his statement to Parliament in the 
afternoon. 

iWhitehall Gardens, S.W.I., 


20th February, 1938. 
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Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10, 

Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 23rd 

FEBRUARY, 1938, at 11.0 a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS - (if required) 


Austria - Memorand um handed in by the French 

Ambassador on 18th February, 1938, - C P . 44 (38 


2. EGYPT: DEFENCE OF. 


(Reference Cabinet 46 (37) Conclusion 11 and 

Appendix) 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering extract from Minutes of 310th 

Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 

together with Report by the Chiefs of Staff 

Sub-Coramittee. 


C P . 4-1 (38) - circulated herewith. 


3. BAGHDAD-HAIFA ROAD. 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence, covering Report by the Chiefs of 

Staff Sub-Committee. 


C P . 37 (38) - circulated herewith. 


4.	 SOUTH AFRICA: THE HIGH COMMISSION TERRITORIES. 


(Reference Cabinet 32 (37) Conclusion 8) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


C P . 28 (38) - already circulated. 


5.	 DEFENCE. 


(Reference Cabinet 5 (33) Conclusion 9) 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence, covering draft White Paper. 


C P . 38 (38) - circulated herewith. 


a



6.	 ITSV; NAVAL CCi-TSTRUCT ION PROGRAMME, 1953. 


(Reference Cabinet 5 (58) Conclusion 10) 


Memorandum "by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 


C P . 29 (58) - already circulated. 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


C P . 50 (58) - already circulated. 


Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty, 


C P . 42 (53) - to be circulated. 


7* INDIA: TRADE NEGOTIATIONS. 


(Reference Cabinet 57 (57) Conclusion 15) 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade. 


C P . 40 (58) - circulated herewith. 


8. PIGS AND L-xCOIT POLICY. 
(Reference Cabinet 44 (57) Conclusion 1) 


Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture sad 

Fisheries. 


C P . 59 (58) - circulated herewith. 


9. RABBITS BILL. 


(Reference Cabinet 2 (38) Conclusion 9) 


Joint Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture 

and Fisheries and the Secretary of State for 

Scotland. 


C P . 2 (38) - already circulated. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


C P . 36 (38) - already circulated. 


10. PRIVATE MEMBERS' BILLS. 


For Friday,, 25th February, 1958. 


1. Local Elections (Proportional 

" Representation) Bill. Second Reading, 

(Sir William Wayland (C)). 


(Reference Cabinet 5 (58) Conclusion 18). 




A 

PRIVATE MEMBERS\ BILLS. (Contd.) 
For Friday, 2 5th February. 1933. (Contd,) 

2 .	 Protection of Animals Bill, Second 
Reading. (Colonel Nathan (La.)), 
(Reference Cabinet 5 (38) Conclusion 19) 

3, Marriage Bill. Second Reading. 
(Sir Edmund Brocklebank (C)). 

(Reference Cabinet 5 (58) Conclusion 2 0 ) . 


For Friday, 4th March, 1938. 


1.	 Local Authorities (Enabling) Bill. 

Second Reading. (Mr. Charles Brown (La)). 


2 .	 Motor Drivers (Signals) Bill. Second 
Reading. (Sir Arnold Gridley (C)). 

(Signed) M.P.A. RANKSY, 


Secretary to the Cabinet, 


2 , Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 
18th February, 1938. 



^ 

C A B I N E T 9(58). 


CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10, Downing Street, S.W.I., on WED*TESDAY, 


the 23rd FEBRUARY, 1933, at 11 a. m. 


PRESENT; 
The Right Hon. S E V I L L E Chamberlain, M.P., 

Prime Minister. (In the ChaLr). 


Re Right Hon. 
' sir John Simon, G-.O.S.I., 
I G-.CV.O. , O.B.S., I C C , M.P. , 
J Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
lie Right Hon. 


The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


Re Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


Re Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


\e Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O. , M.P- ,

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


fie Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E., M.C. 

Secretary of State for Air. 


ne Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M. C , M.P., 

President of the Board of Trade. 


fie Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K. C , D.S.C , 

M. C. , President of the Board of 


 Education. 


* Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M. C , M.P-, 

Minister of Labour. 


COPY NO. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K.5. ,

G. C. S. I. , CC.I.E. , 

Lrrd President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., 

C C S . I., G.B.E., C M . C , M.P. , 

Secretary of State for Home Affairs. 


The Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

C C S . I " , CC.I.E. , 

Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inslcip, C.B.E. , ICC. ,

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M.C., M.P. , 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

W. S. Morrison, M.C * K.C, M.P., 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Xingsley Wood, M.P., 

Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

E. Burgin, !'.P. ,

Minister of Transoort. 


Seciv*tar
Colonel Sir M. P. A. Hankey, G'. 0. B , , C 0. lu G . , G. C. V. 0

H Present for Conclusions 1 to 3 only. 
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ITALY-


Relations

with. 


(Previous

Reference: 

Cabinet ST

(38) . 


O p o 

\: rj 


 1. The Prime Minister recalled that in the Debate 


 in the House of Commons on the 21st February on the late 


Foreign Secretary's resignation, he himself had stated 


 that there was nothing in any of the communications 


 which ha^ passed between the British and Italian 


Governments which in his judgment would justify the 


description of a threat or that it was a case of 


"now or never".  m he Leader of the Opposition had then 


asked for a Yhite Paper. The Opposition Liberals had 


taken this as a promise, but he did not. think his words 


could be construed as such. A Question on the subject 


had been put down on the Order Paper for the same 


afternoon. In the late Foreign Secretary's view two 


Papers were relevant to the subject, namely, a telegram 


from the Earl of Perth (No.73 of February 17th) stating 


that Count Ciano had wri+ten a long letter to Signor 


Grandi urging an e^rly start with Anglo-Italian con
versa tions "in view of possibility of certain ha.ppenings" 


and suggesting that in his own view the reference was 


to recent, events in Austria: and another, a. communica
tion from. Lady Chamberlain which he had read to the 


Cabinet but which had not been circulated. Both these 


communications had made it appear that what the Italian 


Government had in mind as rendering early conversations 


desirable was recent developments in Austria. In 


addition, Count Grandi had said, that if conversations 


had started before Herr Hitler's action in Austria, the 


posit ion would have been quite different. In view of 


their clear reference to the Aistrien situation it was 


impossible to publish these Papers, and on that he 


m
intended to stand firm. he real issue was as to 


whether the Government were under a. threat at the time 


they made their decision. He recalled that on the 


previous evening, the Minister of Agriculture and 




SPAIN.


(Previous

Reference:

Cabinet 7

(38).


Fisheries, whorc he thanked "Tor his speech in winding u]* 

the Debate, had stated quite definitely that he himself 


f
did not "feel under any sense o  duress, compulsion, 


bullying or blackmail of any kind",, He wanted to know 


if this opinion was shared by other members of the 


Cabinet. 


(There was general agreement that this 


was the case .) 

The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) ^o authorise the Prime Minister to 

state in the House of Commons, in 

his own language,, that he had invited, 

every one of his colleagues to say 

whether they confirmed the statement 

of the Finister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries as quoted above, and that
all had a.greed that this was correct: 


(b) To take note that His Majesty'? Ambassador 

in Rome was starting that day fo^ London" 


/r/?./ô j,̂ t̂ha.t his instructions had been in draft 

since last September, and, after being 

brought up to date, would be considered 

by the Committee on Foreign Policy: 


 ( c) To take note that the Earl of Plymouth 

was arranging to see the Italian Ambassador 


 about the application of the formula on 

 the withdrawal of volunteers with a view 

 to making early progress on the Non

 Interven+ion Committee, and that the 

possibility of some difficulties in this 

matter must not. be excluded.,, 
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GERMANY AND 2. By direction of the Prime Minister the Cabinet 

AUSTRIA. 


— had before them a. Memorandum handed to the Secretary 

French Pro
posals . of State for Foreign Affairs on February 18th by the 


French Ambassador, containing the French Governments 

(Previous 

Reference: proposals as to the action to be taken following the 

Cabinet 6 

(38).) arrangements recently made between the German and 


F.R /-z/^^i Austrian Governments, and asking to be informed of the 
L S 

views o-f His Majesty's Government thereon 'C.P.-44 (38)V 


-
As the result of a short dis cuss ion" "the Cabinet 


agreed — 


(a) That the Lord President of the Council, acting 

as Foreign Secretary, should, in consultation 

with the Prime Minister, draw up a Despatch 

for communication to the French Government 

informing them that. His Majesty's Government 

did not differ from their appraisement of 


- the probable ultimate resul+s of Herr Hitler's 

action, but that they did not agree with their 

proposals for immediate joint or separate 

communications on the subject to the German 

Government, and that he should, explain the 

reasons for this position. He should a.d.d 

that His Majesty's Government wrould prefer 

that the matter should, be raised by Sir Nevile 

Henderson in his forthcoming talks with Herr 

Hitler: 


(b) That the Despatch should, be so framed as to 

make the utmost allowance for the suscepti
biiities of the French Government: 


( c) .Tha.t the Lord President o^ the Council 

should also prepare an appropriate instruc
tion to His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin 

as to the line he should take in raising 

this question with Herr Hitler: 


(d) That it would be premature to adopt, a 

proposal that was made during the discussion 

to approach Signor Mussolini with a view to 

his sending a message to Herr Hitler urging 

him not to put. too much pressure on Austria. 


s 




mjiH FAR EAST. 3. The Prime Minister recalled -that, as mentioned 


jap^n and in the Cabinet Conclusion referred to in the-margin, 


early in Februa.ry the Japanese Ambassador ha.d made an 


[$Previous approach to the Foreign Secretary a.nd. had begged him 

Reference: 

Cabinet ̂ S" "to consider whether we could not informally approach 

f38) , Con
clusion 9.) both sides" with a view to an end to the conflict. The 


proposals of the Ambassador had struck the Prime Minister 


as opening up possibilities, and. he had asked if it was 


the intention of the Foreign Secretary to follow up the 


suggestion. The Foreign Secretary had replied in the 


affirmative. He asked the Lord President, of the Council, 


as Acting Foreign Secretary, to look into the matter. 


The Lord President of the Council undertook to 


do so. 
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EGYPT.	 4. The Cabinet had before them a Most Secret Note 


Defence of. by the Minister for Co-ordination o^ Defence (C i ,Po-4l 

(38)) covering an extract from the draft Minutes of 


Reference: the 310th Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence 

Cabinet 46 

(37), Con- and a Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee 

elusion 11 

and Appendix.) (C.I.D. Paper No  1399-B) relating to the Defence of 
a


FClzio/3S)5. "Egypt. The Conclusions reached by the Committee of 


" 3S '0 imperial Defence were as follows:
"(i) To accept the Report by the Chiefs of 


Staff Sub-Committee (Cel-D- Paper 

No. 1399-B), and to recommend, that 

effect should be given to the follow
ing proposals with the least possible 

delay, subject to the proviso that 

arrangements are made for adequate and 

suitable accommodation tor all reinforce
ments despatched, to ^gypt ano Palestine:-


Army Proposals . 

(a) Units at present forming part of 


the garrison of Egypt to be brought 

up to their authorised establishment. 


(b) One infantry brigade and. necessary 
ancillary troops to be despatched 
to Palestine and. one field company 
R .Eo to Egypt o 

Air Force Proposals. 


(c) One squadron of Fighters	 (Gladiators) 

to be despatched, to Egypt at oncet 

this squadron a.nd No. 33 Squadron, 

now in Egypt, to be brought up to 

establishment of 21 first-line aircraft 

each, with adequate reserves. 


(d) ^elve first-line medium bombers 

(Wellesleys) with the necessary personnel 

and reserve aircraft to be despatched. 

to Egypt at. once, to increase the 

establishment of existing Wellesley 

Squadrons * 


(e) mhese to be followed, as soon as possible 

by two squfldrons of light bombers (Hinds), 

each with 12 first-line aircraft and the 

necessary reserves, for use primarily 

as ground attack aircraft o 


(f) The fighter squadrons in (c) above to 

be regarded as a temporary reinforce
ment. 


(g) Adequate transport of a suitable type 

to be provided, at once to ensure the 

requisite degree of mobility for the 

squadrons in the Middle East, and to 




O £* rj 


provide for the supply and main 

tenance requirements of the 

squadrons in the field. 


(h) To increase temporarily the es tab
lishment of pilots and flying crews 

in all squadrons in the Middle East. 


NOTE.. - The Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, who had left the 

Meeting betore the sbove con
clay ion was reached, asked 

that his position might be 

res erved.. 


(ii) That there should be no publicity regard
ing the above moves until they had 

actually taken pla ce. 


(iii) That the Report, by the Chiefs of Staff 

Sub-Committee (C.I*D. Paper No.l399-B). 

together with the foregoing record of 

the discussion thereon, should be sub
mitt ed to the Cabinet, for consideration, 

if possible, at the Meeting to be held 

next Vednesday, the 23rd February." 


After discussing these proposals in the light 


of the general international situation as well as in 


some detail, the Cabinet agreed — 


(a) That, bearing in mind the decision to 

enter upon Conversations with the Italian 

Government with a view to a general 


f
appeasement o  the relations between 

the two countries, and having rega.rd 

to the fact that many of the recommend
at ions of the Committee of Imperial 

Defence could not be implemented until 

accommodation had been provided in 

Egypt and Palestine, the decision should 

be pos+poned until the Prime Minister 

and Acting Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs had been able to ascertain from 

the Earl of Perth (due in this country 

before the end of the present week) 

his view on the possible effect of these 

decisions on the attitude of the Italian 

Government in the forthcoming negotia
tions: 


(b) That, in order to avoid any loss of time 

in the event of a subsequent decision 

confirming the recommendations of the 

Committee of Imperial Defence, the 

Secretary of State for War should 

immediately prepare plans 
(i) for rectifying the very unsatis

factory housing conditions of the 

troops in Palestine; and 


(ii) for the accommodation of the troops 

it v/as proposed to send to Egypt 

and Palestine: 




(c) That the Secretary of State for War should 

he authorised to brins up to their author
ised establishment units at. present forming 

part o^ the garrison of "Egypt: 


(d.) That the Secretary of State for Air should 

chech the position as to the accommodation 

of the Air Force units which the Commitsoo 

of Imperial Defence had re & amended should 

he moved to Egypt and should obtain esti4


ma.tes for their a ccommoda tion on a permanent 

or sem1-permanent basis: and that, he should 

also ascertain what forces could be sent 

temporarily without additional accommodation 

or before it nad been provided: 


(e) That the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence should keep in touch with the 

proposals of the Secretary of State for 


f
vVa.r and. o^ the Secretary o  State for Air, 

bearing in mind that some of the recommend
ations of the Commit toe of "imperial Defence 

( e . g ., the despatch of an Infantry Brigade, 

etc., to Palestine) were closely connected 

with the idea of a Middle East military 

reserve, on which no Cabinet decision had. 

yet been taken, and that this might affect 

his forthcoming investigation into the 

priority of Defence Expenditure. 
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pAwIIOAD-HAIPA 5. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 
the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (C.P--K? 
(38)) covering a Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-
Committee (CcI*B. P?per No. 139S-B) on *he strategic 
and certain other aspects of the construction of a 
road from Baghdad to Haifa, and quoting the following 
Conclusions thereon reached by the Committee of 
Imperial Defence at their 3C9th Meeting (Minute 4 ) : 

"(a) To recommend the proposal for the con
struTbion of a road from Haifa 'c.o 

Baghdad., at a cost of approximately 

£600,000, for approval by the Cabinet. 

(C . I .Do Paper No * 1293-3.) 

(b) That the priority to be assigned to 

the construction of the road should 

be decided by the Cabinet j.n coraec
ticn with the general review which the 

Minister for Co--ord ire.bion of Defence 

would shortly present. 


( c) That v;hile a decision on this question 

wa.s bound up with the next stage of the 

financial review, in which questions of 

priority would be dealt with, the Cabinet
should be asked to bear in mind that if 

the road is to be completed, by the winter 

of 1939-40, a very er-rly decision is 

ne ces s ary: ot henvis e a d el ay of one 

yeQr in the completion of the road will 

be entailed." 


In the course of the discussion the Secretary of 


State for India, expressed the view chat, while the 


construction of the road was a matter of import mce. 

when considered in comparison with the Naval route 


to Egypt through the Red Sea. it- was only a secondary 


^eans o^ communication . Prom the point of view of 


priority, therefore, its provision should come second 


to the defences of Aden and. the measures for protect
ins? the Naval route. 


In this connection it was pointed out- that our 


preoccupations about Aden and the Red Sea route arose 


entirely out of our recent estrangement from Italy, 


 Tf, as the result of the forthcoming Conversations, 


those relations could be placed on a better footing, 


the urgency would diminish. 


k




After considerable discussion the Cabinet agreed 


(a) To approve the construction of the 

proposed road and its expenditure, 

as set forth in recommendation (a) 

above, not only for the strategical 

reasons set forth in the Report 

before the Committee of Imperial 

Defence but. as a great Imperial 

project calculated to consolidate 

and strengthen our position through
out the Middle East, and to improve 

not only our military but also our 


r
eommer cia 1 communi cat ions be tv. een 
Egypt, Palestine, Trans-Jordania, 

Iraq and India: 


(b) That, as recommended, by the Committee 

of Imperial Defence, the priority to 

be assigned to the construction of the 

road should be decided by the Cabinet 

in eonnection with the general review 

which the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence would shortly present: 


( c) To take note that the Minister for 

Qo-ordination of Defence deduced from 

the Cabinet discussion and Conclusions 

the strong impression that their inten
tion was that he should give the Road 

a sufficient priority to enable it to 

be carried out at an early date: 


(d) m h8t the financial aspects of the Road 

should be considered, by the Treasury 

in conjunction with the Departments 

concerned, including 
(i) the incidence of cost on Depart

mental Estimates, bearing in mind 

the importance of avoiding giving 

the impression that the Roa.d was 

being built exclusively for strate
gical reasons: 


(ii) the suggestion made at the Meeting 

that the Iraq Petroleum Company 

should be asked to make a contri
but ion * 




SOUTH AFRICA. 


The High 

Commission 

Territories. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 5 

(38), Con
clusion 8.) 


6, The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


informed the Cabinet that he did not wish that day 


to ask for any decision on the question of the 


T
transfer to the .Tnion of South Africa of the High 


Commission Territories. He had had some communica
tion with General Hertzog, who, however, had been 


much preoccupied with a crisis over the National 


Anthem. For the moment all he proposed to do was to 


ask the Union Government to allow him to see their 


latest draft of the proposed Memoranda for communica 


tion to the Territories in question. 




9 ^ 9 


DEFENCE. 


Statement 

relating 

to. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 5 

(38), Con
clusion 9.) 


7. The Cabinet had before them a Note hy the 

Minister for Co-ordination of Defence fC.P.-38 (38)) 

circulating for the consideration of his colleagues 


the draft of a Statement Relating to Defence. 


After some discussion the Cabinet agreed — 


(a) That members of the Cabinet v.-ho had. 

suggestions to make for amendments 

or additions to the draft White Paper 

should, at once communica.te them to 

the Minister for Go-ordination of 

Defence: 


(b) That the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence should consider these 

amendments and prepare a further draft 

of the White Paper in consultation with 


The Prime Minister, 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

The Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs, 

The Home Secretary, 

The Minister of Health; 


( c) S ^ K l ^ ^ & ^ i ^ o  ̂ ^ ^ t W ^ i n g : 

for Co-ordination of Defence to the 

following suggestions that were made at 

the Meeting:
(i) The inclusion o^ a fina.ncial para

graph if the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer should, find it possible 

to produce a draft appropriate to 

the present political conditions, 

namely, one that, would, convey the 

impression that the financial burden 

was heavier than had been anticipated, 

without causing excessive anxiety as 

to our financial circumstances: 


( ii) That the re-draft should, include a 

final paragraph setting out the 

general impression that it was 

desired, to create at home and 

abroad.: 


(iii) "hat the paragraph referred, to in 

(ii) might, if thought, fit, include 

a reference to foreign affairs, or, 

alternatively, that there might be a 

separate paragraph on foreign affairs: 


(iv) That in the sixth line of paragraph 

4, after the word, "demands", the 

following should be inserted:

"on the supply of certain materials" 


(Suggestion of the Minister of Labour): 




(v) That in the eighth line of paragraph 

4 the word "any" should be oni+tec 

and that the following words should 

he substituted:-


Kas far as possible", 


so that the line would read:
"to avoid as far as possible 

interference with the re
quirements of private industry"
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NEW NAVAL CON- 8. Tn addition to the Memorandum by the First 

STRUCTTON 

PROGRAMME, 1938. Lord of the Admiralty 'C.P.-29 (38)) giving 


details of the proposed new Naval Construction, 

(Previous 

Reference: costing £70 millions, and the Memorandum by the 

Cabinet 5 

(38), Con- Chancellor of the Exchequer (C.P.-30 (38)) setting 
elusion 10.) 


out briefly the main reasons why in his view the 


Programme should be substantially reduced, both of 


which had received consideration at the Meeting 


mentioned in the margin, when a decision had. been 

postponed, pending consultation between the Chancellor 


of the Exchequer, the Minister for Co-ordination of 


Defence and. the First Lord of the Admiralty with a 


view to reaching a conclusion, the Cabinet had 


before them a Memorandum by the First Lord. ̂ C.P.
42 ^38)) pressing strongly for the adoption of the 


original Programme. But in a very sincere effort 


to meet the wishes of the Chancellor of the Exchequer 


he submitted a. revised Programme, costing £48,278,850. 


Tt was a. Programme, however, that could be defended, 


in Parliament, and. was one that the A^dmiralty would 


accept on the understanding that, the items dropped, 


from the previous Programme had only been deferred 


and not. abandoned. 


In the course of the discussion, the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer quoted figures to show 


that the sketch 1928 new construction programme 


included in the third D.R.G. Report which was 


estimated at the time of that Report to cost 


£36 millions would now cost £44 millions, and that the 


cost of the actual 1937 new construction programme 


had risen by £9 millions. In other words, 




the Admiralty had already anticipated r:::.zii of the pr posed 


expenditureThe aggregate figure for the three years would 


amount to £180 millions which was hardly consistent with the 


£200 millions contemplated "by the Defence Requirements 


Committee for 7 years. In addition to this, he had 


recently learnt that the figure of £62 millions for 1937 


would rise to £69 millions owing mainly to a rise in 


prices. Viewing the matter from the widest point of 


view, he recognised that it would not be proper to limit 


the cost of the Naval Construction Programme to the 


figure of £36 millions contemplated by the Defence 


Requirements Committee ( C P  42 (38)) fifth page headed "A". 
3


He thought, however, that the reduced Programme prepared 


by the First Lord of the Admiralty, for which he thanked 


him, was greater than our financial circumstances would 


justify. He suggested that this should be cut down to 


about £43 or £44 millions and, in this connection, he 


drew attention to the very heavy aggregate cost of some 


of the minor items in the Programme, e0g,, one destroyer 


depot ship £1,550,000; one submarine depot ship £1,350,000; 


one fleet Air Arm supply and repair ship £2 000,000, He 
r


was unable to accept any such condition as that set forth 


in paragraph 7 of C P , 42 (38) that the Board of 


Admiralty would accept the First Lord's Scheme "B" only 


"on the understanding that the items which had been 


dropped from the previous Programme have been only deferred 


and not abandoned'1. 


The view was expressed by several Members of the 


Cabinet that, in the present International situation, it 


was of first importance that no impression should be 


created at home or abroad that we were in any way 


relaxing our efforts to strengthen and recondition the 
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Fighting Services and that from this point of view, it 


would be desirable to accept at least Scheme "B" costing 


£48 millions submitted by the First Lord, and to make 


provision in addition for laying down a third capital ship. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence pointed 


out that he had been given the very difficult task of 


rationing the expenditure of the three Defence Departments. 


If the Cabinet were to anticipate his Report by allotting 


so large a sum to Naval Construction, his difficulties 


would be much increased and the other Services were likely 


to go short. 


 The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs referred 


 to the message from the Prirno Minister of Australia, which 


 had been communicated to the Cabinet at the meeting referred 


'to in the margin offering further co-operation in defence by 


the Commonwealth of Australia; and suggest-ed that Australia 


might be asked to build u third capital ship. 


After some further discussion as to the sum to be 


allotted to the Naval Construction Programme, on the 


suggestion of the Prime Minister the Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 That the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence, the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer and the First Lord of the 

Admiralty in consultation with the 

Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, 

as required, should at once consider 

the Naval Shipbuilding Programme in the 

light of the Cabinet diooasion including 

the suggestion that the co-operation of 

the Commonwealth of Australia should be 

sought with a view to their bearing the 

cost of %he—bJrB?eL' capital ship: 


That the First Lord of the Admiralty 

should have authority to announce any 

Programme of Naval Construction agreed 

by the above Ministers, but that if they 

could not reach agreement they should 

inform the Prime Minister with a view 

to the matter being considered at a 

special meeting of the Cabinet. 


(The Home Secretary left the Cabinet at this point.) 




 i 
9 n rj 
ft fINDIA. 9. The Cabinet had "before them a Memorandum by 


Trade the President of the Board of Trade (CP. 40 (38)) 

Negotiations 
 outlining the course of the negotiations for a Trade 
with. 


Agreement with India. 
(previous 

Reference: At the suggestion of the President of the 
Cabinet 37 (37^ 

Conclusion 15.) B 0 a r ( i f Trade, the subject was adjourned until the 
Q
 

F.R.10 
 next regular weekly meeting of the Cabinet. 




10. The Cabinet had before then a Memorandum by the ' 

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries (C.P.-39 (38)) 


reporting that an agreement had been reached with the 


Bacon Industry covering organisation, marketing 


arrangements and factory rationalisation, conditional 


on the industry being satisfied, with the Governments 


financial proposals. The cost to the Exchequer of the 


proposed assistance to the industry should not exceed 


in the first year £1,180,000, in the second year 


£1,220,000, and in the third year £1,120,000, subject 


to a small rise or fall according as prices of bacon 


and feeding-stuffs fluctuated. The Minister sought 


approval to his proposals, in which the Secretary of 


State for Scotland concurred, in order that legislation 


to give effect to them coul^ be completed and brought 


before the Committee of Home Affairs and. Cabinet, in 


the ordinary way at an early date. 


After the Minister of Agriculture and 


Fisheries had explained the proposals in C P . 39 (38), 


the Chancellor of the Exchequer gave the Cabinet an 


appreciation of the financial aspects of the proposals. 


These involved subsidies both to pig breaders and bacon 


curers whose profit would be partly dependent upon funds 


derived from taxation. He suggested a large reduction 


in the numbers of pigs for which provision should be 


made. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said 


that the Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury had 


now informed him that the urgency of this question 


was not quite so great from the point of view of the 


Parliamentary time-table and suggested that the matter 


should be referred to the Committee on Agricultural 


Policy. 




The Minister of Labour, who is not a member (j 


of the above Committee, asked that they would bear in 


mind that his Ministry were under strong pressure to 


arrange that wages in bacon factories should be sevtled 


between the Trade Unions and the employers. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 


undertook to bring this point up at the Committee, which 


he hoped would consider the question on broad lines. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the proposals in C P . 39 (38) 

should be referred to the Cabinet 

Committee on Agricultural Policy, 

which should consider the matter on 

broad lines and report back to the 

Cabinet. 




THE RABBITS 

BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 2 

(38), Con
clus ion 9.) 


11.In accordance with the Conclusion mentioned in 


the margin, the Cabinet had. before them a Memorandum 


by the Minister of Agriculture and. Fisheries (C.P.
36 (38)) in which he suggested, after consultation 


with the Chief Whip and. Parliamentary Counsel and 


with the concurrence of the Secretary of State for 


Scotland, that no further action should be taken at 


the present time with reference to the preparation 


of a Rabbits Bill for introduction into Parliament 


as proposed in CP.-2 (38). 


The Cabinet took note of the above. 




LOCAL ELECTIONS 12. The Cabinet had under consideration the Local 

(PROPORT TONAL 

REPRESENTATION) Elections (Proportional Representation) Bill, intro-

BILL. 


duced in the House of Commons by a Private Member and 


(Previous down for Second. Reading on Friday, 25th February, 1938. 

Reference: 

Cabinet 5 The Prime Minister said he had received a 

(38), Con
clusion 18.) suggestion from the Home Secretary that the Government 


!1
FK^i7-^)  should adopt a "cross bench" attitude towards the Bill, 


and to reply shortly against it. 

The Cabinet agreed to this proposal and the 

Prime Minister undertook to inform the 

Home Secretary. 




13* The Cabinet had under consideration the Protection 


of Animals Bill, introduced in the House of Commons by 


a Private Member and down for Second Reading on Friday, 


2^th February, 19380 


This Bill was not discussed,. 




MARRIAGE BILL.


(Previous 

Reference'

Cabinet 5 

(38), Con
elusion 20.) 


C"i O O 


h 0 0 


 14. The Cabinet had under consideration the 


Marriaee Bill, introduced in tiie House of Commons 


 by a Private Member and dov/n for Second Reading on 


 Friday, 25th February, 1938. 


This Bill was not discussed. 




LOCAL AUTHOR!- 15. The Cabinet had under consideration the Local 

TIES (ENABLING) 

BILL. Authorities (Enabling) Bill, introduced in the House 


of Commons by a Private Member and down for Second 

(Previous 

Reference: Reading on Friday, 4th March, 1938-

Cabinet 2 

(37), Con- This Bill was not discussed, 

elusion 11.) 


- 23 



MOTOR DRIVERS 16. The Cabinet had under consideration the Motor 

(SIGNALS) BILL. 


Drivers (Signals) Bill, introduced in the House of 


Commons by a Private Member and down for Second Reading 


on Friday, 4th March, 1938. 

This Bill was not discussed. 




MOTOR DRIVERS 16. The Cabinet had under consideration the Motor 

(SIGNALS) BILL. 


Drivers (Signals) Bill, introduced in the House of 


Commons by a Private Member and down for Second Reading 


on Friday, 4th March, 1938. 

This Bill was not discussed. 




17. The Cabinet took note of a statement by the 
PALESTINE. 


Composition Secretary of State for the Colonies: 

(of Royal 

Commission. (a) That the following gentlemen had 


accepted membership of the 

revious Palestine Financial Commission:-

Reference: 

Cabinet 48 (37) Sir John Woodhead, K-CoSoI., , 

Conclusion 7.) Finance Member, Government of 


Bengal, since 1932. (Chairman) 

F.R. io £styj . 


Sir Alison Russell, K.C. 


Mr. A.P. Waterfield, C.B., 

Principal Assistant Secretary in 

H.M. Treasury. 


(b)	 That another prospective member was 

being approached. 


(c)	 That it was proposed that the 

General Officer Commanding in 

Palestine should assist the Royal 

Commission on military matters. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


23rd February, 1938. 
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C A B I N E T 10 ( 38). 

Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10 Downing 

Street, *S.W. 1. , on WEDNESDAY, 2nd March, 1938, 


at 11.0 a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


Anglo-Italian Conversations. 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 1 (b)) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

C P . 50 (38) - already circulated. 


Statement by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 


2. EGYPT: DEFENCE 6F. 

(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 4) 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 

covering extract from Minutes of 310th Meeting of 

the Committee of Imperial Defence, together with 

Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee. 


C P . 41 (38) - already circulated. 


3. NEGOTIATIONS WITH EIRE MINISTERS. 


(Reference Cabinet 4 (33) Conclusion 16) - (If required). 


4. PALESTINE: CONTROL OF IMMIGRATION INTO. 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 17) 


Memorandum oy the Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


C P . 46 (38) - already circulated. 


5. INDIA:	 TRADE NEGOTIATIONS. 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 9) 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade. 

C P . 40 (38) - already circulated. 
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6. DEFENCE. 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) C*nclusi*n 7) 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering revised draft White Paper. 


C P . 47 (38) - circulated herewith. 


7.	 BACON INDUSTRY: REORGANISATION AND ASSISTANCE. 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 10). 

Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


C-P. 39 (38) - already circulated. 


Statement by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


8. RATING AND VALUATION (POSTPONEMENT OF VALUATION) BILL. 


Reference Cabinet 3 (38) Conclusion 7 ( c ) , (d) & (e)) 


Memorandum by the Minister of Health, covering draft 

Bill. 


C.P. 48 (38) - already circulated. 


9. UNEMPLOYMENT FUND:	 ANNUAL REPORT OF UNEMPLOYMENT 

INSURANCE STATUTORY COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL CONDITION 

OF FUND AT 51st DECEMBER, 1937. 


(Reference Cabinet 8 (37) Conclusion 7) 


Memorandum by the Minister of Labour. 

C P . 45 (38) - already circulated. 


10, PRIVATE MEMBERS' BILLS. 


For Friday, 4th March, 1938. 


1.	 Local Authorities (Enabling) Bill. 

Second Reading. (Mr. Charles Brown (La.)) 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 15) 


2.	 M*t*r Drivers (Signals) Bill. Second 
Reading. (Sir Arnold Gridley (C)5 

(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 16) 




o o ft 
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10.	 PRIVATE AMBERS' BILLS (Contd.) 


For Friday, 11th March, 1938. 


1.	 Ermoloyers' Liability Bill. Second 

Reading. (Mr. Lee (La.)). 


2.	 Journalists (Registration) Bill. 

Second Reading. (Mr. Bossom (C)). 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY-


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 1. , 

1st March, 1933. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 
at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1., on WEDNESDAY, 

the 2nd March, 1938, at 11.0 a.m. 

PRESENT: 
The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M-P., 

Prime Minister. (in the Chair). 
The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., The Viscount Halifax, K-G. , 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E. , K.C., M.P., G.C.S.I., G.C.I.S., Lord 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. President of the Council and 


Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


[The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S.I-, 

Lord Chancellor. G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary 


of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. The Most Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. , The Marquess of Zetland, 

Secretary of State for G.C.S.I., G.C.I.S. ,

Dominion Affairs. Secretary of State for India. 


?he Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M.P., Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E. , K . C , 

Secretary of State for the M.P. , Minister for Co-ordination 

Colonies. of Defence. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O. , M-P- , L. Hore-Belisha, M.P. ,

First Lord of the Admiralty. Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E., M . C Walter Elliot, M.C., M.P., 

Secretary of State for Air. Secretary of State for Scotland. 


[?he Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

W. S. Morrison, M.C., K.C., M.P., The Earl Stanhope, K.G., D.S.O., 

Minister of Agriculture and M. C , President of the Board of 

Fisheries. Education. 


t?he Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P-, Ernest Brown, M.C-, M. P. ,

Minister of Health. Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M. P. ,

Minister of Transport. 


(I 

Lionel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G. , G.C.V.0 Secretary. 
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GERMANY. 


Fropos ed 

Conversa
tions. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 4 

(38). Con
olus ion 2 .) 


1. The Prime Minister, referring to the Meeting 


mentioned in the margin, recalled that the Cabinet 


were aware of the forthcoming converaations with 


Germany. His Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin had 


returned, home and had gone back to Germany with his 


instructions . Perhaps the most, difficult question to 


be considered in the conversations was that of colonies, 


to which the Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy had 


given much thoueht . The line that seemed most practical 


and. likely to lead to success was to delimit a zone in 


Tropical Africa which, very approximately and. without
going into details, would be bounded by the Sahara. 


Desert on the North and^German South-West Africa on 


the South. The idea was to treat this zone as a field, 


for a new experiment in colonial administration. 


The existing Mandates would he surrendered, and. all 

the Powers holding territories in the area would, agree 


to adopt and apply certain principles on such matters 


as demilitarisation, the treatment of Natives, Trade 


and communications. Room would be found in the area 


for territory for administration by Germany. One 


advantage of this arrangement was that it could, be 

presented to the world not as handing back to Germany 


her former colonies as a. right, but as a new plan 


based on higher ideals and allotting territory subject 


to certain principles. A great deal of work would, 


still remain to be done. At some point it would, be 

necessary to consult Belgium and Portugal. Part of 


the area in question was already subject to the Congo 


Treaties. Yet another advantage of the scheme was 


that it avoided one of the most formidable criticisms, 


na.mely, the handing over of Natives from one Power 




to another/. The Treaty was also based on a big ideal 


which it was hoped might commend, itself both to this 


country and to Germany. It had not. been thought 


necessary to give particulars to the French at the 


present stage, more particularly as it was inadvisable 


to run the risk of causing, irritation in France by 


communicsting the outlines of a scheme that the 


Germans might refuse. The Cabinet Committee had thought, 


therefore, that the best plan was to instruct Sir Nevilt 


Henderson to sound the Fuhrer on the subject. We were 


telling the French Government that all that had been 


done was to instruct His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin, 


when he saw Herr Hitler, to take soundings as to whafc 
wra-nlri ba the German attitude towards p-^p^al T ^n 
the gonoral linoo okctchcd out abovo. That communiea
tion would be accompanied by an assurance that if 
anything emerged from these inquiries we should not 
propose any contribution from the French unless 
accompanied, by a substantially equivalent contribution 
from ourselves . 

The Prime Minister then suggested to the Secretary 


of State for Foreign Affairs that he should circulate 


to the Cabinet-/his Despatch of February 25th to 


Sir E. Phipps, printed, in P.P. (36) 53. 


The Cabinet took note — 


(a) of the Prime Minister's statement: 


(b) that the Secretary of State for.. 

Foreign Affairs would circula.te% 

his Despatch No. 394 to Sir E. Phipps, 

dated February 25th, 1938, at present 

printed as F,P. (3 6) 53. 




q n o 


SPAIN. 2. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


hxchange of informed the Cabinet that Field Marshal Sir Philip 

[Prisoners . 


Chetwode had accepted an invitation to become 


(previous Arbitrator for the exchange of prisoners between the 

Reference: 

Cabinet 5 two parties in Spain. Appropriate action was being 

(38), Con
elusion 3 .) taken in the Foreign Office to set the matter in 


F.R.n(2,4)S. motion, and it was hoped that the Field Marshal would, 
be at. work within a fortnight . 




THE ERITTSH 

BROADCAST IMG 

CORPORATION. 


Proposed 

Broad cas t 

on German 

Colonies . 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 29 

(37) , Con
clusion 1.) 


F.R. li( 


3. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


informed the Cabinet that the British Broadcasting 


Corporation had announced a broadcast to take place 


on March 11th on the question of the handing back of 


colonies to Germany, in which Mr Amery, Mr Harold 


Nicolson and Mr Glasgow would take part. He sought 


the views of his colleagues as to whether it would, be 

desirable, in present circumstances, to invite the 


B.B.C. to suspend the broadcast or not. 


Tn the course of a short discussion it was 


pointed out that there might perhaps be some advantage 


in allowing the broadcast to take place, so that the 


German Government would learn something about the 


popular objections to handing over colonies. Another 


view was that the discussion ought not to take place. 


Tn any event it. was suggested that the Foreign 


Secretary should see Sir John Reith and a.sk him to 


avoid allowing a series of broadcast discussions on 


this question. 


The Foreign Secretary sai^ that, in the light of 


the Cabinet discussion he would consult the Foreign 


Office. If, on balance, it seemed better to postpone 


the broadcast, he would see Sir John Reith and enquire 


if he would be willing' to put a stop to the broadcast 


on his own responsibility. 




ANGLO-ITALIAN 

CONVT?RSArn TONS , 

Eritish 


f Desiderata. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 9 

(38), Con
elusion l(b) .) 


SPA TN. 

Position of in 

the Negotia
tions . 

(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 7 

(38), p.l) . 


4. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


(CP.-50 (38)) on British Desiderata in the 


forthcoming Anglo-Italian Conversations. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


informed the Cabinet that since its circulation 


the a^ove Memorandum had been discussed hy the 


Cabinet Comm.ittee on Foreign Policy, and he gave 


his colleagues particulars of the a^en^ments 


introduced as the result of that discussion, all 


of which were approved. 


In the course of the discussion the hope was 


expressed that there would be no weakening on what 


was understood to h*ve been the view of the Cabinet 


that an agreement on Spain must form an integral 


part of the final arrangements with Italy and 


that no agreement could be reached without it . 

The Prime Minister said that it had never been 


in his mind as a sine qua, non to an agreement that 


Italy should withdraw from Spain irrespective of 


what other countries might be doing. He was 


satisfied, however, that the Italian Government wa.s 


very anxious to withdraw their troops an* would do 


their utmost to facilitate an agreement. He hoped, 


therefore, that the question would not arise as an 


obstacle to agreement. 


f
The First Lord o  the Admiralty reported that 


just, before coming to the Meeting of the Cabinet 


he had received information from very secret sources 


that, orders had been issued from Rome that Italian 


aircra.ft in Majorca we^e to abstain from, attacks 

for the present even on military targets . 


-o
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Tn connection with the limitation of fortifica
tions (C c P o - 5 0 ( 3 8 ) P c 6 ) the Secretary of State for 
Foreign Af-fairs read to the Cabinet a fresh draft 
paragraph t.o be substituted for a passage 
on page 5 of that Paper, dealing with the question 
of exchange of information on the subject of the 
establishment of new fortified ports or posts 

The Secretary of State for *Var reminded the 


Foreign Secretary that the exchange of information 


was to be accompanied by explanations. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs took 


a note of this point. 


Tn connection with the Abyssinian subjects 
(Pages 18 & 19 of C P . - 5 0 ( 3 8 ) ) the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies reminded the Foreign Secretary 
that it had been understood at the Foreign Policy 
Committee that Signor Mussolini was to be warned 
that we should wish these questions to be taken up 
immediately after the main agreement had been 
rea ched. 

The Secretary of St*te for Foreign Affairs agreed, 


and also mentioned that it was proposed, to record 


the fact that Signor Mussolini had abolished slavery 


in Abyssinia. 


After the Foreign Secretary had explained the 
proposals for Arabia, the Secretary of State for 
India expressed his agreement in the formula on 
page 15 of CoPo--50 ( 3 8 ) , viz.:

"That the two Governments a.gree in so 

far as they are concerned, to do 

nothing to disturb the territorial 

status quo, in Arabia and that neither 

of them will seek to obtain for itself 

a privileged position on the Arabian 

coast of the Red Sea". 




Tn reply to a question as to the Earl of Perth's 


impressions on the prospects of an agreement, the 

the following:-


Foreign Secretary reported/ first, that the Italians 


had undoubtedly believed that we were postponing 


negotiations until our re-armament had advanced so 


far as to put us in an advantageous position', and, 


second, that he/was convinced that the Italian 


Government wanted an agreement and would do all they 


could to secure it, and that if an agreement were 


reached they hoped that it would result in re
establishing the old friendly relations between the 


two countries. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) m o approve, as the ba.sis for 

instructions to His Majesty's 

Ambassador in Rome in the forth
coming, conversations, the Memorandum 

on British desiderata. (CP.-50 (38)), 

including the amendments introduced 

by the Cabinet Committee on Foreign 

Policy: 


(b) ^o take note that it was the 

intention of the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs to 

circulate instructions based, on 

C.P.-SO (38), but incorporating 

the approved amendments, 




5. The Cabinet again had. before them a Most Secret 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


(CoP.-4l (38)) covering an Extract from the Minutes 


of the 310th Meeting of the Committee of Imperial 


Defence and a Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-


Committee (CoTcDo Paper No 0 1399-B) relating to the 


Defence of Egypt. At the Meeting referred, to in the 


margin the main decision on the recommendations of 


the Committee of Imperial Defence had. been postponed, 


until the Prime Minister and Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs had. been able to ascertain from the 


7
Earl of Perth (nov- in this country) his view of the 


possible effect of these recommendations on the 


attitude of the Italian Government in the forthcoming 


Conversations -


After a short discussion the Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To take note that the Prime Minister 

and Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs had ascertained from the Earl 

of Perth that he saw no objection, 

from the point of view of his forth
coming conversetions with the Italian 

Government, either to the recoramenda
tions of the Committee of Imperial 

Defence or to the normal arrangements 

for publicity on the subject: 


(b) mhat the following recommendation of 

the Committee of imperial Defence at 

the 310th Meeting held on Februa.ry 17th, 

1938. should, accordingly be approved:
"(i) To accept the Report by the Chiefs of 


Staff Sub-Committee (C.T.D. Paper 

No e 1399-B), and. to recommend that 

effect should be given to the follow
ing proposals with the least possible 

delay, subject to the proviso that 

arrangements are made for adequate and 

suitable accommodation for all rein
forcements despatched, to Egypt and 

Palestine:-


Army Proposals o 

(a) Nnits at present forming part of 

the garrison of Egypt to be brought 

up to their authorised, establishment. 


(b) One infantry brigade and necessary 

ancillary troops to be despatched 

to Palestine and one field company 

RoE, to Egypt. 




Air Force Proposals. 


(c) One squadron of Fighters	 f Gladiators) 

to be despatched to Egypt at once; 

this squadron and No. 33 Squadron, 

now in Egypt, to be brought up to 

establishment of 21 first-line aircraft 

each, with adequate reserves. 


(d) Twelve first-line medium bombers 

(Wellesleys) with the necessary personnel 

and reserve aircraft to be despatched 

to Egypt at once, to increase the 

establishment of existing Wellesley 

Squadrons. 


(e) These to be followed as soon as possible 

by two squadrons of light bombers (Hinds), 

each with 12 first-line aircraft and the 

necessary reserves, for use primarily 

as ground attack air era-ft . 


(f) The fighter squadrons in (c) above to 

be regarded, as a temporary reinforce
ment . 


( g) Adequate transport o^ a suitable type 

to be provided at once to ensure the 

requisite degree of mobility for the 

squadrons in the Middle East, and to 

provide for the supply and. maintenance 

requirements of the squadrons in the 

field . 


(h) -o increase temporarily the establish
ment of pilots and flying crews in all 

squadrons in the Middle East./' 


( c) That the Secretary of State for Var and 

the Secretary of State for Air should, 

before the end o^ the week, notify to 

the Foreign Office, for the information 

of the Earl of Perth, particulars of the 

intended, movements . 


( d) That the execution of the decision to send 

the above forces to Egypt should be subject 

to the usual consultations between the 

Defence Departments concerned and the 

Treasury as to the cost of accommodation. 


(e) That the forces concerned should be sent 

out without giving any appearance of 

special urgency or despatch, the usual 

arrangements as to leave of the troops 

before foreign service, and so forth, beang 

complied with. 


(f) To take note of a statement by the 

Secretary of State for Air that during 

the summer months the Air reinforcements 

contemplated in the above decision could 

be housed either in existing quarters or 

under canvas , so that it would, not be 

necessary to hold up their despatch*pending 

the provision of permanent, accommodation. 




EIRE. 


Negotiations 

with. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 4 (38) 

Conclusion 16,) 


6. The Secretary of State for Dominion 


Affairs reported that Mr. de Valera and his 


colleagues were returning to London the same 


evening. He hoped, therefore, that the last of 


the series of conversations would now take place. 


Within the next few days, it would be necessary to 


decide whether to reach an agreement or to abandon 


the attempt. He recalled that the Cabinet had 


given a certain amount of discretion to the 


negotiating Ministers, who throughout had kept in 


close consultation with the Irish Situation 


Committeeo He then proceeded to report on the 


present position of the negotiations. 


On the subject of finance, Eire owes us 


money with a capital equivalent to-day of nearly 


£100 millions. We were willing, if settlements 


on the other subjects were concluded, to accept 


£18-j? millions, in addition to £250,000 a year, 


making £23^ millions in all. Mr. de Valera offered 


only £10 millions including, he thought, the 


£250,000 per annum. The United Kingdom special 


duties and the Eire discriminatory duties were to 


disappear. 


Coming to trade, he said that a draft 


agreement had been worked on for some weeks, though 


there were still one-og--two points outstanding: 


more particularly, certain questions affecting the 


Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, namely, eggs 


and poultry; and fish. Generally speaking, the 


draft agreement was on the same basis as the Ottawa 


Agreements. Eire would get free entry for her 


produce into this country subject to quantitative 


regulation. We should get/a review of existing 




protective duties in Eire -and.. review 

by a Prices Commission. The Board of Trade were 


satisfied with the agreement. It would not be easy to 


defend the fact that the benefits to this country would 


be deferred pending the work of the Prices Commission, 


but, in this matter, we were protected by a break clause. 


y(s£he draft trade agreement would also include certain 


useful concessions to Northern Ireland which would inure 


^jC
to their benefit but not to ours; //" . p^jaa**?t. 'lLxJr 


Comment was made by members of the Cabinet on 

this latter point to the effect that the proposal was a 

step towards mutual free trade between Northern and 

Southern Ireland, Mr. de Valera would, no doubt, regard 


it as a step towards union and might even present it 


as such. It would be presented to our own Parliament, 

in accordance with the negotiators' intentions, as an 

advantage to Northern Ireland, wk-î h-Mfteiudsd!--a- distressed 

area$. 


Coming to defence, the Dominions Secretary 


said that the situation was rather difficult. He 


recalled that at the end of the first series of 

conversations, a draft defence agreement had been drawn 


up under which we were to withdraw from the defended 

ports of Eire without obtaining any assurance that we 

should be allowed to use the ports in the event of war, 

although a number of other advantages and assurances to 


this country were incorporated. Mr. de Valera had 

undertaken to put the proposal to his Cabinet of Eire and
support it. He now reported that the Cabinet had 

rejected the draft agreement on the ground that we were 


unable to do anything on the subject of partition. 

Consequently, he had had to reject the agreement. There 


were, in consequence, now two alternatives 



(l)	 To agree to hand the ports hack to Eire and 

trust that they would bring their defences 

up to date and allow us to use them in time 

of war: 


(2)	 To remain in the ports - which would not 

necessarily prevent an agreement on finance 

and trade, but would not conduce to 


good relations between the two countries. 


On balance, the Secretary of State for Dominion 


Affairs had come to the conclusion that our present 


position was so unsatisfactory that we should obtain no 


practical advantage by insisting on its maintenance and that, 


consequently, the better course was to accept the L-a^u^ pu-c* 


situation in the hope which he thought might-, in practice, 


be realised that we should obtain more by this method. 


In this latter connection, he mentioned that if this 


course were adopted, Mr. de Valera would probably in the 


near future make a speech in which he would announce his 


policy which, in substance, would be very similar to that 


incorporated in the original draft agreement on defence. 


He thought Mr. de Valera would do his utmost to implement 


that policy. Although there was an element of gamble 


in the decision, he thought, therefore, that to surrender 


the ports was preferable to the only alternative. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


pointed out that the defences of the ports were out of 


date and occupied by an insignificant force. Whichever 


country was responsible for bringing the ports up to date, they 


would not be able to complete it for some years, owing to 


the difficulty of obtaining the necessary material. If 


we were to maintain our position in the ports, we should 


in war, if Eire was hostile, have to put in a strong 


garrison. Once we surrendered the ports we should have 


no right to go back except by invitation. Having regard 


to the unsatisfactory position in time of war in the event 




of a hostile Eire, he thought it was worth while to 


withdraw. In making this recommendation, he pointed 


out that Eire was dependent on overseas supplies and was 


almost bound to be on our side. In surrendering the 


ports we were not giving up anything worth having. 


The Home Secretary agreed in what had been 


said about the ports. At present, they were not much 


value to us. Eire was not very friendly to us but 


was never likely to be friendly to Germany so far as 


could at present be foreseen. He was anxious, however, 

that the ports should not be surrendered as part of a 


obtain a trade agreement so satisfactory that Northern 


Ireland would not stir up agitation in Parliament 


against handing back the ports. 


The Prime Minister said that there was no 


question of bargaining away the ports for a good trade 


agreement. It would be possible to get an agreement 


on the other matters without handing over the ports, 


and Mr. de Valera had made clear that this was not a 


condition of a settlement on trade and finance. He 


himself took the view that it was to our advantage to 


hand over the ports. From the defence point of view, 


the goodwill of Eire was the most important thing. To 


continue the occupation of the ports would be represented 


as an affront to the people of Eire and would keep open 


the old sore. We should be sacrificing nothing. In 


those circumstances, wAs.-i.t--lAtee3ry that Eire would allow 


an enemy of this country to use the portst. Whether they 


would allow us to do so was less certain but their 


dependence on overseas supplies might lead them to do so. 


Even if we retained the ports, their order of priority 


was so low that years would elapse before we could 




provide them with defences. He had little doubt that,if they 


were handed over Mr. de Valera would find the money. 


Consequently, though he would have preferred the agreement, 


he supported the view of the Dominions Secretary. 


The Lord Chancellor asked the Cabinet to note 


that he had placed his dissent to this decision on record 


at the Irish Situation Committee and would not repeat his 


views to the Cabinet. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries agreed 


as to the handing over of the ports, but urged that it should 


be represented as resulting from our strength and not 


weakness. He explained certain difficulties that were still 


outstanding on the trade agreement in regard to poultry, 


eggs and fish. 


The Prime Minister said that the Committee proposed 


to take a stiff line on the question of the proposed Eire 


restrictions on fish, but hoped for a compromise on eggs and 


poultry. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the proposed agreement with 

Eire as outlined by the Secretary of State 

for Dominion Affairs and summarised above, 

including the handing over of the defended 

ports unconditionally to the Government of 

Eire and the withdrawal of the existing 

garrisons. 




PALESTINE. 


Control of 

Immigration 

into . 


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 9 

(38), Con
elusion 17.) 


7. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Secretary of State for the Colonies (CP.-46 


(38)) on the subject of Control of Immigration into 


Palestine. After recapitulating the history of the 


 question, he recommended that the principle of 


 restriction, which was due to expire on the 31; 


March, should be maintained for a further period of 


twelve months after that date. With a view to 


mitigating Jewish hostility towards this extension, 


however, the Secretary of State would like to 


announce simultaneously that it is the intention of 


His Majesty's Government, as soon as the boundaries 


of the various areas have been defined and so long 


as the existing Mandate continues in operation, 


temporarily to regulate the admission of Jewish 


immigrants by the economic absorptive capacity of 


Palestine, less the Arab area, as recommended by the 


Royal Commission. He proposed, thai His Majesty's 


Government (not the High Commissioner) should accept 


responsibility not only for the decision on the above 


question of policy, but also for the specific limit
ations that he suggested should be imposed, in the 


case of each category of immigrants, without mention 


of a global maximum. 


The Secretary of State for the Golonies 


made the following correction to paragraph 18:-


Last three lines of paragraph 18, after "it is 

estimated that" insert 

"In order to maintain the present 

difference between the numbers of Jews 

and non-Jews, a Jewish immigration of 

approximately 17,000 is required this 

year. This is largely due to the 

higher Arab birth rate." 




The Secretary of State then read a letter from 


the retiring High Commissioner in which General Sir Arthur 


Wauchope gave reasons against continued adherence to the 


principle of economic capacity for absorption as the test 


for calculating the quotas of immigrants, and suggested as 


a substitute for it some general figure such as 8,000 


immigrants for six months. 


This proposal did not commend itself either to 

the Secretary of State for the Colonies or to 

the Cabinet. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


expressed some apprehensions lest the proposals of the 


Colonial Secretary should lead to the immigration of 


larger numbers than those stated in the rough estimate in 


paragraph 18 of C P . 46 (38), more particularly 


dependents and students. Any large increase 


would be a serious matter from the point of view 


of our relations with the Arab Rulers. 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies said 


the matter had been gone into very carefully and he was 


advised that the maximum was not likely to exceed 8,600 


in six months and, if the unemployment situation in 


Palestine was such as to lead to a curtailment of labour 


immigrants, the numbers might come down to about 6,000. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs then 


asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies to present 


the decision of the Cabinet in a form calculated as far as 


possible, to avoid difficulties in the Arab countries. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the proposal of the 

Secretary of State for the Colonies 

as set forth in C P . 46 (38), paragraphs 

17-20: 




That the principle of economic capacity 

for absorption should continue to be the 

test to govern the periodical quotas of 

immigrants: 


That the Secretary of State for the 

Colonies should do his best to present 

his proposals in a form calculated as 

far as possible to avoid difficulties in 

Arab countries: 


To take note that the Secretary of State 

for the Colonies would consider a 

suggestion made by one of his colleagues 

that consideration should be given in 

the announcement to a slight amendment 

to the phrase 

"Palestine less the Arab area" 


in the last line of paragraph 15, 




80 The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 
President of the Board of Trade (CP..--40 (38)) 
outlining the course of the negotiations for a Trade 
Agreement with India and describing the kind of 
agreement which the Government of India were prepared, 
to accept. The terms of this agreement, however, from 
a trade point o-e view, were so unsatisfactory, and the 
Parliamentary difficulties involved were so great, 
that the President was unable to recommend acceptance. 
He would be prepared, in order to avoid the conse
quences of failing to reach agreement with India, to 
agree that we should sacrifice preferences on trade 
worth something between 6 and 7 erores, but he could, 
get no indication of any possibility of India being 
satisfied, with anything less than 9 crores . He 
therefore reported the matter to his colleagues and 
asked for their views , 

The Minister of Health dealt with the 


question on behalf of the President of the Board of 


Trade absent indisposed.- The Board of Trade were 


satisfied that we could not hope for any further offer 


from India. The choice, therefore, lay between 


accepting the latest offer of the Indian Government 


or breaking off negotiations. If there was a break, 


it was certain that before long we should lose our 


preferences in the Indian market, and we should be 


obliged to end the Ottawa Agreement with India and 


treat that country- as though it were a foreign 


country. Either course involved great difficulties. 


The opinion of the Board of Trade was that if we broke 


off negotiations, we should get the worst of the 


bargain, as India could buy elsewhere than in this 


country. His suggestion in all the circumstances was 




that he should he authorised to tell the Commerce Member of 


the Government of India that we were prepared to contemplate an 


agreement with some reluctance in order to assist India 


but that our final decision must depend upon the result 


of the visit to be paid to India by a Deputation of the 


Cotton Industry. If the result of that visit was not 


satisfactory we would not proceed with an agreement. 


In the course of the discussion, a strong plea 


was made by the Secretary of State for Scotland on behalf 


of the jute industry. He suggested that it was wrong, in 


principle, that representatives of Lancashire only should 


go to India to discuss terms with the Indian industry, 


and that it would be more appropriate to include other 


branches of the textile industry such as jute. It was 


pointed out, however, that there was a great difference between 


the needs of the two industries. The cotton industry 


wanted increased preference in the Indian market, 


whereas the jute industry wanted to restrict the importation 


of Indian jute manufactures into this country. 


The Minister of Health was prepared to do his 


best to arrange for representatives of the jute industry 


to visit India, but said there could be no question of 


making acceptance of the trade agreement with India 


dependent on a settlement on jute. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland pointed 


out that it would be dangerous if this was notified to 


the Indian Government as they would then ignore the 


representatives of the jute industry. 


The Secretary of State for India, in the course 


of a statement to the Cabinet, mentioned that there was 


some possibility that the problems relating to jute might 


be solved by action initiated by certain groups in the 


industry without Government interference. 




The Prime Minister thought it right that the 


representatives of the jute industry should be allowed to 


go to India for purposes of negotiation, e.g. with a view 


to the formation of a cartel. On the general question, he 


was satisfied that no more concessions were obtainable 


from India and that the alternatives were either 


aoceptance or a break. He thought the Cabinet agreed 


with the proposals of the Minister of Health. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said 


he had had a point to raise about condensed milk, but he 


did not propose to press it. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 That the Minister of Health should be 

authorised to inform the Commerce 

Member of the Indian Government that 

His Majesty's Government in the United 

Kingdom were prepared to contemplate 

an agreement on the lines proposed 

by the Indian Delegation, but only 

with reluctance in order to assist 

India: but that their final decision 

would depend upon the result of the 

visit of the deputation of the 

cotton industry to India. If nothing 

useful resulted from that visit, the 

negotiations would not be proceeded 

v/i th: 


(b)	 That the Minister of Health should also 

have authority to do his best to arrange 

for a visit to India of representatives 

of the jute industry. 




O i l 


DEFENCE. 


Statement 

i relating 


to. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 9 

(38), Con
clusion 7.) 


9. In accordance with the Conclusion mentioned, 


in the margin the Cabinet had. before them a Note by 


the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (CP.-47 


(38)) covering a revised draft of a Statement 


Relating to Defence. 


After a short discussion the Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To approve the Statement relating to 

Defence attached to CP.-47 (38) for 

issue to Parliament the same evening; 

subject to 

(b) the following amendment on page 4, 

Para.7, lines 4 & 5: 


for "small minelayers" 

put "3 minelayers ". 


( c) That the Motion in the general Debate 

on Defence on Monday, March 7th, should 

be "That the Statement on Defence be 

now considered". 
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flip; ATR FORCE 


parity with 

Germany. 


(Previous 

Reference' 

Cabinet 46 

(37), Con
elusion 10.) 


IP. In the course of the discussion of the item 


dealt with in the preceding Conclusion, the Prime 


Minister said that the following Question was to be 


addressed to him in the House of Commons the same 


afternoon:
"Captain Ealfour, - To ask the Prime 

Minister, if the present Royal Air 

Force expansion programme, for com
pletion by March 1939, is still 

anticipated to provide parity in 

first-line strength with any 

European air force within striking 

distance of our shores by the time 

of its completion, calculating the 

basis of definition of first-line 

the 3ame in all cases' and, if not, 

whether the Government will consider 

superimposing an additional expansion 

programme on to the present one in 

order to ensure achievement of parity". 


He proposed to reply that he would deal with the 


matter in his speech on "Defence on Monday, March 7th. 


He asked the Minister -for Co-ordination o^ Defence to 


give his consideration to the subject with a view 


to advising him. 




THE BACON 

INDUSTRY. 


Reorgani
sation and 

Assistance. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 9 

(38), Con
elusion 10.) 


9 -* 9 

t) JL e) 


11. The Cabinet had before them once more the 


Memorandum by the Minister o^ Agriculture and 


Fisheries (C.P.-39 (38)) on the subject of the 


re-organisation of, and assistance to, the Bacon 


Industry, containing proposals which, at the 


Meeting referred to in the margin, were referred 


to the Cabinet Committee on Agricultural Policy 


for consideration on broad, lines and report. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer reported that 


the subject had been examined, by the Cabinet 

Policy, 


Committee on Agricultural/which had reached, the 

conclusion that the figures in CP.-39 (38), 


para. 9, as to the number of pigs to which 


Exchequer assistance should be given should be:-


Tn the first year a maximum of 2,100,000. 


Tn the second, year " 2,400,000. 


In the third year " 2,500,000. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


was informed, that there was at present no repre
sentative of the Foreign Office on the Cabinet 


Committee on Agricultural Policy. 


mhe Cabinet agreed — 

(a) To approve the revised figures as 


to the maximum number of pigs for 

whj.eh Exchequer assistance should 

be given in each of the three years 

as set forth above: 


(b) To authorise the Minister of 

Agriculture and Fisheries to 

submit the Bill to the Committee 

of Home Affairs and. to enter on 

conversations with representatives 

of the industry on the basis of 

the proposals in CP.-39 (38) 

amended as above . 
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RATING AND 

VALUATION 

(POSTPONEMENT 

OP VALUATION) 

BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 3 

(38) % Conelusion 7 

( c) , ( 6) and 

(e) .) 


12. The Cabinet had. before them a Memorandum "by 


the Minister of Health (C.P.-48 (38)) submitting 


direct, to the Cabinet, as a matter of urgency, a 


draft Rating and Valuation (Postponement of Valua
tion) Bill giving effect to the Conclusion mentioned 


in the margin, to postpone for a. period of two years 


the general re-valuation for rating purposes of 


property in England, and Wales which, under Section 19 


of the Rating and Valuation Act, 1935, would, other
wise take effect as from the 1st April, 1939. 


The Cabinet approved the draft 

Rating and. Valuation (Postpone
ment of Valuation) Bill submitted 

by the Minister of Health in 

CP.-48 (38) . 




THE UNEMPLOY-

MENT FUND. 


Financial 

Condit ion 

of. 


Annual Report 

of Unemploy
ment Insurance 

Statutory 

Committee on. 


(Pr evious 

Reference: 

Cabinet 8 

(37), Con
elusion 7.) 


F.R. ? 


13 . The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Minister of Labour (C.P.-45 (38)) covering 


proof copies of the Annual Report of the TJnemploy
ment Insurance Statutory Committee on the Financial 


Condition of the Unemployment Fund at 31st December, 


1937, and a similar Report in respect of the 


Agricultural Account of the Fund. The General 


Account of the Fund showed an annual sum of 


£1,500,000 available for disposal, and the Agricul
tural Account a balance of £1,885,000. Subject to 


the concurrence of the Chancellor of the Exchequer 


the Minister proposed to adopt the recommendations 


of the Committee as indicated in his Memorandum, and. 


to take the necessary action for giving effect to 


them by affirmative resolutions in both Houses of 


Parliament . 


The Minister of Labour said that it was a 


prudent Report and not unpopular. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


To authorise the Minister of 

Labour to adopt the recommend
ations of the Committee as 

indicated in his Memorandum 

and to take the necessary action 

for giving effect to them by 

affirmative resolutions in both 

Houses of Parliament. 




LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

(ENABLING) BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 9 

(38), Con
olusion 15.) 


14. The Cabinet had under consideration the 


Local Authorities 'Enabling) Bill, introduced in 


the House of Commons by a Private Member and. down 

for Second Reading on Friday, 4 t h March, 1938. 


The Minister of Health reported that this was 


an old Bill which had. been opposed in the past. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


That the Minister of Health should 

have authority to arrange for 

Government opposition to the Bill. 


The Minister of Health was asked 

to prolong the debate on this Bill 

as long as possible in order to 

avoid discussion of the Bill next 

on the list. (See Conclusion 1^.) 




MOTOR DRIVERS 

(SIGNALS) BILL 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 9 

(38), Con* 

elusion 16.) 


15. The Cabinet had under consideration the Motor 


Drivers (Signals) Bill, introduced in the House of 


Commons by a Private Member and down for Second 


Reading on Friday, 4th March, 193 8. 

The Minister of Transport said that this was a 


Bill which ought to be opposed. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


That the Minister of Transport 

should be authorised to oppose 

this Bill if it was reached. 




*1 A O 

EMPLOYERS' 

LIABILITY 

BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 9 

(57), Con
clusion 14.) 


16. The Cabinet had under consideration the 


Employers' Liability Bill, introduced in the House 


of Commons by a. Private Member and down for Second 


Reading on Friday, 11th March, 1938. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


That the Attorney-General should 

be asked to deal with this Bill 

on the same lines as on previous 

occasions. 




t. ... v 


JOURNALISTS 

(REGISTRATION) 

BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 69 

(36), Con
clus ion 13.) 


17. The Cabinet had under consideration the 


Journalists (Registration) Bill, introduced in the 


House of Commons by a Private Member and down for 


Second Reading on Friday, 11th March, 1938. 


The Cabinet were informed, that this was a Bill 


on which the journalistic profession was divided 


and that it was unnecessary for the Government to 


adopt a line. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 


2nd March, 1938. 
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The Right Hon. Nevi 

Prime Minister. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C, M.P., 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl De La Warr, 

Lord Privy Seal. 


The Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C*SoI*, G.C.I*E*, 

Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C., 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon.

The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E.,M.C

Secretary of State for Air.


The Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M.C., K.C., M.P., 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P. , 

Minister of Health. 


e Chamberlain, M. P., 

(In the Chair). 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, ICG. ,

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., Lord 

President of the Council and 

Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S.I., 

G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for -the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


 The Right Hon. 

 Walter Elliot, M.C , M.P. , 


 Secretary of State for Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K.G., D.S.O., 

M . C , President of the Board 

of Education. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M. C , M. P. ,

Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M.P. , 

Minister of Transport. 


Colonel sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B. , G.C.M.G., G.CV*0. . Secretary. 
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mHE CABINS. - 1. The Prime Minister reported that the President 


 of the Board of Trade hoped to sufficiently 


recovered from his indisposition to return on Monday 


next, though he expressed the hope that his colleague 


would not return until his health was fully restored. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty had written to 


say that he was recovering. 


He took the opportunity to welcome the Lord Privy 


Seal on his return from a somewhat arduous visit to 


Australia. 




ROUMANIA. 


Visit of 

King Carol. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet ^ 

(38), Con
clusion 2.) 


2. The Prime Minister said that among the 


festivities arrange^ for the visit of the King of 


Roumania was a Luncheon at the Guildhall on March 


2^r6. Following the precedent adopted in the case 


of a recent, visit, by the ving o-e the Belgians, he 


would ask the Cabinet to meet that, day at 10 a.m.. 


in uniform. While he did not expect every member of 

at the Luncheon 
the Cabinet to be presenj/, he hoped, that as many as 


possible would accept the invitation. 


(The Lord Chancellor entered at. 

this, point.)" 




ITALY. 3. The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


Relations informed the Cabinet that he had received a Report 

with. 


from the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee containing 


(Previous some suggestions for amending certain passages relating 

Reference: 

Cabinet 10 to military ma.tters in the instructions approved by the 

(38), Con
elusion 4 . ) Cabinet for the guidance of the Earl of Perth in 


connection with the forthcoming Anglo-Italian conver
sations 'C.P.-^6 (38)). His first impression on 


reading their Report was that they might have taken a 


slightly different view if they had been present at 


the discussions at the Committee on Foreign Policy 


and the Cabinet on this subject. The intention of 


the Cabinet was set forth in the following sentence:
"What should be aimed at is a. periodical 

exchange of information (e.g., every 

six months) relating to military 


n
movements of major importance. , 


and the meaning turned a. good deal on the last three 


words ^underlined). He did not think the intention 


of the Cabinet had been that either we or the Italian 


Government should report every detail of our respective 


defensive preparations in the Mediterranean. He 


suggested that, the matter should be left for discussion 


between the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and 


himself. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


he did. not think that there was any disagreement between 


him and the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 


^he Cabinet agreed — 


That the Report of the Chiefs of Staff 

Sub-Committee on the Anglo-Italian 

Conversations (CP.-56 (38)) should be 

de^lt with direct between the Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs and the 

Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 




4 . The Cabinet had before them a Most Secret Note 
by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
( C P .-58 (38)) circulating a despatch from His 
Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin forwarding a trans-

German Interpreter's 

lation of the/notes of his conversation with Herr 


Hitler on the 3rd March. 


^ e Secretary o^ State for Foreign Affairs said 


that the despatch conveyed the impression that Herr 


Hitler had. been at his worst and that Herr Ribbentrop 


had been thoroughly unhelpful. The German Government 


appeared to be set head-on to achieve their desiderata. 


in Central Europe and did not want to tie their hands 


by talks, and still less by undertakings to ourselves. 


That left us in a rather dangerous position. On the 


previous day he had received rather a sharp rejoinder 


from the French Government to his note explaining our 


views on their proposals for joint representations to 


Herr Hitler on his Austrian policy.  m he moral he drew 

all 


was that/this emphasised the importance, of the convex— 


sations with the Italian Government. There was some 


reason to believe that Signor Mussolini was annoyed 


with the Germans, and that the Germans felt resentment 


at the support that they suspected, the Italians of 


giving to the Austrian Chancellor. 


All this tended to emphasise the importance of 


his forthcoming interview with Herr Ribbentrop, and he 


felt that the Cabinet ought to know the line he proposed 


to take, which was as follows. y 


He proposed that his remarks should be composed 


of a mixture o-f disappointment, reproach and warning. 


His warning would not. takf2 the form of threats, but 


rather of putting' the objections to Herr Hitler's 


statements. He proposed to say that the reports 
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receiver1 from His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin were 


disappointing. He would recall the general nature of 


the Ambassador's approach, which had taken the form 


of a sounding on the colonial question and a repetition 


of the need of some contribution by Germany. In doing 


so he would recall that Herr Hitler, last. November, 

had told him that the colonial question was the only 


direct issue outstanding between the T7nited. Kingdom 


and Germany. He intended to say that the Ambassador's 


approach had been in conciliatory terms. He had begun 


by opening up the colonial question (on which the 


Foreign Secretary remarked that he had gone beyond 


his instructions). He had shown that the Government 


were willing to do what they could about the Press 


and the B.B.C. He had pointed out ths-t we had taken 


a reasonable line about Central Europe and had done 


our best to steady opinion as to Austria and to use 


our influence in Czecho-Slovakia in favour of a 


settlement of the German difficulties: and on the 


question o^ air bombardment he had taken up Herr 


Hitler's own proposal. Herr Hitler's response, 


however, had been disappointing. He had spoken of 


the unconditional return of all the ex-German colonies, 


which was more than he had said to himself (Lord. 


Halifax) . He had made a violent, attack on the British 


Press, suggesting that His Majesty's Government should, 


impose prohibitive restrictions, a.nd had hinted, that 


official British circles were responsible. 


He proposed to speak very frankly. He would, say 


that His Ma. jesty*s Government sincerely desired, peace 


and good relations between all nations. Good, relations 


between the United ^ine^om and Germany would be an 


immense contribution towards this end. For this 


reason they had been prepared to run great risks and. 




to make sacrifices. He would not conceal his disap
pointment. therefore, as to the Fuhrer's response, 


though he would intimate that this made no difference 


to their desire to improve relations. He would say 


that the Government would at any time be ready to join 


the German Government in an attempt to realise an 


understanding, hut if success were to be achieved 


all must help. 'Ve had from, the beginning made it plain 


th*t colonies could not be treated in isolation. We 


had no desire to block any peaceful agreements arrived 


at by peaceful means. Ve had not. tried to block the 


German policy in Austria, but had tried to steady 


opinion. At Prague we had used all our influence to 


promote a peaceful settlement. He would, however, be 


less than frank if he did. not make clear to the German 


Government the danger he saw in the expression that 


responsible leaders in Germany were giving in public 


to German policy and to the spirit in which their 


policy was being pursue^. This seemed to us to put 


back the chance of reaching peaceful settlements and 


to hold out very dangerous possibilities for Europe. 


The last thing he wanted to see was a war in Europe, 


but the experience of all history went to show that 


the pressure of facts was sometimes more powerful than 


the wills of men, and. if once war should start in 


Central Europe it was impossible to say where it 


might, not end. or who misht not become involved . That, 


he would say, was the situation a.s we saw it, adding 


that a heavy responsibility lay upon all, and not least 


upon the German Government. He would observe that the 


language used of late by the Chancellor and by Field 


Marshal Goering, both in public and in private, could 


not fail both to make a peaceful solution more difficult 
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and to excite apprehension lest it might one day lead 


to some act which in its turn, contrary to the 


intention of the German Government, might precipitate 


a general conflict. Tf such an explosion occurred 


no man could tell what might he the limit or the end. 


His general line, there-Tore, was not to give the 


Germans the impression that we were running after them: 


hut to show that we were not shutting *he door. He 


would appeal also to Herr Rihhentrop's well-known desire 


for an understanding, and would intimate that conditions 


r
were nov. comparatively favourable and might not return, 


t-f, therefore, they wanted progress, it was for them to 


t8ke advantage of so favourable an opportunity. 


Tn reply to a question as to what he meant by a 


"favourable opportunity" he said that the Prime Minister 


ha'1 shown himself to be anxious -Tor an understanding, 


and that he himself had the reputation of being in 


favour of something of the kind. 


In the course of the discussion it was suggested, 


that it would be important to avoid giving the impres
sion that it was a ease of "now or never". 


The Prime Minister explained that that was not. at 

all the intention. Tt was not proposed to say that 


this was the last, opportunity, but that it was a more 


favourable opportunity than might occur again. He 


thought that, the Foreign Secretary1 s way of putting the 


matter was admirable. He did not want to give an 


impression that all was right when Germany, after making 


so much fuss about colonies, had replied by saying that 


the question could he put. hack for six to ten years, 


during .whieh interval they proposed to get. their own 


way in Central Europe. 




Tn the course or the discussion it was suggested 


that His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin might ha.ve 


adopted a firmer line in his replies to the German 


Chancellor. His telegrams preceding the conversation 


ha.d taken the form of advice to go to considerable 

German 


lengths in conceding the/point of view on the question 

/ to have followed up this line, 


of Central Europe, and he seemed/On the question of 


colonies also he ha^ sone beyond his instructions. 


Attention was called also to the fact that Herr 


Hitler, after saying l8st November that the question 


of colonies was the only matter between the two 


countries, appeared no^ to be finding other obstacles 


to an understanding, such as the attitude of the Press 


— which was a matter that no British Government could, 


ever control — besides reverting to the difficulty 


over Russia in connection with disarmament. 


A suggestion wa.s made that the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs should follow the example of "is 


Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin in having some form of 


agreed record of the forthcoming conversation prepared 


which could be sent to Berlin  for the information of 


the German Government, so as to ensure that his own 


statement reached Herr Hitler and other members of the 


German Government. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs agreed 


In principle with this proposal, and undertook to 


consider how effect could be given to it. He also 


said that he intended to put. something in writing to 


make clear that the sounding taken by His Majest.y's 


Government on the subject of colonies was limited to 


the proposal relating to the Congo Basin Treaties 


(CP.- 1 ^ (38), page 3) and. did not cover the restora
tion of former German colonial territory outside that 


.area, as intimated by the Ambassador (C.P.-58 (38) 


Page 6) . 




During the discussion, regrets were expressed 


that the German Chancellor had promised s. written reply 


to the soundings on the colonial question. 


^he Secretary of State **or Air said he hoped that 


the Foreign Secretary woul^ he careful to link Herr 


Hitler's proposals for some limitation on air bombard
ment with the ouestion of limitation of armaments. 


A mere undertaking to limit the extent of air bombard
ments would not stand the test of war unless it was 


accompanied by a limitation of the means by which such 


bombardments could be effected. 


The Home Secretary thought it very important that 


Sir Nevile Henderson's attention should be drawn to 


this as pe ct. 

m he Lord Chancellor was impressed by Herr Hitler's 


threats to use force to vindicate the rights of Germans 


in Austria and Gzecho-Slovakia. He suggested that the 


reply to that ought to be that we agreed in the import
ance of safeguarding th^ rights of minorities, but that 


we must recall that the German nation was pledged by 


the mreaty o^ Paris f^ellogg Pact). 


The Home Secretary suggested that the right way to 


deal with this was to say that if Germany invaded 


Austria or Cze cho-Slovakia they raised, dangers in 


Europe of which the end could not be foreseen. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


it was his intention to express his sympathy with the 


rights of minorities, but to warn Herr Ribbentrop in 


the sense proposed by the Home Secretary. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To approve the general line which the 

Seoretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

proposed to take in his forthcoming 

conversation with Herr Ribbentrop, as 

expounded by him to the Cabinet and. 

s umma ris e d above : 




(b) To take note that the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs proposed 

to communicate at once with His 

Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin 

intimetine that our sounding on the 

subject of colonies was limited to 

the passage in quotations in C.P.-58 

(38), page 3 ("a given area of Africa 

roughly corresponding to the conven
tional zone of the Congo Basin Treaties"? 

and did not extend to "the restoration 

of former German colonial territory 

outside that area" as suggested, by 

Sir Nevile Henderson 'C.P.-58 (38), 
page 6 ) : 

(c) That the attention of His Majesty1s 

Ambassador in Berlin should be drawn 

to the importance of linking up the 

question of air bombardment with that 

of limitation of armaments, as set 

forth above! 


(d) To take note that the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs would 

consider the practicability and 

desirability of some agreed record 

of his conversations with Herr 

Ribbent^op, which could be communi
oated to Berlin for the information 

of Herr Hitler and the German 

Government. 




ITALY. 


Conversations 

rith. 


f- Question of 

Spain. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 10 

(38), Con
clusion 4.) 
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^. The Secretary of State ^or Foreign Affairs 


informed the Cabinet that he had been giving his 


consideration to the operation of a. possible time-table 


for dealing with the Spanish difficulty in relation to 


the conversations with Italy, and 


which he proposed to submit, in the first instance to 


the Foreign Policy Committee.. 


The Cabinet took note of the above. 




 c 

PRANCE. 6. The Secretary of State for Foreign Afraira, 


Political in reply to a question, said that -lis Majesty's 

Situation 


n
in. Ambassador i  Paris had warned him of the probability 


of an early fall of the present French Government

(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet ^0 

(36), Con
clusion 2.) 




INTERNATIONAL 

t^BOTTR OFFICE. 


iprevious 
Reference: 
Cabinet 28 
(32) , Con
elusion 2 *) 


7. The Minister of Labour, referring to the news 


from France reported by the Foreign Secretary (see 


preceding item), said that a difficalty had arisen 


at the International Labour Office owing to the 


insistence of the French Government on appointing 


to the Paris branch of that Office an individual who 


was not acceptable to the Director of the International 


Labour Office, ^he result had been that Mr H.-.Butler 


had handed in his resignation. 


^he Cabinet took note of the 

Minister of Labour's statement. 




I 

gjRE. 80 The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


negotiations reported that the main subject of discussion during 

with. 


the last week at the conversations with the 


(previous representatives of Eire had been trade questions and, 

Reference: 

Cabinet 10 (38) more particularly, the question of free entry for the 

Conclusion 6.) 


products of Northern Ireland,, The outlook was i^crir 


u^thopeful, but some misunderstanding had arisen with the 


Eire Ministers and Mr. de Valera had said that free 


entry was not what he had in mind at all, but only 


some kind of a reciprocal preference. Free entry, 


he said, was impossible. The Prime Minister had 


then addressed some well chosen words to the Eire 


Ministers. He had made clear that there could be no 


question of handing back the ports unless something 


was done for Northern Ireland and that perhaps there 


would be no trade agreement, and no finance agreement 


either. This had had a salutary effect. The 


present position of the negotiations was that on 


finance there was no change. We were keeping this 


subject back to the endo On defence, Mr. de Valera 


could not accept anything approaching the agreement 


drafted last January but, if a general agreement was 


arrived at, he was prepared to give an interview, in 


the course of which he would outline his policy on 


defence on lines very similar to those proposed in the 


January agreement. Our intention, however, was to 


keep defence in the background until some progress 


was made on the subject of trade. On this matter, 


our aim was to get some concession for Northern 


Irelande On the previous day, Mr. de Valera had 


undertaken to discuss with his Ministers whether 


* they could not do something to meet us on this matter. 




He thought, therefore, that the Ministers concerned v/ere 


in for a period of hard bargaining,. The Home Secretary, 


he added, was keeping in close touch with the Ministers 


of Northern Ireland, and Mr. de Valera was staying on 


in London. 


The Home Secretary said that only 10 minutes 


before he had received a message from Mr. de Valera 


asking to see him the same afternoon. He had no doubt 


that he meant to discuss the question of Northern 


Ireland,, He proposed to adopt a firm attitude and to 


insist on free trade with Northern Ireland. Lord 


Craigavon and Mr, Andrews were both depressed about the 


present state of the negotiations, and thought that 


agreement on the lines now proposed would lead to a 


serious upheaval in Northern Ireland. 


The Prime Minister said that the latest 


information went to show that there had been a very 


great fall in the expor ts from Northern Ireland to 


Eire, though the figures did not distinguish between 


exports and re-exports so that they v/ere not quite 


conclusive. The difficulty was that, unless some 


understanding could be reached, manufacturers would 


leave Northern Ireland and establish factories across 


the boundary. He himself had had some extremely 


friendly but frank talks with Mr. de Valera. At his 


last interview, he had told him that unless he could do 


something with Northern Ireland the Treaty would be lost. 


He was satisfied that Mr. de Valera was most anxious 


not to go back without a Treaty. He thought, however, 


that an agreement with Mr. de Valera would be worth 


more than one with anyone else, as he alone had influence 


with the Parties of the Left. 




The Home Secretary said that the officials of 


Eire, viewing the matter from a practical point of view, 


did not object to the concessions to Northern Ireland? it 


was the Ministers who were apprehensive on political 


grounds . 

The Prime Minister thought that Mr. de Valera 


personally would probably like to do something for Northern 


Ireland for the reason that it would help to break down 


the differences between the North and the Southo He was, 


however, apprehensive as to its effect on his own 


political position. 


The Home Secretary said that Northern Ireland 


was concerned more over the trade than over the ^olitioal 


aopoeto of an agreement. Unemployment in Ulster was 


very serious and increasing. The people saw that in 


the Special Duties we had a lever which could be used 


to relieve their position. If we did not apply it, 


difficulties would arise. 


The Prime Minister said there was a good deal 


of politics mixed up with the attitude of Northern Ireland. 


He undertook to report progress at the next meeting of the 


Cabinet. 




CATJO T U M 

C/RBTDE. 


Caledonian 

power Bill. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 42 

(37), Con
clusion 7.) 


9. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (CP,-52 


(38)) informing his colleagues that the Second. 


Reading of the Caledonian Power Bill might be antici
pated soon after the middle of March, and. seeking 

their guidance on the following points:

(a) What arrangements should be made to 

state the Government case in support 

of the Bill in the debate on the 

Second Reading? 


(b) Should any special arrangements be 

made for securing support of the 

Government view, the case being 

one in which the Government whip 

cannot be applied? 


As regards (a), if the matter was to be treated as 


primarily a. Defence interest, it might be fitting 


that on this occasion the Minister should support 


the Bill on behalf of the Government.0 As to (b) , he 

suggested that it would he well that the Secretary of 


State for Scotland and himself should, discuss the 


position with the Chief Whip well before the Debate, 


so that any action judged appropriate and. useful 

could be taken in good time. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


recalled that the scheme put forward envisaged one 


factory in Scotland and another in South Wales. The 


latter was to be proceeded with at once. A few days 


before he had heard that the purchase of land was 


hanging fire and enquiries had elicited that this was true 


in this and certain other respects * Sir Arthur Robinson, 


on his behalfp had seen one of the directors to ascertain 


the position and, under his instructions, he had 


informed this director that he (Sir Thomas Inskip) 


hoped to see the Chairman of the Company immediately 


on his return from Scotland, and that the Government 




could give no support to the scheme in Parliament, unless 


they were satisfied that the Company was going ahead 


hona fide with the South Wales scheme0 There were a 


certain number of points of detail that could not be dealt 


with on the Second Reading,and which the owners would have 


to arrange with the authorities concerned when the Bill 


came before the Private Bills Committee. 


The Minister of Health, on behalf of the President 


of the Board of Trade (absent indisposed) urged that the 


Government Spokesman in the Debate should use some caution 


as to stating that the arrangement was "vital" or "essential". 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer supported this. 


If it were placed on record in the Debate that the scheme 


was "vital" or "essential" and, in the result, it did not 


turn out as well as it had been expected, there would be 


a demand on the Government that the taxpayer ought to take 


it over. There were so many claims on the Treasury that he 


was anxious to avoid this. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence said he 


had not contemplated to say that the scheme was "vital" or 


"essential", though he would make clear that it was important 


from a defence point of view, since that was the ground upon 


which the Government had supported it. 


The Prime Minister said it was a question of 


balance. There were arguments on both sides. What was 


needed now was to link up the question of advantage with the 


conditions to be imposed. As long as the Government 


limited itself to saying that the scheme was desirable on 


a balance of the various considerations, they could not be 


pinned down to proceed with the scheme in all the 


circumstances, since the considerations might change. 




The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, in 


reply to a question, said that he had been informed that 


the negotiations with the Scandinavian countries were going 


on well. The Company had obtained a very strong position 


in the Norwegian Calcium Carbide industry which facilitated 


agreement. In reply to the Secretary of State for the 


Colonies, he undertook to do what he could to mest the 


desires of those interested in the amenities of the 


Highlands, e.g. possibly by arranging for the plans to be 


submitted to some competent authority on such questions. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the attitude which the 

Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 

proposed to adopt in insisting that, 

as a condition of Government support to 

the Bill, the Company should satisfy 

him of its bona fide intentions to 

proceed immediately with the establishment 

of a factory in South Wales: 


(b)	 That subject to (a), the Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence should state 

the Government case in support of the 

Bill in the Debate on the Second 

Reading: 


(c)	 To take note that the Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence would take into 

consideration the suggestions made in 

the course of the discussion as to 


(i)	 the avoidance of any over
statement of the importance 

from the point of view of 

defence of the establishment 

of these carbide factories, and 


(ii)	 the desiderata of those 

concerned in the amenities of 

the Highlands, e.g0 by submitting 

the plans to some recognised 

authority on architectural 

matters. 
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FTBTjIC h e a l t h . 


pood. and. Drugs . 

I Propos ed. 
Legislation. 

(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 35 

'37), Con
olusion 11 

and Appendix.) 


10. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Minister of Health 'C,P.-^ (38)) seeking 


approval to the introduction in the House of Lords 


of a Bill to consolidate, with amendments, a. further 

section of the law relating to Public Heaith in 


England, and Wales. The Bill, following on the Public 


Health Act, 193 6, was the second instalment of public 


health consolidation, and dealt with the law relating 


to food, and drugs, markets, slaughterhouses and. cold 


air stores. It was based on the Third. Interim Report 


of a Departmental Committee appointed in 1929 fCmd, 


5628 of 1937), to which was attached a draft Pood 


and Drugs Bill (Cmd.5629 of 1937). ^he Minister 


proposed, that the procedure adopted, in the case of 


the Local Government and Public Health Acts should 


be followed, and that after Second Reading in the 


House of Lords the two Houses should be invited, to 


appoint a Joint Select Committee to consider the Bill, 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 
said that/the Administration of Milk and Dairy Orders^ 
fell/to be considered in the coming Session^and the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and the Ministry 
of Health were in consultation on the subject., He 
did not want to hold up the Minister of Health's 
Bill, but he felt bound to warn the Cabinet that 
some of the legislation that was to be consolidated 
by this Bill might have to be amendedCLukk**j "/LA j&uauU'£cjfd\. 

The Secretary of State for Scotland said 


there were some points in the Bill affecting Scotland. 


The Minister of Health said he was prepared 


to consider the points raised by his two colleagues. 
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The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the introduction in the 

House of Lords of a Bill to 

consolidate, with amendments, a 

further section of the law relating 

to Public Health in England and 

Wales, as proposed by the Minister 

of Health in C P . 53 (38); 


(b)	 To take note that the Minister of 

Health would consult with the 

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 

and the Secretary of State for 

Scotland on certain details of the 

Bill. 




CIVIL 11. The Prime Minister recalled that the Cadman 

AVIATION. 


Report on Civil Aviation had been published that 

Report of the 

Cadman morning and seemed to have received a good reception 

Committee. 


in the Press. 

(Previous The Secretary of State for Air reported a 

Reference: 

Cabinet 5 (38) telephonic conversation that morning with Lord Cadman. 

Conclusion 14.) 


who had paid tribute to the handling of the question 


by the Government and had even commended, as probably 


quite right, the Government's decision on the matters 


affecting the Air Council. He had also welcomed, as 


a right decision, the appointment of a Permanent 


Under-Secretary of State as the supreme authority 


on Civil Aviation. 


The Minister of Health, while agreeing that 


the reception of the Report by the Press was 


satisfactory, anticipated some difficulties in the 


Parliamentary Debate on the document. 


2,. Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1. 


9th March, 1938. 




IsJjS R E T . C A B I N E T 12(58). CORY NO. 
CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at 10 Downing Street, 


3-W.l. , on SATURDAY, the 12th MARCH, 1938. at 10.30 a. ra. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P., 

Prime Minister. (In the Chair). 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I. , The Viscount Halifax, K. G. ,

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C , M.P. , G.C.3.I., G.C.I.E. , Lord 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. President of the Council and 


Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S.I., The Earl De La Warr, 

G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary Lord Privy Seal. 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. The Most Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., The Marquess of Zetland, 

Secretary of State for G.C.S.I., G.CI.E. ,

Dominion Affairs. Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

W. Ormsby Gore, M.P. , Sir Thomas inskip, C.B.E., K.C., 

Secretary of State for the M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

Colonies. of Defence. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., The Viscount Swinton, G.B.E., M.C, 

Secretary of State for War. Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M.C., M.P., Oliver Stanley, M.G. , M..P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M. C., K.C., M.P., The Earl Stanhope, K.G., D.S.O., 

Minister of Agriculture and M.C , president of the Board of 

Fisheries. Education. , 


The Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., Ernest Brown, M. C , M. P., 

Minister of Health. Minister of Labour. 


Tne Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M. P., 

Minister of Transport. 


THE FOLLOWING WERE ALSO PRESENT: 


v., Mr. R. A. Butler, M.P., 

w
 Parliamentary Under-Sec re tary of State 


for Foreign Affairs. 


Colonel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G. , G.C.V.O., Secretary. 




1. The Cabinet met as a matter of urgency to 


consider the situation that had arisen in Central 


Europe as a result o** recent events in Austria, where 


Dr. Schuschnigg, the Chancellor, had resigned, his 


Government had been driven out of power, the Navi;;is 


were in charge, and. German troops had already crossed 


the frontier. 


The Prime Minister said that although there was 


probably not very much that could be done, he had 


thought it right that the Cabinet should meet. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that there was not much information to add to what had 


already appeared in the telegrams circulated to the 


Cabinet. He had. felt, however, that he would like 


the advice of the Cabinet on the general situation. 


The sequence of events stood out clearly from the 


circulated telegrams. After the interview between 


His Majesty's Amba.ssad.or in Berlin and the German 


Chancellor it had. been clear that Herr Hitler was 


aiming at some action in Central Europe. He himself 


had had a talk with Herr von Ribhentrop on his arrival, 


in the course of which he ha.d spoken to him seriously 


about the German attitude towards Austria, as revealed 


by the Borohtoagadcn conversations. A record of̂ -thi-s
had been transmitted to His Majesty's Ambassador in 


Berlin, who, under instructions, had communicated, it to 


Baron von Neurath. On Friday, March 11th, Herr von 


Ri^bentrop had lunched with the Prime Minister, and. 


shortly after lunch the news had arrived as to the 


ultimatum to Austria. He and the Prime Minister had 


then had a very serious talk with Herr von Ribbentrop, 


who had professed to be ignorant of the whole situa
tion and had eventually left them to telephone to Berlin. 


http://Amba.ssad.or
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Later in the afternoon, Doctor Schuschnigg had asked for 


immediate advice from His Majesty's Government as to what he 


should do in response to a demand that he should resign. 


After consultation with the Prime Minister, he had replied 


that His Majesty's Government could not take the 


responsibility of advising the Chancellor to take any course 


of action which might expose his country to dangers against 


which His Majesty's Government are unable to guarantee 


protection. He hoped the Cabinet would approve that course. 


The Prime Minister recalled that Doctor 


Schuschnigg had not asked advice before announcing the 


Plebiscite which had caused so much trouble. 


(The Cabinet approved the line taken by the 

Prime Minister and the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs.) 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


continuing said that later in the day he had had a further 


talk with Herr von Rihbentrop, who still professed to be 


much in the dark as to what was happening in Austria and 


repudiated the idea that Herr Hitler could be acting 


independently of the German Foreign Office. During the 


same day, the French Government had asked us whether we 


would be willing (l) to make an enquiry in Rome as to the 


attitude of the Italian Government and (2) to make a protest 


to Berlin. The latter protest had actually been made. 


Enquiry was also to have been made in Rome, but through some 


misunderstanding in cyphering the message to Rome had been 


delayed. In the meanwhile, the French Charge d'Affaires 


had asked to see Count Ciano to make his enquiry and had 


received a curt message that if the object of the interview 


was Austria, that was a subject regarding which the Italian 


Government had no reason to concert with France or Great 


Britain. The Earl of Perth had then asked for instructions 




as to whether he was still to proceed with his enquiry. 


The Secretary of State, after some consideration, had 


decided that the Earl of Perth should seek an immediate 


interview with Signor Mussolini, since his only object 


was to inform the Duce of the action we had taken and to 


invite him to give us his views. Even if this approach 


was rejected, he had thought it might he useful to have 


the fact on record that we had made the approach. In 


addition to the above, he had sent a long telegram to 


Washington in order that the United States Government 


might be informed as to developments. The questions 


that he thought the Cabinet might usefully consider were 


as follows:
(1)	 What steps should be taken to guide public 


opinion, and 


(2)	 How were we to prevent similar action being 

taken in Czecho-Slovakia. 


He mentioned that after the meeting of the Cabinet he 


was going to see Major Attlee, the Leader of the Opposition 


Labour Party. ^ 


A little later in the meeting, the Foreign 


Secretary read telegrams that had arrived since the 


last circulation of telegrams to the Cabinet including 


Berlin Telegram No. 97 in which Sir Nevile Henderson 


described an interview with General Goering. 


The Prime Minister supplemented the statement 


by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. The impression 


left on his mind by a conversation with Herr von Ribbentrop 


was most unfavourable. Not so much because he found him 


hostile as that he seemed stupid and vain and incapable 


of comprehending and passing on what was said to 


him. He had first talked to the German Foreign 


Minister before the arrival of the telegrams from Austria. 




Herr von Ribbentrop had been at pains to say that it had 


been his life's ambition to bring about better relations 


with this country. England to him was a second home, and 


he was deeply disappointed at the failure of his mission. 


He thought, however, that the present moment might be 


better as both countries were strong and it was easier 


for nations to deal with one another when they were both 


strong than when one was strong and the other weak. He 


had said that the present Government in London was a 


realistic Government and had expressed the wish that they 


would find it possible to be realistic in Central Europe. 


He had only referred very briefly to colonies. He 


evidently realised that some action was intended in 


Austria this year, but he did not know what was going on 


at the moment. The Prime Minister presumed that Doctor 


Schuschnigg, by announcing his Plebiscite, had given 


Herr Hitler an opportunity that he would not miss. The 


Prime Minister had agreed with Herr von Ribbentrop's 


general thesis and had pointed out that the present 


Opportunity might not recur. He agreed that the 


Members of the Cabinet were realists, but what they wanted 


was a peaceful attitude of mind in Europe to which Germany 


must make her contribution. If she did so, she would 


find us not unreasonable. He had added that,while the 


Government adopted a realist attitude towards the affairs 


of Central Europe, they were altogether opposed to the use 


of force. He had referred to the possibility of 


disarmament and had asked Herr von Ribbentrop to tell 


Herr Hitler on his return that he had hoped that the 


Puhrer would take up this question with a view to releasing 
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funds t o "be expended for the benefit of his country,, 


At this point came the news of events in Vienna. This 


had been followed by a conversation in the -Cabinet Room 


at which the Foreign Secretary and he had dealt rather 


firmly with Herr von Ribbentrop over the question 


of the ultimatum0 At the end of that conversation, 


Herr von Ribbentrop reverting to the previous 


conversation had said "I will give your message to the 


Chancellor". 


The manner in which the German action in Austria 


had been brought about was most distressing and shocking 


to the world and was a typical illustration of power 


politics. This made International appeasement much more 


difficult. He recalled that in a recent speech in the 


House of Commons, he had asked the Opposition to say what 


country could appeal to collective security with any 


prospect of success. The Opposition had not answered. 


Herr Hitler's action provided the answer. The Prime 


Minister observed also how fortunate it was for 


President Roosevelt that he had held up the issue of his 


proposed message. In spite of all, however, he felt that 


this thing had to come. Nothing short of an overwhelming 


display of force would have stopped it. Herr Hitler 


had been meaning to take this action for some time and 


Doctor Schuschnigg's hlunder had given him the chance. 


There was little doubt that Hitler would represent it as 


another illustration of peaceful methods. He would claim 


that Doctor Schuschnigg^s policy had made bloodshed in 


Vienna certain and he had stopped it by his prompt action. 


The German people would, undoubtedly, swallow that tale. 


So he believed that what had happened was inevitable 


unless the Powers had been able to say "If you make war 


on Austria you will have to deal with us". At any rate 




the guestion was now out of the way. He could not 


conceal from himself that it might he said with justice 


that we had been too late in taking up the conversations 


with Italy. He recalled that the Italian Ambassador 


had told him that Signor Mussolini would have moved 


troops to the Brenner Pass at the time of the Berchtesgaden 


talks, but he had not felt sure of his position in the 


Mediterranean. The nest question that had to be 


considered was how we were to prevent an occurrence of 


similar events in Czecho-Slovakia and he hoped that the 


Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs would consider this 


question with the French, who had a treaty with Czecho-


Slovakia and had announced their intention to fulfil it. 


Coming to the question of whether immediate 


action of any kind should be taken, the Prime Minister 


read a letter he had received from the First Lord of the 


Admiralty (absent indisposed) who had suggested that 


in order to impress Germany and world opinion, which would 


not be impressed by an ineffective protest, an announcement 


might be made next week that, owing to recent events, the 


Government had decided to reconsider the Naval Programme 


and to lay down three capital ships instead of two, seven 


destroyers instead of none and seven submarines instead of 


three. The Prime Minister himself had also reflected on 


the possibility of increasing the Defence Programmes, but 


his mind had turned towards the Air Force rather than the 


Navy. He did not want to express a final opinion and 


he thought, in any event, it would be premature to make an 


announcement of that kind the same day, but it might have 


to be made soon. 


In the course of a subsequent discussion, the 


Minister of Transport gave the Cabinet particulars of an 
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announcement "broadcast from German News Stations 


after Doctor Schuschnigg's farewell speech. 


He also gave the Cabinet some particulars of a 


communication he had received on the previous day 


from an official of a well-known public company in 


Germany stating that German officials were being 


collected for employment in Austria and that Czecho-


Slovakia was to be dealt with in the same manner as 


Austria. The Sudeten Deutsch were to rise and that was 


to be an excuse for an invasion. The official had 


added that the talk about colonies was bluff. 




The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that on the previous evening the officials of the Foreign 


Office had proposed to insert in the message to 


President Roosevelt a passage to the effect that it was 


possible there might now be a breathing space, but that if 


forces of order could not be mobilised there would be a 


repetition of what happened in Czecho-Slovakia- He had 


cut the passage out, not because he necoaearil-y- disagreed 


with it, but because he thought the subject required 


further exploration. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs informed 


the Cabinet that he had sent an information message to the 


Dominions on the previous evening and that a telegram was 


now being prepared as to the attitude of His Majesty's 


G-overnment. 


In the subsequent discussion a good deal of 


consideration was given to the possibility of some 


expansion and acceleration of our defence forces. The 


general view was that any such expansion and acceleration 


should be applied to our Air Force and Anti-aircraft 


Defences. 


The Cabinet were reminded that the House of 


Commons, after recent events, would be in a different frame 


of mind for discussing the defence estimates next week than 


had been the case in the present week. 


The Cabinet were informed that the Right Hon. 


Winston Churchill was intending to attack the Government 


on the ground of the inadequacy of their Air Force 


Programme and to support the motion of the opposition 


for an enquiry into the Air Ministry. It was suggested 
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that a speech belittling our effort might have a very adverse 


effect on the international position just now when the only 


hope cf saving Czecho-Slovakia from the German menace was 


by creating an impression of force. 


The Secretary of State for Air recalled that 


in connection v/ith the recent enquiry by the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence into our future^efence programmes, 


he had submitted a Scheme 'K', which wasythe minimum Scheme 


considered necessary by the Air Staff for security. The 


Cabinet had decided that it was more than we could afford 


to undertake. His suggestion was that he should be given 


authority to take immediate steps to prepare the 


preliminary work necessary in case it should be considered 


desirable to put Scheme 'K' in operation in 1939. This 


would involve preparations in factories, training schools 


and, above all, in the difficult question of finding 


sufficient skilled men for the maintenance of an expanded 


Royal Air Force. These preparations could be made without 


prejudice to the ultimate number of machines to be provided. 


This would enable the Government to say that they were taking 


all the steps necessary for further expansion. 


This proposal led to a discussion on the possibility 


of accelerating the existing programmes. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence pointed out 


that that raised the question of skilled labour, which was 


a very difficult subject that could not be settled without 


most careful examination. It was not merely a question 


of doing away with the assumption that there was to be no 


interference with trade. The difficulty was to induce 


firms that were carrying out remunerative civilian contracts 


to release skilled labour for armament work. He had lately 




gone into the question and had come to the conclusion that, 


instead of abolishing the present rule, it would be better 


to press forward as rapidly as possible with the methods 


that had already proved not unsuccessful in securing more 


labour for armaments. 


The Secretary of State for War supported the 


suggestion that some further expansion and acceleration 


of our armaments should be announced, and, if possible, 


within the next forty-eight hours. He suggested 


that it should apply, not only to the Air Force, but also 


to Anti-aircraft Defence. 


The Secretary of State for Air supported this 


proposal. 
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The Prime Minister warned the Cabinet against 


giving the impression that the country was faced with the 


prospect of war within a few weeks . He was inclined to 


favour an increase in the Air Force and an acceleration of 


the anti-aircraft defences, but he was opposed to including 


any reference to the matter in the Communique', to be issued 


after the Meeting of the Cabinet. Any such announcement 


must be made first to the House of Commons.^The best plan 


would be for the Cabinet to meet on Monday, March 14th, 


and for the Secretaries of State for Air and War to 


circulate Memoranda of their proposals for increasing and 


accelerating the programmes of aircraft and anti-aircraft 


defence respectively. If the Cabinet could, reach a decision 


on Monday on these points it would, clarify the situation 


from many points of view. For exa.mple, if it was considered 


necessary to expand, or accelerate our armaments, that might 


involve consulting the Trades Union leaders, and would 


enable the Government to surmount difficulties which had been 


pointed out in connection with a proposal that the Foreign 


Secretary should send for these leaders in order to acquaint 


them with the present position. If the Government had 


decided on an increase in the Air Force, this would, enable 


them to approach Mr Churchill with better prospects of 


success. In the event of it being decided to increase our 


armaments he did. not think it would be wise to announce 


that commercial work was to be interfered with. He thought, 


however, that there were probably a-good many things that 


could be done to expedite war work short of this. 


Towards the end. of the Meeting a short, discussion 


took place as to the form of the Press announcement, which 


was eventually adopted as set forth in Conclusion (a) 


below. 
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The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should give instructions for the 

issue, immediately after the Meeting of 

the Cabinet, of a Communique in the 

following terms'

"The Cabinet discussed the events 

in Austria and it was reported that 

a protest in the strongest terms had 

been made in Berlin. The Prime 

Minister and. Foreign Secretary had 

previously made similar representa
tions to Herr von Ribbentrop. Tt was 

felt that the a.ction of the German 

Government was bound to have the most 

disturbing effect on Anglo-German 

relations and upon public confidence 

throughout Europe. His Majesty's 

Government were keeping in the closest 

touch with the French Government, and. 

were giving continuous consideration 

to the situation. 


Ministers are remaining within reach 
of London over the week-end. and it is 
understood that the Cabinet will in any 
ease meet again on Monday." 

(b) To take note — 


(i) That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs, immediately after the present 

Meeting, would see the Leader of the 

Labour Opposition in the House of 

Commons in order to inform him as to 

the situation; and that the Secretary 

of State would have discretion to 

offer a further interview with Mr Attlee 

accompanied by some of his political 

associates if he should so desire, on 

Monday, March 14th: 


( ii) That the Secretary of State would, not 

volunteer any proposal to see Trade 

Union leaders, as it might be better 

to reserve this question until after 

the next Meeting of the Cabinet (See 

below, Conclusion ( e)): 


(iii) That the Secretary of State would also 

take an opportunity to see the Leader 

of the Liberal Opposition in the House 

of Commons. 


( e) That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should examine the possibility 

of German action in Czecho-Slovakia 

corresponding to that already taken in 

Austria, with a view to a.dvising the 

Cabinet in due course as to what measures 

could be taken to avert that contingency, 

having regard to the special interest of 

France in this question: 


IS 



That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should have prepared, with a 

view to circulation to the Cabinet, a 

summary of any British commitments or 

statements made by His Majesty7s Gov
ernment on the subject of the independ
ence of Austria and (if he should deem 

advisable) Czecho-Slovakia: 


That a further Meeting should, be held 

at 10 Downing Street on Monday, March 

14th, at 11 a.mo, in order to re-examine 

the situation in the light of the latest 

information and developments, as well as 

to consider the desirability of some 

further acceleration and. expansion of 

the programmes of the Defence Services: 


That, in preparation for this Meeting, 


(i) The Secretary of State for Air 

should prepare a. Memorandum on 

the possibility of a further 

expansion and acceleration of 

the approved Air Force Programme: 


(ii) That the Secretary of State "-or War 

should prepare a Memorandum on the 

possibility of a. further accelera
tion o^ the approved, programme of 

anti-aircraft defences: 


both Ministers should be authorised to 

prepare their proposals for acceleration 

on the assumption that in the present 

serious international situation it may 

be possible to find means for withdrawing 

skilled labour from ordinary industry for 

armament work: 


That the Secretary should include in the 

Agenda. Paper for the Cabinet Meeting on 

Monday, March 14th, a. suggestion that 

members of the Cabinet should bring with 

them to the Meeting the First Interim 

Report by the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence on Defence Expenditure in 

Future Years ( CP.-316 ( Z f ) ) , with 

special reference to a Memorandum by 

the Secretary of State for Air (D.P.(P) .12) 

which was attached thereto: 


That the question of any approach to the 

Right Hon. W.S. Churchill, C.H.,M.P., with 

a view to inducing him to refrain from an 

attack on the Air Ministry and. the Air 

Force Programmes in the present serious 

international situation should be reserved, 

until the Meeting of the Cabinet on Monday, 

March 14th. 


'V .1., . . . 
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THE CABINET. 1. The Prime Minister welcomed the Right Hon. 


Earl Winterton, M.P., Chancellor of the Duchy of 


Lancaster, to the Cabinet. 




THE SITUATION

IN CENTRAL 

EUROPE,


Austria and

Czechoslovakia. 


(Previous

Reference: 

Cabinet 12

(38), Con
clusion (d).)
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 2. In accordance with the Conclusion mentioned in 


 the margin, the Cabinet had before them a Memorandum 


 by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (C.P.-67 


(38)) circulating for the information of his colleagues 


 a Paper on the British attitude towards Austria and 


 Czechoslovakia and. the League of Nations aspect of 


 recent events. 


h e Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs gave 


the Cabinet a. summary of events in relation to the 


crisis in Central Europe which had. occurred, since their 


last Mee+ing. Immediately a^ter that Meeting he had. 


seen the Leaders of the Liberal and. Labour Oppositions 


in the House of Commons . Mr Attlee had adopted a 


friendly and sympathetic attitude and. had not seemed 


to think that a debate was necessary that afternoon: 


nor had. he pressed the League of Nations aspect. 


Sir Archibald. Sinclair had. adopted, a purely League of 


Nations outlook. He himself had sent a. telegram to 


His Majesty's Ambassador in Paris in order to inform 


the French Government as to our attitude towards 


summoning the Council of the League. Sir Eric Phipps 


had reported, that M. Delbbs and the French Foreign 


Office agreed in our point of view, but. there was some 


uncertainty as to what would be the attitude of M, Paul 


Boncour, the new Foreign Minister. 


He had. instructed His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin 


to enquire from Field-Marshal Goering as to the assur
ances given about a. plebiscite in Austria, and he had 


received a reply which could be used in statements that 


afternoon. -He—could net,—howovor..—quite a-ecept—Ore 


reply in—pprtain respects.. 


 The Italian Foreign Minister had made clear that 


he deprecated, the request made by the Earl of Perth 


to see Signor Mussolini. In the circumstances he ( the 

Foreign Secretary) had instructed, the Earl of Perth 




to accept Count Ciano's statement as representing the 


views of the Italian Government. 


On Saturday afternoon the Foreign Secretary had 


seen the French Ambassador and the Czechoslovak Minister, 


ant? the record of this conversation would shortly be 


in the hands of his colleagues. The concern of the 


French Government was as to what Germany might now be 


doing, to Czechoslovakia. He had replied that he could 


not state our views at the moment but that he thought 


it was desirable that the two Governments should be in 


close touch and that it was his intention to raise with 


the Prime Minister the question of inviting French 


Ministers to London to discuss it. The Czechoslovak 


Minister had confirmed, that assurances had been given 


both to the Czechoslovak Minister in Eerlin and to the 


Czechoslovak Foreign Minister in Prague that Germany 


wished, to continue their present policy towards Czecho
slovakia in so fa.r as their mutual relations were con
cerned . He (the Foreign Secretary) had then asked if, 


f
having been officially seized, o^ the fact o  the German 


assurances, we should be authorised to ask Eerlin for 


confirmation. The Minister had. a.greed . That eonfirma
tion had been asked for, and the German Government had 


been requested to allow us to mention their assurances 


in Parliament the same afternoon. His Majesty1 s 

Ambassador was to see Field. Marshal Goering on the 


subject at 9.30 that corning. 


The French Government had. asked whether His Majesty's 


Government, in the interests of peace, would, consent 


to a warning being given in Eerlin by the British and 


French Ambassadors to the effect that "The British 


and French Governments could not remain indifferent 


to any German action against Czechoslovakia", That 


was clearly a. matter on which some discussion would be 


required.. 
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The Czechoslovak Minister had reported that Dr*Benes 


was not particularly disturbed at the situation and 


did not expect, any immedia.te danger to his country. 


The Cabinet would have seen a telegram from the 


British Minister in Vienna suggesting that DrcSchuseh
nigg would he involved in danger if it were announced 


publicly in this country that he had asked for the 


advice of His Majesty's Government in the crisis. 


As he (the Foreign Secretary) had already informed 


the political leaders that our advice had. heen sought, 


he ha.d written to them warning them of the importance 


of secrecy and enclosing a. copy of Mr Palairet's tele
gram. Dr. Schus chnigg? he added (in reply to the Prime 


Minister) was still in Vienna and not, as had been 


reported earlier, in Hungary.
 v 


Referring to the recall of the British Minister 


from Vienna, he aaid that, as Mr Palairet was 


deba.rred from giving a.dvice and. as the Germans might 


claim that, his reports were mendacious and demand his 


recall, he had. thought it better to bring him back to 


London to report . 

The Foreign Secretary then described, to the Cabinet 


the general lines of a statement that he had drawn up 


for use in Parliament, but which he had not had time 


to circulate0 The greater part of the statement was 


concerned with the narrative of events, on which the 


Cabinet were informed. On page 7 of his draft, however, 


he had dealt with a question o^ policy on which he 


consulted the Cabinet. 


Some discussion took place as to how far it would 


be wise to include in the statement on policy a. con
demnation of the German attitude, which, in the first 


draft, had been stated mildly, but in a second draft, 


read to the Cabinet by the Foreign Secretary, was 


couched in somewhat stronger terms. 
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Tn favour of the stronger language the Cabinet were 


reminder) that we had already made a. protest to the 


German Government, and it seeme'5 desirable to express 


strong views in Parliament on a matter in which public 


opinion was deeply concerned', also that, if this was 


not done it wrould facilita.te the adoption by the 


Germans of similar forcible action towards Czechoslova
kia. 


Tn favour of the milder langua-ge it was pointed out 


that it. was important to avoid giving the impression 


that we were on the brink of war: it was equally 


important to avoid exacerbating the situation or giving 


an impression o^ threats which we were not in a position 


to carry out: and that the general public would be much 


more concerned with what action the Government proposed 


to take to develop our own defences than in verbal 


condemnation of Herr Hitler * 

In the course of the discussion on this point the 


Prime Minister received a note from the Pariia.menta.ry 


Secretary to the Treasury, which he read to the Cabinet, 


and which stated that the Opposition Parties had. asked, 

T
for a Debate in the -Touse of Commons the same afternoon, 


on the eroun^ that the House could not get on with 


ordinary business until the subject of Austria had 


been dis cussed * 

The Prime Minister pointed out. that this rather 


altered the situation,, as. instead of an announcement 


in both Houses without a Debate to follow, there would 


now be a discussion, in winding--up which the Government 


spokesman could, if necessary, supplement the original 


statement by firmer language. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs pointed, 


out that in any event the statement would, have to be 


made in the House of Lords. 


http://Pariia.menta.ry


The Prime Minister suggested that the condemnation 


should be applied, to the methods used, by Herr Hitler 


and the shock that had been given to world confidence 


by those methods. Tt was true that so far there ha.d 


not been much bloodshed, but after what had happened 


no-one anywhere would feel any confidence as to what 


Herr Hitler woul^ do next. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs agreed, 


with the Prime Minister that what it was necessary to 


condemn was the method, and the shock to confidence. 


He would include a passage on those lines. He also 


agreed with the Prime Minister in a dislike of threats 


that could not be carried out. He thought, however, 


that if the Government wanted to get public opinion 


behind them they must show that they were not afraid, 


to tell the Dictators what, they thought. Otherwise 


there was a danger that public opinion might react 


strongly against continuing the Italian conversations. 


The Prime Minister agreed, provided that the condem
nation was confined to method, and the shock to public 


opinion and did not indicate that events were leading 


us to war. He thought, however, that in the House of 

un-


Commons a. formal statement was^necessary and that the 


whole question had better be dealt, with in the form of 


a. speech. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer suggested the 


following formula:
"The methods adopted to produce this 

result call for the severest cond.era
nation and. have administered, a profound, 

shock to all who are interested, in the 

preservation of European peace". 


The Prime Minister sa.id that he would accept this . 

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs referred 


to a note he had received during the Meeting from 


Sir Robert Vans it tart, and Sir Alexander Cadogan, 
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containing, inter alia, a suggestion that a reference 


should be made to the rumours that had been put about 


that the Germans had acted with the approval of His 


Majesty's Governments He thought thai this rumour 


might be referred to in the passage in the statement 


dealing with condemnation of the German methods and. 


the shock to public opinion. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


Thai the Prime Minister and the 

Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should have authority to 

draft a statement for use in 

either House of Parliament in such 

manner as might prove most conveni
ent (eeg..,, as a read statement or as 

the basis of a speech) . 
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THE SITUATION 

IN CENTRAL 

EUROPE. 


Further 

Defence 

Measures, 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 12 

(38).) 


3. Tn conformity with the Conclusion referred to 


in the margin, the Cabinet had before them the follow
ing documents on the Possibility of Further Defence 


Measures 


A Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Air (CP.-65 (38)) describing the 

present position and suggesting that the 

Air Ministry should be authorised now to 

adopt Scheme K (reproduced as Appendix IV 

to C.P.-24 (38)) as their expansion pro
gramme, estimate^ to cost £567 millions? 

that sufficient labour of the right kind 

should, be made available to enable all 

important factories working on the Air 

Ministry programme to work double shifts, 

where possible, this to be applied, through 

the whole ranee of armament, instruments 

and. equipment c On a broad estimate, this 

arrangement might give an increase in 

aggregate output of something like one
third, commencing at the end of three 

months. The Secretary of State also 

desired authority to establish civilian 

repair shops run by the aircraft firms 

themselves instead of by Service personnel 

in Service depots, and. to expand and 

increase training establishments to take 

as many recruits as could be coped with. 

In conclusion he emphasised, the vital 

importance of the anti-aircraft gun and 

searchlieht programme keeping step as far 

as possible with the acceleration of our 

de-fences in the air: 


f
A Memorandum by the Secretary o  State for 

War 'CoP.-66 '38)) attaching a statement 

showing the present position in regard, to 

anti-a.ircraft artillery and. searchlight 

equipment in this country and. the possible 

position in three months' time — 


(a) without taking special measures: 

(b) giving special priority to A.A.equip

ment, and. 

(c) with acceleration on an emergency basis. 


Our present equipment amounted to some 250 

3" 20 cwt. gun equipments, together with 

3,000 rounds of ammunition per gun, which 

was regarded as an adequate scale for Home 

defence. The Secretary of State also 

attached a note showing the position 

regarding foreign purchases in so far as 

these affected A A  production in the near 
U 0
future. The only advantage to be obtained 

from foreign sources in the immediate 

future was in connection with 40 mvm.A.A. 

equipments and. ammunition, of which type 

some 50 additional equipments could, be 

purchased through the agency of Bofors 

Company if approval were given at an early 

date. 




The Prime Minister read a letter dated the 


13th March, 1938, from the First Lord of the Admiralty (still 


absent indisposed) in which he gave reasons for claiming 


that an increase in Naval Construction would be preferable 


to increased Air Construction in present circumstances. 


(Appendix) 


The Prime Minister said that he himself felt 


that the argument submitted by the First Lord of the 


Admiralty did not outweigh those in favour of Air 


Construction and Anti-aircraft Defence, which had appealed 


to the Cabinet at the last meeting. Unless any of his 


colleagues took a contrary view, therefore, the discussion 


would proceed on the basis of the proposals submitted in 


the memoranda referred to above. 


The Home Secretary said he would have liked both 


increased Naval and Air Construction and he recalled that 


he had supported the Admiralty proposal for laying down 


a third capital shipc 


The Secretary of State for Air said that his plan 


would provide by March, 1939, a first-line bomber strength 


of 1320 and a fighter strength of 544 aeroplanes with a 


total metropolitan first-line strength of 2182 machines. 


Behind this, it was true there would only be scanty reserves 


"but, under his plan, we should get full reserves 


approximately by March, 1940, that is to say one year earlier 


than as now contemplatedo These results could only be 


achieved if, both as regards the manufacture of aircraft 


and the various ancillaries, sufficient personnel was 


provided for double shifts and priority was given in certain 


raw materials, particularly special steels and alloys. 




It would be difficult without detailed examination to 


express an opinion as to the amount of labour required. 


As, however, there was at present a slight recession 


in industry, he v/ould have hoped that something might 


be achieved by an approach to the employers and employed 


in general industry. 


The Minister of Labour insisted that it was 


first necessary to know the numbers that were required 


and where they would be wanted. If anything in the 


nature of compulsion was thought possible, it must be 


recalled that that could not be used for the 


purposes of obtaining a relatively small number of workers 


and it would raise a most dangerous issue in its most 


dangerous form. In the course of the discussion, he 


read the following extract from a memorandum he had 


circulated just two years ago (CP^ 96 (36) dated the 


26th March, 1936):
"In conclusion it must be emphasised that 


labour is as essential for carrying out the 

defence programme as men are for the fighting 

forces. It has been indicated that there may be 

serious difficulties to be overcome in the supply 

and the necessary distribution of skilled labour 

during the forthcoming years, These diffficulties, 

though grave, will not be insurmountable if 

careful regard is had in the planning of the 

programme to the labour that can reasonably be 

expected to be available. This means that an 

attempt to produce all the requirements at a 

greater speed than the labour supply will make 

possible will defeat Its own ends. What is 

needed, from this point of view, is so to plan the 

whole programme that there may be a steady and in 

the later stages a swift acceleration of production. 

If industry is given enough time it should be able 

to adapt itself to the new demands without 

seriously interfering with its normal output on 

civilian work. Within a year's time much can be 

done by industrj- itself in the reorganisation of 

labour supply, which would greatly reduce labour 

difficulties and appreciably increase the 

effectives available for the programme. If, on 

the other hand, speed at all costs is attempted, 




very serious labour questions will be thrown up at 

once, with all the embarrassing consequences not 

only for the armament programme but for civilian 

industry.. In short, therefore, there is nothing 

in the picture from the labour point of view which 

would make it impossible to carry out the programme 

over a reasonable period and at a progressive rate 

of acceleration with complete success. If, 

however, the period is too severely limited, or 

the rate of acceleration at the start too rapid, 

the dangers of failure are very real." 


That extract represented the situation from 


the labour point of view very much as it was to-day. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer pointed out 


that this was a very grave matter from many points 


of view. He recalled the following passage in 


paragraph 27 of the recent Statement Relating to 


Defence (Cmd. 5682):
"Further stages of expansion will take the form 

of increasing progressively the strength of the 

Royal Air Force both by forming additional 

squadrons and by increasing the establishments 

of individual squadrons." 


That passage should be the starting point if 


further expansion was decided on and this course would 


avoid any public impression of the increase being a 


panic decision and would convey an idea of 


continuity of policy. His own firm view was that 


if the Cabinet were to adopt substantially Scheme "K", 


it meant an end to the plan of fixing a total sum for 


Defence Expenditure. By no conceivable means would it 


then be possible to adhere to the Cabinet1s decision 


of the 16th February, namely 
"That the figure of £l 650 millions should be 
c


taken as the maximum sum which can be regarded 

as available for all defence purposes over the 

five years 1937-41." (Cabinet 5 (38) Conclusion 

9 (a)(i).) 




There was a fundamental difference in our 


position from that of other nations. If we became 


involved in war, we could adopt unorthodox measures such 


as excessive borrowing, inflation of currency and so 


fortho At the present moment, however, we were in 'he 


position of a runner in a race who wanted to reserve his 


spurt for the right time but did not know where the 


finishing tape was. The danger was that we might knock 


our finances to pieces prematurely,, ^ 


The Secretary of State for Air pointed out that 


unl-ess the Cabinet were to adopt Scheme "K" as our goal, 


they would be deciding on something which was below 


what was regarded by the Air Staff as the minimum 


insurance. Unless the foundations of Scheme "K" were 


laid down now, it would be impossible to implement within 


a reasonable period of time any fresh decision that might 


be taken 18 months hence. He reminded the Cabinet also 


that Air armaments unlike Naval armaments could be 


cancelled. He urged, therefore, that he should be given 


authority to take such steps as were necessary to make 


Scheme "K" possible. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


confirmed the view of the Chancellor of the Exchequer that 


the adoption of Scheme "K" would wreck the armament 


programmes recently adopted by the Cabinet. This was 


shown by certain sketch figures which he had sent out to 


Departments as a basis for discussion in the allocation 


of the available funds. The adoption of Scheme "K" 


would mean the allocation of su much of the available 


money to the Air Force as to reduce the quota available to 


the Navy and Army very seriously. For three shifts, a 




considerable recruitment of labour would be necessary 


over and beyond what could be obtained from the ordinary 


inducements provided by such factors as the prospect of 


several years continuous work. He had consulted Sir 


Alexander Ramsay, who had said that if any large influx 


of men was required, it would be necessary to approach 


the Trade Unions with a view to dilution. Such 


approaches were likely to be badly received. Sir 


Alexander had recalled that 93,000 men had already been 


brought into the armament industry. Unless the need 


was very urgent, he had thought it would be better to 


proceed along the present lineso He was satisfied that 


what the Secretary of State for Air required to be done 


quickly would not be practicable without dilution of 


labour, which meant the exercise of strong persuasion 
perhaps with compulsion in the background. The sort of 


difficulty he anticipated from the Trade Unions was that 


they would make conditionsi e.g. they might demand that 


the Government should undertake to use the arms in support 


of Czecho-Slovakia or insist on the question being dealt 


with by the League of Nations. Before entering on such 


discussions, the Cabinet ought to make up their mind as 


to whether they were ready in case of a rebuff or of 


impossible conditions being insisted on to impose some 


form of compulsion, which would be very valuable also 


in connection with Air Raid Precautions. 


The Secretary of State for India recalled the 


Cabinet decision on 16th February that the Government 


could not afford more than £1570 millions for the Defence 


Services. He understood that if they were now to adopt 


Scheme "K", it meant an increase of £60 millions. That 


froultf. have a grave reaction not only on our financial position 


.. " 

but on our whole economic system. There would be 




a heavy demand for skilled labour which would be increased 


by the proposal to transfer the repair work of the Air 


Force to private manufacturers,, To him it did not 


appear that this was justified by any change in 


circumstances that had occurred since the date of the 


Cabinet decision. The principal new factor was the 


increased risk that the Germans might march into Czecho-


Slovakia,. We were not committed to intervention in that 


event, but he agreed that we might be drawn in. Germany, 


however, would have to reflect that she would have to 


meet not only the Czecho-Slova1: s who, it was known, 


intended to resist, but also the French, the Russians 


and perhaps ourselves. It was unlikely that the Germans 


would be -sfiwilling to run this risk. The Air Forces 


that might be up against them might be very considerable. 


In these circumstances, he was opposed on financial and 


economic grounds to an extension of expenditure. 


The Prime Minister said he had been pondering 
over the question during the weekend and he had come 
to the conclusion that the Cabinet ought not to adopt 
Scheme "K" without further examination. The implications 
of the proposal ought to be examined more thoroughly. 
It was clear that skilled labour was the bottle-neck. 
He suggested that no particular programme should be 
decided on but that investigation should be set on foot 
at once and conversations should be entered into with 
the Trade Unions and the aircraft industry in order to 
ascertain whether extra skilled labour could be obtained 
by voluntary agreement and to what extent. That might 
be taken as -the factor to determine the pro grannie. He had 
hoped to avoid a Debate that afternoon, in which case 
nothing need have been said on the subject, but as there 



was to be a Debate, he thought it might be desirable, 


after dwelling on the shock of recent events, to say 


that they had the following effects:
(1)	 To undermine confidence, and 


(2)	 To increase the efforts of the 

various nations to make further 

provision for their safety in an 

unsafe world. 


It might then be recalled that it had always been said 


that we intended to review our Programmes and that we 


had decided on a fresh review now, the result of which 


would be announced in due course. 


The Lord Chancellor suggested that the Prime 


Minister should also announce that the Government 


were getting into touch with the Trade Unions and the 


aircraft manufacturers. 


The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 


urged that it was as important for the Cabinet to 


consider the views of the "Right" as well as of the 


"Left" in Parliamento He himself had had exceptional 


opportunities for knowing Mr. Winston Churchill's views 


Since joining the Cabinet and having access to Cabinet 


documents, he was deeply concerned at our inability 


to fulfil the pledges of the late Prime Minister, He 


could see the reason for the difficulties, but the 


Government were going to be faced with a strong demand. 


Even the News Chronicle urged that we should press on 


with rearmament. If the Government were to announce 


that the matter sas "under consideration", they would 


be told that that was what they always replied and that 


the circumstances needed action. 




The Secretary of State for War agreed with the 


Prime Minister that it would be inappropriate to adopt 


any particular Scheme without further enquiry. It was 


necessary, however, to face the fact that the Cabinet's 


present decisions contemplated a re-armament programme 


spread over five years. It would be said that it had been 


embarked upon in order to meet a situation which was 


rapidly becoming imminent. He recalled that the Chancellor 


of the Exchequer had spoken of what we could do financially 


if engaged in a war. As a matter of fact, we were at this 


moment entering on war. The new method of war was for one 


country to fall on the other in the night. Herr Hitler 


always told people in advance what he was going to do. 


In this connection he read the following quotations from 


Herr Hitler's book "Mein Kampf":

"A Germary stretching from the mouth of 

the Ems to that of the Danube, from Memel to 

Trieste, from Metz to the Bug, is in a 

position to impose peace in Europe ... 

Because the whole world wants peace, the 

whole world must want this Germany." 


"If the Germans alone understand the truths 

of political morality, it is better for the 

world that Germany, that is to say, the truth, 

should prevail. In Herr Hitler's words, 


"every question of foreign policy 

can be considered only from the standpoint: 

will this or will it not be to the 

advantage of our people? All con
siderations of internal politics, of 

religion, of humanity, every other point 

of view -.. must be eliminated." 


He recalled that the Secretary of State for India 


had spoken of the possibility of allies. He was not so sure 




if any would be lefts Germany now had only one flank to 


depend-. It was only necessary to glance at the map 


to see that the Czecho-Slovak flank could be turned at any 


moment. The Germans could walk in at any time to a 


countryside where their compatriots had already rebelled. 


Spain was likely to add an additional frontier for 


Prance to defend. He asked the Cabinet to realise that 


within half an hour three hundred German aeroplanes had 


arrived in Austria bringing with them the equivalent of 


three pre-war battalions of infantry with full equipment. 


We were up against new methods and a man who had gone a 


long way in the development of German armament.- There 


would be grave risk if our only reply to Germany's real 


effort was a dilatory expansion. Prance was our only 


certain ally? and Prance had only a most inadequate 


Air Force. Our own air defence was terribly behind-hand^ 


The Cabinet had been examining this question over months? 


but examination did not produce war material- Only six 


3.7-inch anti-aircraft guns had yet been delivered. In 


the field force also there were great deficiencies, 


for example, the field guns were of a type adopted in 1905. 


He hoped the Cabinet were not under any illusions as to the 


extent of our ability to defend ourselves from the air. 


We had hoped that the Germans would have been prepared 


to talk and our Ambassador in Berlin had encouraged us to 


think so. Sir Nevile Henderson had proved wrong just as 


Mr Palairet had proved right. He felt that the Cabinet 


ought to examine the Defence Programmes not from the point 


of view of paper figures, but of production. He agreed 


that the Trade Union leaders ought to be seen, and that 


an effort ought to be made to obtain enough men to work 
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shifts. At present v/e were trying to carry through our 


Programme without any interference with trade against a 


Power that was concentrating every effort on armaments. 


We ought, therefore, to consider a great intensification 


of our efforto It was all very well to have a five years' 


Programme, "but we should not have five years for it. 


It was clear that Germany meant business. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that the events of the last few days had not changed his 


own opinion as to the German attitude towards this country. 


He did not think it could be claimed that a new situation 


had arisen. 


The Prime Minister pointed out th.?t it was now 


12.30 p.m. He was due to lunch with His Majesty the King 


at 1 o'clock; he had a number of questions on Foreign 


Affairs to answer in the House of Commons and he had to 


make a statement which he had not yet had any opportunity 


to compose. This discussion confirmed him in the opinion 


he had already expressed that the Cabinet were not in a 


position to make any specific statement that day, and 


that nothing could be said beyond announcing a fresh review 


in the light of recent events. If, however, the Cabinet 


hadbeenable to take decisions in time, it would have beenpossible 


to make an announcement on the morrow. 


The Cabinet agreed:
(a) To adjourn the discussion. 


(b) That the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 

should further investigate the proposals of 


RRj&^i)!	 the Secretary of State for Air and the 

Secretary of State for War in consultation both 

with those Ministers and the Minister of Labour^ 
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(c) That the Prime Minister in his speech in 

the House of Commons should recall the 

passage in paragraph 27 of the Statement 

Relating to Defence, (Cmd. 5682) that 

"further stages of expansion will take 

the form of increasing progressively the 

strength of the Royal Air Force . . . .
 
and should state that a fresh review was 

being undertaken in the light of recent 

events. 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I., 


14th March, 1938. 




APPENDIX. 


ADMIRALTY, S.W.I. 


13th March, 1938. 


Copy of Letter from the First Lord of the 

Admiralty to the Prime Minister. 


My dear Prime Minister, 


I am sorry to say that as a result of getting up 


yesterday I have had a slight relapse and have been sent back 


to bed, so that I shall not be at the Cabinet to-morrow. 


I have heard from one of our colleagues that increased 


Air Construction rather than increased Naval Construction will 


be under consideration. In this connection I would suggest 


(1) that nothing we can do in the air is going to alarm Germany 


who is steadily increasing her lead in that element, (2) that 


the war won't be won in the air and that if we have to fight 


Germany again, blockade must be our principal weapon, (3) can 


we be confident if we give large oraers for new machines that 


they will be delivered - or that, if they are, we shall be 


able to train the pilots in time to man them? 


On the other hand, increased Naval Construction 


on the lines I have suggested can be accomplished by a stroke 


of the pen - all preliminary preparations for it having been 


made already. So long as we retain naval superiority, we 


cannot be defeated in war, but the margin of our superiority 


over Germany and Japan is very narrow and will diminish. 


Increased Air Construction now may be interpreted as a yielding 


to internal criticism, whereas increased Naval Construction 


could only be taken as a direct reply to the aggressive policies 


of Germany or Japan. 




Of course, any increase in our Naval Forces 


justifies Germany in increasing hers - but she has not yet 


built up to Treaty limits and any increases will further tax 


her limited resources. 


Yours ever, 


(Signed) DUFF COOPER. 



